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PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION Avii. 

HUMAN reason has this peculiar fate that in one species 
of its knowledge it is burdened by questions which, as pre
scribed by the very nature of reason itself, it is not able to 
ignore, but which, as transcending all its powers, it is also 
not able to answer. 

The perplexity 'into which it thus falls is not due to any 
fault of its own. I t begins with principles which it has no 
option save to employ in the course of experience, and which 
this experience at the same time abundantly justifies it in 
using. Rising with their aid (since it is determined to this 
also by its own nature) to ever higher, ever more remote, 
conditions, it soon becomes aware that in this way- the A viii. 
questions never ceasing -its work must always remain 
incomplete; and it therefore finds itself compelled to resort 
to principles which overstep all possible empirical employ
ment, and which yet seem so unobjectionable that even 
ordinary consciousness readily accepts them. But by this 
procedure human reason precipitates itself into darkness 
and contradictions; and while it may indeed conjecture 
that these must be in some way due to concealed errors, 
it is not in a position to be able to detect them. For since 
the principles of which it is making use transcend the limits 
of experience, they are no longer subject to any empirical 
test. The battle-field of these endless controversies is called 
metaphysics. 

Time was when metaphysics was entitled the Queen of ..._ 
all the sciences; and if the will be taken for the deed, the pre
eminent importance of her accepted tasks gives her every 
right to this title of honour. Now, however, the changed 
fashion of the time brings her only scorn; a matron outcast ., 
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and forsaken, she mourns like Hecuba: Modo maxima rerum, 
A ix. tot generis natt"sque potens-nunc trahor exul, inops.4 

Her government, under the administration of the dogmat
ists, was at first despott"c. But inasmuch as the legislation 
still bore traces of the ancient barbarism, her empire gradu
ally through intestine wars gave way to complete anarchy; 

' and the sceptics, a species of nomads, despising all settled 
• modes of life, broke up from time to time all civil society. 

Happily they were few in number, and were unable to prevent 
its being established ever anew, although on no uniform and 
self-consistent plan. In more recent times, it has seemed as 
if an end might be put to all these controversies and the 
claims of metaphysics receive final judgment, through a 
certain physiology of the human understanding-that of the 
celebrated Locke. But it has turned out quite otherwise. For 
however the attempt be made to cast doubt upon the pre
tensions of the supposed Queen by tracing her lineage to 
vulgar origins in common experience, this genealogy has, 
as a matter of fact, been fictitiously invented, and she has 

A x. still continued to uphold her claims. Metaphysics has accord
ingly lapsed back into the ancient time-worn dogmatism, and 
so again suffers that depreciation from which it was to have 
been rescued. And now, after all methods, so it is believed, 
have been tried and found wanting, the prevailing mood is 
that of weariness and complete indzjferent£sm-the mother, 
in all sciences, of chaos and nignr,-l)uthappily in this case 
the source, or at least the prelude, of their approaching 
reform and restoration. For it at least puts an end to that ill
applied industry which has rendered them thus dark, confused, 
and unserviceable. 

But it is idle to feign indifference to such enquiries, 
the object of which can never be indifferent to our human 
nature. Indeed these pretended indzjferen#sts, however 
they may try to disguise themselves by substituting a 
popular tone for the language of the Schools, inevitably 
fall back, in so far as they think at all, into those very 
metaphysical assertions which they profess so greatly to 
despise. None the less this indifference, showing itself in the 
midst of flourishing sciences, and affecting precisely those 

• Ovid, Metam. [xiii. soS-szo]. 
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sciences, the knowledge of which, if attainable, we should 
least of all care to dispense with, is a phenomenon that A xi. 
calls for attention and reflection. It is obviously the effect 
not of levity but of the matured judgment" of the age, which 
refuses to be any longer put off with illusory knowledge. It is 
a call to reason to undertake anew the most difficult of all 
its tasks, namely, that of self-knowledge, and to institute 
a tribunal which will assure to reason its lawful claims, and 
dismiss all groundless pretensions, not by despotic decrees, A xii. 
but in accordance with its own eternal and unalterable 
laws. Jhis tribunal is no other than the critique of pure 
reason. 

I do not mean by this a critique of books and systems, 
but of the faculty of reasonlngene al, in respect of a ll know
ledge after which it 1 may strive independently of all experi
ence. It will therefore decide as to the possibility or impossi
bility of metaphysics in general, and determine its sources, 
its extent, and its limits-all in accordance with principles. 

I have entered upon this path-the only one that has re
mained unexplored-ana flatter myself that in following it I 
have found a way of guarding against all those errors which 
have hitherto set reason, in its non-empirical employment, at 

., We often hear complaints of shallowness of thought in our age 
and of the consequent decline of sound science. But I do not see 
that the sciences which rest upon a secure foundation, such as mathe
matics, physics, etc., in the least deserve this reproach. On the con
trary, they merit their old reputation for solidity, and, in the case 
of physics, even surpass it. The same spirit would have become 
active in other kinds of knowledge, if only attention ha<i first been 
directed to the determination of their principles. Till this is done, in
difference, doubt, and, in the final issue, severe criticism, are them
selves proofs of a profound habit of thought. Our age is, in especial 
degree, the age of criticism, 2 and to criticism everything must sub
mit. Religion through its sanctity, and law-giving through its majesty, 
may seek to exempt themselves from it. But they then awaken just 
suspicion, and cannot claim the sincere respect which reason accords 
only to that which has been able to sustain the test of free and open 
examination. 

1 [Reading, with Adickes, es for sie.] 
1 [Kr£tik. This term I have sometimes translated 'criticism' and sometime. 

'critique'.] 
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now are, seem to me sufficiently remarkable to suggest our 
~onsidering what may have been the essential features in the 
changed point of view by which they have so greatly bene
fited. Their success should incline us, at least by way of experi
ment, to imitate their procedure, so far as the analogy which, 
as species of rational knowledge, they bear to metaphysics may 
permit. Hitherto it has been assumed that all our knowledge 
must conform to objects. But all attempts to extend our know
ledge of objects by establishing something in regard to them 
a priori, by means of concepts, have, on this assumption, 
ended in failure. We must therefore make trial whether we 
may not have more success in the tasks of metaphysics, if 
we suppose that objects must conform to our knowledge. This 
would agree better with what is desired, namely, that it should 
be possible to have knowledge of objects a priori, determining 
something in regard to them prior to their being given. We 
should then be proceeding precisely on the lines of Copernicus' 
primary hypothesis. 1 Failing of satisfactory progress in ex
plaining the movements of the heavenly bodies on the supposi
tion that they all revolved round the spectator, he tried whether 
he might not have better success if he made the spectator 

B I vii. to revolve and the stars to remain at rest. A similar experi
ment can be tried in metaphysics, as regards the intuition 
of objects. If intuition must conform to the constitution of 
the objects, I do not see how we could know anything of 
the latter a priori; but if the object (as object of the senses) 
must conform to the constitution of our faculty of intuition, 
I have no difficulty in conceiving such a possibility. Since I 
cannot rest in these intuitions if they are to become known; 
but must relate them as representations to something as their 
object, and determine this latter through them, either I must 
assume that the concepts, by means of which I obtain this 
determination, conform to the object, or else I assume that the 
objects, or what is the same thing, that the experience in 
which alone, as given objects, they can be known, conform to 
the concepts. In the former case, I am again in the same per
plexity as to how I can know anything a priori in regard to 
the objects. In the latter case the outlook is more hopeful. For 
experience is itself a species of knowledge which involves 

1 [mit den ersten GedanRen des Koperniltus.] 
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understanding; and understanding has rules wh1ch 1 must pre
suppose as being in me prior to objects being given to me, and 
therefore as being a priori. They find expression in a prior£ 
concepts to which all objects of experience necessarily con- B xviii. 
form, and with which they must agree. As regards objects 
which are thought solely through reason, and indeed as 
necessary, but which can never-at least not in the manner 
in which reason thinks them-be given in experience, the 
attempts at thinking them (for they must admit of being 
thought) will furnish an excellent touchstone of what we are 
adopting as our new method of thought, namely, that we can 
know a pr£or£ of things only what we ourselves put into them.4 

This experiment succeeds as well as could be desired, and 
promises to metaphysics, in its first part- the part that is 
occupied with those concepts a prior£ to which the correspond-
ing objects, commensurate with them, can be given in ex
perience-the secure path of a science. For the new point of B xix. 
view enables us to explain how there can be knowledge 
a pr£orl; and, in addition, to furnish satisfactory proofs of the 
laws which form the a priori basis of nature, regarded as the 
sum of the objects of experience-neither achievement being 
possible on the procedure hitherto followed. But this deduction 
of our power of knowing a priori, in the first part of metaphysics, 
has a consequence which is startling, and which has theappear-

o This method, modelled on that of the student of nature, con-
sists in looking for the elements of pure reason in what admits of con
firmation or refutation by experiment. Now the propositions of pure 
reason, especially if they venture out beyond all limits of possible 
experience, cannot be brought to the test through any experiment 
with their objects, as in natural science. In dealing with those con-
cepts and principles which we adopt a priori, all that we can do is to 
contrive that they be used for viewing objects from two different 
points of view-on the one hand, in connection with experience, as B xix. 
objects of the senses and of the understanding, and on the other 
hand, for the isolated reason that strives to transcend all1 limits of 
experience, as objects which are thought merely. If, when things are 
viewed from this twofold standpoint, we find that there is agreement 
with the principle of pure reason, but that when we regard them 
only from a single point of view reason is involved in unavoidable 
self-conflict, the experiment decides in favour of the correctness of 
this distinction. 

1 £Reading, with Adickes, iJber aile for iiher.] 
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is a quite separate self-subsistent unity, in which, as in an 
organised body, every member exists for every other, and 
all for the sake of each, so that no principle can safely be 
taken in any one relation, unless it has been investigated in 
the entirety of its relations to the whole employment of pure 
reason. Consequently, metaphysics has also this singular 
advantage, such as faJls to the lot of no other science which 
deals with objects (for logic is concerned only with the form 
of thought in general), that should it, through this critique, 
be set upon the secure path of a science, it is capable of ac-

B xxiv. quiring exhaustive knowledge of its entire field. Metaphysics 
has to deal only with principles, and with the limits of their 
employment as determined by these principles themselves, 
and it can therefore finish its work and bequeath it to posterity 
as a capital to which no addition can be made. Since it is 
a fundamental science, it is under obligation to achieve this 
completeness. We must be able to say of it: n£1 actum re
putans, si quid superesset agendum. 

But, it will be asked, what sort of a treasure is this that 
we propose to bequeath to posterity? What is the value of 
the metaphysics that is alleged to be thus purified by criti
cism and established once for all? On a cursory view of the 
present work it may seem that its results are merely negative, 
warning us that we must never venture with speculative reason 
beyond the limits of experience. Such is in fact its primary use. 
But such teaching at once acquires a positive value when we 
recognise that the principles with which speculative reason 
ventures out beyond its proper limits do not in effect extend. 
the employment of reason, but, as we find on closer scrutiny, 
inevitably narrow it. These principles properly belong [not 
to reason but] to sensibility, and when thus employed they 

B xxv. threaten to make the bounds of sf'nsibility coextensive with 
the real, and so to supplant reason in its pure (practical) em
ployment. So far, therefore, as our Critique limits speculative 
reason, it is indeed negative; but since it thereby removes an 
obstacle which stands in the way of the employment of practi
cal reason, nay threatens to destroy it, it has in reality a posi
t ive and very important use. At least this is so, immediately 
we are convinced that there is an absolutely necessary prac
tical employment of pure reason-the moral-in which it 

STEVENSON LISRAHY ~ARt> t6LLi:GE 

Annandale-on-Hudson N.Y 12504 
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tion of freedom; and if at the same time we grant that 
speculative reason has proved that such freedom does not 
allow of being thought, then the former supposition-that 
made on behalf of morality- would have to g ive way to this 
other contention, the opposite of which involves a palpable 
contradiction. For since it is only on the assumption of free
dom that the negation of morality contains any contradiction, 
freedom, and with it morality, would have to yield to the 
mechanism of nature. 

Morality does not, indeed, require that freedom should be 
understood, but only that it should not contradict itself, and 
so should at least allow of being thought, and that as thus 
thought it should place no obstacle in the way of a free act 
(viewed in another relation) likewise conforming to the mechan
ism of nature. The doctrine of morality and the doctrine of 
nature may each, therefore, make good its position. This, 
however, is only possible in so far as criticism has previously 
established our unavoidable ignorance of things in themselves, 
and has limited all that we can theoretically know to mere 
appearances. 

This discussion as to the positive advantage of critical 
principles of pure reason can be similarly developed in regard 
to the concept of God and of the sz'mple nature of our soul; but 
for the sake of brevity such further discussion may be omitted. 
[From what has already been said, it is evident that] even the 
assumptz'on- as made on behalf of the necessary practical em- B x.xx. 

ployment of my reason-of God, freedom, and immortality is 
not permissible unless at the same time speculative reason be 
deprived of its pretensions to transcendent insight. For in order 
to arrive at such insight it must make use of principles which, 
in fact, extend only to objects of possible experience, and 
which, if also applied to what cannot be an object of experience, 

Q
lways really change this into an appearance, thus rendering 

allpractz'cal extensz'onof pure reason impossible. I have therefore -D ../ 
ound it necessary to deny knowledge, in order to make room J j lr ~ I 
or faith. 1 The dogmatism of metaphysics, that is, the precon-
eption that it is possible to make headway in metaphysics with-

out a previous criticism of pure reason, is the source of all that 
unbelief,2 always very dogmatic, which wars against morality. 

1 [Giaube.] 1 [Unglaube.] 
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Though it may not, then, be very difficult to leave to pos
( terity the bequest of a systematic metaphysic, constructed in 

f.. conformity with a critique of pure reason, yet such a gift is 

L not to be valued lightly. For not only will reason be enabled 
to follow the secure path of a science, instead of, as hitherto, 

B xxxi. g roping at random, without circumspection or self-criticism; 
our enquiring youth will also be in a position to spend 
their time more profitably than in the ordinary dogmatism 
by which they are so early and so greatly encouraged to 
indulge in easy speculation about things of which they 
understand nothing, and into which neither they nor any
one else will ever have any insight--encouraged, indeed, to 
mvent new ideas and opinions, while neglecting the study 
of the better-established sciences. But, above all, there is 
the inestimable benefit, that all objections to morality and 
religion will be for ever silenced, and this in Socratic fashion, 
namely, by the clearest proof of the ignorance of the objectors. 
There has always existed in the \Vorld, and there will always 
continue to exist, some kind of metaphysics, and with it the 
dialectic that is natural to pure reason. It is therefore the first 
and most important task of philosophy to deprive meta
physics, once and for all, of its injurious influence, by attack
ing its errors at their very source. 

Notwithstanding this important change in the field of the 
sciences, and the loss of its fancied possessions which specula-

B xxxii. tive reason must suffer, general human interests remain in the 
same privileged position as hitherto, and the advantages which 
the world has hitherto derived from the teachings of pure 
reason are in no way diminished. The loss affects only the 
monopoly of the schools, in no respect the interests of humanity. 
I appeal to the most rigid dogmatist, whether the proof of the 
continued existence of our soul after death, derived from the 
simplicity of substance, or of the freedom of the will as opposed 
to a universal mechanism, arrived at through the subtle but 
ineffectual distinctions between subjective and objective prac
tical necessity, or of the existence of God as deduced from the 
concept of an ens realissimum (of the contingency of the 
changeable and of the necessity of a prime mover), have ever, 
upon passing out from the schools, succeeded in reaching the 
public mind or in exercising the slightest influence on its con-
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I NTRODUCTION 

• I. THE DISTIKCTION BETWEEN PURE AND EMPIRICAL 
K NOWLEDGE 

B I 

\ 
THERE can be no doubt that all our knowledge begins with -
experience. For how should our faculty of knowledge be 
awakened into action did not objects affecting our senses 
partly of themselves produce representations, partly arouse 
the activity of our understanding to compare these repre
sentations, and, by combining or separating them, work 
up the raw material of the sensible impressions into that 
knowledge of objects which is entitled experience? In the _ 
order of time, therefore, we have no knowledge antecedent to 
experience, and with experience all our knowledge begins. 

But though all our knowledge begins with experience, 
it does not follow that it all arises out of experience. For it 

* [In B the Introduction is divided into five sections, in place of 
the two sections of the original Introduction. The new sections I. 
and II. (with their headings) are substituted in B for the original 
two opening paragraphs (with their heading), which are as follows:] 

I. TH E IDEA OF TRANSCENDENTAL PHILOSOPHY A 1 

Experience is, beyond all doubt, the first product to which 
our understanding gives rise, in working up the raw material 
of sensible impressions. 1 Experience is therefore our first 

r 
instruction4 and in its progress is so inexhaustible in new 
information, that in the interconnected lives of all future 
generations there will never be any lack of new knowledge 
that can be thus ingathered . Nevertheless, it is by no means 

1 [sinn/i&lte Empjitldungm.] 

41 
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may well be that even our empirical knowledge is made up of 
what we receive through impressions and of what our own 
faculty of knowledge (sensible impressions serving merely as 
the occasion) supplies from itself. If our faculty of knowledge 
iuakes any such _addition, it may be that we are not in a posi-

B 2 tion to distinguish it from the raw material, until with long 
practice of attention we have become skilled in separating it. 

This, then, is a question which at least calls for closer 
examination, and does not allow of any off-hand answer:
whether there is any knowledge that is thus independent of 
experience and even of all impressions of the senses. Such 
knowledge is entitled a prior£, and distinguished from the 

the sole field to which our understanding is confined. Experi
ence tells us, indeed, what is, but not that it must necessarily 
be so, and not otherwise. I t therefore gives us no true 
universality; and reason, which is so insistent upon this 

A 2 kind of knowledge, is therefore more stimulated by it than 
satisfied. Such universal modes of knowlcdge,1 which at the 
same time possess the character of inner necessity, must in 
themselves, independently of experience, be clear and certain. 
They are therefore entitled knowledge a pr£or£; whereas, on 
the other hand, that which is borrowed solely from experience 
is, as we say, known only a posterior£, or empirically. 

Now we find, what is especially noteworthy, that even into 
our experiences there enter modes of knowledge which must 
have their origin a pr£or£, and which perhaps serve only to 
give coherence to our sense-representations.2 For if we elimin
ate from our experiences everything which belongs to the 
senses, there still remain certain original concepts and certain 
judgments derived from them, which must have arisen com
pletely a pr£or£, independently of experience, inasmuch as 
they enable us to say, or at least lead us to believe that we can 
say, in regard to the objects which appear to the senses, more 
than mere experience would teach-giving to assertions true 
universality and strict necessity, such as mere empirical know
ledge cannot supply. 

1 [As the term 'knowledge' cannot be used in the plural, I have usually trans· 
tated E,.kmntnisu 'modes of knowledge'.] 

• [V01'stellungen dw Sinne.] 
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emp£r£cal, which has its sources a posteriori, that is, in experi
ence. 

The expression 'a priori' does not, however, indicate with 
sufficient precision the full meaning of our question. For it 
has been customary to say, even of much knowledge that is 
derived from empirical sources, that we have it or are capable 
of having it a priori, meaning thereby that we do not derive 
it immediately from experience, but from a universal rule-a 
rule which is itself, however, borrowed by us from experience. 
Thus we would say of a man who undermined the foundations 
of his house, that he might have known a priori that it would 
fall, that is, that he need not have waited for the experience of 
its actual falling. But still he could not know this completely 
a prior£. For he had first to learn through experience that 
bodies are heavy, and therefore fall when their supports are 
withdrawn. 

In what follows, therefore, we shall understand by a prior£ 
knowledge, not knowledge independent of this or that experi
ence, but knowledge_ absolutely independent of all experience. B 3 
Opposed to it is empirical knowledge, which is knowledge 
possible only a posteriori, that is, through experience. A 
priori modes of knowledge are entitled pure when there is 
no admixture of anything empirical. Thus, for instance, the 
proposition, 'every alteration has its cause', while an a pr£or£ 
proposition, is not a pure proposition, because alteration is a 
concept which can be derived only from experience.1 

II. WE ARE IN POSSESSION OF CERTAIN MODES OF A PRIORi 
KNOWLEDGE, AND EVEN THE COMMON UNDERSTAND· 
lNG IS NEVER WITHOUT THEM 

What we here require is a criterion2 by which to distinguish 
with certainty between pure and empirical knowledge. Ex
perience teaches us that a thing is so and so, but not that it 
cannot be otherwise. First, then, if we have a proposition 
which in being thought is thought as necessary, it is an a priori 
judgment; and if, besides, it is not derived from any proposi
tion except one which also has the validity of a necessary 
judgment, it is an ~bso_!_utely a priori judgment. Secondly, 

1 [Cf. below, pp. 44, 76, 216·7.] 1 [Merkmal.] 
cl! 
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experience never confers on its judgments true or strict, but 
only assumed and comparative un£versality, through induc
tion. We can properly only say, therefore, that, so far as 

B 4 we have hitherto observed, there is no exception to this or 
that rule. If, then, a judgment is thought with strict univer
sality, that is, in such manner that no exception is allowed as 
possible, it is not derived from experience, but is valid abso
lutely a priori. Empirical universality is only an arbitrary ex
tension of a validity holding in most cases to one which holds 
in all, for instance, in the proposition, 'all bodies are heavy'. 
When, on the other hand, strict universality is essential to a 
a judgment, this indicates a special source of knowledge, 
namely, a faculty of a priori knowledge. Necessity and strict 
universality are thus sure criteria of a priori knowledge, and 
are inseparable from one another. But since in the employ
ment of these criteria the contingency of judgments is some
times more easily shown than their empirical limitation,1 or, 
as sometimes also happens, their unlimited universality can 
be more convincingly proved than their necessity, it is advis
able to use the two criteria separately, each by itself being 
infallible. 

Now it is easy to show that there actually are in human 
knowledge judgments which are necessary and in the strictest 
sense universal, and which are therefore pure a priori judg
ments. If an example from the sciences be desired, we have 
only to look to any of the propositions of mathematics; if we 
seek an example from the understanding in its quite ordinary 

B s employment, the proposition, 'every alteration must have a 
cause', will serve our purpose. In the latter case, indeed, the 
very concept of a cause so manifestly contains the concept of 
a necessity of connection with an effect and of the strict uni
versality of the rule, that the concept would be altogether lost if 
we attempted to derive it, as H ume has done, from a repeated 
association of that which happens with that which precedes, 
and from a custom of connecting representations, a custom 
originating in this repeated association, and constituting 
therefore a merely subjective necessity. Even without appeal-

1 [Reading, with Vaihinger, du Zufiilli'gkeit in den Urteilen als dieempirisclte 
lJescltriinkllteit derselben for die empirisc!Je lJescltriinktlteit derse/ben als du 
Ztifalligkeit in den Urteilen.) 

• 
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ing to such examples, it is possible to show that pure a priori 
principles are indispensable for the possibility of experience, 
and so to prove their existence a pr£ori. For whence could 
experience derive its certainty, if all the rules, according to 
which it proceeds, were always themselves empirical, and 
therefore contingent? Such rules could hardly be regarded as 
first principles. At present, however, we may be content to 
have established the fact that our faculty of knowledge does 
have a pure employment, and to have shown what ar e the 
criteria of such an employment. 

Such a priori origin is manifest in certain concepts, no 
less than in judgments. If we remove from our empirical 
concept of a body, one by one, every feature in it which is 
[merely] empirical, the colour, the hardness or softness, the 
weight, even 1 the impenetrability, there still remains the 
space which the body (now entirely vanished) occupied, and 
this cannot be removed. Again, if we remove from our em- B 6 
pirical concept of any object, corporeal or incorporeal, all 
properties which experience has taught us, we yet cannot take 
away that property through which the object is thought as 
substance or as inhering in a substance (although this concept 
of substance is more determinate than that of an object in 
general). Owing, therefore, to the necessity with which this 
concept of substance forces itself upon us, we have no option 
save to admit that it has its seat in our faculty of a pr£ori 
knowledge. 

Ill. PHILOSOPHY STANDS IN NEED OF A SCIENCE WHICH 
SHALL DETERMINE THE POSSIBILITY, THE PRINCIPLES, 
AND THE EXTENT OF ALL A PRIORI K NOWLEDGE 

But what is still more extraordinary than all the preceding 2 

is this, that certain modes of knowledge leave the field of all 
possible experiences and have the appearance .£[ extending A 3 
the scope of our judgments beyond all limits of experience, 
and this by means of concepts to which no corresponding 
object can ever be given in experience. 

It is precisely by means of the latter modes of knowledge, 
in a realm beyond the world of the senses, where experience 

1 [ulhst omitted in the 4th edition.] a (a/s aile vt1rige added in B.] 
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can yield neither guidance nor correction, that our reason 
carries on those enquiries which owing to their importance 

B 7 we consider to be far more excellent, and in their purpose 
far more lofty, than all that the understanding can learn in 
the field of appearances. Indeed we prefer to run every risk 
of error rather than desist from such urgent enquiries, on the 
ground of their dubious character, or from disdain and in
difference. 1These unavoidable problems set by pure reason 
itself are God, freedom; and immortality. The science which, 
with all its preparations, is in its final intention 'directed 
solely to their solution is metaphysics; and its procedure 
is at first dogmatic, that is, it confidently sets itself to this 
task without any previous examination of the capacity or 
incapacity of reason for so great an undertaking. 

Now it does indeed seem natural that, as soon as we have 
left the ground of experience, we should, through careful en
quiries, assure ourselves as to the foundations of any building 
that we propose to erect, not making use of any knowledge 
that we possess without first determining whence it has come, 
and not trusting to principkS withOut knowing their origin. 
It is natural, that is to say, that the question should first be 
considered, how the understanding can arrive at all this know
ledge a priori, and what extent, validity, and worth it may 

A 4 have. Nothing, indeed, could be more natural, if by the term 
B 8 'natural' 2 we signify what fittingly and reasonably ought to 

happen. But if we mean by 'natural' what ordinarily happens, 
then on the contrary nothing is more natural and more in
telligible than the fact that this enquiry has been so long neg
lected. For one part of this knowledge, the mathematical, has 
long been of established reliability, and so gives rise to a favour
ablepresumptionasregards the other part, which may yet be of 
quite different nature. Besides,_cmce we_are outside the circl~ 

_2f experience, we can be sure of not being contradz'cted by 
~perience. The charm of extendin!L2llr_kno~g.e is so 

. great that nothing short of encountering a direct contii:" 
diction can suffice to arrest us in our course; and this can be 
avoided, if we are careful in our fabrications-which none the 

/ less will still remain fabrications. Mathematics gives us a shin-

1 ["These unavoidable . •. " to end of paragraph added in B.) 
• (In A unter diesem Wort: in B unter dem Worte naturlidz.] 
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ing example of how far, independently of experience, we can 
progress in a prz"ori knowledge. It does, indeed, occupy itself 
with objects and with knowledge solely in so far as they 
allow of being exhibited in intuition. But this circumstance 
is easily overlooked, since this intuition can itself be given 
a priori, and is therefore hardly to be distinguished from a 
bare and pure concept. Misled 1 by such a proof of the power 
of reason, the demand for the extension of knowledge recog- A s 
niSe'Silo limits. The light dove, cleaving the air in her free 
flight, and feeling its resistance, might imagine that its flight 
would be still easier in empty space. It was thus that Plato B 9 
left the world of the senses, as setting too narrow limits to 2 

the understanding, and ventured out beyond it on the wings 
of the ideas, in the empty space of the pure understanding. 
He did not observe that with all his efforts he made no ad
vance-meeting no resistance that might, as it were, serve 
as a support upon which he could take a stand, to which 
he could apply his powers, and so set his understanding 
in motion. I t is, indeed, the common fate of human reason 
to complete its speculative structures as speedily as may 
be, and only afterwards to enquire whether the foundations 
are reliable. All sorts of excuses will then be appealed to, in 
order to reassure us of their solidity, or rather indeed 3 to 
enable us to dispense altogether with so late and so dangerous 
an enquiry. But what keeps us, during the actual building, 
free from all apprehension and suspicion, and flatters us with 
a seeming thoroughness, is this other circumstance, namely, 
that a great, perhaps the greatest, part of the business of our 
reason consists in analysis ' of the concepts which we already 
have of objects. This analysis supplies us 'with a consider-
able body of knowledge, which, while nothing but explanation 
or elucidation of what has already been thought in our con- A 6 
cepts, though in a confused manner, is yet prized as being, 
at least as regards its form, new insight. But so far as the 
matter or content is concerned, there has been no extension of 
our previously possessed concepts, but only an analysis of them. 
Since this procedure yields real knowledge a priori, which B ro 

1 [1n A: Encouraged.) 
1 [In A: placing such manifold hindrances in the way of.) 
1 [Iieber gar added in B.] 
• [Reading, with the sth edition. Z•rrilederunr for Zerrliederungen.J 
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progresses in an assured and useful fashion, reason is so far 
misled as surreptitiously to introduce, without itself being 
aware of so doing, assertions of an entirely different order, in 
which it attaches to given concepts others completely foreign 
to theffi,-and moreover attaches them a priori.1 And yet it is 
not known how reason can be in position to do this. Such a 
question 2 is never so much as thought of. I shall therefore 
at once proceed to deal with the difference between these two 
kinds of knowledge. 

8 IV. T HE DISTI NCTION BETWEEN ANALYTIC AND 
SYNTHETIC JUDGMENTS 

In all judgments in which the relation of a subject to the 
predicate is thought (I take into consideration affirmative 
judgments only, the subsequent' application to negative judg
ments being easily made), this relation is possible in two 
different ways. Either the predicate B belongs to the subject 
A, as something which is (covertly) contained in this concept 
A; or B lies outside the concept A,although it does indeed 
stand in c~nection with it. In the one case I entitle the judg
ment analytic, in the other synthetic. Analytic judgments 
(affirmative) are therefore those in which the connection of the 
predicate with the subject is thought through identity; those 
in which this connection is thought without identity should 
be entitle~nthetic. The former, as adding nothing through 
the predicate to the concept of the subject, but merely break
ing it up into those constituent concepts that have all along 
&en thought in it, although confusedly, can also be entitled 
explicative. The latter, on the other hand, add to the concept 
of the subject a predicate which has not been-many wise thought 
in it, and which no analysis could possibly extract from it; and 
they may therefore be entitled ampliative. If I say, for instance, 
'All bodies are extended', this is an analytic judgment. For I 
do not require to go beyond the concept which I connect with 
'body' 6 in order to find extension as bound up with it. To 

1 [In A: attaches a prt"t~ri to given concepts others completely foreign to 
then,.) 

1 [In A: This question.] • ["IV" added in B.) 4 [naehher added in B.) 
• {In A: outside the concept which I connect with the word body.) 

--
-----
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meet with this predicate, I have merely to analyse the concept, 
that is, to become conscious to myselfl of the manifold which 
I always think in that concept. The judgment is therefore 
analytic. But when I say, 'All bodies are heavy', the predi
cate is something quite different from anything that I think in 
the mere concept of body in general; and the addition of such 
a predicate therefore yields a synthetic judgment. 

• J udgments of experience, as such, are QIJ.e and alleynthetic. 
For 1t would be absurd to found an analytic judgment on ex
perience. Since, in framing the judgment, I must not go out-
side my concept, there is no need to appeal to the testimony 
of experience in its suppo;t. That -;·body is extended is a pro
position that holds a priori and is not empirical. For, before B 12 

appealing to experience, I have already in the concept of body 
all the conditions required for my judgment. I have only to ex-
tract from it, in accordance with the principle of contradiction, 
the requiredpredicate, and in so doing can at the same time 
become conscious of the necessity of the judgment- and that 
is what experience could never ha; e taught me. On the other 
ha~ though I do not include in the concept of a body in 
general the predicate 'weight', none the less this concept indi-
cates an object of experience through one of its parts, and I 
can add to that part other parts of this same experience, as in 
this way belonging together with the concept. From the start 

* ["Judgments of experience" to end of paragraph substituted in 
B in place of the following:] 

Thus it is evident: 1. that through analytic judgments our 
knowledge is not in any way extended, and that the concept A 8 

which I already have is merely set forth and made intelligible 
to me; 2. that in synthetic judgments I must have besides the 
concept of the subject something else (X), upon which the un
derstanding may rely, if it is to know that a predicate, not 
contained in this concept, nevertheless belongs to it. 

In the case of empirical judgments, judgments of experi
ence, there is no difficulty whatsoever in meeting this demand. 
This X is the complete experience of the object which I think 
through the concept A-a concept which forms only one part 
of this experience. For though I do not include in the concept 

1 (mir added in B.] 
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I can apprehend the concept of body analytically through the 
characters of extension, impenetrability, figure, etc., all of 
which are thought in the concept. Now, however, looking 
back on the experience from which I have derived tfiis con
cept of body, and finding weight to be invariably connected 
with the above characters, I attach it as a predicate to the 
concept; and in doing so I attach it synthetically, and am 
therefore extending my knowledge. The possibility of the syn
thesis of the predicate 'weight' with the concept of 'body' thus 
rests upon experience. While the one concept is not contained 
in the other, they yet belong to one another, though only con
tingently, as parts of a whole, namely, of an experience which 
is itself a synthetic combination of intuitions. 

A 9 But in a pr£or£ synthetic judgments this help is entirely 
B 13 lacking. [I do not here have the advantage of looking around 

in the field of experience.) Upon what, then, am I to rely, when 
I seek to go beyond 1 the concept A, and to know that another 
concept B is connected with it? Through what is the syn
thesis made possible? Let us take the proposition, 'Every
thing which happens has its cause' In the concept of 'some
thing which happens', I do indeed think an existence which is 
preceded by a time, etc., and from this concept analytic judg
ments may be obtained. But the concept of a 'cause' lies entirely 
outside the other concept, and 2 signifies something different 

of a body in general the predicate 'weight', the concept none 
the less indicates the complete experience through one of its 
parts; and to this part, as belonging to it, I can therefore add 
other parts of the same experience. By prior analysis I can ap
prehend the concept of body through the characters of exten
sion, impenetrability, figure, etc., all of which are thought in 
this concept. T o extend my knowledge, I then look back to the 
experience from which I have derived this concept of body, and 
find that weight is always connected with the above characters. 
Experience is thus the X which lies outside the concept A, 
and on which rests the possibility of the synthesis of the 
predicate 'weight' (B) with the concept (A). 

1 [In A: outside.) 
1 [liegt gans ausser jenem Begriffe, und added in B.) 
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£rom 'that which happens', and is not therefore 1 in any way 
contained in this latter representation. How come I then to 
predicate of that which happens something quite different, 
and to apprehend that the concept of cause, though not con
tained in it, yet belongs, and indeed necessarily belongs,2 to it? 
What is here the unknown 3 =X which gives support to the 
uncrer5tanding when it believes that it can discover outside 
the concept A a predicate B foreign to this concept, which 
it yet at the same time considers to be connected with it? ' 
It cannot be experience, because the suggested principle ]las 
connected the second representation 5 with the first, not only 
with greater universality, 6 but also with the character of [ 1 L~ L.._
necessity, and therefore completely a pr£or£ and on the basis.;<-vc /...,..-.(. 
of mere concepts. Upon such synthetic, that is, ampliative ,;._ ~ J 
principles, all our1a priori speculative knowledge must ulti- A ro ;·~' -y 

mately rest; analytic judgments 7 are very important, and indeed 
necessary, but only for obtaining that clearness in the con- B q 
cepts which is requisite for such a sure and wide synthesis as 
will lead to a genuinely new addition 8 to all previous know-
ledge.* 

* [In A there follows the passage, omitted in B:] 
A certain_.!!!ystery lies here concealed;a and only upon 

its solution can the advance into the limitless field of the 
knowledge yielded by pure understanding be made sure and 
trustworthy. What we must do is to discover, in all its proper 
universality, the ground of the possibility of a priori synthetic 
judgments, to obtain insight into the conditions which make 

4 If it had occurred to any of the ancients even to raise this 
question, this by itself would, up to our own time, have been a power
ful influence against all systems of pure reason, and would have 
saved us so many of those vain attempts, which have been blindly 
undertaken without knowledge of what it is that requires to be done. 

1 [£st also substituted in B for uud ist.] 
2 [und sogar notwendig added in B.J 
3 [das Unbd:annte=X substituted in B for das X.] 
' [In A: ancl yet at the same time connected with it.] 
6 [Reading, with Grillo, Vorstellung for Vorslellungm.] 
' [In A: with greater universality than experience can yield, but ••• ) 
7 [Adding, with Erdmann, Urteile.] 
' [In B Erwero substituted for Anoau.] 
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1 V. I N ALL THEORETICAL SCIENCES OF R EASON SYNTHETIC 
A PRIORI JUDGMENTS ARE CONTAINED AS PRINCIPLES 

1. All mathematz'cal judgments, w£thout exceptz'on, are 
synthetic. This fact, though incontestably certain and in 
its consequences very important, has hitherto escaped the 
notice of those who are engaged in the analysis of human 
reason, and is, indeed, directly opposed to all their conjectures. 
For as it was found that all mathematical inferences proceed 
in accordance with the principle of contradiction (which the 
nature of all apodeictic certainty requires), it was supposed that 
the fundamental propositions of the science can themsclve~ be 
known to be true 2 through that principle. This is an erroneous 
view. For though a synthetic proposition can indeed be dis
cerned in accordance with the principle of contradiction, this 
can only be if another synthetic proposition is presupposed, 
and if it can then be apprehended as following from this other 
proposition; it can never be so discerned in and by itself. 

First of all, it has to be noted that mathematical proposi
tions, strictly so called, are always judgments a priori, not 
empirical; because they carry with them necessity, which 

B •s cannot be derived from experience. If this be demurred to, 
I am willing to limit my statement to pure mathematics, the 
veryconceptof which implies that it does not contain empirical, 
but only pure a priori knowledge. 

We might, indeed, at first suppose that the proposition 
7 + 5 = 12 is a merely analytic proposition, and follows by 
the principle of contradiction from the concept of a sum of 
7 and 5· But if we look more closely we find that the concept 
of the sum of 7 and 5 contains nothing save the union of the 
two numbers into one, and in this no thought is being taken 

each kind of such judgments possible, and to mark out all this 
knowledge, which forms a genus by itself, not in any cursory 
outline, but in a system, with completeness and in a manner 
sufficient for any use, according to its original sources, divi
sions, extent, and limits. So much, meantime, as regards 
what is peculiar in synthetic judgments. 

1 [Sections V. and VI. added in B.) 
1 [In 4th eclition erkonnt changed to onerkannt.) 
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as to what that single number may be which combines both. 
The concept of I 2 is by no means already thought in merely 
thinking this union of 7 and 5; and I may analyse my concept 
of such a possible sum as long as I please, still I shall never 
find the 12 in it. We have to go outside these concepts, and 
call in the aid of the intuition which corresponds to one of 
them, our five fingers, for instance, or, as Segner 1 does in his 
Arithme#c, five points, adding to the concept of 7, unit by 
unit, the five given in intuition. For starting with the number 
7, and for the concept of 5 calling in the aid of the fingers of 
my hand as intuition, I now add one by one to the number 7 
the units which I previously took together to form the number B 16 
s,and with the aid of that figure 2 [the hand) see the number 12 
come into being. That 5 should be added to 7,8 I have indeed 
already thought in the concept of a sum ... 7 + 5, but not that 
this sum is equivalent to the number 12. Arithmetical pro
positions are therefore always synthetic. This is still more 
evident if we take larger numbers. For it is then obvious that, 
however we might turn and twist our concepts, we could 
never, by the mere analysis of them, and without the aid of 
intuition, discover what [the number is that) is the sum. 

Just as little is any fundamental proposition of pure 
geometry analytic. That the straight line between two points 
is the shortest, is a synthetic proposition. For my concept of 
straigM contains nothing of quantity, but only of quality. The 
concept of the shortest is wholly an addition, and cannot be 
derived, through any process of analysis, from the concept of 
the straight line. Intuition, therefore, must here be called in; 
only by its aid is the synthesis possible. What here' causes B 17 
us commonly to believe that the predicate of such apodeictic 
judgments is already contained in our concept, and that the 
judgment is therefore analytic, is merely the ambiguous 
character of the terms used. We are required to join in 
thought a certain predicate to a given concept, and this neces-

1 [Anfangsgriinde der Aritltmetik, translated from the Latin, second edition, 
Halle, 1773, pp. 27, 79.) 

I [an jenem meinem Bilde.J 
3 [Reading, with Erdmann, 5 zu 7.) 
• [As Vaihinger has pointed out (Commentar, i. pp. 303·4), this passage, 

which in both A and B is made to follow "Some few fundamental propositions •• • 
exhibited in intuition", is quite obviously displaced. In the above translation the 
necessary rearrangement has been made.] 
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sity is inherent in the concepts themselves. But the question is 
not what we ought to join in thought to the given concept, but 
what we actually think in it, even if only obscurely; and it is 
then manifest that, while the predicate is indeed attached 
necessarily to the concept,1 it is so in virtue of an intuition 
which must be added to the concept, not as thought in the 
concept itself. 

B 16 Some few fundamental propositions, presupposed by the 
geometrician, are, indeed, really analytic, and rest on the 
principle of contradiction. But, as identical propositions, they 

B 17 serve only as links in the chain of method and not as prin
ciples; for instance, a= a; the whole is equal to itself; or 
(a+ b)>a, that is, the whole is greater than its part. And even 
these propositions, though they are valid according to pure 
concepts, are only admitted in mathematics because they can 
be exhibited in intuition. 

2. Natural sdence (phys£cs) conta£ns a priori synthet£c 
judgments as principles. I need cite only two such judgments: 
that in all changes of the material world the quantity of matter 
cemains unchanged; and that in all communication of motion, 
action and reaction must always be equal. Both propositions, 
it is evident, are not only necessary, and therefore in their origin 

B 18 a priori, but also synthetic. For in the concept of matter I do 
not think its permanence, but only its presence in the space 
which it occupies. I go outside and beyond the concept of 
matter, joining to it a pr£or£ in thought something which I 
have not thought £nit. The proposition is not, therefore, ana
lytic, but synthetic, and yet is thought a prior£; and so likewise 
are the other propositions of the pure part of natural science. 

3· Metaphys£cs, even if we look upon it as having hitherto 
failed m all its endeavours, is yet, owing to the nature of 
human reason, a quite indispensable science, and ought to 
contain a priori synthet£c knowledge. For .its busi~~~_is n2t 
merely to analyse concepts which we make for ourselves a 

~prior£ of things, and thereby ~to cl~rify them analytically, but 
~xtend our a pr£or£ knowledge. A nd for this purpose we 
must employ principles which add to the given concept some
thing that was not contained in it, and through a priori syn
thetic judgments ~nture ou~ s0L that experie~ is <l.!:!i!e 

1 [Reading, with Erdmann,jenem BegriJ!e for jenen Begnjfen.] 
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unable to follow us, as, for instance, in the proposition, that 
theworld must have a first beginning, and such like. Thus 
metaphysics consists, !at least z"n £ntent£on entirely of a pn·ori 

synthetic propositionf. 

V I. THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF PURE REASON 

Much is already gained if we can bring a number of in
vestigations under the formula of a single problem. For we 
not only lighten our own task, by defining it accurately, but 
make it easier for others, who would test our results, to judge 
whether or not we have succeeded in what we set out to do. 
Now the proper problem of pure reason is contained in the 
question: How are a pr£or£ synthetic judgments possible? 

T hat metaphysics has hitherto remained in so vacillating 
a state of uncertainty and contradiction, is entirely due to the 
fact that this problem, and perhaps even tbe distinction be
tween analytic and synthetic judgments, has never previously 
been considered. Upon the solution of this problem, or upon 
a sufficient proof that the possibility which it desires to have 
explained docs in fact not exist at all, depends the success or 
failure of metaphysics. Among philosophers, David Hum~ 
came nearest to envisaging this problem, but still was very far 
from conceiving it with sufficient definiteness and universality. 
He occupied himself exclusively with the synthetic proposi
tion regarding_!he COE,nection of an effect with its cause 
(pr£nc£p£um causal£tat£s), and he believed himself to have 
shown that such an a pr£ori proposition is entirely impos
sible. If we accept his conclusions, then all that we call 
metaphysics is a mere delusion whereby we fancy ourselves to 
have rational insight into what, in actual fact, is borrowed 
solely from experience, and under the influence of custom has 
taken the illusory semblance of necessity. If he had envisaged 
our problem in all its universality, he would never have been 
guilty of this statement, so destructive of all pure philosophy. 
For he would then have recognised that, according to his own 
argument, pure mathematics, as certainly containing a pr£or i 
synthetic propositions, would also not be possible; and from 
such an assertion his good sense would have saved him. 

In the solution of the above problem, we are at the same 

B20 
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time deciding as to the possibility of the employment of pure 
r eason in establishing and developing all those sciences which 
contain a theoretical a priori knowledge of objects, and have 
therefore to answer the questions: 

/ H ow is pure mathematics possible? 
How is pure science of nature possible? 

Since these sciences actually exist, it is quite proper to ask ,.. - -
how they are possible; for that they must be possible is proved 

B zi by the fact that they exist." But the poor progress which has 
hitherto been made in metaphysics, and the fact that no 
system yet propounded can, in view of the essential purpose 
of metaphysics, be said really to exist, leaves everyone suffi
cient ground for doubting as to its possibility. 

Yet, in a certain sense, this kind of knowledge is to be 
_looked upon as given; that is to say, ,~aphysics actu3 lly 

exists, if not as a science, yet still as natural disposition (meta-
• physica natura/is). For human reason, without being moved 
merely by the idle desire for extent and variety of knowledge, 
proceeds impetuously, ,driven on by an inward need,._to ques
tions such as cannot be answered by a~mpirical employ
ment of reason, or by principles thence derived. Thus in all 
men, as soon as their reason has become ripe for speculation, 
there has always existed and will always continue to exist 
some kind of metaphysics. And so we have the question: 

B za How is metaphysics, as natural dispositz"on, possible? 

that is~how from the nature of ~&h~anlreason) do 
those questions arise which pure reason propounds to itself, 
and which it is impelled by i ts ownn eed to answer as best it 
can? 

But since all attempts which have hitherto been made 
to answer these natural questions-for instance, whether the 

<> Many may still have doubts as regards pure natural science. 
We have only, however, to consider the various propositions that are 
to be found at the beginning of (empirical) physics, properly so 
called, those, for instance, relating to the permanence in the quantity 
of matter, to inertia, to the equality of action and reaction, etc., in 
order to be soon convinced that they constitute a physic a .t_ura, or 
rationa!t"s, which well deserves, as an independen t science, to be 
separately dealt with in its whole extent, be that narrow or wide. 

-
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world has a beginning or is from eternity-have always met 

with unavoidable contradictions, we cannot rest satisfied with 
the mere natural (li'SpO'Sition to metaphysics, that is, with the 

pure facultyorreasOiliJ.iSelr,-fromwhich, indeed, some sort of 

metaphysics (be it wfi'at it may) always arises. It must be 

possible for reason to attain to certainty whether we know or 

do not know the objects of metaphysics, that is, to come to 
a decision either in regard to the objects of its enquiries or in 

regard to the capacity or incapacity of reason to pass any 

judgment upon them, so that we may either with confidence 

extend our pure reason or set to it sure and determinate 
limits. This last question, which arises out of the previous 

general problem, may, rightly stated, take the form: 

!.fow £s metaplzys£cs, as sdence, poss£ble? 

Thus the critique of reason, in the end, necessarily leads to 
scientific knowledge; while its dogmatic employment, on the 

other hand, lands us in dogmatic assertions to which other 

assertions, equally specious, can always be opposed-that is, 

in scept£cism. 
This science cannot be of any very formidable prolixity, 

since it has to deal not with the objects of reason, the variety 

of which is inexhaustible, but only with itself and the prob

lems which arise entirely from within itself, and which are 

imposed upon it by its own nature, not by the nature of things 
which are distinct from it. When once reason has learnt com

pletely to understand its own power in respect of objects which 

can be presented to it in experience, it should easily be able to 
determine, with completeness and certainty, the extent and 

the limits of its attempted employment beyond the bounds of 

all experience. 
We may, then, and indeed we must, regard as abortive all 

attempts, hitherto made, to establish a metaphysic dogmatic

ally. For the analytic part in any such attempted system, 

namely, the mere analysis of the concepts that inhere in our 

reason a prior'£, is by no means th~im of, but only a prepara
tion for, metaphysics proper, that is, the extension of its a 

prior£ synthetic knowledge. For such a purpose, the analysis 

of concepts is useless, since it merely shows what is contained 

in these concepts, not__ how we arrive at them l!Jrt'or£. A solution -
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of this latter problem is required, that we may be able to de· 
B 24 termine the valid employment of such concepts in regard to 

the objects of all knowledge in general. Nor is much self-denial 
needed to give up these claims, seeing that the undeniable, 
and in the dogmatic procedure of reason also unavoidable, 
contradictions of reason with itself have long since undermined 
t he authority of every metaphysical system yet propounded. 
Greater firmness will be required if we are not to be deterred 
by inward difficulties and outward opposition from endeavour
ing, through application of a method entirely different from 
any hitherto employed, at last to bring to a prosperous and 
fruitful growth a science indispensable to human reason-a 
science whose every branch may be cut away but whose root 

~cannot be destroyed.1 -

VII. THE IDEA AND DIVISION OF A SPECIAL SCIENCE, 

UNDER THE TITLE "CRITIQUE OF P URE REASON" 2 

In view of all these considerations, we arrive at the idea of 
a special science which can be entitled 3 the Critique of Pure 

A u Reason. • For reason is the faculty which supplies the principles 
~of a priori knowledge. Pure reason is, therefore, that which 
contains the principles whereby we know anything absolutely 
a priori. An organon of pure reason would be the sum-total of 

B 25 those principles according to which all modes of pure a priori 
knowledge can be acquired and actually brought into being. 
The exhaustive application of such an organon would give 
rise to a system of pure reason. But as this would be asking 
rather much, and as it is still doubtful whether, and in what 
cases, any' extension of our knowledge be here 5 possible, we 

\ 

* [In A follow two sentences, omitted in B]: 
Any knowledge is entitled pure, if it be not mixed with any

thing extraneous. But knowledge is more particularly to be 
called absolutely~pure, if no experience or sensation whatso
ever be mingled with it, and if it be therefore possible com
pletely a priori. 

1 [End of the new sections added in B.] 
1 [In A: dienm konne for heissen kann.] 
• [hUt- added in B.] 

• [Heading added in B.] 
• [In A: eine solclle.] 
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can regard a science of the mere examination of pure reason, 
of its sources and limits, as the propaedeutz"c to the system of 
pure reason. As such, it should be called a critique, not a 
doctrine, of pure reason. Its utility, in speculation,1 ought 
properly to be only negative, not to extend, but only to clarify 
our reason, a~d keep it free from errors- which is'alreaoy 
a very great gain. I entitle transcendental all knowledge 
which is occupied not so m~h with objects as with the - ~ / ''7 

moae of our knowledge of objects in so far as this mode of A 12 

knowledge is to be possible a prz"or£.2 A system of such con-
cepts might be entitled transcendental philosophy. But that 
is still,3 at this stage, too large an undertaking. For since 
such a science must contain, with completeness, both kinds 
of a prt"or£ knowledge, the analytic no less than the synthetic, 
it is, so far as our present purpose is concerned, much too 
comprehensive. We have to carry the analysis so far only 
as is indispensably necessary in order to comprehend, in 
their whole extent,\fhe principles of a prior£ synthesis, with 
which alone we are called upon to deal. It is upon this 13 26 

enquiry, which should be entitled not a doctrine, but only 
a transcendental critique, that we are now engaged. Its pur-
pose is not to extend knowledge, but_only to correct it, and to 
supply a touchstone of the value, or lack of value, of all a pr£ori 
knowledge. Such a critique is therefore a preparation, so far 
as may be possible, for an organon; and should this turn out 
not to be possible, then at least for a canon, according to which, 
in due course, the complete system of the philosophy of pure 
reason- be it in extension or merely in limitation of its know-
ledge-may be carried into execution, analytically as well as 
synthetically. That such a system is possible, and indeed that 
it may not be of such great extent as to cut us off from the hope 
of entirely completing it, may already be gathered from the 
fact that what here constitutes our subject-matter is not the 
nature of things, which is inexhaustible, but the understand- A 13 

ing which passes judgment upon the nature of things; and this 
understanding, again, only in respect of its a pr£or£ knowledge. 
These a pr£or£ possessions of the understanding, since they 

1 [in Ansehtmg der Spekulatt"un added in B.] 
2 [In A: as with our a pn"uri concepts of objects in general.) 
• [n~>&h added in B.) 
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have not to be sought for without, cannot remain hidden from 

us, and in all probability are sufficiently small in extent to allow 

of our apprehending them in their completeness, of judging 

B 27 as to their value or lack of value, and so of rightly appraising 

them. Still less 1 may the reader here expect a critique of 

books and systems of pure reason; we are concerned only with 

the critique of the faculty of pure reason itself. Only in so far 

' as we build uponthis foundafionoo we nave a reliable touch

stone for estimating the philosophical value of old and new 

works in this field. Otherwise the unqualified historian o r critic 

is passing judgments upon the groundless assertions of others 

by means of his own, which are equally groundless. 
2 Transcendental philosophy is only the idea of a science,s 

for which the critique of pure reason has to lay down the 

complete architectonic plan. That is to say, it has to guaran

tee, as following from principles, the completeness and cer

tainty of the structure in all its parts. It is the system of 

all principles of pure reason.' And if this critique is not 

itself to be entitled a transcendental philosophy, it is solely be

cause, to be a complete system, it would also have to contain 

an exhaustive analysis of the whole of a prior£ human\ know

ledge. Our critique must, indeed, supply a complete enumera

tion of all the fund amental concepts that go to constitute such 

pure knowledge. But it is not required to give an exhaustive 

analysis of these concepts, nor a complete review of those 

that can be derived from them. Such a demand would be 

A r4 unreasonable, partly because this analysis would not be 

B 28 appropriate to our main purpose, inasmuch as there is no 

such uncertainty in regard to analysis as we encounter in the 

case of synthesis, for the sake of which alone our whole critique 

is undertaken; and partly because it would be inconsistent 

with the unity of our plan to assume responsibility for the com

pleteness of such an analysis and derivation, when in view of our 

purpose we can be excused from doing so. The analysis of these 

a priori concepts, which later we shall have to enumerate, and 

the derivation of other concepts from them, can easily, huw-

1 ["Still less ..• " to end of paragraph added in B.] 
1 [In A this paragraph is preceded by the heading: The Division of Trans 

te11dental Philosophy.] 
3 [I n A: as here referred to, is only an idea.) 
' [This sentence added in B.) 
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ever, be made complete when once they have been established 
as exhausting the principles of synthesis, and if in this essen
tial respect nothing be lacking in them. 

The critique of pure reason therefore will contain all that 
is essential in transcendental philosophy. While it is the com
plete idea of transcendental philosophy, it is not equivalent 
to that latter science; for it carries the analysis only so far as 
is requisite for the complete examination of knowledge which 
is a pr£or£ and synthetic. 

What has chiefly to be kept in view in the division of such 
a science, is that no concepts be allowed to enter which con-
tain in themselves anything empirical, or, in other words, 
that it consist in knowledge wholly a pr£or£. Accordingly, 
although the highest principles and fundamental concepts of 
morality are a pr£or£ knowledge, they have no place in tran- A 15 
scendental £hilosophy, because, 1afthough they do not lay at B 29 

the foundation of their precepts the concepts of pleasure 
and pain, of the desires and inclinations, etc., all of which 
are of empirical origin, yet in the construction of a system 
of pure morality these empirical concepts must necessarily 
be brought into the concept of duty, as representing either a 
hindrance, which we have to overcome, or an allurement, which 
must not be made into a motive. Transcendental philosophy is 
therefore a philosophy of pure and merely speculative reason. 
All that is practical, so far as it contains motives, relates to 
feelings, and these belong to the empirical sources of know
ledge. 

If we are to make a systematic division of the science 
which we are engaged in presenting, it must have first a 
doctr£ne of the elements, and secondly, a doctr£ne of tlze method 
of pure reason. Each of these chief divisions will have its 
subdivisions, but the grounds of these we are not yet in a 
position to explain. By way of introduction or anticipation 
we need only say that there are two stems of human know- # 
ledge, namely, sens£b£lz'ty and understand£ng, which perhaps Y" 
spring from a common, but to us unknown, root. Through the 
former, objects are given to us; through the latter, they are 

1 ["Because, although they ••• made into a motive" substituted in B for: 
since the concepts of pleasure and pain, of the desires and inclinations, of free· 
will, etc., have to be presupposed.) 
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thought. Now in so far as sensibility may be found to contain 
B 30 a priori representations constituting the condition 1 under 

'which ODJects are given-to us, it will belong to transcendental 
A 16 philosophy. And since the conditions under which alone the 

objects of human knowledge are given must precede those 
under which they are thought, the transcendental doctrine 
of sensibility will constitute the first part of the science of the 
elements. 

1 [In A: conditions.] 
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IN whatever manner and by whatever means a mode of know

ledge2 may relate to objects, t"ntu£tioni is that through which it 

is in immediate relation to them, and to which all thought as a 

means is directed. But intuition takes place only in so far as the 

object is given to us. This again is onlypossiblet..!2 man atleast,3 

in so far as the~ndjis affected in a certain way. The capacity 

(receptivity) for receiving representations through the mode 

in which we are affected by objects, is entitled sensibilt'ty. 

Objects are gt"ven to us by means of sensibility, and it alone 

yields us intuitz'ons; they are thought through the understand

ing, and from the understanding arise concepts. But all thought 

must, directly or indirectly, by way of certain characters,' 

relate ultimately to intuitions, and therefore, with us, to sensi- ' 

bility, because in no other way can an object be given to us. 

The effect of an object upon the faculty of representation, 

so far as we are affected by it, is se;;;;;tion. That intuition 

which is in relation to the object through sensation, is entitled 

empirical. The undetermined object of an empirical intuition 

is entitled appearance. 
Th~t in the appearance which corresponds to sensation 

1 [In A the sub·sectioos are not numbered.] 1 [eine Erkennlnis.] 
1 [uns lf,fenschen wenig'slens added in B.) 
' (vermille/st l'ewisser Merkmale added in B. Cf. Kant's Nachtrage %Ut' 

Kri#k (edited by B. Erdmann, 1881), xi: "if the representation is not in itself 

the cause of the object."] 

re... .... ... t 
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I term its matter; but that which so determines 1 the manifold 
of appear";nce that it allows of being ordered 2 in certain re
lations, I term the form of appearance. That in which alone 
the sensations can be posited and ordered in a certain form, 
cannot itself be sensation; and therefore, while the matter of 
all appearance is given to us a postert'ort' only, its form must 
lie ready for the sensations a prt'or£ in the mind, and so must 
allow of being considered apart from all sensation. 

I term all representations pure (in the transcendental 
sense) in which there is nothing that belongs to sensation. The 
pure form of sensible intuitions in general, in which all the 
manifold of intuition is intuited in certain relations, must be 
found in the mind a pr£or£. This pure form of sensibility may 
also itself be called pure t'ntut'tz'on. Thus, if I take away from 
the representation of a body that which the understanding 
thinks in regard to it, substance, force, divisibility, etc. , and 
likewise what belongs to sensation, impenetrability, hardness, 
colour, etc., something still remains over from this empirical 
intuition, namely, extension and figure. These belong to pure 
intuition, which, even without any actual object of the senses 
or of sensation, exists in the mind a pr£or£ as a mere form 
of sensibility. 

The science of all principles of a prt'or£ sensibility I call 
transcendental aestlut£c.o. There must be such a science, form-

o. The Germans are the only people who currently make use of 
the word 'aesthetic' in order to signify what others call the critique 
of taste. This usage originated in the abortive attempt made by 
Baumgarten,3 that admirable analytical thinker, to bring the critical 
treatment of the beautiful under rational principles, and so to raise its 
rules to the rank of a science. But such endeavours are fruitless. 
The said rules or criteria are, as regards their chief ' sources, merely 
empirical, and consequently can never serve as determinate 5 a 
priori laws by which our judgment of taste must be directed. On 
the contrary) our judgment is the proper test of the correctness 
of the rUles. For this reason it is advisable either 6 to give up 
using the name in this sense of critique of taste, and to reserve 
it for that doctrine of sensibility which is true science-thus ap-

1 [das jenige wekhet mtUht das.r.] 
I [In B: geordnet werdm kamt for geordnet a•zgescltaut wird.] 
1 [A. G. Baumgarten (1 714- 62): Aesthetzea(1750).] 
' [vornehm.rten added in B.] ' [be.rtimmlen added in B.] 
1 [enlweder added in B.) 
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ing the first part of the transcendental,.tdoctrine af elements, B 36 

in distinction from that part which deals with the principles 
of pure thought, and which is called transcendental logic. 

In the transcendental aesthetic we shall, therefore, first A 22 

isolate sensibility, by taking away from it everything which the 
understanding thinks through its concepts, so that nothing 
may be left save empirical intuition. Secondly, we shall also 
separate off from it everything which belongs to sensation, so 
that nothing may remain save pure intuition and the mere 
form of appearances, which is all that sensibility can supply 
a priori. In the course of this investigation it will be found 
that there are two pure forms of sensible intuition, serving as 
principles of a priori knowledge, namely, SP.ace and time. To 
the consideration of these we shall now proceed. 

THE TRANSCENDENTAL AESTHETIC B 37 

SECTION I 

SPACE 

§ 2 

Metaphysical Exposition of tlzis Concept 1 

I 

By means of outer sense, a property of our mind.t..!ll"e repre
sent to ourselves objects as outside us, and all without excep-
tion in space. In space their shape, magnitude, and relation to 
one another are determined or determinable. Inner sense, 
by means of which the~indJintuits itself or its inner state, 
yields indeed no intuition of the soul itself as an object; but 
there is nevertheless a determinate form [namely, time] in A 23 

which alone the intuition of inner states is possible, and every-
thing which belongs to inner determinations is therefore 

proximating to the language and sense of the ancients, in their 
far-famed division of knowledge into ala8rrra Ka' vo7J-ra-or else 
to share the name with speculative philosophy, employing it partly 
in the transcendental and partly in the psychological sense. 2 

1 ["§ 2" and sub·heading added in B.) 
1 ["or else ••• " to end of sentence added in B.] 

( 
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represemed in relations of time. Time cannot be outwardly 

intuited, any more than space can be intuited as something 

in.Jls. What, then, are space and time? Are they real exist

ences? Are they only determinations or relations of things, yet 

such as would belong to things even if they were not intuited? 

Or are space and time such that they belong only to the form 

B 38 of intuition, and therefore to the subjective constitution of our 

mind, apart from which they could not be ascribed to anything 

whatsoever? In order to obtain light upon these questions, 

let us first give an exposition of the concept of space.1 By 

exposition 2 (exposit£o) I mean the clear, though not necessarily 

exhaustive, representation of that which belongs to a concept: 

the exposition is metaphysical when it contains that which 

exhibits the concept as givm a priori. 
1. Space is not an empirical concept which has been de

rived from outer experiences. For in order that certain sensa

tions be referred to something outside me (that is, to something 

in another region of space from that in which I find myself), 

and similarly in order that I may be able to represent them as 

outside and alongside 3 one another, and accordingly as n0t 

only different but as in different places, the representation of 

space must be presupposed. The representation of space can

not, therefore, be empirically obtained from the relations of 

outer appearance. On the contrary, this outer experience is 

itself possible at all only through that representation. 

A 24 2. Space is a necessary a priori representation, which 

underlies all outer intuitions. We can never represent to our

selves the absence of space, though we can quite well think it 

B 39 as empty of objects. It must therefore be regarded as the con

dition of the possibility of appearances, and not as a determina

tion dependent upon them. It is an a priori representation, 

which necessarily underlies outer appearances. • 

* [In A there is here inserted the following argument:) 

3· The apodeictic certainty of all geometrical propositions, 

and the possibility of their a priori construction, is grounded 

in this a priori necessity of space. Were this representation of 

1 [In B: den Eegriff des Raumer erM'Iern substituted for zuersl den Raum 

6etradttm.] 
2 ["By exposition ... " to end of sentence added in B.) 
• [u11d 11eben added in B.) 
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3.1 Space is not a d iscursive or, as we say, general ~t 

of relations of things in general, but a pure intuition. For, m the A 25 

first place, we can represent to ourselves ~nly one space; and 
if we speak of diverse spaces, we mean thereby only parts of 
one and the same unique space. Secondly, these parts cannot 
precede the one all-embracing space, as being, as it were, 
constituents out of which it can be composed; on the contrary, 
they can be thought only as £n it. Space is essentially one; 
the manifold in it, and therefore the general concept of spaces, 
depends solely on [the introduction of] limitations. H ence it 
follows that an a pr£ori, and not an empirical, intuition under-
lies all concepts of space. For kindred reasons, geometrical 
propositions, that, for instance, in a triangle two sides 
together are greater than the third, can never be derived 
from the general concepts of line and triangle, but only 
from intuition, and this indeed a pr£or£, with apodeictic 
certainty. 

4· • Space is represented as an infinite given magnitude. 
Kow every concept must be thought as a --;:epreseri'fatiOn B 40 

which is contained in an infinite number of different possible 

space a concept acquired a posten·ort·, and derived from outer 
experience in general, the first principles of mathematical 
determination would be nothing but perceptions. They would 
therefore all share in the contingent character of perception; 
that there should be only one straight line between two points 
would not be necessary, but only what experience always 
teaches. What is derived from experience has only compara
tive universality, namely, that which is obtained through in
duction. We should therefore only be able to say that, so far 
as hitherto observed, no space has been found which has more 
than three dimensions. 

* [In A this paragraph runs:] 
S· Space is represented as an infinite given magnitude. 

A general concept of space, which is found alike in a foot and 
in an ell, cannot determine anything in regard to magnitude. 
If there were no limitlessness in the p rogression of intuition, 
no concept of relations could yield a principle of their infini
tude. 

a [In A: "4".] 
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representatiOns (as their common character), and which 
therefore contains these under itself; but no concept, as such, 
can be thought as containing an infinite number of representa
tions within itself. It is in this latter way, however, that space 
is thought; for all the parts of space coexist ad infinitum. 
Consequently, the original representation of space is an a 

priori intuition, not a concept. 

§ 3 1 

Tlu Transcendental Exposition of the Concept of Space 

I understand by a transcendental exposition the explana
tion of a concept, as a principle from which the possibility 
of other a priori synthetic knowledge can be understood. 
For this purpose it is required (r) that such knowledge does 
really flow from the given concept, (2) that this knowledge is 
possible only on the assumption of a given mode of explaining 
the concept. 

Geometry is a science which determines the properties 
of space synthetically, and yet a priori. What, then, must be 
our representation of space, in order that such knowledge 
of it may be possible? It must in its origin be intuition; for 

B 41 from a mere concept no propositions can be obtained which 
go beyond the concept-as happens in geometry (Introduc
tion, V).2 Further, this intuition must be a priori, that is, 
it must be found in us prior to any perception of an object, 
and must therefore be pure, not empirical, intuition. For 
geometrical propositions are one and all apodeictic, that is, 
are bound up with the consciousness of their necessity ; for 
instance, that space has only three dimensions. Such pro
positions cannot be empirical or, in other words, judgments 
of experience, nor can they be derived from any such judg
ments (Introduction, II).3 

How, then, can there exist in the mind an outer intui
tion which ereccdes the objects themselves, and in which 
the concept of these objects can be determined a prior£? 
Manifestly, not otherwise than in so far as the intuition has 
its seat in the subject only, as the formal character of the 

1 [This whole sub·section added in B.] 
1 (Above, p. 52.) • [Above, p. 43.] 
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subjecF, in virtue of which, in being affected by objects, it 
obtainsl z"mmediate representat£on, that is, intuit£on/ of them; 
and only in so far, therefore, as it is merely the form of outer 
sense in general. 

Our explanation is thus the only explanation that makes 
intelligible the possibil£ty of geometry, as a body of a priori 
synthetic knowledge. Any mode of explanation which fails to 
do this, although it may otherwise seem to be somewhat 
similar, can by this criterion 1 be distinguished from it with 
the greatest certainty. 

Conclusions from the above Concepts (A 26 
B 42 

(a) Space does not represent any property of things m 
themselves, nor does it represent them in their relation to 
one another. That is to say, space does not represent any 
determination that attaches to the objects themselves, and 
which remains even when abstraction has been made of all 
the subjective conditions of intuition. For no determina
tions, whether absolute or relative, can be intuited prior to 
the existence of the things to which they belong, and none, 
therefore, can be intuited a prior£. 

(b). Space is nothing but the form of all appearances 
of outer sense. It is the subjective condition of sensibility, 
~under which alone outer intuition is possible for us. Since, 
then, the receptivity of thesubject, its capacity to be affected 
by objects, must necessarily precede all intuitions of these 
objects, it can readily be understood how the form of all 
appearances can be given prior to all actual perceptions, and 
so exist in the mind a prz"ori, and how, as a pure intuition, in 
which all objects must be determined, it can contain, prior 
to all experience, principles which determine the relations 
of these objects. 

It is, therefore, solely from the human standpoint that 
we can speak of sp-;:ce, of extended things, etc. If we depart 
from the subjective condition under which alone we can have 
outer intuition, namely, liability to be affected by objects, 
the representation of space stands for nothing whatsoever. B 43 

1 [End of the sub·section added in B.) 
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A 27 This predicate can be ascribed to things only in so far as they 

appear to us, that is, only to objects of sensibility. The con

stant form of this receptivity, which we term sensibility, is a 

necessary condition of all the r~lations in which objects can 
be intuited as outside us; and if we abstract from these 

objects, it is a pure intuition, and bears the name of space. 

Since we cannot treat the special conditions of sensibility as 

conditions of the possibility of things, but only of their appear
ances, we can indeed say that space comprehends all things 

that appear to us as external, but not all things in themselves, 

by whatever subject they arc intuited, or whether they be 

intuited or not. For we cannot judge in regard to the intui
tions of other thinking beings, whether they are bound by 

the same conditions as those which limit our intuition and 

which for us are universally valid. If we add to the concept of 

the subject of a judgment the limitation under which the judg
ment is made, the judgment is then unconditionally valid. 

The proposition, that all things are side by side in space, is 

valid under 1 the limitation that these things are viewed as 

objects of our sensible intuition. If, now, I add the condition 
to the concept, and say that all things, as outer appearances, 

are side by side in space, the rule is valid universally and 

B 44 without limitation. Our exposition 2 therefore establishes the 

A 28 realz'ty, that is, the objective validity, of spa~e in respect of 

whatever can be presented to us outwardly as object, but also 
at the same time the t'dealt~y of space in respect of things when 

they are considered in themselves through reason, that is, 

without regard to the constitution of our sensibility. We 
assert, then, the empt'rt'cal realz'ty of space, as regards all 

possible outer experience; and yet at the same time we 

assert its transcendental t'deal£ty-in other words, that it 

is nothing at all, immediately we withdraw the above con
dition, namely, its limitation to possible experience, and so 

look upon it as something that underlies things in them
selves. 

With the sole exception of space there is no subjective 
representation, referring to something ou.ter, which could be 

1 [In A: valid only under.] 
t [Following the 4th edition substitutjon of Er6rlerung /ehrl for Er6rlerungen 

/ehren.] 
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entitled [at once) objective [and) a prion·. For* there is no other 

subjective representation from which we can derive a priori 
synthetic propositions, as we can from intuition in space(§ 3 1). 

Strictly speaking, therefore, these other representations have no 
ideality, although they agree with the representation of space in 

this respect, that they belong merely to the subjective constitu

tion of our manner of sensibility, for instance, of sight, hearing, 

touch,2 as in the case of the sensations of colours, sounds, and 
heat, which, since they are mere sensations and not intuitions, 

do not of themselves yield knowledge of any object, least of 

all any a pr£or£ knowledge. 
The above remark is intended only to guard anyone from B 45 

supposing that the ideality of space as here asserted can be ], • 

illustrated by examples so altogether insufficient as colours, _ <U.". 'U-c,. 

taste, etc. For these cannot rightly be regarded as properties 

of things, but only as changes in the subject, changes which 

may, indeed, be different for different men. In such examples 
as these, that which originally is itself only appearance, for 

instance, a rose, is being treated by the empirical understand-

ing as a thing in itself, which, nevertheless, in respect of its A 30 

colour, can appear d ifferently to every observer. The tran
scendental concept of appearances in space, on the other hand, 

is a critical reminder that nothing intuited in space is a thing 

in itself, that space is not a form inhering in things in them-

* ["For there is ... " to end of paragraph, substituted in B for 
the following:] 

This subjective condition of all outer appearances cannot, 

therefore, be compared to any other. The taste of a wine does 
not belong to the objective determinations of the wine, not 

even if by the wine as an object we mean the wine as appear-

ance, but to the special constitution of sense in the subject that 

tastes it. Colours are not properties of the bodies to the in
tuition of which they are attached, but only modifications of 

the sense of sight, which is affected in a certain manner by 

light. Space, on the other hand, as condition of outer objects, 

necessarily belongs to their appearance or intuition. Taste and 
colours are not necessary conditions under which alone objects A 29 

can be for us objects of the senses. They are connected with 
1 (Above, p. 70.] 1 [Gefiihls, cf. below, p. 74·1 
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selves as their intrinsic property, that objects in themselves are 

quite unknown to us, and that what we call outer objects are 

nothing but mere representations of our sensibility, the form 

of which is space. The true correlate of sensibility, the thing 
in itself, is not known, and cannot be known, through these 

representations; and in experience no question is ever asked 

in regard to it. 
T !.t t1 l .. .,./) 4 

T RANSCENDENTAL AESTHETIC --

SECTION II 

TIME 

Metaphysical E xposition of tlte Concept of Ti"me 1 

I . Time is not an empirical concept that has been 
derived from any experience. · For neither coexistence nor 

succession would ever come within our perception, if the repre

~entation of time were not presupposed as underlying them 

a priori. Only on the presupposition of time can we represent 

to ourselves a number .,of things as existing at one and the 

same time ~imultaneo~ly} or at different times (successively). 

2. Time is a necessary representation that underlies all 

the appearances only as effects accidentally added by the par
t icular constitution of the sense organs. Accordingly, they are 

not a priori representations, but are grounded in sensation, 

and, indeed, in the case of taste, even upon feeling 2 (pleasure 

and pain), as an effect of sensation. Further, no one can have 
a prion· a representation of a colour or of any taste; whereas, 

since space concerns only the pure form of intuition, and 

therefore involves no sensation whatsoever, and nothing em
pirical, all kinds and determinations of space can and must be 

represented a priori, if concepts of figures and of their rela

tions are to arise. Through space alone is it possible that 
things should be outer objects to us. 

1 ["§ 4" and sub-title added in B.] 1 [Gefuhl, cf. above, p. 73.] 
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intuitions. We cannot, in respect of appearances in general, 
remove time itself, though we can quite well think time as void 
of appearances. Time is, therefore, given a priori. In it alone 
is actuality of appearances possible at all. Appearances may, 
one and all, vanish; but time (as the universal condition of 
their possibility) 1 cannot itself be removed. 

3· The possibility of apodeictic principles concerning the B 47 

relations of time, or of axioms of time in general, is also 
grounded upon this a priori necessity. Time has only one 
dimension;_different times az:~t simultaneous but successive 
(JUst as different spaces are not successive but simultaneous). 
These principles cannot be derived from experience, for ex-
perience would give neither strict universality nor apodeictic 
certainty. We should only be able to say that common experi-
ence teaches us that it is so; not that it must be so. These 
principles are valid as rules under which alone experiences are 
possible; and they instruct us in regard to 1 the experiences, 
not by means of them. ~ --------• 

4· Time is not a discursive, or what is called a general con- .., 
cept, but a pure form of sensible intuition. Different times are 
but parts of one and the same time; and the representation A 32 

which can be given only through a single object is intuition. 
Moreover, the proposition that different times cannot be 
simultaneous is not to be derived from a general concept. 
The proposition Ts$ynthetic, and cannot have its orlgln'ln 
concepts alone. It is immediately contained in the intuition 
and representation of time. 

5· The infinitude of time signifies nothing more than that 
every determinate magnitude of time is possible only through B 48 

limitations of one single time that underlies it. The original 
representation,! t£me,l must therefore be given as unlimited. ~. 
But when an ooject is so given that its parts, and every quan
tity of it, can be determinately represented only through 
limitation, the whole representation cannot be given through 
concepts, since they contain only partial representations; 3 on 
the contrary, such concepts must themselves rest on immediate 
intuition. VI 

f I 
1 [Brackets added in B.) 
1 [Taking the 3rd edition reading of von for vor.J 
1 (In A: since in their case the partial representations come first .] 
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--1 , J, 1-t.A-,'q,/ j· I ' 

The Transcendental Exposition of t/ze Concept of Time 

I may here refer to No. 3,2 where, for the sake of brevity, 
I have placed under the title of metaphysical exposition what 
is properly transcendental. H ere I may add that the concept 
of alteration,3 and with it the concept of motion, as alteration 
of place, is possible only through and in the representation 
of time; and that if this representation were not an a priori 
(inner) intuition, no concept, no matter what it might be, could 
render comprehensible the possibility of an alteration, that is, 
of a combination of contradictorily OfPOScd predicates in one 
aneftfie same object, for instance, the being and the not-being 

o f one and the same thing in one and the same place. Only in 
D 49 t ime can two contrad ictorily opposed predicates meet in one 

.... and the same object~amely, ont; afte'lf the other. Thus our 
CO'i1cept of time explains the possibility of that body of a priori 
synthetic knowledge which is exhibited in the general doc-
trine of motion, and which is by no means unfruitful. 

• # I ~ f "1'/"'-5 
·~, § 6 ' 

!.~t...-r.-;~1 --Conclusions from these Concepts 

(a) Time is not something which exists of itself, or which 
inheres in things as an objective determination, and it docs 
not, therefore, remain when abstraction is made of all sub
]ectivecondirions of its mtuition. Were it self-subsisten t, it 
would be something which would be actual and yet not an 
actual object. Were it a determination or order inhering in 
things themselves, it could not precede the objects as their 
condit ion, and be known and intuited a priori by means of 
synthetic propositions. But this 6 last is quite possible if time 
is nothing but the subjective condition under which alone6 
intuition can take place in tus. For that being so, this form 
of inner intuition can be represented prior to the objects, and 
th'erctore a priori. 

1 (The whole of sub-section 5 is added in B.) 1 [I.e. to§ 4, No. 3.] 
1 [Veranderung-. Cf. below, pp. 216-17.] • ["§ 6" added in B.) 
• [Reading, with Grillo, /)ieses for Diese.] 
1 [Reading, with Erdmann, ollein for aile.] 

I. . 
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(b) Time is nothing but the form o~inner)sense, that is, of 
the intuition of ourselves and of our inner state. It cannot be a 
determination of Ot:fer appearances; it has to do neither with 
shape nor position~--but with the relation of representations in B 50 

c ..... J 

\ our inner state. And just because this inner intuition yield~ 
.- ;hape,"""W'eeiideavour to make up for this want by (analogies.( } 
We represent the time-sequence by a line progressing to in-
finity, in which the manifold constitutes a series of one dimen-
sion only; and we reason from the properties of this line to all 
the properties of time, with this one exception, that while the 
parts of the line are simultaneous the parts of time are always 
successive. From this fact also, that all the relations of time 
allow of being expressed in an outer intuition, it is evident that 
the representation is itself an intuition. 

(c) Time is the formal a prt'ori condition of all appearances A J.4 

whatsoever. Space, as the pure form of all outer intuition, is so J /! 
far limited; it serves as the a priori condition only of outer 
appearances. But since all representations, whether they have 
for their objects outer things or not, belong, in themselves, as 
determinations aL~e...mind. to our inner state; and since this 
inner state stands under the formal condition of inner intui-
tion, and so belongs to time, time is an a prt'orz' condition of 
all appearance whatsoever. I t is the immediate condition of 
inner appearances (of our souls), and thereby the mediate con
dition of outer appearances. Just as I can say a prt'orz' that B sr 
all outer appearances are in space, and are determined a priori 
in conformity with the relations of space, I can also say, from 
!he principle of inner sense, that.!,!! appearances whatsoever, 
that is, all objects of the senses, are in time, and necessarily 

0 
.f.;, • .., 

stand in time-relations. r---
If we abstract from our mode of inwardly intuiting our

selves- the mode of intuition in terms of which we likewise 
take up into our faculty of representation 1 all outer intuitions-
and so take objects as they may be in themselves, then time is 
nothing. It has objective validity only in respect of appear
ances, these being things which we take as objects of our 
senses. It is no longer objective, if we abstract from the sensi- A 35 
bility of our intuition, that is, from that mode of representation 
which is peculiar to us, and speak of things in general. Time is 

1 (in tier Vorsullungskrajl su befassm.) 
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therefore a purely subjective condition of our (human) intuition 
(which is· always sensible, that is, so far as we are affected by 
objects), and in itself, apart from the subject, is nothing. 
Nevertheless, in respect of all appearances, and therefore of 
all the things which can enter into our experience, it is neces
sarily objective. Y:!_e cannot say that all things are in time, be-

B 52 cause in this concept of things in general we are abstracting 
from every mode of their intuition and therefore from that 
condition under which alone objects can be represented as 
being in time. If, however, the condition be added to the 
concept, and we say that all things as appearances, that is, as 
objects of sensible intuition, are in time, then the proposition 
has legitimate objective validity and universality a pr£or£. 

What we are maintaining is, therefore, the emp£r£cal 
reaNty of time, that is, its objective validity in respect of all 
o bjects which allow of ever being given to our senses. And 
since our intuition is always sensible, no object can ever be 
given to us in experience which does not conform to the 
condition of time. On the other hand, we deny to time all 
claim to absolute reality; that is to say, we deny that it belongs 

A 36 to things absolutely, as their condition or property, independ
ently of any reference to the form of our sensible intuition; 
properties that belong to things in themselves can never be 
given to us through the senses. This, then, is what constitutes 
the transcendental £dealt'ty oLtime. What we mean by this 

p hrase is that if we abstract from the subjective conditions of 
sensible intuition, time is nothing, and cannot be ascribed to 
the objects in themselves (apart from their relation to our in
tuition) in the way either of subsistence or of inherence. This 

B 53 ideality, like that of space, must not, however, be illustrated 
by false analogies with sensation,1 because it is then assumed 
that the appearance, in which the sensible predicates inhere, 
itself has objective reality. In the case of time, such objective 
reality falls entirely away, save in so far as it is merely empir
ical, that is, save in so far as we regard the object itself merely 
as appearance. On this subject, the reader may refer to what 
has been said at the close of the preced ing section.2 

1 [mit den Subreptiorten der Empfindung in Verglei&hung zu stellen, i.e. 
the ideality of time and space must not be confused with the ideality ascribed to 
sensations.] 

1 [Above, pp. 73·4·1 
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Eluddat£on 

Against this theory, which admits the empirical reality of 
time, but denies its absolute and transcendental reality, I have 
heard men of intelligence so unanimously voicing an objection, 
that I must suppose it to occur spontaneously to every reader 
to whom this way of thinking is unfamiliar. The objection is 
this. Alterations 2 are real,3 this being proved by change'of our A 37 
own representations-even if all outer appearances, together 
with their alterations, be denied. Now alterations are possible 
only in time, and time is therefore something real. There is no 
difficulty in meeting this objection. I grant the whole argument. 
Certainly time is something real, namely, the real form of inner 
intuition. It has therefore subjective reality in respect of inner 
experience; that is, I really have the representation of time and B 54 
of my determinations in it. Time is therefore to be regarded 
as real, not indeed as object but as the mode of representation 
of myself as object. If without this condition of sensibility I 
could intuit myself, or be intuited by another being, the very 
same determinations which we now represent to ourselves as 
alterations would yield knowledge into which the representa-
tion of time, and therefore also of alteration, would in no 
way enter. Thus empirical reality has to be allowed to time, as 
the condition of all our experiences; on our theory, it is only 
its absolute reality that has to be denied. It is nothing but the 
form of our inner intuition." If we take away from our inner 
intuition the peculiar condition of our sensibility, the concept 
of time likewise vanishes; it does not inhere in the objects, but A 38 
merely in the subject which intuits them. 

But the reason why this objection is so unanimously urged, 

a I can indeed say that my representations follow one another; 
but this is only to say that we are conscious of them as in a time
sequence, that is, in conformity with the form of inner sense. Time 
is not, therefore, something in itself, nor is it an objective determina
tion inherent in things. 

1 ["§ 7" added in B.] 1 ( Veriinderuncen.] 
a [Wirklt&h here, as often elsewhe.re, is used by Kant as t.he adjective corre

sponding to the substantive Realitat, and in such cases it is more suitably trans-
lated by 'real' than by 'actual'.] 4 [W«hsel.] 
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B 55 and that too by those who have nothing very convincing to say 

against the doctrine of the ideality of space, is this. They have 

no expectation of being able to prove apodeictically the abso

lute reality of space; for they are confronted by idealism, 

Which teaches that the reali ty of outer objects docs not allow 

of strict proof. On the other hand, the reality of the object of 

our inner sense (the reality of myself and my state) is, [they 

argue,] immediately evident through consciousness. The 

former may be merely an illusion; the latter is, on their view, 

t'(. r ~{,.., undeniably something real. What they have failed, how-

.., 
1 

1.{ ever, to recognise is that both are in the same position; in 

JS " neither case can their reatity as representations be questioned, 

and in both cases they belong only to appearance, which 

always has two sides, the one by which the object is viewed in 

and by itself (without regard to the mode of intuiting it- its 

nature therefore remaining always problematic), the other 

by which the form of the intuition of this object is taken into 

account. This form is not to be looked for in the object in it

self, but in the subject to which the object appears; neverthe

less, it belongs really and necessarily to the appearance of this 

object. 
' Time and space are, therefore, two sources of knowledge, 

from which bodies of a priori synthetic knowledge can be 

A 39 derived. (Pure mathematics is a brilliant example of such 

knowledge, especially as regards space and its relations.) 

B 56 Time and space, taken together, are the pure forms of all 

sensible intuition, and so arc what make a priori synthetic 

propositions possible. But these a priori sources of know

ledge, being merely conditions of our sensibility, just by 

this very fact determine their own limits, namely, that they 

apply to objects only in so far as objects are viewed as appear

ances, and do not present thi ngs as they are in themselves. This 

is the sole field of their validity; should we pass beyond it, no 

objective use can be made of them. This ideality 1 of space 

and time leaves, however, the certainty of empirical know

ledge unaffected, for we are equally sure of it, whether these 

forms necessarily inhere in things in themselves or only 

in our intuition of them. Those, on the other hand, who 

maintain the absolute reality of space and time, whether as 
1 (Reading, with Laas, Adickes, and Vaihinger, l dealitiit for Realit4t.) 
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subsistent 1 or only as inherent, must come into conflict with 
the principles of experience itself. For if they decide for the J 

'/ ( </ / o-..-, 
former alternative (which is generally the view taken by 
mathematical students of nature), they have to admit two 
eternal and infinite self-subsistent 2 non-entities 3 (space and 
time), .which are there (yet without there being anything real) 
only in order to contain in themselves all that is real. If they 
adopt the latter alternative (as advocated by certain meta- A 4o 
physical students of nat ure), and regard space and time as '- (. ' ; •J 
relations of appearances, alongside or in succession to one B 57 
another-relations abstracted from experience, and in this 
isolation confusedly represented-they are obliged to deny 
that a pr£or£ mathematical doctrines have any validity in 
respect of real things (for instance, in space), or at least to 
deny their apodeictic certainty. For such certainty is not to 
be found in the a posterior£. On this view, indeed, the a prior£ 
concepts of space and time are merely creatures of the im-
agination, whose source must really be sought in experience, 
the imagination framing out of the relations abstracted from 
experience something that does indeed contain what is 
general in these relations, but which cannot exist without 
the restrictions which nature has attached to them. The 
former thinkers obtain at least this advantage, that they keep 
the field of appearances open for mathematical propositions. 
On the- other hand, they have greatly embarrassed them-

t selves by those very conditions (space and time, eternal, 
·infinite, and self-subsistent], when with the understanding 
they endeavour to go out beyond this field . The latter have 
indeed an advantage, in that the representations of space 

/ and t ime do not stand in their way if they seek to judge 
I of objects, not as appearances but merely in their relation 

to the understanding. But since they are unable to appeal to 
a true and objectively valid a prior£ intuition, they can neither 
account for the _eossibil ity of a prior£ mathematical know
ledge, nor bring the propositions of experience into necessary A 41 

; greement with it. On our theory of the true character of B 58 
these two original forms of sensibility, both difficulties are 
removed. 

L astly, transcendental aesthetic cannot contain more than 
1 [subsistierend.] s [fur sich bestehende.] • [ Undinge.] 
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these ~lemcnts, space and time. This is evident from the 
fact that all other concepts belonging to sensibility, even 
that of motion, in which both elementu re united, presuppose 
something empirical. Motion presupposes the perception of 
somethi12g movable. But in space, considered in itself, there 
is nothing movable; consequently _!!:e movable must be 
something that is found t"n space only through experience, 
and must therefore be an empirical datum. For the same 
reason, transcendental aesthetic cannot count the concept 
of alteration among its a prior£ data. Time itself does not 
alter, but only something which is in time. The concept of 
alteration thus presupposes the perception of something 
existing and of the succession of its determinations; that is to 
say, it presupposes experience. 

§ g t 

General Observa#ons on Transcendental A esthett"c 

I.1 ...I_o avoid all misae£!:.ehension, it is necessary to ex
plain, as clearly as possible, what our view is regarding the 
fundamental constitution of sensible knowledge in general. 

What we have meant to say is that all our intuition is 
nothing but the representation of appearance; that the things 
which we intuit are not in themselves what we intuit them 
as being, nor their relations so constituted in themselves as 
they appear to us, and that if the subject, or even only the 
subjective constitution of the senses in general, be removed, 
the whole constitution and all the relations of objects in 
space and time, nay space and time themselves, would vanish. 
As appearances, tfiey cannot exi~themselves, but only 
1n us. What objects may be in themselves, and apart from 
all this receptivity of our sensibility, remains completely 
unknown to us. VIe know nothing but our mode of perceiving 
them-a mode which is peculiar to us, and not necessarily 
shared in by every being, though, certainly, by every human 
heing. With this alone have we any concern. Space and time 
are its pure forms, and sensation in general its matter. The 
former alone can we know a priori, that is, prior to all actual 
perception; and such knowledge is therefore called pure 

1 ["§ 8" and "I" added in B.) 
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intuition. The latter is that in our knowledge which leads to 

its being called a posterior£ _!no~edge, that is, empirical 
i~itiop.. The former inhere in our sensibility witli absolute 
necessity, no matter of what kind our sensations may be; the 

latter can exist in varying modes. Even if we could bring our 
intuition to the highest degree of clearness, we should not 
thereby come any nearer to the constitution of objects in 
themselves. We should still know only our mode of intuition, 

r 
that is, our sensibility. We should, indeed, know it completely, 
but always only under the conditions of space and time
conditions which are originally inherent in the subject. 
What the objects may be in themselves would never be
come known to us even through the most enlightened 
knowledge of that which is alone given us, namely, their 
appearance. 

0 he concept of sensibility and of appearance would be 
falsified, and our whole teaching in regard to them would be 
rendered empty and useless, if we were to accept the view that 
our entire sensibility is nothing but a.,.c.Q.nfused representation 
of things, containing only what belongs to them in themselves, 
but doing so under an aggregation of characters and partial 
representations that we do not consciously distinguish. For 
the difference between a confused and a clear representation 
is merely logical, and d""(;; not concern the c~tent. No doubt 
the concept of 'right', 1 in its common-sense usage, contains all 
that the subtlest speculation can develop out of it, though in 
its ordinary and practical use we are not conscious of the 
manifold representations comprised in this 2 thought But we 
cannot say that the common concept is therefore sensible, con
taining a mere appearance. For 'right' can never be an appear
ance; it is a concept in the understanding, and represents a 
property (the moral property) of actions, which belongs to 
them in themselves. The representation of a body in intuition, 
on the other hand, contains nothing that can belong to an 
object in itself, but merely the appearance of something, and 
the mode in which we are affected by that something; and this 
receptivity of our faculty of knowledge is termed sensibility. 
Even if that appearance could become completely transparent 

1 (.Recht.] 
1 [Reading, with 4th edition, diesem for diesen.) 
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to us, such knowledge would remain toto coelo different from 
knowledge of the object in itself. 

The philosophy of_Leibniz and Wolff, in thus treating the 
difference between the sensible and the intelligible as merely 
l ogical, has given7 completely ""';"rong direction to all in
vestigations into the nature and origin of our knowledge .• This 
difference is quite evidently transcendental. It does not merely 
concern their [logical] form, as being either ~lear or c~nfu~ed. 
It concerns their origin and content. I t is not that by our 
sensibility we cannot know the nature of things in themselves 
in any save a confused fashion; we do not apprehend them in 
any fashion whatsoever. If our subjective constitution be re
moved, the represented object, with the qualities which sen
sible intuition bestows upon it, is nowhere to be found, and 
cannot possibly be found. For it is this subjective constitution 
which determines its form as appearance. 

We commonly distinguish in appearances that which is 
essentially inherent in their intuition and holds for sense in all 
h uman beings, from that which belongs to their intuition 
accidentally only, and is valid not in relation to sensibility in 
general but only in relation to a particular standpoint or to a 
peculiarity of structure in this or that sense. Th~ former kind 
of knowledge is then declared to represent the object in itself, 
the latter its appearance only. But this distinction fs merely 
empirical. If, as generally happens, we stop short at this point, 
and do not proceed, as we ought, to treat the empirical in
tuition as itself mere appearance, in which nothing that belongs 
to a thing in itself can be found, our transcendental distinction 
is lost. We then believe that we know things in themselves, 
and this in spite of the fact that in the world of sense, how
ever deeply we enquire into its objects, we have to do with 
nothing but appearances. The rainbow in a sunny shower may 
.J~alled ~m~ae.£_earance.,..-;wd the rain the thing in itself. 
This is correct, if the latter concept be taken in a merely 
physical sense. Rain will then be viewed only as that which, 
in all experience and in all its various positions relative to the 
senses, is determined thus, and not otherwise, in our intuition. 
But if we take this empirical object in its general character, 
and ask, without considering whether or not it is the same 
for all human sense, whether it represen ts an object in 
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itself (and by that we cannot mean the drops of rain, for these 
are already, as appearances, empirical objects), the question 
as to the relation of the representation to the object at once 
becomes transcendental. We then realise that not only are the 
drops of rain mere appearances, but that e,;en their round 
shape, nay even the space in which they fall, are nothing in 
themselves, but merely modifications or fundamental forms of 
our sensible intwtion, and that the transcendental object 
remains unknown to us. 

The second important concern of our Transcendental Aes
thetic is that it should not obtain favour merely as a plausible 
hypothesis, but shoulOhave that certainty_p.nd freedom from 

- doubt which is required of any theory that is to serve as an 
o rga non. To make this certainty completely convincing, we 
shall select a case by which the validity of the position adopted 
will be rendered obvious, and which will serve to set what has B 64 

been said in § 3 in a clearer light. ) 
= ,~ 

Let us suppose that space and time are in themselves 
objective, and are conditions of the possibility of things in --> 

themselves. In the first place, it is evident that in regard to 1 

both there is a large number of a prior£ apodeictic and syn
thetic propositions. This is especially true of space, to which 
our chief attention will therefore be directed in this enquiry. 
Since the propositions of geometry are synthetic a priori, and 
are known with apodeictic certainty, I raise the question, A 47 

whence do you obtain such propositions, and upon what does 
the understanding rely in its endeavour to achieve such abso
lutely necessary and universally valid truths? There is no 
other way than through concepts or through intuitions; and 
these are given either a pr£on· or a poster£ori. In their latter 
form, namely, as emp£rical concepts, and also as that upon 
which these are grounded, the empirical intuition, neither the 
concepts nor the intuitions can yield any synthetic proposition 
except such as is itself also merely empirical (that is, a pro
position of experience), and which for that very reason can 
never possess the necessity and absolute universality which are 
characteristic of all geometrical propositions. As regards the 
first and sole means of arriving at such knowledge, namely, 
in a prior£ fashion through mere concepts or through in
tuitions, it is evident that from mere concepts only analytic 
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B 65 knowledge, not synthetic knowledge, is to be obtained. Take~ 
for instance, the proposition, "Two straight lines cannot en- I 
close a space, and with them alone no figure is possible", 
and try to derive it from the concept of straight lines and of 
the number two. Or take the proposition, "Given three straight 
lines, a figure is possible", and try, in like manner, to derive 
it from the concepts involved. All your labour is vain; and you 
find that you are constrained to have recourse to intuition, as is ) 
always done in geometry. You therefore give yourself an object 

A 48 in intuition. But of what kind is this intuition? Is it a pure a 
priori intuition or an empirical intuition? Were it the latter, 
no universally valid proposition could ever arise out of it
still less an apodeictic proposition-for experience can never 
yield such. You must therefore give yourself an object a priori 
in intuition, and ground upon this your synthetic proposition. 
If there did not exist in you a power of a prz"ori intuition; and 
if that subjective condition were not also at the same time, as 
regards its form, the universal a priori condition under which 
alone the object of this outer intuition is itself possible; if the 
object (the triangle) were something in itself, apart from any 
relafion to you, the subject,- how could you say that what 
necessarily exist in you as subjective conditions for the con
struction of a triangle, must of necessity belong to the triangle 
itself? You could not then add anything new (the figure) to 

B 66 your concepts (of three lines) as something which must neces
sarily be met with in the object, since this object is [on that 
view] given antecedently to your knowledge, and not by means 
of it. If, therefore space (and the same is true of time) were 
not merely a form of your intuition, containing conditions a 
priori, under which alone things can be outer opjects~o you, 
and without which subjective conditions outer objects are in 
themselves 1 nothing) you could not in regard to outer objects 
determine anything whatsoever in an a priori and synthetic 
manner. It is, therefore, not merely possible or probable, but 

A 49 indubitably certain, that space and time, as the necessary 
conditions of all outer and inner experience, are merely sub
jective conditions of all our intuition, and that in relation to 
these conditions all objects are therefore mere appearances, 
and not given us as things in themselves which exist in this 

1 [an n&ll, meaning as outer objects.] 
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manner. For this reason also, while much can be said a prt'ori 
as regards the form of appearances, nothing whatsoever can 
be asserted of the thing in itself, which may underlie these 
appearances. 

11.1 In confirmation of this theory of the ideality of both 
outer and inner sense, and therefore of all objects of the senses, 
as mere appearances, it is especially relevant to observe that 

~ 
everything in our knowledge which belongs to intuition- < .!:>-

feeling of pleasure and _pain, and the \Wl, not being know-
ledge, are excluded-contains nothing buttmer~relationsj 
namely, of locations in an intuition (extension), of change B 67 
of location (motion), and of laws according to which this 
change is determined (moving forces). What it is that is 
present in this or that location, or what it is that is operative ' 
in the things themselves apart from change of location, is not 
given through intuition. Now a thing_in._its_elf3 cannot be 
known through mere relations; and we may therefore conclude 
t hat since outer sense gives us nothing but mere relations, this 
sense can contam in its representation only~ation of an Jc ..,.. J L.. 

object to the subject1 and not the inner properties of the object f ,v "' .... St ~ 
in itself. ~also holds true o..Unner s_mse, not only because " .. ~ (. ) 
the representations of the outer senses constitute the proper 
material with which we occu_£Y our- mind, but E._ecause the 
time in which we set these representations, which is itself ante-
cedent to the consciousness of them in experience, and which 
underlies them as the formal condition of the mode in which 
we posit' them in the mind, itself contains [on.!J] relations of 
succession, coexistence, and of that which is coexistent with ..( ,.4 

... ~~ .s 
;uccession, the enduring. Now that which, as representation, , ""- (... 
can be ,entecedent to any and every act of Lthinking any-
thing, is intuition; and if it contains nothing but relations, it 
is the form of intuition. Since this form does notrepresent ~ 
anythmg save in so fu as something is posited in the mind, it 
can be nothing but the mode in which the mind is affected _ 
through its own activity (namely, through this positing of its 5 B 68 ~ 
representation), and so is affected by itself; in other words, it is 

._....- -
1 [Sub-sections II., III., I V. and Conclusion to the Transcendental Aesthetic 

added in B.) 
I [wirke.] I [eine Stu:he ~X mh.] 
• [Reading, with Kehrbach, seiner for/ hrer.] 

(t.. ~;V\1)1A ; ~"" .;!'C..',.-{ \ ~ ,.,. 

~~ .. 7 ,.d/' 

' [utzen.) 
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nothing but an inner sense in respect of the form of that sense. 
Everything that is represented throug"fi""aSense is so far always 
appearance, and consequently we must either refuse to admit 
that there is an inner sense, or we must recognise that the sub
ject, which is the object of the sense, can be represented 't1ir'ough 
it oruy asa ppearance, not as that subject would judge of itself 
if its itrtuition were self:activity only, that is, were intellectual. 
-J'he whole d ifficulty is as to how a subject can inwardly intuit 
itself; and this is a difficulty common to every theory. The con
~ousness of self (apperception) is the simple !:epresentation 
of the '1', and if all that is manifold in the subject were given 
by the activity of tlte self, the inner intuition would be intel
lectual. In man this consciousness demands inner perception 
of the ~anifold which is antecedently given in the subje~t, 
and ~de in which this manifold is g iven in the mind 
must, as non-spontaneous, be entitled sensibility. If the 
faculty of coming tq consciousness of oneself i~ to seek out (to/ 
apprehend) that whic~Jies in the mind, it mustfaffect the mind 
and only in this way can it give rise to an intuition of itself. 
But the form of this intuition, which exists antecedently in the 
mind, determines, in the representation of time, the mode in 
which the manifold is together in the mind, since it then in
tuits itself not as it would represent itself if immediately self
active, but as it is affected by itself, and therefore as it appears 
to itself, not as it is. 
r III. When I say that the intuition of outer objects and the 

self-intuition of the mind alike represent the objects and the 
mind, in space and in time, as they affect our senses, that is, as 
they appear, I do not mean to say that these objects are a mere 

,~illus£onf For in an appearance the objects, nay even the pro
perties that we ascribe to them, are always regarded as some
thing actually given. Since, however, in the relation of the 
given object to the subject, such properties depend upon the 
mode of intuition of the subject, this object as appearance2 is to 
be distinguished from itself as object in itself. Thus when I 
maintain that the quality of space and of time, in conformity 
with which, as a condition of their existence, I posit both bodies 
and my own soul, lies in my mode of intuition and not in those 
objects in themselves, I am not saying that bodies merely seem 3 

1 [&MI'n.] 1 [Erscheinung.] 1 [uheirun.] 

{ 
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to beoutsideme,orthatmysoulonlyseemsto be given in myself
consciousness. It would be my own fault, if out of that which 

I ought to reckon as appearance, I made mere illusion." That 

does not follow as a consequence of our principle of the ideality B 70 

of all our sensible intuitions-quite the contrary. I t is only if we 

ascribe objective reatz"ty to these forms of representation, that 

it becomes impossible for us to prevent everything being 

thereby transformed into mere itlusiorz. For if we regard space 

and time as properties which, if they are to be possible at all,1 

must be found in things in themselves, and if we reflect on the 

absurdities in which we are then involved, in that two infinite 

things, which are not substances, nor anything actually in

hering in substances, must yet have existence, nay, must 

be the necessary condition of the existence of all things, and B 71 

moreover must continue to exist, even although all existing 

things be removed,-we cannot blame the good /Berkeley/ 

for degrading bodies to mere illusion. Nay, evenfow:==own 

existence, in being made thus dependent upon the self-sub
sistent reality of a non-entity, such as time, would necessarily 

be changed with it into sheer illusion-an absurdity of which 

no one has yet been guilty. 
I V. In natural theology, in thinking an object [God), 

who not only can never be an object of intuition to us but 

" The predicates of the appearance can be ascribed to the object 
itself, in relation to our sense, for instance, the red colour or the B 70 

scent to the rose. [Uut what is illusory can never be ascribed as 
j)reaicate to an object (for the sufficient reason that we then attribute 
to the object, taken by itself, what belongs to it only in relation to 
the senses, or in general to the subject), for instance, the two handles 
which were formerly ascribed to j)aturn).1 That which, while in

Sej)iirable from the representation of the object, is not to be met 
with in the object in itself, but always in its relation to the subject, /,'" 
is appearance. Accordingly the predicates of space and time are 
rightly ascribed to the objects of the senses, as such; and in this there 
is no illusion. On the other hand, if I ascribe redness to the rose in 
ilseif[handles to Saturn],• or extension to all outer objects i1z them· 
selves, without paying regard to the determinate relation of these 
objects to the subject, and without limiting my judgment to that 
relation, illusion then first arises. 

1 [ihrer .tlfoKiichluil nat:h .) 
• [The passage which 1 have enclosed in brackets conflicts with the main 

argument, and is probably a later addition carelessly inserted.) 
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cannot be an object of sensible intuition even to himself, we 
are careful to remove the conditions of time and space from 
his intuition-for all his knowledge must be intuition, and not 

t thought, which always involves limitations. But with what 
right can ;;.e do this if we have previously made time and space 
forms of things in themselves, and such as would remain, as 
a pr£ori conditions of the existence of things, even though the 

• things themselves were removed? As conditions of all existence 
in general, they must also be conditions of the existence of 
God. If we do not thus treat them as objective forms of all 

B 72 things, the only alternative is to view them as subjective forms 
of our inner and outer intuition, which is termed sensible, for 

, ...... (......: ( " the very reason that it is ]JOt origi!Jgl, that is, is not such as can 
itself give us the existence of its object-a mode of intuition 
which, so far as we can judge, can belong only to the prim
ordial being.1 Our mode of intuition is dependent upon the 
existence of the object, and is therefore possible only if the 
subject's faculty of representation is affected by that object. 

This mode of intuiting in space and time need not be 
limited to human sensibility. It may be that all finite, thinking 
beings necessarily agree with man in this respect, although 
we are not in a position to judge whether this is actually so. But 
however universal this mode of sensibility may be, it does 
not therefore cease to be sensibility. It is derivative (intuitus 
tf_erivat£vus), not original (intu£tus originar£us), and therefore 
not an intellectual intuition. For the reason stated above, such 
intellectual intuition seems to belong solely to the primordial 
being, and can never be ascribed to a dependent being, 
dependent in its existence as well as in its intuition, and 
which through that intuition' jetermines its existcnc~ solely 

'- "'in relation to 1given objects.2 'This latter remark, however, 
rrmst be taken only as an illustration of our aesthetic theory, 
not as forming part of the proof. 
, 

Conclusion of the Transcendental Aesthet£c 

Here, then, in pure a priori intuitions, space and time, 
we have one of the factors required for solution of the general 

1 [nur dem Urwesen.] 

\ 

t [May be more freely translated as: "through that intuition is conscious of 
its own existence only in relation to given objects".] 
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problem of transcendental philosophy: how are synthe#c 
a priori judgments possible? When in a priori jUdgment 

-we seek to go out beyond the given conce,e!! we come in the 
a pn·ori intuitions upon that which cannot be discovered in 
the concept but which is certainly found a priori in the in
tuition corresponjing to the concept, and can be c onnected 
with it synthetically. Such judgments, however, thus based 
on intuition, can never extend bel£!!_d....Q!>~ts of the senses; 
they are vatiC! only for objects of possible experience. 

I 
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A ~} TRANSCENDENTAL DOCTRINE OF B 74 

ELEMENTS 

S ECOND PART 

T RANSCENDENTAL LOGIC 

INTRODUCTION 

IDEA OF A TRANSCENDEr TAL LOGIC 
I 

I 

L OGIC IN G ENERAL 

O uR knowledge springs from two fundamental sources of the 
mind; the first is the capacity of receiving representations 
(receptivity fodmpressions) ;':the second is the power of know
ing an object throughthcse representations (spontaneity [in 

$ the production] of concepts). Through the first an object is given 
to us, through the second the object is thougltt in relation to 
that [given] representation (which is a mere determination of 
the mind). ~on,. and conc£I?t~constitute, therefore, the ele
ments of all our knowledge, so that neither concepts without an 
intuition in some way corresponding to them, nor intuition with
out concepts, can yield knowledge. Both may be either pure or 
empirical.._ When they contain sensation (which presupposes the 
actual presence of the object), they are empirical. When there is 

_EO mingling of sensation witn the representation, they are pure. 
Sensation may be entitled the material of sensible knowledge. 

B 75 Pure intuition, therefore, contains only the form under which 
A 51 something is intuited; the pure concept only the form of the 

thought of an objectJ.!l general._ Pure intuitions or pure con
cepts alone are possible a priori, empirical intuitions and 
empirical concepts only a posteriori. 

92 
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If the receptivity of our mind, its power of receiving re

presentatiOns m so far as it is in any wise affected, is to be 

entitled ~ensibility, then the mind's power of proaucing repre
sentations from itself, the spontanet'ty of knowledge, should be 

called the understanding. Our nature is so constituted that 

our £ntuition can never be other than sensible; that is, it con

tains only the mode in which we are affected by objects. The 
faculty, on the other hand, which enables us to think the 

object of sensible intuition is the understanding. To neither 

of these powers may a preference be given over the other. 

Without sensibility no object would be given to us, without f -A 

understanding no object would be thought. Thoughts without 

C"ontent are empty, intuitions without concepts are blind. It 

is, therefore, just as necessary to make our concepts sensible, 

that is, to add the object to them in intmt10n, ast0 make --our intuitions intelligible, that is, to bring them under con-

cepts. These two powers or capacities cannot exchange their 
functions. The understanding can intuit nothing, the senses 

can think nothing. Only through their union can know

ledge arise. But that is no re~on 'for confounding the B 76 

contribution of either with that of the other; rather is it 

a strong reason for carefully~arating and distinguishing A 52 

the one from the other. We therefore distinguish the science 

of the rules of sensibility in general, that is, aesthetic, from 

the science of the rules of the understanding in gene;:"al, that 

is, logic. 
Logic, again, can be treated in a twofold manner, either 

as logic of the general or as logic of the special employment 
of the understanding. The former contains the absolutely 

necessary rules of thought without which there can be no 

employment whatsoever of the understanding. It therefore 
treats of understanding without any regard to difference in 

the objects to which the understanding may be directed. The 

logic of the special employment of the understanding contains 

the rules of correct thinking as regards a certain kind of 

objects. The former may be called the logic of clements, the 

latter the organon of this or that science. The latter is com
monly taught in the schools as a propaedeutic to the sciences, 

though, according to the actual procedure of human reason, 

it is what is obtained last of all, when the particular science 
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under question has been already brought to such completion 
that it requires only a few finishing touches to correct and 
perfect it. For the objects under consideration must already 
be known fairly completely before it can be possible to pre-

B 77 scribe the rules according to which a science of them is to 
be obtained. 

A 53 

General logic is either pure or applied. In the former we 
abstract from all empirical conditions under which our under
standing is exercised, t'.e. from the influence of the senses, the 
play of imagination, the laws of memory, the force of habit, 
inclination, etc., and so from all sources of prejudice, indeed 
from all causes from which this or that knowledge may arise 
or seem to arise. For they concern the understanding only in 
so far as it is being employed under certain circumstances, 
and to become acquainted with these circumstances experi
ence is required. Pure generallo~ic has to do, therefore, only 
with principles a pn·or£, and i~ a{ canon of understandz'ngf and 
of reason, but only in respect of what is formal in their em
ployment, be the content what it may, empirical or t ran
scendental. General logic is called~lied, when it is directed 
to the rules of the employment of understanding under the 
subjective empirical conditions dealt with by psychology. 
Applied logic has therefore empirical principles, although it 
is still indeed in so far general that it refers to the employ
ment of the understanding without regard to difference in the 
objects. Consequently it is neither a canon of the under~ 
standing in general nor an organon of special sciences, but 
merely a cathartic of the common understanding. 

In general logic, therefore, that part which is to constitute 
the pure doctrine of reason must be entirely separated from 
that which constitutes applied (though always still general) 
logic. The former alone is, properly speaking, a science, 
though indeed concise and dry, as the methodical exposition 
of a doctrine of the elements of the understanding is bound 
to be. There a re therefore~o rules which logicians must 
always bear in mind, in dealing with pure general logic: 

1. As general logic, it abstracts from all content of the 
knowledge of understanding and from all differences in its 
objects, and deals with nothing but the mere form of 
thought. 
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2. As J>Ure logic, it has nothing to do with empirical prin
ciples,""anddoes not, as has sometimes been supposed, borrow 
anything fromj)sychology, which therefore has no influence 
whatever on the canon of the understanding. Pure logic is a 
body of demonstrated doctrine, and everything in it must be 
certain entirely a prior£. 
- What I call applied logic (contrary to the usual meaning 
of this title, ac cording to which it should contain certain 
exercises for which pure logic gives the rules) is a representa-
tion of the understanding and of the rules of its necessary 
employmen~.fn concreto,\ that is, under the accidental sub
jective cond1tions which may hinder or help its application, B 79 

and which are all given only empirically. It treats of attention, 
its impediments 1 and consequences, of the source of error, of 
the state of doubt, hesitation, and conviction, etc. Pure general 
logic stands to it in the same relation as pure ethics, which 
contains only the necessary moral laws of a free will in general, A 55 
stands to the doctrine of the virtues strictly so called-the 
doctrine which considers these laws under the limitations of 
the feelin~s, inclinations, and passions to which men are 
more or less subject. Such a doctrine can never furnish a 
true and demonstrated science, because, like applied logic, 
it depends on empirical and psychological principles. 

... ~ _,.'/..;-J i--
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T RANSCENDENTAL LOGIC . S-< t C 11 ( IJ) -General logic, as we have shown, abst~acts from all con- "• e.c ~ 
tent of knowledge, that is, from all relation of knowledge to 9-~ 
the object, and considers only the logical form in the relation of I .... ·T-t~~'·· 
any knowledge to other knowledge; that is, it treats of the form ~ 
of thought in general. But since, as the Transcendental Aes-
thetic has shown, there are pure as well as empirical intuitions, 
a distinction might likewise be drawn between pure and em-
pirical thought of objects. In that case we should have a logic B 8o 

in which we do not abstract from the entire content of know-
ledge. This other logic, which should contain solely the rules 
of the pure thought of an object, would exclude only those 

1 [Reading, with Erdmann, Hindernissen for n,·ndernis.] 
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modes of knowledge 1 which have empirical content. It would 

also treat of the origin of the modes in which we know objects, 

A 56 in so far as that origin cannot be attributed to the objects. 

General logic, on the other hand, has nothing to do with the 

origin of knowledge, but only considers representations, be 

they originally a priori in ourselves or only empirically given, 

according to the laws which the understanding employs when, 

in thinking, it relates them to one another. It deals therefore 

only with that form which the understanding is able to impart 

to the representations, from whatever source they may have 

arisen. 
And here I make a remark which the reader must bear 

well in mind, as it extends its influence over all that follows. 

Not every kind of knowledge a priori should be called tran

scendental, but that only by which we know that-and how

certain representations 6ntuitions or concepts) can be em

ployed or are possible purely a priori. The term 'transcend

ental', that is to say, signifies such knowledge as concerns the 

B 81 a priori possibility of knowledge, or its a priori employment. 

Neither space nor any a priori geometrical determination of it 

is a transcendental representation; what can alone be entitled 

transcendental is the knowledge that these representations are 

not of empirical origin, and the possibility that they can 2 yet 

relate a priori to objects of experience. The application of 

space to objects in general would likewise be transcendental, 

but, if restricted solely to objects of sense, it is empirical. 

A 57 The distinction between the transcendental and the empirical 

belongs therefore only to the critique of knowledge; it does 

not concern the relation of that knowledge to its objects. 

In the expectation, therefore, that there may perhaps be 

concepts which relate a priori to objects, not as pure or sen

sible intuitions, but solely as acts of pure thought-that is, as 

concepts which are neither of empirical nor of aesthetic 

origin-we form for ourselves by anticipation the idea of a 

science of the knowledge which belongs to pure understanding 3 

and reason, whereby ~ink ogj~cts entire!I a f!rJ!!!..i. Such 

a science, which should determine the origin, the scope, and 

1 [Reading, with Adickes, blou aile for aile.] 
1 [Reading, with Erdmann, kihmen for k6nne.] 
1 [Reading, with Erdmann, Verstandes· for Verstandes.] 
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~e objective validity of such knowledge, would have to be 
called transcendental logic, because, unlike general logic, B Sz 

which has to deal with both empirical and pure knowledge of 
reason, it concerns itself with_ the laws of. understanding and 

of reason solely in so far as they relate a priori to objects. -

III 
THE D IVISION OF GENERAL LOGIC INTO ANALYTIC 

AND DIALECTIC 

The question, famed of old, by which logicians were 
supposed to be driven into a corner, obliged either to have 
recourse to a pitiful sophism, or to confess their ignorance 
and consequently the emptiness of their whole art, is the A 58 

question: ~What is truth? The nominal definition of truth, 
that it is the agreement of knowledge with its object, is 
assumed asgranted; the question asked is as to what is f. 

the general and sure criterion of the truth of any and every 
1
' ft ~ / .. 

'I' • 
knowledge. ~ ") . .( 

To know what questions may reasonably be asked is " ' )~"'"" 
already a great and necessary proof of sagacity and insight. l .f • '-df, 

For if a question is absurd in itself and calls for an answer 
where none is required, it not only brings shame on the pro-
pounder of the question, but may betray an incautious listener 
into absurd answers, thus presenting, as the ancients said, the B 83 

ludicrous spectacle of one man milking a he-goat and the 
other holding a sieve underneath. 

If truth consists in the agreement of knowledge with its 
object, that object must thereby be distinguished from other 
objects; for knowledge is false, if it does not agree with the 
object to which it is related, even although it contains some
thing which may be valid of other objects. Now a general 
criterion of truth must be such as would be valid in each and 
every instance of knowledge, however their objects may vary. It 
is obvious however that such a criterion [being general] cannot 
take account of the [varying] content of knowledge (relation 
to its [specific] object). But since truth concerns just this very A 59 

content, it is qlllte impossible, and indeed absurd, to ask for a 
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general test of the truth of such content. A sufficient and at the 
same time general criterion of truth cannot possibly be given. 
Since we have already entitled the content of knowledge its 
matter, we must be prepared to recognise that of the truth 
of knowledge, so far as its matter is concerned,"t-to general 
criterion can be demanded . Such a criterion would by its 
very nature be self-contradictory. 

But, on the other hand, as regards knowledge in respect 
of its mere form (leaving aside all content), it is evident that 

B 84 logic, in so far as it expounds the universal and necessary 
rules of the understanding, must in these rules furnish criteria 
of truth. Whatever contradicts these rules is false. For the 
understanding would thereby be made to co-;rt;.adict its own 
general rules of thought, and so to contradict itself. These 
criteria, however, concern only the form of truth, that is, of 
thought in general; and in so fa""r they are quite correct, but 
are not by themselves sufficient. For although our knowledge 
may be in complete accordance with logical demands, that is, 
may not contradict itself, it is still possible that it may be in 
contradiction with its object. The purely logical criterion of 
trut~mely, the agreement of knowledge with the general 
and formal laws of the understanding and reason, is a cond£t£o 
st"ne qua nott, and is therefore the negative condition of all 

A 6o truth. But further than this logic cannot go. It has no touch
stone for the discovery of such error as concerns not the 
form but the content . 

General logic resolves the whole formal procedure of the 
understanding and reason into its elements, and exhibits them 
as principles of all logical criticism of our knowledge. This 
part of logic, which may therefore be entitled analyt£c, yields 
what is at least the~ negative t~stone of truth. Its rules 
must be applied in the examination and appraising of the 
form of all knowledge before we proceed to determine whether 

B 85 their content contains positive truth in respect to their object. 
But since the mere form of knowledge, however completely 
it may be in agreement with logical laws, is far from being 
sufficient to determine the material (objective) truth of know
ledge, ._!lo one can venture with_the help of logic alo~ to 
judge regarding objectsJ or to m~e any assertion. We must 
first, independently of logic, obtain reliable information; only 

• 

I 
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then are we in a position to enquire, in accordance with logical 

laws, into the use of this information and its connection in a 

coherent whole, or rather to test it by these laws. There is, 

however, something so tempting in the possession of an art so 

specious, through which we give to all our knowledge, how

ever uninstructed we may be in regard to its content, the form 

of understanding, that general logic, which is merely a canon A 61 

of judgment, has been employed as if it were an organon for 

the actual production of at least the semblance ofl objective 

assertions, and has thus been misapplied. General logic, when 

thus treated as an organon, is called dt'alect£c. 
However various were thesignificationsin which the ancients 

used 'dialectic' as the title for a science or art, we can safely 

conclude from their actual employment of it that with them 

it was never anything else than the logt'c of t'llust'on. It was a B 86 

sophistical art of giving to ignorance, and indeed to intentional 

sophistries, the appearance of truth, by the device of 2 imitat-

ing the methodical thoroughness which logic prescribes, and 

of using its 'topic' to conceal the emptiness of its pretensions. 

Now it may be noted as a sure and useful warning, that general 

logic, if viewed as an organon, is always a logic of illusion, 

that is, dialectical. For logic teaches us nothing whatsoever 

regarding the content of knowledge!, but lays down only the 

formal conditions of agreement with the understanding; and 

since these conditions can tell us nothing at all as to the 

objects concerned, any attempt to use this logic as an instru

ment (organon) that professes to extend and enlarge our 

knowledge can end in nothing but mere talk-in which, with 

a certain plausibility, we maintain, or, if such be our choice, A 62 

attack, any and every possible assertion. 
Such instruction is ~te unbecoming the dignity of philo

sophy. The title 'dialectic' has therefore come to be otherwise 

employed, and has been assigned to logic, as a crz'tz'que of 

dt'alectical t'llust'on. This is the sense in which it is to be under

stood in this work. 

E 

1 [Reading, with Kebrbach, des Blendwerks.) 
• (Reading, with Erdmann, dadur&n dass.] 
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THE CLUE TO THE DISCOVERY OF ALL l'URE B 1 0 2 

CONCEPTS OF THE UNDERSTANDING 

Section 3 

§ 10 1 

T HE PURE CONCEPTS OF THE UNDERSTANDING, OR 

CATEGORIES 

General logic, as has been repeatedly said, abstracts from 

all content of knowledge, and looks to some other source, 

whatever that may be, for the representations which it is 

to transform into concepts by process of analysis. Tran

scendental logic, on the other hand, has lying before it a ~i

lOT<l of a priori sensibility, E!.esented by transcendental aes

thetic, as material for the concepts of pure understanding. 

In the absence of this material those concepts would be 2 with

out any content, therefore entirely empty. _§pace and time 

contain a manifold of pure a priori intuition, but at the same 

time are conditions of the receptivity of our mind- conditions 

under which alone it can receive representations of objects, and 

which therefore must also always affect the concept of these 

objects. But if this manifold is to be known, the spontaneity 

of our thought requires that it be gone through in a certain 

way, taken up, and connected. This act I name synthesis. 

By synthesis, in its most general sense, I understand the 

act of putting different representations together, and of grasp

ing3what is manifold in them in one [act of] knowledge. Such 

a synthesis is pure, if the manifold is not empirical but is given 

a priori, as is the manifold in space and time. Before we can 

analyse our representations, the representations must them

selves be given, and therefore as regards content no concepts 

can first arise by way of analysis. Synthesis of a manifold (be 

it given empirically or a priori) is what first gives rise to know

ledge. This knowledge may, indeed, at first, be crude and con

fused, and therefore in need of analysis. Still the synthesis is 

that which gathers the elements for knowledge, and unites 

them to (form] a certain content.' It is to synthesis, therefore, 

1 ["§ 10" added in B.] 
1 [begreifm.] 

• [Reading, with v. Leclair, wiirden for wurde.] 

' [und au einem g-ewi.rsen Inluute vereinig-1.] 

B IOJ 
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that we must first direct our attention, if we would determine 
the tirst origin of our knowledge. r Synthesis in general, as we shall hereafter see, is the mere 
result of the power of imagination, a blind but indispensable 
function of the soul, without which we should have no know
ledge whatsoever, but of which we are scarcely ever conscious. 
T o bring this synthesis to concepts is a function which belongs 
to the understanding, and it is through this function of the 
understanding that we first obtain knowledge properly so 
called. 

B 104 Pure synthesis, represented in its most general aspect, gives 
us the pure concept of the understanding. By this pure syn
thesis I understand that which rests upon a basis of a priori 
synthetic unity. Thus our counting, as is easily seen in the case 
of larger numbers, is a synthesis according to concepts, be
cause it is executed according to a common ground of unity, 
as, for instance, the decade. In terms of this concept, the unity 
of the synthesis of the manifold is rendered necessary. 

By means of analysis different representations are brought 
under one concept-a procedure treated of in general logic. 
What transcendental logic, on the other hand, teaches, is how 
we bring to concepts, not representations, but the pure syn
thesis of representations. What must first be given-with a 
view to the a priori knowledge of all objects-is the manzjotd 

A 79 of pure intuition; the second factor involved is the synthesis of 
this manifold by means of the imagination. But even this does 
not yet yield knowledge. The concepts which give unity to this 
pure synthesis, and which consist solely in the representation 
of this necessary synthetic unity, furnish the third requisite for 
the knowledge of an object; and they rest on the under
standing. 

The same function which gives unity to the various repre
sentations in a judgment also gives unity to the mere syn-

B tos thesis of various representations in an intuition; and this 
unity, in its most general expression, we entitle the pure con
cept of the understanding. The same understanding, through 
the same operations by which in concepts, by means of ana
lytical unity, it produced the logical form of a judgment, 
also introduces a transcendental content into its representa
tions, by means of the synthetic unity of the manifold in intui-
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CHAPTER II 

THE DEDUCTION OF THE PURE CONCEPTS OF 
UNDERSTANDING 

Section I 

THE PRINCIPLES OF ANY TRANSCENDENTAL DEDUCTION 

J uRISTS, when speaking of rights and claims, distinguish in a 
legal action the question of right (qu£djur£s) from the question 
of fact (qu£d facti); and they demand tfiat both be proved. 
Proof ofthe former, which has to state the right or the legal 
claim, they entitle the deduc#on. Many empirical concepts are 
employed without question from anyone. Since experience is 
always available for the proof of their objective reality, we be
lieve ourselves, even without a deduction, to be justified in ap-

B 117 propriating to them a meaning, an ascribed3 significance. But 
there are also usurpatory concepts, such as fortune, fate, 
which, though allowed to drcufate by almost universal indul
gence, are yet from time to time challenged by the question: 
q_u£d juris. This demand for a deduction involves us in con-

A 85 siderable perplexity, no clear legal title, sufficient to justify 
their ' employment, being obtainable either from experience or 
from reason. 

Now among the manifold concepts which form the highly 
1 [Following Michaelis, in substituting this heading for the heading in A 

and B, Der trans:uendentalm Ana/ylik. Cf. above p. 104.) 
1 ["§ 13" added in D.) 
1 [Reading, as in A and D, eing-ebildete. Vaihinger suggests instead eine 

r illig-e.] 
• [Reading, with Erdmann, ihres for seines.] 

l20 
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complicated web of human knowledge, there are some which 

are marked out for pure a _prior£ employment, in ~mplete in

dependence of all experience; and their right to be so em

ployed always demands a deduction. For since empirical proofs 

do not suffice to justify this kind of employment, we are faced 

by the problem how these concepts can relate to objects which 

they yet do not ootam from any experience. T he expla'Mtion 

of the manner in which concepts can thus relate a prt'ort' to 

objects I entitle their transcendental deduction; and from it I 

distinguish empirical deduction, which shows the manner in 

which a concept is acquired through experience and through 

reflection upon experience, and which therefore concerns, not 

its legitimacy, but only its de facto mode of origination. 

We are already in possession of concepts which are of two B 118 

quite different kinds, and which yet agree in that they relate 

to objects in a completely a prior£ manner, namely, the con-

cepts of space and time as forms of sensibility, and the cate

gories as concepts of understanding. To seek an empirical de

duction of either of these types of concept would be labour 

entirely lost. For their distinguishing feature consists just in 

this, that they relate to their objects without having borrowed A 86 

from experience anything that can serve in the representation 

of these objects. If, therefore, a deduction of such concepts is 

indispensable, it must in any case be transcendental. 7 • ~ s J., 

We can, however, with regard to these concepts, as with ' ~-} ~· 

regard to all knowledge, seek to discover in experience, if 

not the principle of their possibility, at least the occasioning 

causes 1 of their production. The impressions of the senses 

supplying the first stimuTus,2 the whole faculty of knowledge 

opens out to them, and experience is brought into exist-

ence. That experience contains two very dissimilar elements, 

namely, the matter of knowledge [ohtained] from the senses, 

and a certain fonn for the ordering of this matter, [obtained] 

from the inner source 8 of the pure intuition and thought ::

which, on occasion of the sense-impressions, are first brought 

into action and ~ld concepts. Such an investigation of the 

first strivings of our ficultJ'of knowledge, whereby it advances -
from Earticular perceptions to universal conc:l'ts, is un- B 119 

doubtedly of great service. We are indebted to tne celebrated 

1 [ Celegetlheilrursadten.] 1 [An/ass.] I [aus dem inneren Quell.] 
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Locke for opening out this new line of enquiry. But a deduc
t£on of the pure a pr£or£ concepts can never be obtained in 
this manner; it is not to be looked for in any such direction. 
For in view of their subsequent employment, which has to be 
entirely independent of experience, they must be in a position 
to show a certificate of birth quite other than that of descent 

A 87 from experiences. Since this attempted physiological deriva
tion concerns a quaest£o fact£, it cannot strictly be called 
deduction; and I shall therefore entitle it the explanation of 
~Po_lsess£on of pure knowledge. Plainly the only deduction 
that can be given of this 1 knowledge is one that is transcen
dental, not empirical. In respect to pure a pr£or£ concepts 
the latter type of deduction is an utterly useless enterprise 
which can be engaged in only by those who have failed to 
grasp the quite peculiar nature of these modes of know
ledge. 

But although it may be admitted that the only kind of 
deduction of pure a pr£or£ knowledge which is possible is on 
transcendental Jines, it is not at once obvious that a deduc
tion is indispensably necessary We have already, by means of 
a t ranscendental deduction, traced the concepts of space and 
time to their sources, and have explained and determined 

B 120 their a pr£or£ objective validity. Geo~try, however, proceeds 
with security in knowledge that is completely a pr£or£, and has 
12_0 need to beseech philosophy for any certificate of the pure 
and legitimate descent of its fundamental concept of space. 
But the concept is employed in this science only in its reference 
to the outer sensible world-of the intuition of which space 
is the pure form-where all geometrical knowledge, grounded 
as it is in a pr£orz· intuition, possesses immediate evidence. 
Tjl~ objects, so far as their form is concerned, are given, 

A 88 through the very knowledge of them, a .1Jr£or£ in intuition. 
In the case of the_P-ure concep_ts of understand£ng, it is quite 
otherwise; it is with them that the unavoidable demand for a 
transcendental deduction, not only of themselves, but also 
of the concept of space, first originates. For since they speak 
of 2 objects through predicates not of int"uition and sensibility 
but of pure a pr£or£ thought, ~ey relate to objects universally, 

1 (Reading, with Erdmann, dieser es allein for diesen allein es.] 
1 (Reading, with Hartenstein, reden for redet.] 
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that is, apart from all conditions of sensibility. Also, 1 not being 
groundea tn expenence, tfiey cannot, in a pn·or£- intuition, 
exhibit any object such as might, prior to all experience, 
serve as g round for their synthesis. For these reasons, they 
arouse suspicion not merely in regard to the objective 
validity and the limits of their own employment, but owing 
to their tendency to employ the concept of space beyond the 
conditions of sensible intuition, that concept also they render 
ambiguous; and this, indeed, is why we have already found B 12 1 

a transcendental deduction of it necessary. T he reader must 
therefore be convinced of the unavoidable necessity of such 
a transcendental deduction before he has taken a single step 
in the field of pure reason. Otherwise he proceeds blindly, 
and after manifold wanderings must come back to the same 
ignorance from which he started. At the same time, if he is 
not to lament over obscurity in matters which are by their 
very nature deeply veiled, or to be too easily discouraged 2 in 
the removal of obstacles, he must have a clear foreknowledge 
of the inevitable difficulty of the undertaking. For we must A 89 
either completely surrender all claims to make judgments of 
pure reason in 3 the most highly esteemed of all fields, that 
which transcends the limits of all possible experience, or else 
bring this critical enquiry to completion. 

We have already been able with but little difficulty to 
explain how the concepts of space and time, although a prt'ori 
modes of knowledge, must necessarily relate to objects, and 
how independently of all experience they make ' possible a 
synthetic knowledge of objects. For since only by means of 
su~h pure forms of sensibility can an object appear to us, 
and so be an object of empirical intuition, space and time 
are pure intuitions which contain a pr£ort' the condition of the 
possibility of objects as appearances, and the synthesis which B 122 

takes place in them has objective validity. 
The categories of understanding, on the other hand, do 

not represent the conditions under which objects are given 
in intuition. Objects may, therefore, appear to us without 

1 [Reading, with Erdmann, und sie, da sie for und die, da sie.] 
1 [Reading, with Hartenstein, werde for werden.] 
a [Reading, with Erdmann, als auf dar for als dar.] 
• [Reading, with Erdmann, machm for machten.] 
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their being under the necessityofbeing related to the functions 
of understanding; and understanding need not, therefore, 
contain their a pr£or£ conditions. Thus a difficulty such as 
we did not meet with in the field of sensibility is here 
Pr"esented, namely, how subjective conditions of thought can 

" have objective vaHiity, that is, can furnish conditions of the 
A 90 iossibflity of all knowledge of objects. For ~pearances c~n 

certainly be given in intuition independently of functions of 
The understanding. Let us take, for instance, the concept of 
cause, which signifies a special kind of synthesis, whereby 

-upOn something, A, there is posited something quite different, 
B, according to a rule. It is not manifest a priori why appear
ances should contain anything of this kind (experiences 
cannot be cited in its proof, for what has to be established 
is the objective validity of a concept that is a priori); and it 
is therefore a priori doubtful whether such a concept be 
not perhaps altogether empty, and have no object anywhere 
among appearances. That objects of sensible intuition must 

B 123 conform to the formal conditions of sensibility which lie 
a priori in the mind is evident, because otherwise they would 
not be objects for us.-But that they must likewise conform 
to the conditions which the understanding requires for the 
synthetic unitx 1 of thought, is a conclusion the grounds of 
which are by ;Q means so obvious. Appearances might v~ry 
well be so constituted that the understanding should not find 
them to be in accordance with the conditions of its unity. 
Everything might be in such confusion that, for instance, 
in the series of appearances nothing presented itself which 
might yield a rule of synthesis and so answer to the concept 
of cause and effect. This concept would then be altogether 
empty, null, and meaningless. But since intuition stands in 

A 91 no need whatsoever of the functions of thought, appearances 
would none the less present objects to our intuition. 

If we thought to escape these toilsome enquiries by saying 
that experience continually presents examples of such regu
larity among appearances and so affords abundant oppor
tunity of abstracting the concept of cause, and at the same 
time of verifying the objective validity of such a concept, we 
should be overlooking the fact that the concept of cause can 

1 [Reading, with v. Leclair, Einlteit for Einsi&llt.} 
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never arise in this manner. I t must either be grounded com
pletely a prt"ori in the understanding, or must be entirely given 
up as a mere phantom of the brain. For th is concept makes B 124 

strict demand that something, A, should be such that some-
thing else, B, follows from it necessarily and t"n accordance 
with an absolutely utziversal rule. Appearances do indeed p re-
sent cases from which a rule can be obtained according to 
which something usually happens, but they never prove the 
sequence 1 to be necessary . To the synthesis of cause and 
effect there belongs a dignity which cannot be empirically 
expressed, namely, that the effect not only succeeds upon the 
cause, but that it is posited through it and arises out of it.2 

This strict universality of the rule is never a characteristic of 
empirical rules; they can acquire through induction only com
parative universality, that is, extensive applicability. If we A 92 

were to treat pure concepts of understanding as merely em
pirical p roducts, we should be making a complete change in 
[the manner of] their employment. 

§ 14 a 

Transition to the Transcendental Deductz"on of the 
Categories 

There are only two possible ways in which synthetic re
p resentations 4 and their objects 6 can establish connection, 
obtain necessary relation to one another, and, as it were, meet 
one another. Either the object alone must make the repre
sentation possible, or the representation alone must make the 
object possible. In the former case, this relation is only em- B 125 

pirical, and the representation is never possible a prt"orz·. T his 
is true of appcarances,6 as regards that [element) in them 
which belongs to sensation. In the latter case, representation 
in itself does not produce its object in so far as existence is 
concerned, for we are not here speaking of its causality by 
means of the will. None the less the representation is a priori 
determinant of the object , if it be the case that only through 

1 [Erfolg.] 1 [aus ihr erfolgt.] 
• ["§ 14", inadvertently omitted in B, added in Jrd edition.) 
• [Reading, with Erdmann, Vorstellu11getz for Vorslellu11g-.] 
• [Cege,sla11de.] 
1 [Reading, with Grillo, ErS&hei71U71.fe" for ErS&heitzu7lg-.] 
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the representation is it possible to know anything as an object . 
Now there are nvo conditions under which alone the know
ledge of an object is possible, first, intuition, through which 
it is _given, though only as appearance; secondly, concept, 
through which an object is thougl:li corresponding to this in
tuition. I t is evident from the above that the first condition, 
namely, that under which alone objects can be intuited, does 
actually lie 1 a priori in the mind as the formal ground of the 
objects.2 All appearances necessarily agree with this formal 
condition of sensibility, since only through it can they appear, 
that is, be empirically intuited and given. J'he question now 
arises whether a priori concepts do not also serve as ante-. 
cedee,t conditions under which alone anything can be, if not 
intuited, yet thought as object in general. In that case all em
pirical knowledge of objects would necessarily conform to such 
concepts, because only as thus presupposing them is anything 
possible as object of experience. Now all experience does indeed 
contain, in addition to the intuition of the senses through 
which something is given, a_co.ncept of an object as being 
thereby given, that is to say, as appearing. Conceets of objects 
in g~eral thus underlie all empirical knowledge as its a priori 
-conditions. The objective validity of the categories as a priori 
concepts rests, therefore, on the fact that, so far as the form 
of thought is concerned, through them alone does experience 
become possible. They relate of necessity and a priori to 
objects of experience, for the reason that only by means of 
them can any object whatsoever of experience be thought. 

The transcendental deduction of all.!!.Jriori concepts has 
thus a principle according to which the whole enquiry must 
be directed, namely, that they must be recognised as a priori 
c_onditions of the .e.ossibility of experien~3 whether of the 
intuition which is to be met with in it or of the thought. Con
cepts which yield the objective ground of the possibility of 
experience are for this very reason necessary. But the unfold
ing ' of the experience wherein they are encountered is not 
their deduction; it is only their illustration. For on any such 

1 [Reading, with Kehrbach, liegt for /iegen.] 
• [Objekten. Here, as elsewhere, Kant employs Objekt and Cegmstand as 

equivalent terms.] 
• [Reading, with Erdmann, Erfahrunr for Erfahrungen.] 
• [E ntwuklunr.l 
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exposition they would be merely accidental. Save through 

their original relation to possible experience, in which all B 127 

objects of knowledge are found, 1 their relation to any one 

object would be quite incomprehensible. - __::=-
* The illustrious Locke, failing to take account of these con-

siderations, and meeting with pure concepts of the understand-
1 

.:.-
0 

ing in experience, deduced them also from experience, and ~ 
yet proceeded so £nconsequently that he attempted with their 

aid to obtain knowledge which far transcends all limits of ex

perience. David Hume recognised that, in order to be able to 

do this, it was necessary that these concepts should have an 

a priori origin. But since he could not explain how it can be 

possible that the understanding must think concepts, which 

are not in themselves connected in the understanding, as being 

necessarily connected in the object, and since it never occurred 

to him that the understanding might itself, perhaps, through 

these concepts, be the author of the experience in which its 

objects are found, he was constrained to derive them from 

experience, namely, from a subjective necessity (that is, from 

custom), which arises from repeated association in experience, 

and which comes mistakenly to be regarded as objective. But 

from these premisses he argued quite consistently. I t is im

possible, he declared, with these concepts and the principles to 

which they give rise, to pass beyond the limits of experience. 

* [The next three paragraphs are substituted in B for the 
following:] 

There are three original sources (capacities or faculties of 

the soul) which contain the conditions of the possibil ity of all 

experience, and cannot themselves be derived from any other 

faculty of the mind, namely, sense, £mag£nati01l, and appercep-

tt'on. Upon them are grounded ( 1) the synopsis of the manifold 

a pr£or£ through sense; (2) the synthesis of this manifold 

through imagination; finally (3) the unity of this synthesis 

through original apperception. All these faculties have a 

transcendental (as well as an empirical) employment which 

concerns the form alone, and is possible a prior£. As regards 

sense,2 we have treated of this above in the first part; we shall A 95 

now endeavour to comprehend the nature of the other two. 

1 [vorkommen.] 1 [in Ansehunr der Sinne.] 
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imagination, and their recogn£Non in a concept. These point 
to three subjective sources of knowledge which make possible 
the understanding itself-and consequently all experience as A 9s 
its empirical product. 

Prehminary Remark 
The deduction of the categories is a matter of such ex

treme d ifficulty, compelling us to penetrate so deeply into the 
first grounds of the possibility of our knowledge in general, 
that in order to avoid the elaborateness of a complete theory, 
and yet at the same time to omit nothing in so indispensable 
an enquiry, I have found it advisable in the four following pass
ages rather to prepare than to instruct the reader. System
atic exposition of these elements of the understanding is first 
given in Section 3, immediately following. The reader must 
not therefore be deterred by obscurities in these earlier sections. 
They are unavoidable in an enterprise never before attempted. 
They will, as I trust, in the section referred to, finally give way 
to complete insight. 

1. The Synthes£s of Apprehension in l ntu£t£on 

Whatever the origin of our representations, whether they 
are due to the influence of outer things, or are produced 
through inner causes, whether they arise a priori, or being 
appearances have an empirical origin, they must all, as modi
fications of the mind, belong to inner sense. All our know- A 99 

ledge is thus finally subject to time, the formal condition of 
inner sense. In it they must all be ordered, connected, and 
brought into relation. This is a general observation which, 
throughout what follows, must be borne in mind as being 
quite fundamental. 

Every intuition contains in itself a manifold which can 
be represented as a manifold only in so far as the mind distin
guishes the time in the sequence of one impression upon another; 
for each representation, in so far as it is contained £n a single 
moment, can never be anything but absolute unitY.:.J.!w:u:der 
that unity of intuit ion may arise out of this manifold (as is 

-;equired in the representation of space) it must first be run A' 

through, andtheld togetlJ.eV This act I name the synthesis of 
apPrehens£on, because it is directed immediately upon intuition, 
which does indeed offer a manifold, but a manifold which can 

F 
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never be represented 1 as a manifold, and as contained £n a 
s£ngle representa#on, save in virtue of such a synthesis. 

T his synthesis of apprehension must also be exercised 
a pr£or£, that is, in respect of representations which are not 
empirical. For without it we should never have a priori the 
representations either of space or of time. They can be pro-

A too duced only through the synthesis of the manifold which sen
sibility presents in its original receptivity. We have thus a pure 
synthesis of apprehension. 

2. The Synthesis of R eproduction in bnagination 
I t is a merely empirical Jaw, that..2!,P_:esentations which 

have often followed or accompanied one another finally be
come associated, and so are set in a relation whereby, even in 
the aosence of the object,~e of these representations can, in 
accordance with a fixed ·rule, bring about a transition of the 
mind to the other. But this law of reproduction presupposes 
that appearances are themselves actually subject to such a 
rule, and that in the manifold of these 2 representations a co
existence or sequence takes place in conformity with certain 
r ules. Otherwise our empirical imagination would never find 
opportunity for exercise appropriate to its powers, and so 
would remain concealed within the mind as a dead and to us 
unknown faculty. If cinnabar were sometimes red, sometimes 
black, sometimes light, sometimes heavy, if a man changed 
sometimes into this and sometimes into that animal form, if 
the country on the longest day were sometimes covered with 

A 101 fruit, sometimes with ice and snow, my empirical imagina
tion would never find opportunity when representing red 
colour to bring to mind heavy cinnabar. Nor could there be 
an empirical synthesis of reproduction, if a certain name were 
sometimes given to this, sometimes to that object, or were one 
and the same thing named sometimes in one way, sometimes 
in another, independently of any r ule to which appearances 
are in themselves subject. 

There must then be something which, as the a pr£ori 
ground of a necessary synthetic unity of appearances, makes 
their reproduction possible. What that something is we 

1 [Adding, with Vaihinger, vqrzusle/len after enthalten.] 
1 [ihrer.] 
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soon discover, when we reflect that appearances are not 
things in themselves, but are the mere play of our representa
tions, and in the end reduce to determinations of inner sense. 
For if we can show that even our purest a priori intuitions 
yield no knowledge, save in so far as they contain a com
bination of the manifold such as renders a thoroughgoing 
synthesis of reproduction possible, then this synthesis of im
agination is likewise grounded, antecedently to all experi
ence, upon a priori principles; and we must assume a pure 
transcendental synthesis of imagination as conditioning the 
very possibility of all experience. For experience as such neces-
sarily presupposes the reproducibility of appearances. When A 102 

I seek to draw 1 a line in thought, or to think of the time from 
one noon to another, or even to represent to myself some par
ticular number, obviously the various manifold representa-
tions that are involved must be apprehended by me in thought 
one after the otheL But if I were always to drop out of thought 
!_!le _preceding representations (the first parts of the line, the 
antecedent parts of the time period, or the units in the order 
represented), and did not reproduce them while advancing to 
those that follow, a complete representation would never be 
obtained: none of the above-mentioned thoughts, not even the 
purest and most elementary representations of space and time, 
could arise. 

The synthesis of apprehension is thus inseparably bound 
up with the synthesis of reproduction. And as the former con
stitutes the transcendental ground of the possibility of all 
modes of knowledge whatsoever-of those that are pure 
a priori no less than of those that are empirical-the repro
ductive synthesis of the imagination is to be counted among 
the transcendental acts of the mind. We shall therefore entitle 
this faculty the transcendental faculty of imagination. 

3· The Synthes£s of R ecognitt"on in a Concept A 103 

If we were not conscious that what we think is the same 
as ~at we thought a moment befor~, __ all reproduction in the 
series of representations would be useless. For it would in its 
present state be a new representation which would not in any 
way belong to the act whereby it was to be gradually gener· 

1 [Reading, with Erdmann, si'elten for s£elte.] 
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ated. The manifold of the representation would never, there
fore, form a whole, since it would lack that unity which only 
consciousness can impart to it.df1 in counting, I forget that 
the units, which now hover before me,1 have been added to 

o ne another in succession, I should never know that a total 
1Sbeing produced through this successive addition of unit to 
unit, and so would remain ignorant of the number. For the 
concept of the number is nothing but the consciousness of 
this unity of synthesis. 

The word 'concept' 2 might of itselL.suggest this remark. 
For this unitary consciousness 3 is what combines the mani

r fold, successively intuited, and thereupon also reproduced, 
into one representation. This consciousness may often be only 

faint, so that we do not connect it with ' the act itself, that 
is, not in any direct manner with the generation of the reprc-

A t04 sentation, but only with the outcome (that which is thereby 
represented]. But notwithstanding these variations, such con
sciousness, however indistinct, must always be present; with
out it, concepts, and therewith knowledge of objects, are 
altogether impossible. 

At this point we must make clear to ourselves what we 
mean by the expression 'an object of representations' . \ Ve 
have stated above that appearances are themselves nothing 
but sensible representations, which, as such and in themselves, 
must not be taken as objects capable of existing outside our 
power of representation. \Vhat, then, is to be understood when 
we speak of an object corresponding to, and consequently 
also distinct from, our knowledge? It is easily seen that this 
object must be thought only as something in general= x, since 
outside our knowledge we have nothing which we could set 
over against this knowledge as corresponding to it. 

Now we find that our thought of the relation of all know
ledge to its object carries with it an element of necessity; the 
object is viewed as that which prevents our modes of know
ledge from being haphazard or arbitrary, and which deter
mines them a priori in some definite fashion. For in so far 
as they are to relate to an object, they must necessarily agree 

1 (die mir jetzt vor Sinnen .rchweben.] 
1 [Beg-nff.] 1 [die.re.r eine Bewus.rt.rein.] 
• (Reading, with Adickes, mit der ..• mit d4m for in der ... in dem.] 
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relating of these appearances in empirical intuition is alone 
possible. In other words, appearances in experience must 
stand under the conditions of the necessary unity of apper
ception, just as in mere intuition they must be subject to the 
formal conditions of space and of time. Only thus can any 
knowledge become possible at all. 

4· Preliminary Explanation of tlze P ossibilt'ty of tlte 
Categories, as Knowledge a priori 

There is one singie experience in which all perceptions 
are represented as in thoroughgoing and orderly connection, 
just as there is only one space and one time in which all 
modes 1 of appearance and all relation of being or not being 
occur. When we speak of different experiences, we can refer 
only to the various perceptions, all of which, as such, belong 
to one and the same general experience. This thoroughgoing 
synthetic unity of perceptions is indeed the form of experience; 
it is nothing else than the synthetic unity of appearances in 
accordance with concepts. 

A 111 Unity of synthesis according to empirical concepts would 
be altogether accidental, if these latter were not based on a 
transcendental ground of unity. Otherwise it would be possible 
for appearances to crowd in upon the soul, and yet to be such 
as would never allow of experience. Since connection in accord
ance with universal and necessary laws would be lacking, all 
relation of knowledge to objects would fall away.Jhe appear
ances might, indeed, constitute intuition without thought,2 

but not knowledge; and consequently would be for us as good 
as nothing. 

The a priori conditions of a possible experience in general 
, are 'at the same time conditions of the possibility of objects 
of experience. Now I maintain that the categories, above 3 

cited, arc nothing but the conditions of thought in a possible 
experience, just as space and time are 4 the conditions of in
tuition for that same experience. They are fundamental con
cepts by which we think objects in general for appearances, 
and have therefore a priori objective validity. This is exactly 
what we desired to prove. 

1 [.Formen.] 1 [gedankenlose Anschauung.] 
1 [Reading, with Erdmann, oben for eben.] ' [enthalms.] 
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t ions. For in me they can represent something only in so far 
as they belong with all others 1 to one consciousness, and 
therefore must be at least capable of being so connected. 
This principle holds a priori, and may be called the tran
scendental principle of the un£ty of all that is manifold in our 
representations, and consequently also in intuition. Since this 
unity of the manifold in one subject is synthetic, pure apper-

A n 7 ception supplies a principle of the syn thetic unity of the mani
fold in all possible intuition." 

A 118 T his synthetic unity presupposes or includes a synthesis, 
and if the former is to be a priori necessary, the synthesis must 
also be a priori . The transcendental unity of apperception thus 
relates to the pure synthesis of imagination, as an a priori 
condition of the possibility of all combination of the manifold 
in one knowledge. But only the product£ve synthesis of the 

" This proposition is of great importance and calls for careful 
consideration. All representations have a necessary relation to a 
possible empirical consciousness. For if they did not have this, and 
if it were altogether impossible to become conscious of them, this 
would practically amount to the admission of their non-existence. 
But all empirical consciousness has a necessary relation to a tran
scendental consciousness which precedes all special experience, 
namely, the consciousness of myself as original apperception. It is 
therefore abc;olutely necessary that in my knowledge all conscious
ness should belong to a single consciousness, that of myself. Here, 
then, is a synthetic unity of the manifold (of consciousness), which 
is known a priori, and so yields the ground for synthetic a priori 
propositions which concern pure thought, just as do space and time 
for the propositions which refer to the form of pure intuition....Jhe. 
synthetic proposition, that all the variety of empirical consciousness 

- must be combined in one single 2 self-consciousness, is the abso
luulfrmt and synthetic principle of our thought in general. But 

- it must not be forgotten that the bare representation 'I' in relation 
to all other representations (the collective unity of which it makes 
possible) is transcendental consciousness. Whether this representa
tion is clear (empirical consciousness) 3 or obscure, or even whether 
it ever actually occurs, does not here concern us. But the possibility 
of the logical form of all knowledge is necessarily conditioned by 
relation to this apperception as a faculty. -1 [Reading, with Erdmann, allen andern for allem anderen.] 

1 [Reading, '"ith Vorlander, in einem einzi'gen for in ei'nem eimgen.] 
1 [Vorlander would omit, as being meaningless, the parenthesis: (empinscneJ 

B ewusslsein).] 
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imagination can take place a priori; the reproductive rests 
upon empirical conditions. Thus the principle of the necessary 
unity of pure (productive) synthesis of imagination, prior to \A 
apperception, is the ground of the possibility of all know
ledge, especially of experience. 

We entitle the synthesis of the manifold in imagination 
transcendental, if without distinction of intuitions it is directed 
exclusively to the a priori combination of the manifold; and 
the unity of this synthesis is called transcendental, if it is repre
sented as a priori necessary in relation to the original unity 
of apperception. Since this unity of apperception underlies 
the possibility of all knowledge, the transcendental unity of 
the synthesis of imagination is the pure form of all possible 
knowledge; and by means of it all objects of possible experi
ence must be represented a priori. 

The unity of apperception in relation to the synthesis of A 119 

imaginat£on is the understanding; and this same unity, with 
reference to the transcendental synthesis of the imagination, 
the pure understanding. In the understanding there are then 
pure a priori modes of knowledge 1 which contain the neces-
sary unity of the pure synthesis of imagination in respect of all 
possible appearances. These are the categories, that is, the pure 
concepts of understanding. The empirical faculty of know-
ledge in man must therefore contain an understanding which 
relates to all objects of the senses, although only by means of 
intuition and of its synthesis through imagination. All appear
ances, as data 2 for a possible experience, are subject to this 
understanding. This relation of appearances to possible ex
perience is indeed necessary, for otherwise they would yield 
no knowledge and would not in any way concern us. We have, 
therefore, to recognise that pure understanding, by means of 
the categories, is a formal and synthetic principle of all ex
periences, and that appearances have a necessary rela#on to 
the understanding. 

We will now, starting from below, namely, with the em
pirical, strive to make clear the necessary connection in which 
understanding, by means of the categories, stands to appear
ances. What is first given to us is appearance. When combined A uo 
with consciousness, it is called perception. (Save through its 

1 [Erkenntniue.] a [.DaJa.] 
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relation to a consciousness that is at least possible, appear
ance could never be for us an object of knowledge, and so 
would be nothing to us; and since it has in itself no objective 
reality, but exists only in being known, it would be nothing 
at all.) Now, since every appearance contains a manifold, 
a nd since different perceptions therefore occur in the mind 
separately and singly,~ combination of them, such as they 
cannot have in sense itself, is demanded. There must therefore 
~xist in us an active faculty for the synthesis of this manifold. 

- T o this faculty I give the title, imag ination. Its action, when 
immediately directed upon perceptions, I entitle apprehen
sion.4 Since imagination has to bring the manifold of intuition 
into fueform of an image, it must previously have taken the 
impressions up into its activity, that is, have apprehended them. 

But it is clear that even this apprehension of the manifold 
would not by itself produce an image and a connection of the 
impressions, were it not that there exists a subjective ground 
which leads the mind to reinstate a preceding perception 
alongside the subsequent perception to which it has passed, 
and so to form whole series of perceptions. This is the repro
d uctive faculty of imagination, which is merely empirical. 

If, however, representations reproduced one another in any 
order, just as they happened to come together, this would not 
lead to any determinate connection of them, but only to acci
dental collocations; 1 and so would not give rise to any know
ledge. Their reproduction must, therefore, conform to a 
rule, in accordance with which a representation connects in 
the imagination with some one representation in preference 
to another. This subjective and emp£r£cal ground of repro
duction according to rules is what is called the assoct'att'on of 
representations. 

Now if this unity of association had not also an objective 

0 Psychologists have hitherto failed to realise that imagination 
is a"' necessary ingredient of perception itself. This is due partly to 
the fact that that faculty has been limited to reproduction, partly to 
the belief that the senses not only supply impressions but also com
bine them so as to generate images of objects. For that purpose some
thing more than the mere receptivity of impressions is undoubtedly 
required, namely, a function for the synthesis of them. 

1 (Houj1111.] 
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what is manifold in appearance, it may be entitled the tran
scendental function of imagination. That the affinity of appear
ances, and with it their association, and through this, in turn, 
their reproduction according to laws, and so [as involving 
these various factors) experience itself, should only be possible 
by means of this transcendental function of imagination, is 
indeed strange, but is none the less an obvious consequence of 
the preceding argument. For without this t ranscendental func
tion no concepts of objects would together make up a unitary 
experience. 

The abiding and unchanging ' I ' 1 (pure apperception) 
forms the correlate of all our representations in so far as it is 
to be at all possible that we should become conscious of them. 
All consciousness as truly belongs to an all-comprehensive 

A 124 pure apperception, as all sensible intuition, as representation, 
does to a pure inner intuition, namely, to time. It is this 
apperception which must be added to pure imagination, in 
order to render its function intellectual. For since the syn
thesis of imagination connects the manifold only as it appears 
~n mtuition, as, for instance, in the shape of a triangleJt is, 
though exercised a priori, always in itself sensible. And while 
concepts, which belong to the understanding, are brought into 
play 2 through relation of the manifold to the unity of apper
ception, it is only by means of the imagination that they can be 
brought into relation to sensible intuition. 

A pure imagination, which conditions all a priori know
ledge, is thus one of the fundamental faculties of the human 
soul. By its means we bring the manifold of intuition on the 
one side, into connection with the condition of the necessary 
unity of pure apperception on the other. The two extremes, 
namely sensibility and understanding, must stand in neces
sary connection with each other through the mediation of this 
transcendental function of imagination, because otherwise the 
former, though indeed yielding appearances, would supply no 
objects of empirical knowledge, and consequently no experi
ence. Actual experience, which is constituted by apprehension, 
association (reproduction), and finally recognition of appear-

A 125 ances, contains in recognition, the last and highest of these 

1 [das stehende und bleibende !&h.] 
1 [Reading, with Vaibinger, werden Begriffe ins Spiel g-ebraeht.] 
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DEDUCTION OF THE PURE CONCEPTS OF THE 

UNDERSTANDING 1 

[As restated in 2nd editz'on] 

Section 2 

TRANSCENDENTAL DEDUCTION OF THE PURE CONCEPTS 

OF THE UNDERSTANDING 

§ I$ 

The Possibilt'ty of Comb£nat£on in General ".,.. ~·t'J~ / P.~G{'~ 

THE manifold of representations can be given in an intuition 
which is purely sensible, that is, nothing but receptivity; and 
the form of thi'S intuition can lie a prt'ori in our faculty of 
representation, without being anything more than the mode in 
which the subject is affected. But the combination (conjunct£o) 

of a manifold in general can never come to us through the 
senses, and cannot, therefore, be already contained in the pure 
form of sensible intuition. For it is an act of spontaneity of the B 130 

faculty of representation; and since this faculty, to distinguish 
it from sensibility, must be entitled understanding, all com
bination- be we conscious of it or not, be it a combination of 
the manifold of intuition, empirical or non-empirical,2 or of 
various concepts-is an act of the understanding. To this act k 
the general title 'synthesis' may be assigned, as indicating 
that we cannot represent to ourselves anything as combined in 
the object which we havenot ourselves previously combined, 
and that of all representations combinatz'on is the only one which 

1 [What follows, up top. 175, is Kant's restatement of the Transcendental 
Deduction, in B.] 

• [Reading, with Mellin, empin'sc!ten oder nicltl empin'sc!ten for S'innlu!teot 
oder nic!tt sinn/ic!ten.] 
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cannot be given through objects. Being an act of the self
activity of the subject, it cannot be executed save by the sub
ject itself. It will easily be observed that this action is originally 
one and is equipollent 1 for all combination, and that its dis
solution, namely, analyst's, which appears to be its opposite, 
yet always presupposes it. For where the understanding has 
not previously combined, it cannot dissolve, since only as 
having been combined by tlze understand£ng can anything that 

t V?.,·.,. "r H t. allows of analysis be given to the faculty of representation. 
But the concept of combination includes, besides the con

cept of the manifold and of its synthesis, also the concept of 
the unity of the manifold. Combination is representation of the 

B 131 synthet£c unity of the manifold." T he representation of this 
unity cannot, therefore, arise out of the combination. On the 
contrary, it is what, by adding itself to the representation of 
the manifold, first makes possible the concept of the combina
t ion. This unity, which precedes a pr£or£ all concepts of com
bina~is not the category of unity(§ 10); for all categories 
are grounded in logical functions of judgment, and in these 
functions combination, and therefore unity of given concepts, 
is already thought. Thus the category already presupp~es 
combination. We must therefore look yet higher for this unity 
(as qualitative, § 12), namely in that which itself contains the 
ground of the unity of diverse concepts in judgment, and there
fore of the possibility of the understanding, even as regards 
its logical employment 

§ 16 

Tlze Or£g£nal Synthetic Un£ty of Apperceptt'on 
r-

..!tmust be possible for the ' I think' to accompany all m)t 
representations; for otherwise something would be represented 

- --
" Whether the representations are in themselves identical, and 

whether, therefore, one can be analytically thought through the 
other, is not a question that here arises. The conscioumess of the one, 
when the manifold is under consideration, has always to be dis
tinguished from the consciousness of the other; and it is with the 
synthesis of this (possible) consciousness that we are here alone 
concerned. 

1 (r/euhgeltend.] 
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in me which could not be thought at all, and that is equivalent B 132 

to saying that the rep~sentatlon would be impossible, or at 
least would be nothing to me. That _:e.Pres~ntati£_n which can 
be given priort o all thought is entitled intuitiQO. All the 
manifold of intuit~s, t_herefore, a necessary rel~ion to the 
Tf think' in the same subject in which this manifold is foun~ 
But this representation is an act of spontaneity, that is, 1t 
cannot be regarded as belonging to sensi6Ility.I call it pure ' ) 
EtPerception, to distinguish it from empirical apperception, or, 
again, originat 1 apperception, because it is that self-conscious- ~) 
ness which, while generating the representation 'I tht'nk' (a 
tep;esentation which must be capable of accompanying all ., 
other representations, and which in all consciousness is one and 
the same), cannot itself be accompanied by any further repre
sentation. The unity of this apperception I likewise entitle the 
transcendental unity of self-conscio~s!!_ess, in order to indicate 
the possibility of a prior£ knowledge arising from it. For the 
manifold representations, which are given in an intuition, 
~ould not be one and all m.Y.....!5'resentationsJ if they did 
not all belong to one self-consciousness. As my representa-

,.. tions (even if I am not conscious of them as such) they 
must conform to the condition under which alone they can 
stand together in one universal self-consciousness, because 
o therwise they would not all without exception belong to B 133 

me. From this ~iginal combination} many consequences ~ ~ 
follow. -

This thoroughgoing identity of the apperception of a 
manifold which is given in intuition contains a synthesis of 
representations, and is possible only through the conscious
ness of tl1.is synthesis. For the empirical consciousness, which 
accompanies different representations, is in itself diverse and 
without relation_ to the identity of the subJ. ect. That relation , . , 
comes about, not simply through my accompanying each re- t j,:l(' '~ •<"" 

presentation with consciousness, but only in so far as I conjoin 
one representation with another, and am conscious of the syn-
thesis of them. Only in so far, therefore, as I can unite a 
manifold of given representations in one conset'ousness, is it 
possible for me to represent to myself the t'dentz'ty of the con-
sdousness in [t .. e. throughout] these representatz'ons. In other 

l [u rsp,.U.,g/iche.] 
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words, the analyt£c unity of apperception is possible only under 
the presupposition of a certain synthe#c unity." 

The thought that the representations given in intuition one 
and all belong to me, is therefore equivalent to the thought 
that I unite them in one self-consciousness, or can at least 
so unite them; and although this thought is not itself the 
consciousness of the synthest"s of the representations, it pre
supposes the possibility of that synthesis. In other words, only 
in so far as I can grasp the manifold of the representations in 
one consciousness, do I call them one and all mine. For other
wise I should have as many-coloured and diverse a self as I 
have representations of which I am conscious to myself. Syn
thetic unity of the manifold of intuitions, as generated1 a 
priori, is thus the ground of the identity of apperception itself, 
which precedes a prt"ort" all my determinate thought. Com
bination does not, however, lie in the objects, and cannot be 
borrowed from them, and so, through perception, first taken up 
into the understanding. On the contrary, it is an affair of the 
understanding alone, which itself is nothing but the faculty 
of combining a priori,and ofbringing the manifold of given 
;epresentations under the unity of apperception. The principle 
of apperception is the highest principle in the whole sphere of 
human knowledge. 

This principle of the necessary unity of apperception is 

0 The analytic unity of consciousness belongs to all general con
cepts, as such. If, for instance, I think red in general, I thereby repre
sent to myself a property which (as a characteristic) can be found in 
something, or can be combined with other representations; that is, 
only by means of a presupposed possible synthetic unity can I repre
sent to myself the analytic unity. A representation which is to be 
thought as common to d~ffermt representations is regarded as be
longing to such as have, in addition to it, also something different. 
Consequently it must previously be thought in synthetic unity with 
other (though, it may be, only possible) representations, before I can 
think in it the analytic unity of consciousness, which makes it a con
ceptus communis. The synthetic unity of apperception is therefore 
that highest point, to which we must ascribe all employment of the 
understanding, even the whole of logic, and conformably therewith, 
t ranscendental philosophy. Indeed this faculty of apperception is the 
understanding itself. 

1 [Reading, with Vaihinger, lzervorgebradtt for gegeben.J 
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itself, indeed, an identical, and therefore analytic, proposi
tion; nevertheless it reveals the necessity of a synthesis of the 
manifold given in intuition, without which the thoroughgoing 
identity of self-consciousness cannot be thought. For through // 
the ' I ', as simple representation, nothing manifold is given; ~ 
only in intuition, which is distinct from the 'I', can a manifold 
be given; and only through combz"na#on in one conscious-
ness can it- be thought. An understanding. in which through 

self-consciousness all the manifold would eo ipso be given, 
would be intuit£ve; our understanding can only t!t£nk, and 
for intuition must look to the senses. I am conscious of the 
self as identical in respect of the manifold of representations 
that are given to me in an intuition, because I call them one 
and all my representations, and so apprehend them as con
stituting one intuition. This amounts to saying, that I am 
conscious to myself a priori of a necessary synthesis of re
presentations-to be entitled the original synthetic unity of 
apper..;eption-under which all representations that are given 
to me must stand, but under which they have also first to 
be brought by means of a synthesis. B 136 

§ 17 

The Principle of the Synthetic Unity is the Su.preme 
Principle of all Employment of the Understanding 

The supreme prin~le of the possibility of all intuition in 
its rerafion !O sensibility is, according to the Transcendental 
Aesthetic, that all the manifold of intuition should be subject 
to the formal conditions of space and time. The supreme prin- / .J.. 

ciple of the same possibility, in its relation to understanding, 
is that all the manifold of intuition should be subject to con-
ditions of the original synthetic unity of apperception." In so 

" Space and time, and all their parts, are intuiHotls, and are, 
therefore, with the manifold which they contain, singular representa
tions (vide the Transcendental Aesthetic). Consequently they are not 
mere concepts through which one and the same consciousness is 
found to be contained in a number of representations. On the con
trary, through them many representations are found to be contained 
in one representation, and in the consciousness of that representa
tion; and they are thus composite. The unity of that consciousness 
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far as the manifold representations of intuition..!!:.£Kiven to us, 
they are subject to the former of these two principles; in so far 
as they must allow of being combined in one consciousness, 

B 137 they are subject to the latter. For without such combination 
nothing can be thought or kno>~incethe given repre-

· sentations would not have in common the act of the apper
ception 'I think', and so could not be apprehended together in 
one self-consciousness . 
...- Understanding is, to use general terms, the faculty of 
knowledge. This "knowledge consists in the determinate re
lation of given representations to an oble.s!; and an object is 
that in the._<:oncept of which the ma'mrold of a given intuition 
is \un£ted.\ Now all unification of representations demands 
unity of consciousness in the synt~sis of them. Consequently 
it is thu_nity of consciousness that alone constitutes the 
relation of representations to an \object,J and therefore their 
objective validity and the fact that they are modes of know
Tedge; and upon it therefore re<tts the very possibility of the 
understanding 

The first pure knowledge of understanding, then, upon 
which all the rest of its employment is based, and which also 
at the same time is completely independent of all conditions 
of sensible intuition, is the principle of th<t original synthet£c 
unity of apperception. Thus the mere form of outer sensible 
~tuition , space, is not yet (by itself] knowledge; ~t supplies 
only the manifold of a pr£or£ intuition for a possible know-

, ledge. To know anything in space (for instance, a line), I 
B IJ8 must araw it, and thus synthetically bring into bein~

terminate combination of.the givel!...!!!.anifold, so that the umty_.. 
of this act is at the same time the unity of consciousness (as 
~cept of a line); and it is through this unity of con
sciousness that an object (a determinate space) is first known. 
Jhe synthetic unity of consciousness is, therefore, an objective 
corufition of all knowledge:- It 1s nOt merely a condition that 
I myself require in knowing an object, but is a condition 
under which every intuition must stand in order to become 
an object for me. For otherwise, in the absence Oftlus .._ ./ 

is therefore synthetic and yet is also original. Thesitzgularity of such 
intuitions is found to have important consequences (vide§ 25). 
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synthesis, the manifold would not be united in one con

sciousness. 
Although this proposition makes synthetic unity a con- _ le."" /. 

clition of all thought, it is, as already stated, itself analytic. 

For it says no more than that all my represen~s in any ) ' 

given intuition must be subject to that condition under which 

alone I can ascribe them to the identical self as my representa-

tions, and SO' can comprehend them as synthetically com-

bined in one apperception through the general expression, 1 

'I tlzink' 
This principle is not, however, to be taken as applying 

to every possible understanding, but only to that understand

ing through whose pure apperception, in the representation 

.1....!.m', nothing manifold is gi.Yen. An understanding which 

through its self-consciousness could supply to itself the mani-

fold of intuition-an understanding, that is to SC!Y, through B 139 

whose representation the objects of the representation !>hould 

attlle same time exist-would not require, for the unity of 

consciOusness, a special aCt of synthesis of the manifold. For 

the human understanding, however, which thinks only, and 

does not intuit, that act is necessary. I t is indeed the first 

.E.rinciple of the human understanding, and is so indispensable 

to it that we cannot form the least conception of any other 

possible understanding, either of such as is itself intuitive or 

of any that may possess an underlying mode of sensible in

tuition which is different in kind from that in space and time. 

§ 18 

The Objec#ve Unity of Selj-Consdousness 

Th d I . f . - ;_ .1.. • I 
e trans.ce.DJ enta uOJty o apperceptw~~a.Llllll.ty 

through w~.all the manifold given jn an intuition is_united.. -\" 

in a concept of the object. It is therefore entitled object£ve, 

a'nd-must be distinguished fro~ the subjecttve umty of con

sciousness, which is a determina#on of inner sense-through 

which the manifold of intuition for such [objective] combina-

tion is empirically given. Whether I can become empirically 

conscious of the manifold as simultaneous or as successive 

depends on circumstances or empirical conditions. Therefore 

1 [allzemeinen Ausdrud.] 
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mode in which the manifold for an empirical intuition is given, 
and must direct attention solely to the unity which, in terms of 
the category, and by means of the understanding, enters into 
the intuition. In what follows (cf. § 26) it will be shown, from 
the mode in which the empirical intuition is given in sensibil-
ity, that its unity is no other than that which the category B 145 

(according to § 20) prescribes to the manifold of a given in
tuition in general. Only thus, by demonstration of the a pr£ori 
validity of the categories in respect of all objects of our senses, 
will the purpose of the deduction be fully attained. 

But in the above proof there is one feature from which I 
could not abstract, the feature, namely, that the manifold to be 
intuited must be given prior to the synthesis of understanding, 
and independently of it. How this takes place, remains here 
undetermined. For were I to think an understanding which is 
itself intuitive (as, for example, a divine understanding which 
should not represent to itself given objects, but through whose 
representation the objects should themselves be given or pro
duced), the categories would have no meaning whatsoever in 
respect of such a mode of knowledge. They are merely rules for 
an understanding whose whole power consists in thought, con-
sists, that is, in the act whereby it brings the synthesis of a mani-
fold, given to it from elsewhere in intuition, to the unity of ap
perception-a faculty, therefore, which by itself knows nothing 
whatsoever, but merely combines and arranges the material of 
knowledge, that is, the intuition, which must be given to it by 
the object. This peculiarity of our understanding, that it can 
produce a pr£or£ unity of apperception solely by means of the 
categories, and only by such and so many, is as little capable B 146 

of further explanation as why we have just these and no other 
functions of judgment, or why space and time are the only 
forms of our possible intuition. 

§ 22 

The Category has no other Appl£cat£on £n Knowledge 
than to Objects of Exper£ence 

To th£nk an object and to know an object are thus by no 
means the same thing now edge mvo VI!Sfwo factors: first, 
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the concept, through which an object in general is thought (the 
category); and secondly, !!!!_~on, through which it is 
given._Em:jf QQ intuition could be given corresponding to the 
~nce_Q_t,_J:he concept would still indeed be a tho~so far as 
its form is concerned, but would be without any object, ~nd no 
knowledge of anything~oulcLbe possible by-means of it. So 

Tar as I could know, there wou~ nothing, and could be 
nothing, to which my thought could be applied. Now, as the 
Aesthetic has sfi'own, the only intuition possible to us is sens
ible; consequently, the thought of an object in general, by 
means of a pure concept of understanding, can become know
ledge for us only in so far as the concept is related to objects 

B 147 ~enses. Sensible intuition is either pure intuition (space 
and time) or empirical intuition of that which is immediately 
represented, through sensation, as actual in space and time. 
Through the determination of pure intuition we can acquire 
a prz'or£ knowledge of objects, as in mathematics, but only 
in regard to their form, as appearances; whether there can be 
things which must be intuited in this form, is still left unde
cided. Mathematical concepts are not, therefore, by themselves 
knowledge, except on the supposition that there are things 
which allow of being presented to us only in accordance with 
the form of that pure sensible intuition. Now tMngs in space 
and time are given only in so far as they are perceptions 
(that is, representations accompanied by sensation)-thcrefore 
only through empirical representation. Consequently, the pure 
concepts of understanding, even when they are applied to a 

priori intuitions, as in mathematics, yield knowledge only in 
so far as these intuitions-and therefore indirectly by their 
means the pure concepts also-can be applied to empirical in
tuitions. Even, therefore, with the aid of [pure] intuition, the 
categories do not afford us any knowledge of things; they do 
so only through their possible application to empirical intui
tion. In other words, they serve only for the possibility of em
pirical knowledge; and such knowledge is what we entitle 
experience. Our conclusion is therefore this: the categories, 
as yielding knowledge of things, have no kind of application, 

B 148 save only in regard to things which may be objects of possible 
experience. 
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The above proposition is of the greatest importance; for it 
determines the limits of the employment of the pure concepts 
of understanding in regard to objects, just as the Transcen
dental Aesthetic determined the limits of the employment of 
the pure form of our sensible intuition. Space and time, as con
ditions under which alone objectscan poss1bly be giy;-n to us, 
are valid no further than for objects of the senses, and there
fore only for experience~ond these limits they represent 
nothing; for they are only in the senses, and beyond them have 
no reality. T~e pure concepts of understanding are free from 
this limitation, and extend to objects of intuition in general, 
be the iilt"Uition like or unlike ours, if only it be sensible and 
not intellectual. But~ extension of concee_ts beyond our 
sensible intuition is of no advantage to us. For as concepts of 
objects they arD hen empty, and do not even enable us to 
judge of their objects whether or not they are possible. They 
are mere forms of thougb.t, without objective reality, since 
we -have no intuition at hand to which the synthetic unity 
of apperception, which constitutes the whole content of these 
forms, could be applied, and in being so applied determine 
an object. Only our sensible and empirical intuition can give B 149 

to them body and meaning.1 

If we suppose an object of a non-sens£ble intuition to be 
given, we can indeed represent it through all the predicates 
which are implied in the presupposition that it has none of the 
characteristics proper to sensible intuition; that it is not ex
tended or in space, that its duration is not a time, that no 
change (succession of determinations in time) is to be met with 
in it, etc. But there is no proper knowledge if I thus merely in
dicate what the intuition of an object is not, without being able 
to say what it is that is contained in the intuition. For I have 
not then shown that the object which I am thinking through 
my pure concept is even so much as possible, not being in a 
position to g ive any intuition corresponding to the concept, 
and being able only to say that our intuition is not applicable to 
it. But what has chiefly to be noted is this, that to such a some
thing [in general] not a single one of all the categories could 

1 [Sinn und Bedeutung-.] 

G 
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be applied. We could not, for instance, apply to it the concept 
of substance, meaning something which can exist as subject 
and never as mere predicate. For save in so far as empirical 
intuition provides the instance to which to apply it, I do not 
know whether there can be anything that corresponds to such 
a form of thought. But of this more hereafter. 

§ 24 

Tlze Applz'catz'on of the Categort'es to Objects of the Senses 
t'n General 

The pure concepts of understanding relate, through the 
mere understanding, to objects of intuition in general, whether 
that intuition be our own or any other, provided only it be 
sensible. The concepts are, however, for this very reason, mere 
forms of thought, through which alone no determinate object is 
known. The synthesis or combination of the manifold in them 
relates only to the unity of apperception, and is thereby the 
ground of the possibility of a prt'or£ knowledge, so far as such 
knowledge rests on the understanding. This synthesis, there
fore, is at once transcendental and also purely intellectual. But 
since there lies in us a certain form of a prt'ort' sensible intui
tion, which depends on the receptivity of the faculty of repre
sentation (sensibility),the understanding, as spontaneity, is able 
to determine inner sense through the manifold of given repre
sentations, in accordance with the synthetic unity of apper
ception, and so to think synthetic unity of the apperception 
of the manifold of a prt'ori sensz'bte t'ntuz'tt'on-that being the 
condition under which all objects of our human intuition must 
necessarily stand. In this way the categories, in themselves 
mere forms of thought, obtain objective reality, that is, ap-

B 151 plication to objects which can be given us in intuition. These 
objects, however, are only appearances, for it is solely of 
appearances that we can have a pr£ort' intuition. 

This synthesis of the manifold of sensible intuition, which 
is possible and necessary a prt'ort', may be entitled figuratt've 
synthesis_(synthest's spect'osa), to distinguish it from the syn
thesis which is thought in the mere category in respect of the 
manifold of an intuition in general, and which is entitled 
combination through the understanding (synthest's t'ntellectua-
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It's). Both are transcendental, not merely as taking place 1 

a prt'ort', but also as conditioning the possibility of other 

a prt'ort' knowledge. 
But the figurative synthesis, if it be directed merely 

to the original synthetic unity of apperception, that is, to 

the transcendental unity which is thought in the categories, 

must, in order to be distinguished from the merely intellec-

tual combination, be called the transcendental synthesis of 

imag£nat£on. lmagt'nat£on is the faculty of representing_in 

intuition an object that is 1tOt itself present. Now since all our ~ 

intuition is sensible, the imagin3-tion, owing to the subjective 

condition under which alone it_ can give to the concepts of 

understanding a corresponding intuition, belongs to sen

sib£l£ty. But inasmuch as its synthesis is an expression of 

spontaneity, which is determinative and not, like sense, deter

minable merely, and which is therefore able to determine B 15::11 

sense a pr£or£ in respect of its form in accordance with the 

unity of apperception, ~ag~ is to that extent a faculty t/ 
which determines the sensibility a priori; and its synthesis of l 
intuitions, conforming as it does to the categories, must be 

the transcendental synthesis of t'magt'nat£on. This synthesis is 

an action 2 of the understanding on the sensibility; and is 

its first application-and thereby the ground of all its other 

applications-to the objects of our possible intuition. As 

figurative, it is distinguished from the intellectual synthesis, 

w hich is carried out by the understanding alone, without the 

aid of the imagination. In so far as imagination is spontaneity, 

I sometimes also entitle it the productive imagination, to dis

tinguish it from the reproduct£ve imagination, whose synthesis 

is entirely subject to empirical laws, the laws, namely, of 

association, and which therefore contributes nothing to the 

explanation of the possibility of a prior£ knowledge. The repro

ductive synthesis falls within the domain, not of transcendental 

philosophy, but of psychology. 

• • • 
This is a suitable place for explaining the paradox which 

must have been obvious to everyone in our exposition of the 

1 [Reading, with Erdmann, stattfinden for vqrgehen.] 
1 [Wirkung.] 
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form of inner sense (§ 6): namely, that this sense represents 
b 153 to consciousness even our own selves only as we appear to 

ourselves, not as we are in ourselves. For we intuit ourselves 
only as we are inwardly affected, and this would seem to be 
contradictory, since we should then have to be in a passive 
relation [of active affection] to ourselves. It is to avoid this 
contradiction that in systems of psychology z'nner sense, 
which we have carefully distinguished from the faculty 
of appercep#on, is commonly regarded as being identical 
with it. 

What determines inner sense is the understanding and its 
original power of combining the manifold of intuition, that is, 
of bringing it under an apperception, upon which the possi
bility of understanding itself rests. Now the understanding 
in us men is not itself a faculty of intuitions, and cannot, 
even if intuitions be given1 in sensibility, take them up z'nto 
t'tselj in such manner as to combine them as the manifold of 
its own intuition. Its synthesis, therefore, if the synthesis be 
viewed by itself alone, is nothing but the unity of the act, 
of which, as an act, it is conscious to itself, even without 
[the aid of] sensibility, but through which it is yet able to 
determine the sensibility. The understanding, that is to say, 
in respect of the manifold which may be given to it in accord
ance with the form of sensible intuition, is able to deter
mine sensibility inwardly. Thus the understanding, under 
the t itle of a transcendental synthesz's of t'magz'natt'on, performs 
this act upon the passive subject, whose faculty it is, and we 

.tl 154 are therefore justified in saying that inner sense is affected 
thereby. Apperception and its synthetic unity is, indeed, very 
far from being identical with inner sense. T he former, as the 
source of all combina#on, applies to the manifold of intui
t£ons in general, and in the guise of 2 the categorz'es, prior 
to all sensible intuition, to objects in general. Inner sense, 
on the other hand, contains the mere form of intuition, but 
without combination of the manifold in it, and therefore so 
far contains no determinate intuition, which is possible only 
through the consciousness of the determination of the manifold 
by the transcendental act of imagination (synthetic influence 

1 [Reading, with Vaihinger, waren for ware.) 
' [unler dem Namm. And reading, with Gorland, und u1zler for unler.] 
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Indeed, that this is how it must be, is easily shown-if we 
admit that space is merely a pure form of the appearances of 
outer sense- by the fact that we cannot obtain for ourselves 
a representation of time, which is not an object of outer in
tuition, except under the image of a line, which we d raw, and 
that by this mode of depicting it alone could we know the 
singleness 1 of its dimension; and similarly by the fact that 
for all inner perceptions we must derive the determination of 
lengths of time or of points of time from the changes which 
are exhibited to us in outer things, and that the determina
tions of inner sense have therefore to be arranged as appear
ances in time in precisely the same manner in which we 
arrange those of outer sense in space. If, then, as regards the 
latter, we admit that we know objects only in so far as we 
are externally affected, we must also recognise, as regards 
inner sense, that by means of it we intuit ourselves only as 
we are inwardly affected by ourselves; in other words, that, 
so far as inner intuition is concerned, we know our own 
subject only as appearance, not as it is in itself. 4 

§ 25 
On the other hand, in the transcendental synthesis of the 

manifold of representations in general, and therefore in the 
synthetic original unity of apperception, I am conscious of 
myself, not as I appear to myself, nor as lam in myself, but 
only ffiat I am.-~ft~esentatien is a thouglzt. not an t"n1JJ.i
t£on. Now in order to know ourselves, there is required in 
addition to the act of thought, which brings the manifold 
of every possible intuition to the unity of apperception, a de
terminate mode of intuition, whereby this manifold is given; 
it therefore follows that although my existence is not indeed 

0 I do not see why so much difficulty should be found in admit
ting that our inner sense is affected by ourselves. Such affection finds 

B 157 exemplification in each and every act of attentiott. In every act of attention the understanding determines inner sense, in accordance 
with the combination which it thinks, to that inner intuition which 
corresponds to the manifold in the synthesis of the understanding. How much the mind is usually thereby affected, everyone will be 
able to perceive in himself. 

l [Einheil.) 
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appearance (still less mere illusion), the determination of my 

existence" can take place only in conformity with the form of B 158 

inner sense, according to the special mode in which the mani-

fold, which I combine, is given in inner intuition. Accordingly 

I have no knowledge of myself as I am but merely as I appear 

to myself. The consciousness of self is thus very far from being 

a knowledge of the self, notwithstanding all the categories 

which [are being employed to] constitute the thought of an 

object t"n general, through combination of the manifold in one 

apperception. Just as for knowledg-e of an object distinct from 

me I require, besides the thought of an object in general 

(in the category), an intuition by which I determine that 

general concept, so for knowledge of myself I require, besides 

the consciousness, that is, besides the thought of myself, an 

intuition of the manifold in me, by which I determine this 

thought. I exist as an intelligence which is conscious solely 

of its power of combination; but in respect of the manifold B 159 

which it has to combine I am subjected to a limiting condition 

(entitled inner sense), namely, that this combination can be 

made intuitable only according to relations of time, which 

lie entirely outside the concepts of understanding, strictly re

garded. Such an intelligence, therefore, can know itself only 

as it appears to itself in respect of an intuition which is not 

intellectual and cannot be given by the understanding itself, 

not as it would know itself if its £ntu£t£on were intellectual. 

4 The 'I think' expresses the act of determining my existence. 

Exisrence- iSiilTeady g•vcn thereby, but the mode in which I am to 
determine this existence, that is, the manifold belonging to it, is not 

thereby giYen. In order that it be given, self-intuition is required; 
and such intuition is conditioned by a given a priori form, namely, 

time, which is sensible and belongs to the receptivity of the deter
minable [in me). Now since I do not have another self-intuition B 158 

which gives the determitzing in me (I am conscious only of the 

spontaneity of it) prior to the act of detern#nation,1 as time does 
in the case of the determinable, I cannot determine my existence 

as that of a self-active being; all that I can do is to represent to 
myself the spontaneity of my thought, that is, of the determination; 

and my existence is still only determinable sensibly, that is, as the 

existence of an appearance. But it is owing to this spontaneity that 

I entitle myself an itttellt"gence. 

1 [vor dem Aktus des .Beslimmens.] 
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§ 26 

Transcendental Deductz'on of the Un£versally Poss£ble Em
ployment £n Exper£ence of the Pure Concepts of tlte 
Utzderstatzd£ng 

In the metaphys£cal deduct£on the a priori origin of the 
categories has been proved through their complete agreement 
with the general logical functions of thought; in the transcen
dental deductt"on we have shown their possibility as a pr£or£ 
modes of knowledge of objects of an intuition in general 
(cf. §§ 20, 21). We have now to explain the possibility of 
knowing a priori, by means of categor£es, whatever objects 
may present tltemselves to our senses, not indeed in respect 
of the form of their intuition, but in respect of the laws of 

::t~ their combination, an~~e, of .Prescribing laws to 
B 16o !!-atur~.rule.wmQ[making nature possible. For unless thecate

gories discharged this function, there could be no explaining 
why everything that can be presented to our senses must be 
subject to laws which have their origin a pr£ori in the under
standing alone. 

First of all, I may draw attention to the fact that by sytz
thesis of apprehension I understand that combination of the 
manifold in an empirical intuition, whereby perception, that 
is, empirical consciousness of the intuition (as appearance), 
is possible. 

In the representations of space and time we have a priori 
forms of outer and inner sensible intuition; and to these the 
synthesis of apprehension of the manifold of appearance must 
always conform, because in no other way can the synthesis 
take p lace at all. But space and time are represented a priori 
not merely as forms of sensible intuition, but as themselves 
intu£t£ottS which contain a manifold [of their own], and there
fore are represented with the determination of the utzity 
of this manifold (vide the Transcendental Aesthetic).4 Thus 

a Space, represented as object (as we are required to do in geo
metry), contains more than mere form of intuition; it also contains 
combination of the manifold, given according to the form of sensi
bility, in an intuitive representation, so that the form of intuition 
gives only a manifold, the formal intuition gives unity of representa
tion. In the Aesthetic I have treated this unity as belonging merely 
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quently, there can be no a priori knowledge, except of objects 
of possible exper£ence."' 

But although this knowledge is limited to objects of ex
perience, it is not therefore all derived from experience. The 
pure intuitions [of receptivity] and the pure concepts of under
standing are elements in knowledge, and both are found in us 
a priori. There are only two ways in which we can account for 
a necessary agreement of experience with the concepts of its 
objects: either experience makes these concepts possible or these 
concepts make experience possible. The former supposition 
does not hold in respect of the categories (nor of pure sensible 
intuition); for since they are a priori concepts, and there
fore independent of experience, the ascription to them of an 
empirical origin would be a sort of generat£o aequivoca. There 
remains, therefore, only the second supposition-a system, as 
it were, of the epigenesis of pure reason- namely, that the cate
gories contain, on the side of the understanding, the grounds 
of the possibility of all experience in general. How they make 
experience possible, and what are the principles of the possi
bility of experience that they supply in their application to 
appearances, will be shown more fully in the following chapter 
on the transcendental employment of the faculty of judgment. 

A middle course may be proposed between the two above 
mentioned, namely, that the categories are neither selj-thought 1 

first principles a priori of our knowledge nor derived from ex
perience, but subjective dispositions of thought, implanted in 
us from the first moment of our existence, and so ordered by 
our Creator that their employment is in complete harmony 
with the laws of nature in accordance with which experience 

a Lest my readers should stumble at the alarming evil con-

I 
sequences which may over-hastily be inferred from this statement, I 
may remind them that.[qr thought the categories are not limited by~ 
the conditions of our sensible intuition, but have an unlimitedJield. 
ft 1s on.!J~knowledge of that which we think, the determining of 
the object, that requires intuition. Tn the absence of mtuition, the 
thought of the object may still have its true and useful consequences, 
as regards the subject's employment of reason. The use of reason is 
not alw!)'S directed to the determination of the object, that is ;tO kno~ 
ledge, ~t also to the determination oLthe subjecLand of its volition 

7-.a use which cannot therefore be here dealt with. 
~ ----

1 [u/6st,re"d'i&hieJ 
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BOOK II 

THE ANALYTIC OF PRINCIPLES 

GENERAL logic is constructed upon a ground plan which 
exactly coincides with the division of the higher faculties of 
knowledge. These are: understand£ng,judgment, 1 and reason. 

A 131 In accordance with the functions and order of these mental 
powers, which in current speech are comprehended under the 
general title of understanding, logic in its analytic deals with 
concepts, judgments, and t"nferences. 

B 170 Since this merely formal logic abstracts from all content 
of knowledge, whether pure or empirical, and deals solely with 
the form of thought in general (that is, of discursive know
ledge), it can comprehend the canon of reason in its analytic 
portion. For the form of reason possesses its established rules, 
which can be discovered a pr£ori, simply by analysing the 
actions of reason into their components,2 without our requir
ing to take account of the special nature of the knowledge 
involved. 

As transcendental logic is limited to a certain determinate 
content, namely, to the content of those modes of knowledge 
which are pure and a priori, it cannot follow general logic in 
this division. For the transcendental employment of reason is 
not, it would seem, objectively valid, and consequently does 
not belong to the logic of truth, i.e. to the Analytic. As a 
logic of i//us£on, it calls for separate location in the scholastic 
edifice, under the title of Transcendental Dialectic. 

1 [Here, and throughout the subsequent sections, judgment, when thus used in the singular, is to be understood as a translation of the term Urteilskraft, and 
10 as signifying 'faculty of judgment'.] 

• [in •ltre MomenJe.J. 
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Understanding and judgment find, therefore, in tran

scendental logic their canon of objectively valid and correct 

employment; they belong to its analytic portion. Reason, on 

the other hand, in its endeavours to determine something a 

priori in regard to objects and so to extend knowledge beyond B 171 

the limits of possible experience, is altogether dialectical. Its A 132 

illusory assertions cannot find place in a canon such as the 

analytic is intended to contain. 
The Analytic of Prindples will therefore be a canon solely 

for judgment, instructing it how to apply to appearances the 

concepts of understanding, which contain the condition for 

a priori rules. For this reason, while adopting as my theme 

the prindples of the understanding, strictly so called, I shall 

employ the title doctri1ze of judgment, as more accurately in

dicating the nature of our task. 

I NTRODUCTION 

TRANSCENDENTAL JUDGMENT IN GENERAL 

If understanding in general is to be viewed as the faculty of 

rules, judgment will be the faculty of subsuming under rules; 

that is, of distinguishing whether something does or does not 

stand under a given rule (casus datae legis). General logic con-

tains, and can contain, no rules for judgment. For-since general 

logic abstracts from all content of knowledge, the sole task that A 

remains to it is to give an analytical exposition of the form of {s :u 
knowledge [as expressed] in concepts, in judgments, and in 

inferences, and so to obtain formal rules for all employment of 

understanding. If it sought to give general instructions how we 

are to subsume under these rules, that is, to distinguish whether 

something does or does not come under them, that could only 

be by means of another rule. This in turn, for the very reason 

that it is a rule, again demands guidance from judgment. 

And thus it appears that, though understanding is capable of 

being instructed, and of being equipped with rules.J.udgment ! 
is a peculiar talent which can be Q_ractised only, and cannot 

~taught. It is the specific quality of so-called_ mother-wit; j 
and its lack no school can make good . For although an 

abundance of rules borrowed from the insight of others may 
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indeed be proffered to, and as it were grafted upon, a limited 
understanding, the power of rightly employing them must 
belong to the learner himself; and in the absence of such a 
natural gift no rule that may be prescribed to him for this pur-

A8 '34} pose can ensure against misuse." A physician, a judge, or a 
173 • 

ruler may have at command many excellent pathological, 
legal, or political rules, even to the degree that he may become 
a profound teacher of them, and yet, none the less, may easily 
stumble in their application. For, although admirable in 
understanding, he may be wanting in natural power of judg
ment. He may comprehend the universal £n abstracto, and yet 
not be able to distinguish whether a case £n concreto comes 
under it. Or the error may be due to his not having received, 
through examples and actual practice, adequate training for 
this part icular act of judgment. Such ~harpening of the judg
ment is indeed the one great benefit of examples. Correctness 
ana-precision of intellectual insight, on the other hand, they 
more usually somewhat impair. For only very seldom do they 
adequately fulfil the requirements of the rule (as casus z'n ter
mz'nz's). Besides, they often weaken that effort which is re
quired of the understanding to comprehend properly the rules 
in their universality, in independence of the particular circum
stances of experience, and so accustom us to use rules rather 
as formulas than as principles. Examples are thus the go-cart 

B '74 of judgment; and those who are lacking in the natural talent 
can~ dispense with them. 

A 135 But although general logic can supply no rules for judg-

B 17 

ment, the situation is entirely different in transcendental logic. 
The latter would seem to have as its peculiar task the correcting 
and securing of judgment, by means of determinate rules, in 
the use of the pure inderstanding. For as a doctrine, that is, 

" Deficiency in judgment is just what is ordinarily called stupid
ity, and for such a failing there is no remedy. An obtuse or narrow
minded person to whom nothing is wanting save a proper degree of 
understanding and the concepts appropriate thereto, may indeed be 
trained through study, even to the extent of becomin& learned. But 
as such people are commonly still lacking in judgment (secunda 
Petr:), it is not unusual to meet learned men who in the application 
of their scientific knowledge betraythat original want, which can 
never be made good. 
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as an attempt to enlarge the sphere of the understanding in 
the field of pure a priori knowledge, philosophy is by no means 
necessary, and is indeed ill-suited rbr any such purpose, since 
in ali attempts hitherto made, little or no ground has been won. 
On the other hand, if what is designed be a critique..!£. guard 
against errors of judgment (lapsus judie££) in the employment 
of the few pure concepts of understanding that we possess, 
the task, merely negative as its advantages must then be, is 
one to which philosophy is called upon to devote all its re
sources of acuteness and penetration. 

T ranscendental philosophy has the peculiarity that besides 
the rule (or rather the universal condition of rules), which is 
given in the pure concept of understanding, it can also specify 
a priori the instance to which the rule 1 is to be applied. The B 175 

advantage which in this respect it possesses over all other 
didactical sciences, with the exception of mathematics, is due 
to the fact that it deals with concepts which have to relate to 
objects a priori, and the objective validity of which cannot 
therefore be demonstrated a posteriori, since that would mean A 136 

the complete ignoring 2 of their peculiar dignity. It must 
formulate by means of universal but sufficient marks the con
ditions under which objects can be given in harmony with 
these concepts. Otherwise the concepts would be void of all 
content, and therefore mere logical forms, not pure concepts 
of the understanding. 

This transcendental doctrine of judgment will consist of 
two chapters. The first w11l treat of the sensible condition under 
which alone pure concepts of understanding can be employed, 
that is, of the schematism of pure understanding. The second 
will deal with the synthetic judgments which under these con
ditions follow a priori from pure concepts of understandiRg, 
and which lie a priori at the foundation of all other modes of 
knowledge-that is, with the principles of pure understanding: 

1 [Reading, with Erdmann, soli for so/len.] 
1 (Reading, with Vaihinger, u11herikksi't:lsltift for unher iJhrt.] 



~ !~l} TRANSCENDENTAL DOCTRINE OF JUDGMENT 

(OR ANALYTIC OF PRINCIPLES) 

CHAPTER l 

THE SCHEMATISM OF THE PURE CONCEPTS OF 
UNDERSTANDING 

IN all subsumptions of an object under a concept the repre--sentation of the object must be homogeneous with the concept; 
in other words, the concept must contain something which is 
represented in the object that is to be subsumed under it. 
This, in fact, is what is meant by the expression, 'an object is 
contained under a concept'. Thus the empirical concept of a 
pJat~is homogeneous with the pure geometrical concept of a 
drcle. The roundness which is thought in the latter can be 
intuited in the former. 1 

But_pure concepts of understanding being quite hetero
geneous from empirical intuitions, and indeed from all 
sensible intuitions, can never be met with in any intuition. 
For no one will say that a category, such as that of causality, ! !~n can be intuited through sense and is itself contained in appear
ance. How, then, is the subsumption of intuitions under pure 
concepts, the applt"cat£on of a category to appearances, pos
sible? A transcendental doctrine of judgment is necessary just 
because of this natural and important question. We must be 
able to show how pure concepts can be applicable to appear
ances. In none of the other sciences is this necessary. For since 
in these sciences the concepts through which the object is 
thought in [its] general [aspects] are not so utterly distinct 
and heterogeneous from those which represent it in concreto, 

1 [Reading, with Vaihinger, in dem letzteren • • • im ersterm for in dem 
w steren ... im let111Uren.] 
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as given, no special discussion of the applicability of the 1 

former to the latter is required. 
Obviously there must be some third thing, which is homo

geneous on the one hand wiTh ilie category, and on the other 
1rnnd wiTh the appearance, and which thus makes the appli
cation of the former to the latter possible. This mediating 
representation must be pure, that is, void of all empirical 
content, and yet at the same time, while it must in one 
respect be £ntellectual, it must in another be sens£ble. Such a 
representation is the transcendental schema. 

The concept of understandingcontaTns pure synthetic 
unity of the manifold in general. Time, as the formal con
dition of the manifold of inner sense, a'Oatherefore of the 
connection of all representations, contains an a pr£or£ manifold 
in pure intuition. Now a transcendental determination of 
time is so far homogeneous with the category, which con-

Strtutes its unity, in that it is universal and rests upon an B 178 

a pr£ori rule. But, on the other hand, it is so far homogeneous A 139 

with appearance, in that time is contained in every empirical 
representation of the mariifold. Thus an application of the 
category to appearances becomes possible by means of the 
transcendental determination of time, which, as the schema 
of the concepts of understanding, mediates the subsumption 
of the appearances under the category. 

After what has been proved in the deduction of the cate
gories, no one, I trust, will remain undecided in regard to 
the question whether these pure concepts of understanding 
are of merely empirical or also of transcendental employ
ment; that is, whether as conditions of a possible experience 
they relate a prt'or£ solely to appearances, or whether, as 
conditions of the possibility of things in general, they can be 
extended to objects in themselves, without any restriction 
to our sensibility. For we have seen that concepts are alto
gether impossiblc,2 and can have no meaning, if no object 
~is given for them, or at least for the elements of which they 
are composed. They cannot, therefore, be viewed as appli
cable to things in themselves, independent of all question 
as to whether and how these may be given to us. We 

1 (Reading, with Vorliioder, der for des.] 
1 (Altered by Kant (NtUIItr4g'l !viii) to: "are for us without meanio&'."] 
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have also proved that the only manner in which objects 

B 179 

A 140 

B 180 

A 141 

.. 

can be given to us is by modification of our sensibility; and 
finally, that pure a prz"orz· concepts, in addition to the function 
of understanding expressed in thecategory, must contain 
a priori certain formal conditions ofsensibility, namely, those 
of inner sense. These conditions of sensibility constitute the 
universal condition under which alone the category can be 
applied to any object. This formal and pure condition of 
sensibility to which the employment of the concept of under-
standing is restricted, we shall entitle the schema of the 
conc~t. The procedure of understanding in these schemata 
we shall entiile tne sclzemat£sm of pure understanding. 

Jlte..schema is in itself_alwax_s_a_ru:Qiiuct of imagination. 
Since, however, the ;YE.!,hesis of imagination aims at no 
special intuition, but only at unity in the determination of 
sensibility, the schema has to be distinguished from the imag_e. 
If five points be set alongside one another, thus, ..... , I 
have an image of the number five. But if, on the other hand, 
I think ·only a number in general, whether it be five or a 
hundred, this thought is rather the representation of a method 
w hereby a multiplicity, for instance a thousand, may be re
presented in an image in conformity with a certain concept, 
than the image itself. For with such a number as a thousand 
the image cannardly be surveyed and compared with the 
concept. This representation of a universal procedure of 
imagination in providing an image for a concept, I entitl~be 
schema of this concept. 

Indeed it is schemata, not images of objects, which underlie 
our pure sensible concepts. No ima~ could ever be adequate 
to the concept of a triangle in general. I t would never attain 
that universality of the coocept wliich renders it valid of all 
triangles, whether right-angled, obtuse-angled, or acute
angled; it would always be limited to a part only of this 
sphere. The schema of the triangle can exist nowhere but in 
thol:!Eht. It is a rule of synthesis of the imagination, in respect 
to pure figures in space. Still less is an object of experience or 
its image ever adequate to the empirical concept; for this latter 
always stands in immed iate relation to the schema of imagina
tion, asa rule for the determination of our intuition, in accord
ance with some specific universal concept. The concept 'dog' 

G . 
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signifies a rule \ according to which my imagination can 
aelineate the figure of a four-footed animal in a general 

manner, without limitation to any single determinate figure 
such as experience, or any possible image that I can repre
sent £n concreto, actually presents. This schematism of our 
understanding, in its application to appearances and their 
mere form, is an art concealed in the depths of the human 
~~hose real modes of activity nature is hardly likely ever 
to allow us to discover, and to have open to our gaze. This 
much only we can assert: the £mage is a product of the 
empirical faculty of reproductive1 imagination; the schema of 
sensible concepts, such as of figures in space, is a product and, 
as it were, a monogram, of pure a prt'or£ imagination, through 
which, and in accordance with which, images themselves first 
become possible. These images can be connected with the 
concept only by means of the schema to which they belong.• 
In themselves they are never completely congruent with the 
concept. On the other hand, the schema of a pure concept of 
understanding can never be brought into any image whatso-

-ever. It is simply the pure synthesi~, determined by a rule of 
that unity, in accordance with concepts, to which the category 

gives expression. It is a transcendental product of imagina
tion, a product which concerns the determination of inner 
sense in general according to conditions of its form (time), in 
respect of all representations, so far as these representations 
are to be connected a pr£or£ in one concept in conformity with 
the unity of apperception. 

That we may not be further delayed by a dry and tedious 
analysis of the conditions demanded by transcendental 
schemata of the pure concepts of understanding in general, 
we shaii now expound them according to the order of the 
categories and in connection with them. 

The_Eure image of aU magnitudes (quantorum) for8 outer 
sense is space; that of all objects of the senses in general is 
time. But the pure schema of magnitude (quant£tat£s), as a 
concept of the understanding, is number, a representation 
which comprises the successive addition of homogeneous -

1 (Reading, with Vaihinger, reproduktiven for produkliven.] 
1 [welches sie 6e:r:euh•un.] 
• [Reading, with Grillo,jur den for vor dem.] 

B 18 1 
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units. Number is therefore simply the unity of the synthesis 
of the manifold of a homogeneous intuition in general, a unity_ 

• due to my generating_ti~~ the apprehension of the 
lrilTiition. 

Reality, in the pure concept of understanding, is that 
which .. corrcip_ond~to a sensation in general; it is that, there
fore, the concept of which in itself points to being (in time). 
Negation is that the concept of which represents not-being 
(in time). The oppositioE,_of these ~o thus rests upon the 
distinction of one and the same time as filled and as empty. 
Since time is merely the form of intuition, and so of objects 
as appearances, that in the objects which corresponds to 
sensation is pof/ the transcendental matter of all objects as 
things to-themselves (thinghood,2 reality). Now every sensa
t ion has a degree or magnitude whereby, in respect of its 
r epreS";ntation of an object otherwise remaining the same, 
it can fill out one and the same time, that is, occupy inner 
sense more or less completely, down to its cessation in 
nothingness ( =O=negatio). There therefore exists a_relation 
and connection between reality and negation, or rather a 
transition from the one to the other, which makes every reality 
representable as a quantum. ]'he sche,ma of a real.f.ty, as the 
quantity of something in so far as it fills time, is just this_s_gn: 
tinuous and uniform production of that ~lity in time as we 

. successively descend from a sensation which has a certain 
degree to its vanishing eoint, or progressively ascend from 
Its negation to some magnitude of it. 

The schema of substance is permanence of the real in time, 
that is, the representation of the real as afsubstrate/of empirical 
determination of time in general, and so as a bid~ while all 
else chang_es. (The existence of what is transitory 3 passes away 
in time but not time itself. To time, itself non-transitory' and 
;biding, there corresponds in the [field of] appearance what 
is non-transitory in its existence, that is, substance. Only in 
[relation to] substance can the succession 'and coexistence of 
appearances be determined in time.) 

1 [Reading, with Wille, nuht dz"e for die. This seems, on the whole, preferable 
to taking, with Erdmann, the second part of the sentence as: "that in the objects 
[as things in themselves) which corresponds to sensation is the transcendental 
matter . . . ") 

I [S.uhheit.J 1 [des Wandelbaren.] ' [utzwandelbar.] 
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The schema of cause, 1 and of the causality 2 of a thing in 

gen~is thereal upon which, whenever poslteci, something 

else always lfollows. It consists, therefore, in }!he succession) 

of the manifold, in so far as that succession IS subject to a 

rule. 

AI« 

~schema of community br reciprocity, the reciprocal 

causality ofS'liDsi:ances in respTct of their accidents, is the~ 
existence, according to a universal rule, of the determinations B 184 

clthe one substance with those of the other. 
The schema of possibility is the agreement of the synthesis 

of different representations with the conditions of time in 

general ~,. Opposi_tes, for instance, can~t ~t in tEe same thing 

at the same time, but only the one after the other. The schema 

is therefore the determination of the representation of a thing 

at some time or other . 
The schema ofi actuality1 is existence in some determinate 

time. 
. The schema of ~essityl is existence of an object at all 

t1mes. 
We thus find that the schema of each category contains and 

makes capable of representation only a determination of time.1 

The schema of magnitude is the generation (synthesis) of 

time itself in the successive apprenension otan object. T he 

schema of~uality is the synthesis of sensation or perception 

with the representation of time; it is the filling of time. T he 

schema of relation is the connecting of perceptions with one 

another at all times according to a rule of time-determination. 

Finally the schema of.,!!lodal!_ry and of its categories j s time 

itself as the correlate of the determination whether and how 

-an object belongs to time. The schemata ;re thus nothing 

but a priori determinations of time in accordance with rules. 

These rules relate in the order of the categories to the #me

series, the #me-content, the time-order, and lastly to the $«Jfe 

of time' in respect of all possible objects. 
I t is evident, therefore, that what the schematism of under

standing effects by means of the transcendental synthesis of 

l ( Ursade.J 1 (Kausali14t.J 
1 [Reading, with Adickes, einer }eden Kategqrie nur tiM Zeilbeslimmung, 

tlls for einer }eden Kategorie, als.] 
' [ Zeitinbegrijf.] 

A 145 
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imagination is simply the: unitY...Qf all the manifold of intuition 
in inner sense, and so indirectly the unity of apperception which 
as a function corresponds to the receptivity of inner sense. 

A 146 .Jhe schemata of the pure concepts of understanding are thus 
the true and sole conditions under which these concepts ob-

)( .-;:::: ~ relation to objects and so possess st'gnijiCimce. In the end, 
therefore, the categories have no other possible employment 
than the emptrical. As the,grounds of an a priori necessary 
unity that has iiSsource in the necessary combination of all 
consciousness in one original apperception, they serve only to 
subordinate appearances to universal rules of synthesis, and 
thus to fit them for thoroughgoing connection in one ex-
perience. • 

All our knowledge falls within the bounds of possible ex
perience, and just in this universal relation to possible experi
ence consists that transcendental truth which precedes all 
empirical t ruth and makes it possible. 

But it is also evident that although the schemata of sensi-
B 186 bility first realise the categories, they at the same time~.t 

them, that is, limit them to conditions which lie outside the 
understanding, and are due to sensibility. The schema is, pro
perly, only the phenomenon, or ~ble concept, of an object 
in agreement with the category. (Numerusestquantz'tasphaeno
menon, sensatio realt'tas phaenomenon, constans et pcrdurabile 
rerum substantia phaenomenon, aeternitas necesst'tas phaeno
menon, 1 etc.) If we omit a restricting condition, we would seem 

A 147 to extend the scope of the concept that was previously limited. 
Arguin g from this assumed fact, we conclude that the cate
gories in their pure significance, apart from all conditions of 
sensibility, ought to apply to things in general, as they are, 
and not, like the schemata, represent them only as they appear. 
They ought, we conclude, to possess a meaning independent 
of all schemata, and of much wider application. Now there 
certainly does remain in the pure concepts of understanding, 
even after elimination of every sensible condition, a meaning; 
but it is purely logical, signifying only the bare u-;ity of the 

representations. The pure concepts can find no object, and so 

(1 In the text the words et perdurabile rerum are in italics, and ther<! are 
commas after aeternitas and necessilar. I also read, with Erdmann,phaenomenolf 
for ph<Unomena.] 
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can acquire no meaning which might yield a ·concept 1 of some 
object. ~bstance, for instance, when the sensible determina
tion of permanence is omitted, would mean simply a something 
which can be thought only as subject, never as a predicate of 
something else. Such a representation I can put to no use, for 
it tells me nothing as to the nature of that which is thus to 
be viewed as a primary subject. The categories, therefore, 
without schemata, are merely functions ortne understanding 
for concepts; and represent no object. T his [objective] mean
ing they acquire from sensibility, which realises the under
standing in the very process of restricting it. 

I rAitered by Kant (Nadttrare lxi) to: eine E rkennlnis.) 
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Secondly, we shall limit ourselves merely to those prin
ciples which stand in relation to the categories. The principles 
of the Transcendental Aesthetic, according to which space and 
time are the conditions of the possibility of all things as ap
pearances, and likewise the restriction of these principles, 
namely, that they cannot be applied to things in themselves, 
are matters which do not come within the range of our present 
enquiry. For similar reasons mathematical principles form 
no part of this system. They are derived solely from intuition, 
not from the pure concept of understanding. Nevertheless, 
since they too are synthetic a pr£ori judgments, their possi- B 189 

bility must receive recognition in this chapter. For though 
their correctness and apodeictic certainty do not indeed re-
quire to be established, their possibility, as cases of evident 
a priori knowledge, has to be rendered conceivable, and to be 
deduced. 

We shall also have to treat of the principle of analytic 
judgments, in so far as it stands in contrast with that 1 of syn- A 150 

thetic judgments with which alone strictly we have to deal. 
For by thus contrasting them we free the theory of synthetic 
judgments from all misunderstanding, and have them in their 
own peculiar nature clearly before us. 

THE SYSTEM OF THE PRINCIPLES OF PURE 
UNDERSTANDING 

Section 1 

T HE HIGHEST PRINCIPLE OF ALL ANALYTIC JUDGMENTS 

The universal, though merely negative, condition of all our 
judgments in general, whatever be the content of our know
ledge, and however it may relate to the object, is that they be 
not self-contradictory; for if self-contradictory, these judgments 
are in themselves, even without reference to the object, null and 
void. But even if our judgment contains no contradiction, it may B 190 

connect concepts in a manner not borne out by the object, or 
else in a manner for which no ground is given, either a priori 
or a posteriori, sufficient to justify such judgment, and so may 

1 [Reading, with Mellin, mit tiem tier for mit tier.] 
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still, in spite of being free from all inner contradiction, be 

either false or groundless. 
A rsr The proposition that no predicate contradictory of a thing 

can belong to it, is entitled the ruinciE]e of contradiction, and 

is a universal, though merely pegative, criterion of all truth. 

For this reason it belongs only to logic. It holds of knowledge, 

merely as knowledge in general, irrespective of content; and 

asserts that the contradiction completely cancels and in

validates it. 
But it also allows of a positive employment, not merely, 

that is, to dispel falsehood and error (so far as they rest on 

contradiction), but also for the knowing of truth. For, if 

the judgment £s analyt£c, whether negative or affirmative, its 

truth can always be adequately known in accordance with the 

principle of contradiction. The reverse 1 of that which as con

cept is contained and is thought in the knowledge of the object, 

B 1 91 is always rightly denied. But since the opposite of the concept 

would contradict the object, the concept itself must neces

sarily be affirmed of it. 
The principle of contrad£ctt"on must therefore be recognised 

as being the universal and completely sufficient prt"t:dple of 

all analy#c knowledge; but beyond the sphere of analytic 

knowledge it has, as a sufficient criterion of truth, no authority 

and no field of application. The fact that no knowledge can 

be contrary to it without self-nullification, makes this prin-

A 152 ciple a cond£t£o sine qua non, but not a determining ground, 

of the truth of our [non-analytic] knowledge. Now in our 

critical enquiry it is only with the synthetic portion of our 

knowledge that we are concerned; and in regard to the truth 

of this kind of knowledge we can never look to the above 

principle for any positive information, though, of course, since 

it is inviolable, we must always be careful to conform to it. 

Although this famous principle is thus without content and 

merely formal, it has sometimes been carelessly formulated in 

a manner which involves the quite unnecessary admixture of 

a synthetic element. The formula runs: It is impossible that 

something should at one and tl:e same time both be and not be. 

Apart from the fact that the apodeictic certainty, expressed 

through the word 'impossible', is superfluously added-since 

1 [Widerspiel.] 
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is a synthesis of perceptions, not contained in perception but 

itself containing in one consciousness the synthetic unity of 

the manifold of perceptions. This synthetic unity constitutes 

the essential in any knowledge of objects of the senses, that is, 

in experience as distinguished from mere intuition or sensa
tion of the senses. In experience, however, perceptions come 

together only in accidental order, so that no necessity deter

mining their connection is or can be revealed in the perceptions 

themselves. For apprehension is only a placing together of the 

manifold of empirical intuition; and we can find in it no re
presentation of any necessity which determines the appearances 

thus combined to have connected existence in space and time. 

But since experience is a knowledge of objects through percep

tions, the relation [involved] in the existence of the manifold has 

to be represented in experience, not as it comes to be constructed1 

in time but as it exists objectively in time. Since time, however, 

~nnot itself be perceived, tbe determirfatlon of the existence 

of obiects in time can take place only through their relation in 

tlme in general, a-;a therefore only through concepts that con
nect them a prz"ori. Since these always carry necessity with 

them, it follows that experience is only possible through a re

presentation of necessary connection of perceptions. 
The three modes of time are duration, succession, and co

existence. There will, therefore, be three rules of all relations 
'Or appearances in time, and these rules will be prior to all ex

perience, and indeed make it possible. By means of these rules 

the existence of every appearance can be determined in respect 

of the unity of all time. 
The general principle of the three analogies rests on the 

necessary unity of apperception, in respect of all possible em

pirical consciousness, that is, of all perception, at every [instant 

of] #me. And since this unity lies a prion· at the foundation 

of empirical consciousness, it follows that the above principle 

rests on the synthetic unity of all appearances as regards their 

relation in time. For the original apperception stands in rela
tion to inner sense (the sum of all representations), and indeed 

a pn·ori to its form, that is, to the time-order of the manifold 

empirical consciousness. All this manifold must, as regards 

its time-relations, be united in the original apperception. This 

1 (wie es in der Zeitzusammengesle/11 ist.] 

B 220 
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Proof* 

All appearances are in time; and in it alone, as substratum 

(as permanent form of inner intuition), can either coexistence 

or succession be represented. Thus the time in which all 

change of appearances has to be thought, remains and does B 225 

not change. For it is that in which, and as determinations of 

which, succession or coexistence can alone be represented. 

Now time cannot by itself be perceived. Consequently there 

must be found in the objects of perception, that is, in the 

appearances, the substratum which represents time in general; 

and all change or coexistence must, in being apprehended, 

be perceived in this substratum, and through relation of the 

appearances to it. But the substratum of all that is real, that is, 

of all that belongs to the existence of things, is substance; 

and all that belongs to existence can be thought only as a 

determination of substance. Consequently the permanent, in 

relation to which alone all time-relations of appearances can 

be determined, is substance in the [field of] appearance, that 

is, the real in appearance, and as the substrate of all change 

remains ever the same. And as it is thus unchangeable in 

its existence, its quantity in nature can be neither increased nor 

diminished. 
Our apprehens:"on of the manifold of appearance is always 

successive, and is therefore always changing. Through it alone 

we can never determine whether this manifold, as object of ex

perience, is coexistent or in sequence. For such determination 

we require an underlying ground which exists at all times, that 

is, something abiding and permanent, of which aU change B 226 

and coexistence are only so many ways (modes of time) in 

which the permanent exists. And simultaneity and succes-
r 

* [This heading and the first paragraph substituted in B for:) 

Proof of tht"s first Analogy 

All appearances are in time. Time can determine them as 

existing in a twofold manner, either as in succession to one 

another or as coexisting. Time, in respect of the former, is 

viewed as time-series, in respect of the latter as time-volume 1 

1 [Zeitu1lifall.f.) 
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sion being the only relations in time, it follows that only in 
A 183 tlle permanent are relations oftime possible. In other words, 

the permanent is the substratum of the empirical representa
tion of time itself; in it alone is any determination of time 
possible. Permanence, as the abiding correlate of all existence 
of appea'rances, of all change and of all concomitance, ex
presses time in general. For change does not affect time itself, 
but only appearances in time. (Coexistence is not a mode of 
time itself; for none of the parts of time coexist; they are all 

Tn succession to one another.) If we ascribe succession to time 
itself, we must think yet another time, in which the sequence 
would be possible. Only through the permanent does existence 
in different parts of the time-series acquire a magnitude which 
can be entitled"'duration. For in bare succession existence is 
always vanishing and recommencing, and never has the least 
magnitude.JYithout the f?ermanent there is therefore no.tilru:,
~a.ti,on. Now time cannot be perceived in itself; the permanCE,t 
in the appearances is therefore the substratum of all de,ter
~ion of time, and, as likewise follows, is also the condition 
clthe possibility of all synthetic unity of perceptions, that is, 

B 227 of experience. All existence and,.ell change in time have thus 
to be viewed as simply ~ode of the existence of that w~hich 
~ins and persist~. In all appearances !he permanent is the 
pbject itself, that is, substance as phenomenon; everything, on 

A 184 the other hand, which changes or can change belongs only to 
the way in which substance or substances exist, and therefore 
to their determinations. 

I find that in all ages, not only philosophers, but even the 
common understanding, have recognised this permanence 
as a substratum of all change of appearances, and always 
assume it to be indubitable. The only difference in this matter 
between the common understanding and the philosopher is 
that the latter expresses himself somewhat more definitely, 
asserting that throughout all changes in the world substance 
remains, and that only the acc£dents change. But I nowhere 
find even the attempt at a proof of this obviously synthetic 
proposition. Indeed, it is very seldom placed, where it truly 
belongs, at the head of those laws of nature which are pure 
an d completely a pr£or£. Certainly the proposition, that sub
stance is permanent, is tautological. For this permanence is 
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pirical connection of appearances, our guessing or enquiring 
into the existence of anything will only be an idle pretence. 
1 Idealism raises, however, what is a serious objection to these 
rules for proving existence mediately; and this is the proper 
place for its refutation. 

• • • 
Refutation of ldeal£sm 

Idealism-meaning thereby mater£al idealism-is the 
theory which declares the existence of objects in space out
side us either to be merely doubtful and indemonstrable or to 
be false and impossible. The former is the problemat£c ideal
ism of Descartes, which holds that there isonly one empirical 

- assertiOn that is indubitably certain, namely, that 'I am'. The 
latter is the~dogmatic idealism of Berkeley. He maintains that 
space, with all the things of which it is the inseparable condi
tion, is something which is in itself impossible; and he there
fore regards the things in space as merely imaginary entitics.2 

Dogm~ti.sldealism is unavoidable, if space be interpreted as a 
property that must belong to things in themselves. For in that 
case space, and everything to which it serves as condition, is a 
non-entity.3 The ground on which this idealism rests has al
ready been undermined by us in the Transcendental Aesthetic. 
Problematic idealism, which makes no such assertion, but 

B 275 merely pleads incapacity to prove, through immediate experi
ence, any existence except our own, is, in so far as it allows 
of no decisive judgment until sufficient proof has been found, 
reasonable and in accordance with a thorough and philo
sophical mode of thought. The required proof must, therefore, 
show that we have exper£ence, and not merely imagination of 
outer things; and this, it would seem, cannot be achieved save 
by proof that even our inner experience, which for Descartes 
is indubitable, is possible only on the assumption of outer~-"' 
perience. 

1 (This sentence, and the immediately following Rt:.futattotl of I dcalism , added 
in B.] 

1 (EinbildungetJ.] I [Vnditzg.] 



TRANSCENDENTAL DOCTRINE OF JUDGMENT 

(ANALYTIC OF P RINCIPLES) 

CHAPTER I II 

T HE GROUND OF T HE DISTINCTION OF ALL OBJECTS 

IN GENERAL INTO PHENOMENA AND NOUMENA 

WE have now not merely explored the territory of pure under

standing, and carefully surveyed every part of it , but have 

also measured its extent, and assigned to everything in it its 

rightful place. This domain is an island, enclosed by nature .. 

itself within unalterable limits. It is the land of •truth-en- • 

chanting name!-surrounded by a wide and stormy ocean, B 295 

the native home of illusion, where many a fog bank and many 

a swiftly melting iceberg give the deceptive appearance of 

farther shores, deluding the adventurous seafarer ever anew A 236 

with empty hopes, and engaging him in enterprises which 

he can never abandon and yet is unable to carry to com

pletion. Before we venture on this sea, to explore it in 

all directions and to obtain assurance whether there be any 

ground for such hopes, it will be well to begin by casting 

a glance upon the map of the land which we are about 

to leave, and to enquire, first, whether we cannot in any 

case be satisfied with what it contains- are not, indeed, 

under compulsion to be satisfied, inasmuch as there may be 

no other territory upon which we can settle; and, secondly, 

by what title we possess even this domain, and can consider 

ourselves as secured against all opposing claims. Although 

we have already given a sufficient answer to these questions 

in the course of the Analytic, a summary statement of its 

solutions may nevertheless help to strengthen our conviction, 

by focussing the various considerations in their bearing on 

the questions now before us. 
257 
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We have seen that everything which the understanding 
derives from itself is, though not borrowed from experience, 
at the disposal of the understanding solely for use in exp_eri

B 296 ence. T he principles of pure understanding, whether con
stitutive a pr£or£, like the mathematical principles, or merely 
regulative, like the dynamical, contain nothing but what 

A 237 may be called the pure schema of possible experience. For 
experience obtains its unity only from the synthetic unity 
which the understanding originally and of itself confers 
upon the synthesis of imagination in its relation to apper
ception; and the appearances, as data for a posstble know
ledge, must already stand a pr£or£ in relation to, and in agree
ment with, that synthetic unity. But although these rules of 
understanding are not only true a pr£or£, but are indeed 
the source of all truth (that is, of the agreement of our ki1Qw
ledge with objects), inasmuch as they conta in in themselves 
the ground of the possibility of experience viewed as the sum 
of all knowledge wherein objects can be given to us, we are 
not satisfied with the exposition merely of that which is true, 
but likewise demand that account be taken of that which we 
desire to know. If, therefore, from this cri tical enquiry we 
learn nothing more than what, in the merely empirical em
ployment of understanding, we should in any case have 
practised without any such subtle enquiry, it would seem 
as if the advantage derived from it by no means repays 
the labour expended. The reply may certainly be made that 
in the endeavour to extend our knowledge a medd lesome 
curiosity is far less injurious than the habit of always insisting, 

B 297 before entering on any enquiries, upon antecedent proof of 
the utility of the enquiries-an absurd demand, since prior 
to completion of the enquiries we are not in a position to form 
the least conception of this utility, even if it were placed before 
our eyes. There is, however, one advantage which may be 
made comprehensible and of interest even to the most re-

A 238 fractory and reluctant learner, the advantage, that while the 
understanding, occupied merely with its empirical employ
ment, and not reflecting upon the sources of its own know
ledge, may indeed get along quite satisfactorily, there is yet 
one task to which it is not equal, that, namely, of determining 
the limits of its employment, and of knowing what it is that 
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may lie within and what it is that lies without its own proper 

sphere. This demands just those deep enquiries which we have 

TriStifuted . If the understanding in its empirical employment 

cannot distinguish whether certain questions lie within its 

horizon or not, it can never be assured of its claims or of its 

possessions, but must be prepared for many a humiliating 

disillusionment, whenever, as must unavoidably and con

stantly happen, it oversteps the limits of its own domain, 

and loses itself in opinions that are baseless and mis

leading. 
If the assertion, that the understanding can employ its 

various principles and its various concepts solely in an em

pirical and never in a transcendental manner, is a proposition 

which can be known with certainty, it will yield important B 29S 

consequences. The transcendental employment of a concept 

in any principle is its application t<:_!hings z"n general and t"n 

themselves; the empirical employment is its application merely 

to appearances; that is, to objects of a possible experience. That A 239 

the latter application of concepts is alone feasible is evident 

from the following considerations. We demand in every con-

cept, first, the logical form of a concept (of thought) in general, 

and secondly, the possibility of giving it an object to which 

it may be applied. In the absence of such object, it has no 

meaning and is completely lacking in content, though it may 

still contain the logical function which is required for making 

a concept out of any data that may be presented. Now the 

object cannot be given to a concept otherwise than in intui-

tion; for though a pure intuition can indeed precede the object 

a priori, even this intuition can acquire its object, and there-

fore objective validity, only through the empirical intuition 

of which it is the mere form. Therefore all concepts, and 

with them all principles, even such as are possible a priori, 

relate to empirical intuitions, that is, to the data for a 

possible experience. Apart from this relation they have no 

objective validity, and in respect of their representations are 

a mere play of imagination or of understanding. T ake, for 

instance, the concepts of mathematics, considering them first B 299 

of all in their pure intuitions. Space has three dimensions; 

between two points there can be only one straight line, etc. 

Although all these p rinciples, and the representation of the 

K 
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object with which this science occupies itself, are generated 
A 240 in the mind completely a priori, they would mean nothing, 

were we not always able to present their meaning in appear
ances, that is, in empirical objects. We therefore demand 
that a bare 1 concept be made sensible, that is, that an object 
corresponding to it be presented in intuition. O therwise the 
concept would, as we say, be without sense, that is, without 
meaning. The mathematician meets this demand by the con
struction ~fa figure, which, although produced a priori, is an 
appearance present to the senses. In the same science the 
concept of magnitude seeks its support and sensible meaning2 

in number, and this in turn in the fingers, in the beads of the 
abacus, or in strokes and points which can be placed before 
the eyes. The concept itself is always a priori in or_igin, and 
so likewise are the synthetic principles or formulas derived 
from such concepts; but their employment and their relation 
!O their professed objects can in the end be sought no,~here 
but in experience, of whose possibility they contain the formal 
conditions. 

B 300 That this is also the case with all categories and the prin-
ciples derived from them, appears from the following con
sideration. We cannot define any one of them in any reaJS 
fashion, that is, make the possibility of their object under
standable,' without at once descending to the conditions of 
sensibility, and so to the form of appearances-to which, as 

A 241 their sole objects, they must consequently be limited . For if 
this condition be removed, all meaning, that is, relation to the 
object, falls away; and we cannot through any example make 
comprehensible to ourselves what sort of a thing is to be meant 
by such a concept.* 

* [In A follows the passage, omitted in B:] 
In the above statement of the table of categories, we relieved 

ourselves of the task of defining each of them, as our purpose, 
which concerned only their synthetic employment, did not 
require such definition, and we are not called upon to incur 
any responsibility through unnecessary undertakings from 

1 [abgcsonderten, i.e. apart from all elements of sense.] 
2 [Sz.nn.] • [real added in B.) 
' ["that is, make ... understandable" added in B.] 
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thought of an object in general, according to different modes. 

Now the employment of a concept involves a function of judg

ment1 whereby 2 an object is subsumed under the concept, and 

so involves at least the formal condition under which some-

thing can be given in intuition. If this condition of judgment 

(the schema) is lacking, all subsumption becomes impossible. 

For in that case nothing is given that could be subsumed under 

the concept. The merely transcendental employment of thecate-

gories is, therefore, really no employment at all,3 and has no 

determinate object, not even one that is determinable in its A 248 

mere form. It therefore follows that the pure category does not 

suffice for a synthetic a priori principle, that the principles 

of pure understanding are only of empirical, never of tran

scendental employment, and that outside the field of possible 

experience there can be no synthetic a priori principles. B 305 

It may be advisable, therefore, to express the situation as 

follows. The pure categories, apart from formal conditions of 

sensibility, have only transcendental meaning; nevertheless 

they may not be employed transcendentally, such employment 

being in itself impossible, inasmuch as all conditions of any 

employment in judgments' are lacking to them, namely, the 

formal conditions of the subsumption of any ostensible 5 object 

under these concepts. Since, then, as pure categories merely, 

they are not to be employed empirically, and cannot be em

ployed transcendentally, they cannot, when separated from all 

sensibility, be employed in any manner whatsoever, that is, 

they cannot be applied to any ostensible object. They are the 

pure form of the employment of understanding in respect of 

objects in general, that is, of thought; but since they are 

merely its form, through them alone no object can be thought 

or determined.* 

* [In A follows the passage, omitted in B:] 

Appearances, so far as they are thought as objects accord-

ing to the unity of the categories, are called plzamomena. But A 249 

if I postulate things which are mere objects of understanding, 

and which, nevertheless, can be given as such to an intuition, 

1 [ Urteilskraft.] 1 [Reading, with Erdmann, wodurelt for worauf.] 
1 (Kant (Nadzlriige, cxxvii) adds: "for the knowing of anything".] 

' [in Urteilen.] ' [angeblit:lten.) 
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concept of a noumenon is necessary, to prevent sensible intuition 
from being extended to things in themselves, and thus to limit 
the objective validity of sensible knowledge. The remaining 

A 255 things,1 to which it does not apply, are entitled noumena, in 
order to show that this knowledge cannot extend its domain 
over everything which the understanding thinks. But none the 
less we are unable to comprehend how such noumena can be 
possible, and the domain that lies out beyond the sphere of 
appearances is for us empty. That is to say, we have an 
understanding which problematically extends further, but 
we have no intuition, indeed not even the concept of a 
possible intuition, through which objects outside the field 
of sensibility can be given, and through which the under
standing can be employed assertorically beyond that 
field._ The concept of a noumenon is thus a merely limiting 

B .111 concept,_ the function of which is tQ..Surb the pretensioils-bf 
sensibility; and it is therefore only of negattve employ-;:nent 
At thesame time it is no arbitrary invention; it is bound up 
with the limitation of sensibility, though it cannot affirm any
thing positive beyond the field of sensibility. 

The division of objects into phenomena and noumena, and 
the world into a world of the senses and a world of the under
standing, is therefore quite inadmissible in the positive sense,2 

although the distinction of concepts as sensible and intellectual 
is certainly legitimate. For no object can be determined for the 
latter concepts, and consequently they cannot be asserted to be 
objectively valid. If we abandon the senses, how shall we make 

A 256 it conceivable that our categories, which would be the sole re
maining concepts for noumena, should still continue to signify 
something, since for their relation to any object more must be 
given than merely the unity of thought-namely, in addition, 
a possible intuition, to which they may be applied. None the 
less, if the concept of a noumenon be taken in a merely prob
lematic sense, it is not only admissible, but as setting limits 
to sensibility is likewise indispensable. But in that case a nou
menon is not for our understanding a special [kind of] object, 
namely, an t"ntelligible object; the [sort of] understanding to 
which it might belong is itself a problem. For we cannot in 

1 [Reading, with Erdmann, die Ubngen for das ubrt"g6.] 
1 ["in the positive sense" added in B.) 
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the least represent to ourselves the possibility of an under

standing which should know its object, not discursively 

through categories, but intuitively in a non-sensible intuition. B 3u 

What our understanding acquires through this concept of a 

noumenon, is a negative extension; that is to say, under

standing is not limited through sensibility; on the contrary, 

Tt itself limits sensibility by applying the term- noumena to 

things in themselves (thingL.not regarded as appearances). 

»ut m so doing it at the same time sets limits to itself, recog

nising that it cannot know these noumena through any of the 

categories, and that it must therefore think them only under 

the title of an unknown something. 
In the writings of modern philosophers I find the expres

sions mundus sensibil£s and intelligibil£sa used with a mean-

ing altogether different from that of the ancients-a meaning A 257 

which is easily understood, but which results merely in an 

empty play upon words. According to this usage, some have 

thought good to entitle the sum of appearances, in so far as 

they are intuited, the world of the senses, and in so far as their 

connection is thought in conformity with laws of understand-

ing, the world of the understanding. Observational 1 astronomy, B 313 

which teaches merely the observation of the starry heavens, 

would g ive an account of the former; theoretical astronomy, 

on the other hand, as taught according to the Copernican 

system, or according to Newton's laws of gravitation, would 

give an account of the second, namely, of an intelligible 

world. But such a twisting of words is a merely sophistical 

subterfuge; it seeks to avoid a troublesome question by 

changing its meaning to suit our own convenience. Under

standing and reason are, indeed, employed in dealing with 

appearances; but the question to be answered is whether they 

have also yet another employment, when the object is not a 

4 We must not, in place of the expression mutzdus itztelligibilis, 

use the expression ' an intellectual world ', as is commonly done 

in German exposition. For only modes of knowledge are either 

intellectual or sensuous.2 What can only be an object of the one 

or the other kind of intuition must be entitled (however harsh

sounding) intelligible or sensible.3 

1 [Transposing, with Wille, tlreoretisclre and kontemplalive.} 

I [inte//ektue/1, oder sensitiv.] • [intellipbe/ oder smsi6tl.} 
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phenomenon (that is, is a noumenon); and it is in this latter 
sense that the object is taken, when it is thought as merely 
intelligible, that is to say, as being given to the understanding 
alone, and not to the senses. The question, therefore, is whether 
in addition to the empirical employment of the understanding 
-to its employment even in the Newtonian account of the 
structure of the universe-there is likewise possible a tran
scendental employment, which has to do with the noumenon 
as an object. This question we have answered in the negative. 

A 258 When, therefore, we say that the senses represent ~jects 
as they appear, and the uncierstanoing objects as they areJ the 
latter statement is to be taken, not in the transcendental, but 
in the merely empirical meaning of the terms, namely as 
meaning that the objects must be represented as objects of 
experience, that is, as appearances in thoroughgoing i7rtir-

B 314 connection with one another, and not as they may be apart 
from their relation to possible experience (and consequently 
to any senses), as objects of the pure understanding. Such 
.,<:>bjects of pure understanding will always remain u~wn 

to us; we can never even know whether such a transcen
dental or exceptional 1 knowledge is possible under any con
ditions-at least not if it is to be the same kind of know
ledge as that which stands under our ordinary categories. 
Understanding and sensibility, with us, can determine objects 
only when they are employed in conjunction. When we separ
ate them, we have intuitions without concepts, or concepts 
without intuitions-in both cases, representations which we 
are not in a position to apply to any determinate object. 

If, after all these explanations, any one still hesitates to 
abandon the merely transcendental employment of the cate
gories, let him attempt to obtain from them a synthetic pro
position. An analytic proposition carries the understanding no 
further; for since it is concerned only with what is already 
thought in the concept, it leaves undecided whether this con
cept has in itself any relation to objects, or merely signifies 

A 259 the unity of thought in general-complete abstraction bemg 
made from the mode in which an object may be given. The 
understanding [in its analytic employment] is concerned only 
to know what lies in the concept; it is indifferent as to the 

1 [Vaihinger reads aussersinnli'che for ausserurdentlit:he.] 



APPENDIX 

T HE AMPHIBOL Y OF CONCEPTS OF REFLE CTION 1 

ARISING FROM THE CONFUSION OF THE EMPIRICAL WITH THE 
TRANSCENDENTAL EMPLOYMENT OF UNDERSTANDING 

R eflection 2 (re.ftexio) does not concern itself with objects them
selves with a view to deriving concepts from them directly, 
but is that state of mind in which we first set ourselves 
to discover the subjective conditions under which [alone] we 
are able to arrive at concepts. It is the consciousness of there
lation of given representations to our different sources of know
ledge; and only by way of such consciousness can the relation 
of the sources of knowledge to one another be rightly deter
mined. Prior to all further treatment of our represcntations,3 

this question must first be asked: In which of our cognitive 
faculties are our representations connected together? Is it the 

-understanding, or is it the senses, by' which they are combined 
or compared? Many a judgment is accepted owing to custom 
or is grounded in inclination; but since no reflection precedes 

A 261 it, or at least none follows critically upon it, it is taken as 
having originated in the understanding. An examinatz"on 
(£.e. the direction of our attention to the grounds of the truth 
of a judgment) is not indeed required in every case; for if the 

B 317 judgment is immediately certain (for instance, the judgment 
that between two points there can only be one straight_linc), 
there can be no better evidence of its truth than the juclgment 
itself. All judgments, however, and indeed all comparisons, 
require re.ftectz"on, i.e. distinction of the cognitive faculty to 
which the given concepts belong. The act by which I confront 

1 [der .Rejle::nonsbegriJ!e.] 1 [ Ober/~grmg.] 
3 [Reading, with Erdmann, Vorste//ungen for Vorsle//ung.] 
' (Reading, with Erdmann, von for vor.J 
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For this reason, if there be only a single word the estab
lished meaning of which exactly agrees with a certain concept, 

A 313 then, since it is of great importance that this concept be dis
tinguished from related concepts, it is advisable to economise 
in theuseoftheword and not to employ it, merely for the sake of 
variety, as a synonym for some other expression, but carefully 
to keep to its own proper meaning. Otherwise it may easily 
happen that the expression ceasing to engage the attention in 
one specific sense, and being lost in the multitude of other 
words of very different meaning, the thought also is lost which 
it alone could have preserved. 

Plato made use of the expression 't"dea' in such a way as 
quiteevidentlytohave meant by it something which notonlycan 
never be borrowed from the senses but far surpasses even the 
concepts of understanding (with which Aristotle occupied him
self), inasmuch as in experience nothing is ever to be met with 
that is coincident with it.1 For Plato ideas are archetypes 
of the things themselves, and not, in the manner of the cate
gories, merely keys to possible experiences. In his view they 
have issued from highest reason, and from that source have 
come to be shared in by human reason, which, however, is now 
no longer in its original state, but is constrained laboriously to 
recall, by a process of reminiscence (which is named philo
sophy), the old ideas, now very much obscured. I shall not 
engage here in any literary enquiry into the meaning which 

A 3141 this illustnous philosopher attached to the expression. I need 
only remark that it is by no means unusual, upon comparing 
the thoughts which an author has expressed in regard to his 
subject, whether in ordinary conversation or in writing, to find 

I 
that we understand him better than he has understood himself. 
As he has not sufficiently determined his concept, he has some
times spoken, or even thought, in opposition to his own in-
tention. 

Plato very well realised that our faculty of knowledge feels 
a much higher need than merely to spell out appearances ac-

B 371 cording to a synthetic unity, in order to be able to read them 
as experience. H e knew that our reason naturally exalts itself 
to modes of knowledge which so far transcend the bounds of 
experience that no given empirical object can ever coincide2 

1 [damit Kongruierendes.] I [kongruieren.) 
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torious task, namely, to level the ground, and to render it 
.B 376 sufficiently secure for moral edifices of these majestic dimen

sions. For this ground has been honeycombed by subterranean 
workings which reason, in its confident but fruitless search 
for h idden treasures, has carried out in all directions, a nd 
which threaten the security of the superstructures. Our present 
duty is to obtain insight into the t ranscendental employment 
of pure reason, its principles and ideas, that we may be in a 
position to determine and estimate its influence and true value. 
Yet, before closing these introductory remarks, I beseech 
those who have the interests of philosophy at heart (which is 
more than is the case with most people) that, if they find 
themselves convinced by these and the following considera
t ions, they be careful to preserve the expression 'idea' in 
its original meaning, that it may not become one of those 
expressions which are commonly used to indicate any and 
every species of representation, in a happy-go-lucky confu
sion, to the consequent detriment of science. There is no lack 
of terms suitable for each kind of representation, that we 

A 320 should thus needlessly encroach upon the province of any one 
of them. Their serial arrangement1 is as follows. The genus 
is representation2 in general (repraesentatio). Subordinate to -
it stands representation with consciousness (percept£o) . A 
perception3 which relates solely to the subject as the modifica
tion of its state is sensat£on4 (sensat£o), an objective perception 

B 377 is knowledge5 (cogn£t£o). This is either £ntu£t£on 6 or concept 7 

(£ntu£tus vel conceptus). The former relates immediately to the 
object and is single, the latter refers to it mediately by means 
of a feature which several things may have in common. The 
concept is either an emp£r£cal or a pure concept. The pure con
cept, in so far as it has its origin in the understanding alone 
(not in the pure image of sensibility), is called a no#on.8 A 
concept formed from notions and transcending the possibility 
of experience is an £dea8 or concept of reason. Anyone who 
has familiarised himself with these distinctions must find it 
intolerable to hear the representation of the colour, red, called 
an idea. It ought not even to be called a concept of under
standing, a notion. 

1 [Stufenleiter.] 1 [ Vorsle//ung.] 1 [Perceptioll.] ' [Empfindung.] 
6 [Erkenntnis.] • [Anschauung.] 1 [Begrz.ff.] • [Notio.] • (Idee.] 
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therefore grounded in the nature of human reason, and gives 
rise to an illusion which cannot be avoided, although it may, 
indeed, be rendered harmless. 

We now come to a concept which was not included in the 
general list of transcendental concepts but which must yet be 
counted as belonging to that list, without, however, in the least 
altering it or declaring it defective. This is the concept or, if the 
term be preferred, the judgment, ' I think'. As is easily seen, 
this is the vehicle of all concepts, and therefore also of tran
scendental concepts, and so is always included in the conceiv
ing of these latter, and is itself transcendental. But it can have 
no special designation, because it serves only to introduce all our B 400 
thought, as belonging to consciousness. Meanwhile, however 
free it be of empirical admixture (impressions of the senses), A 342 

it yet enables us to distinguish, through the nature of our 
faculty of representation, two kinds of objects. 'I', as think-
ing, am an object of innersense, and am called 'soul'. T hat 
Wlilcli is an object of the outer senses is called ' body'. Accord
ingly the expression ' I ' , as a thinking being, signifies the 
object of that psychology which may be entitled the 'rational 
doctrine of the soul', inasmuch as I am not here seeking to 
learn in regard to the soul anything more than can be in
ferred, independently of all experience (which determines me 
more specifically and in concreto), from this concept 'I', so 
far as it is present in all thought. 

The -rat£onal doctrine of the soul is really an undertaking 
of this kind; for if in this science the least empirical element 
of my thought, or any special perception of my inner state, 
were intermingled with the grounds of knowledge, it would 
no longer be a rational but an empirical doctrine of the soul. 
Thus we have here what professes to be a science built upon 
the single proposition ' I thz"nk'. Whether this claim be well or 
ill grounded, we may, very fittingly, in accordance with the 
nature of a transcendental philosophy, proceed to investi-
gate. The reader must not object that this proposition, which 
expresses the perception of the self, contains an inner experi- B 401 
ence, and that the rational doctrine of the soul founded upon 
it is never pure and is therefore to that extent based upon an A 343 
empirical principle. For this inner perception is nothing more 
than the mere apperception '/ tlzink' , by which even tran-
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For we are unable from our own consciousness to determine 
whether, as souls, we are permanent or not. Since we reckon 
as belonging to our identical self only that of which we are 
conscious, we must necessarily judge that we are one and the 
same throughout the whole time of which we are consciou~. 
We cannot, however, claim that this judgment would be valid 
from the standpoint of an outside observer. For since the only 
permanent appearance which we encounter in the soul is the 
representation 'I' that accompanies and connects them all, we 
are unable to prove that this 'I', a mere thought, may not be 
in the same state of flux as the other thoughts which, by 
means of it, are linked up with one another. 

It is indeed strange that personality, and its presupposi
tion, permanence, and therefore the substantiality of the soul, 
should have to be proved at thz"s stage and not earlier. For 
could we have presupposed these latter (permanence and sub
stantiality], there would follow, not indeed the continuance of 
consciousness, yet at least the possibility of a continuing con
sciousness in an abiding subject, and that is already sufficient 
for personality. For personality does not itself at once cease 
because its activity is for a time interrupted. This permanence, 
however, is in no way given prior to that numerical identity 
of our self which we infer from identical apperception, but 
on the contrary is inferred first from the numerical identity. 
(If the argument proceeded aright, the concept of substance, 
which is applicable only empirically, would first be brought 
in after such proof of numerical identity.) Now, since this 
identity of person (presupposing, as it does, numerical iden
tity] in nowise follows from the identity of the 'I' in the con
sciousness of all the time in which I know myself, we could 
not, earlier in the argument, have founded upon it the sub
stantiality of the soul. 

Meanwhile we may still retain t~on<z.e.t of ...e..ersonali!Y 
-just as we have retained the concept of substance and of the 
simple-in so far as it is merely transcendental, that is, con
cerns1 the unity of the subject, otherwise unknown to us, 
in the determinations of which there is a thoroughgoing 
connection through apperception. Taken in this way, the con
cept is necessary for practical employment and is sufficient for 

1 [Reading, with Aclickes, ti.i. Einlleil tier SuQjekus hetrifft.J 

--
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A 361 such use; but we can never parade it as an extension of our 
self-knowledge through pure reason, and as exhibiting to us 

,....fforrrlhe mere concept of the identical self an unbroken con
tinuance of the subject. For this concept revolves perpetually 
in a circle, and does not help us in respect to any question 
which aims at synthetic knowledge. What matter may be as~ 

.,thing in itself (transcendental object} is completely unknown 
to us, though, owing to its being represented as something ex
ternal, its permanence as appearance can indeed be observed. 
But if I want to observe the mere 'I' in the change of all repre
sentations, I have no other correlatum to use in my comparisons 
exg Qt again myself, with the universal conditions of my con
sciousness. Consequently, I can give none but tautological 
answers to all questions, in that I substitute my concept and 
its unity for the properties which belong to myself as object, 
and so take for granted that which the questioner has desired 
to know. 

FOURTH PARALOGISM: OF IDEALITY 

(I N REGARD TO OUTER RELATION) 

That, the existence of which can only be inferred as a cause 
of given perceptions, has a merely doubtful existence. 

A 367 Now all outer appearances are of such a nature that their 
existence is not immediately perceived, and that we can only 
infer them as the cause of given perceptions. 

Therefore the existence of all objects of the outer senses is 
doubtful. This uncertainty I entitle the ideality of outer appear
ances, and the doctrine of this ideality is called idealism, as 
distinguished from the counter-assertion of a possible certainty 
in regard to objects of outer sense, which is called dual£sm. 

Cri#que of the Fourth Paralogism of Transcendental 
Psychology 

Let us first examine the premisses. We are justified, [it is 
argued], in maintaining that only what is in ourselves can be 
perceived immediately, and that my own existence is the sole 
object of a mere perception. The existence, therefore, of an 
actual object outside me (if this word 'me' be taken in the 
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may be (in the transcendental sense) outside us, is the cause of 
our outer intuitions, but this is not the object of which we are 
thinking in the representations of matter and of corporeal 
things; for these are merely appearances, that is, mere kinds of 
representation, which are never to be met with save in us, and 
the reality of which depends on immediate consciousness, just 
as does the consciousness of my own thoughts. The transcend
ental object is equally unknown in respect to inner and to 

A 373 outer intuition. But it is not of this that we are here speaking, 
but of the empirical object, which is called an external object 
if it is represented in space, and an £nner object if it is repre
sented only £n £ts #me-relations. Neither space nor time, how
ever, is to be found save £nus. 

The expression 'outside us' is thus unavoidably ambiguous 
in meaning, sometimes signifying what as th£ng £n £tself exists 
apart from us, and sometimes what belongs solely to outer 
appearance. In order, therefore, to make this concept, in the 
latter sense-the sense in which the psychological question as 
to the reality of our outer intuition has to be understood
quite unambiguous, we shall distinguish empirically external 
objects from those which may be said to be external in the 
transcendental sense, by explicitly entitling the former 'th£ngs 
wlzich are to be found £n space' 

Space and time are indeed a prior£ representations, which 
dwell in us as forms of our sensible intuition, before any real 
object, determining our sense through sensation, has enabled 
us to represent the object under those sensible relations. But 
the material or real element, the something which is to be 
intuited in space, necessarily presupposes perception. Per
ception exhibits the reality of something in space; and in the 
absence of perception no power of imagination can invent and 

A 374 produce that something. I t is sensation, therefore, that indicates 
a reality in space or1 in time, according as it is related to the one 
or to the other mode of sensible intuition. (Once sensation is 
given-if referred to an object in general, though not as deter
mining that object, it is entitled perception-thanks to its mani
foldness we can picture in imagination many objects which have 
no empirical place in space or time outside the imagination.) 3 

1 rReading, with Erdmann, oder for Utld.] 
1 (Brackets not in text.) 
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This admits of no doubt; whether we take pleasure and pain, 

or the sensations of the outer senses, colours, heat, etc., per

ception is that whereby the material required to enable us to 

think objects of sensible intuition must first be given. This 

perception, therefore (to consider, for the moment, only outer 

intuitions), represents something real in space. For, in the first 

place, while space is the representation of a mere possibility 

of coex~ce, perception is the representation of a reality. 

Secondly, this reality is represented in outer sense, that is, in 

space. Thirdly, space is itself nothing but mere representation, 

and therefore nothing in it can count as real save only what 

is represented in it;" and conversely, what is given in it, that 

is, represented through perception, is also real in it. For if it 

were not real, that is, immediately given through empirical 

intuition, it could not be pictured in imagination, since what 

is real in intuitions cannot be invented a priori. 
All outer perception, therefore, yields immediate proof of 

something real 1 in space, or rather is the real itself. In this 

sense empirical realism is beyond question; that is, there 

corresponds to our outer intuitions something real in space. 

Space itself, with all its appearances, as representations, is, 

indeed, only in me, but nevertheless the real, that is, the 

material of all objects of outer intuition, is actually given in this 

space, independently of all imaginative invention. Also, it is 

impossible that in thz's space anything outside us (in the tran

scendental sense) should be given, space itself being nothing 

outside our sensibility. Even the most rigid idealist cannot, 

therefore, require a proof that the object outside us (taking 

'outside' in the strict [transcendental] sense) corresponds to 

our perception. For if there be any such object, it could not be 

" We must give full credence to this paradoxical but correct pro
position, that there is nothing in space save wbat is represented in it. 

For space is itself nothing but representation, and whatever is in it 
must therefore be contained in the representation. Nothing whatso

ever is in space, save in so far as it is actually represented in it. It is 

a proposition which must indeed sound strange, that a thing can exist 
only in the representation of it, but in this case the objection falls, 

inasmuch as the things with which we are here concerned are not 

things in themselves, ?ut appearances only, that is, representations. 

1 [wirklidres. In this section, as elsewhere, Kant uses WirklichR:eit and 

Realitat .u synonymous terms.] 

A 37.~ 

A 375 
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the object of the outer senses, we find that while in both much 

can be learnt empirically, there is yet this notable difference 

In the latter science much that is a prior£ can be synthetically 

known from the mere concept of an extended impenetrable 

being, but in the former nothing whatsoever that is a pr£ori 

can be known synthetically from the concept of a thinking 

being. The cause is this. Although both are appearances, 
the appearance to outer sense has something fixed or abiding 

which supplies a substratum as the basis of its transitory 

determinations and therefore a synthetic concept, namely, 

that of space and of an appearance in space; whereas time, 

which is the sole form of our inner intuition, has nothing 

abiding, and therefore yields knowledge only of the change 

of determinations, not of any object that can be thereby deter

mined . For in what we entitle 'soul', everything is in con

tinual flux and there is nothing abiding except (if we must so 

express ourselves) the 'I', which is simple solely because its 

representation has no content, and therefore no manifold, and 
for this reason seems to represent, or (to use a more correct A 382 

term) denote, a simple object. In order that it should be possible, 

by pure reason, to obtain knowledge of the nature of a thinking 

being in general, this 'I' would have to be an intuition which, 

in being presupposed in all thought (prior to all experience), 

might as intuition yield a pr£or£ synthetic propositions. This 

' I ' is, however, as little an intuition as it is a concept of any 

object; it is the mere form of consciousness, which can accom-

pany the two kinds of representation and which is in a position 

to elevate them to the rank of knowledge only in so far as some-
thing else is given in intuition which provides material for a 

representation of an object. Thus the whole of rational psy

chology, as a science surpassing all powers of human reason, 

proves abortive, and nothing is left for us but to study our soul 

under the guidance of experience, and to confine ourselves 

to those questions which do not go beyond the limits within 

which a content can be provided for them by possible inner 

experience. 
But although rational psychology cannot be used to extend 

knowledge, and when so employed is entirely made up of 

paralogisms, still we cannot deny it a considerable negative 

value, if it is taken as nothing more than a critical treatment 
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(AS RESTATED IN SECOND EDITION] 

SINCE 2 the proposition ' I think' (taken problematically) con
tains the form of each and every judgment of understanding 
and accompanies all categories as their vehicle, it is evident 
that the inferences from it admit only of a transcendental em
ployment of the understanding. And since this employment 
excludes any admixture of experience, we cannot, after what 
has been shown above, entertain any favourable anticipations 
in regard to its methods of procedure. We therefore propose to 
follow it, with a critical eye, through all the predicaments of 
pure psychology. But for the sake of brevity the examination 
had best proceed in an unbroken continuity. 

The following general remark may, at the outset, aid us in 
our scrutiny of this kind of argument. I do not know an object 
merely in that I think, but only in so far as I determine a given 
intuition with respect to the unity of consciousness in which all 
thought consists. Consequently, I do not know myself through 
being conscious of myself as thinking, but only when I am con
scious of the 8 intuition of myself as determined with respect 
to the function of thought. Modi of self-consciousness in 

B 407 thought are not by themselves concepts of objects (categories), 
but are mere functions which do not give thought an object 
to be known, and accordingly do not give even myself as 
object. The object is not the consciousness of the determining 
self, but only that' of the determinable self, that is, of my 
inner intuition (in so far as its manifold can be combined in 
accordance with the universal condition of the unity of apper
ception in thought). 

1 (What follows, up top. 383, is Kant's restatement of the Paralogisms, in B.] 
• [In sequence top. 332, above.] ' [Reading, with Grillo, der for die.] • I Reading, with Hartenstein, do.s for die.] 
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0BSERVA TION ON T HE T HIRD ANTINOMY {
A 449 
B477 

I . On the Tlzesis 

The transcendental idea of 
freedom does not by any 
means constitute the whole 
content of the psychological 
concept of that name, which 
is mainly empirical. The tran
scendental idea stands only 
for the absolute spontaneity 
of an action, as the proper 
ground of its im putability. 
This, however, is, for philo
sophy, the real stumbling
block; for there are insur
mountable difficulties in the 
way of admitting any such 
type of unconditioned caus
ality. What has always so 
greatly embarrassed ~..e.ecula
tive reason in dealing with 
the question of the freedom 
of the will, is its strictly 
transcendental aspect. _The 
problem, properly viewed, is 
solely this: whether we must 
admit a power of spontane
ously beginning a series of 
successive things or states. 
How such a power is possible 
is not a question which re
quires to be answered in this 
case, any more than in regard 
to causality in accordance 
with the laws of nature. For, 
(as we have found], we have 
to remain satisfied with the 

I I. On the A ntz"tlzesis 

The defender of an om
nipotent nature (transcend
ental plzysiocracy), in main
taining his position against 
the pseudo-rational argu
ments offered in support of the 
counter-doctrine of freedom, 
would argue as follows. If 
you do not, as regards tz"me, 
admit anytlting as being 
mathematically first in the 
world, there is no necessity, 
as regards causality, for seek
ing something that is dynamic
ally first. ~hat authority 
have you for inventing an 
~clutely first state of the 
world, and therefore an abso
hite beginning of the ever
flowing series of appearances, 
and so of procuring a resting
place for your imagination 
_!>y setting bounds to limitless 
nature? Since the substances 
in the world have always 
existed-at least the unity of 
experience renders necessary 
such a supposition-there is 
no difficulty in assuming that 
change of their states, that is, 
a series of their alterations, has 
likewise always existed, and 
therefore that a first begin
ning, whether mathematical 
or dynamical, is not to be 
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a prz"ort" knowledge that this 
latter ty_pe of causality must be 
presupposed; we are not in the 

- reast able to comprehend how 
it can be possible that through 
one existence the existence 
of another is determined, and 
for this reason must be guided 
by experience alone. The 
necessity of a first beginning, 
due to freedom, of a series of 
appearances we have demon
strated only in so far as it 
is required to make an origin 
of the world conceivable; for 
all the later following states 

~ :~n can be taken as resulting ac
cording to purely natural 
laws. But since the power 
of spontaneously beginning 
a series in time is thereby 
proved (though not under
stood), it is now also per
missible for us to admit 
within the course of the 
world different series as cap
able in their causality of 
beginning of themselves, and 
so to attribute to their sub
stances a power of acting 
from freedom. And we must 
not allow ourselves to be 
prevented from drawing this 
conclusion by a misapprehen
sion, namely that, as a series 
occurring in the world can 
have only a relatively first 
beginning, being always pre
ceded in the world by some 
other state of things, no 

looked for. The possibility of 
such an infinite derivation, 
without a first member to 
which all the rest is merely a 
sequel, cannot indeed, in re
spect of its possibility, be ren
dered comprehensible. But 
if for this reason you refuse 
to recognise this enigma in 
nature, you will find yourself 
compelled to reject many 
fundamental synthetic pro
perties and forces, which as 
little admit of comprehension. 
The possibility even of altera- {~ 1~~ 
tion itself would have to be 
denied. For were you not 
assured by experience that 
alteration actually occurs, 
you would never be able to 
excogitate a pr£or£ the pos
sibility of such a ceaseless 
sequence of being and not-
being. 

Even j f a transcendental 
power of freedom be allowed, 
as supplying a beginning of 
happenings in the world, this 
power would in any case have 
to be outside the world 
(though any such assump
tion that over and above the 
sum of all possible intuitions 
there exists an object which 
cannot be given in any pos
sible perception, is still a very 
bold one). But to ascribe to 
substances in the world itself 
such a power, can never be 
permissible; for, should this 
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!bsolute first beginning of a 
series is possible during the 
'Course .2L!,_he world. For the 
absolutely first beginning of 
which we are here speaking 
is not a beginning in time, 
but in causality. If, for in
stance, I at this moment 
arise from my chair, in com
plete freedom, without being 
necessarily determined thereto 
by the influence of natural 
causes, a new series, with all 
its natural consequences z'n 
z'nfinz'tum, has its absolute 
beginning in this event,..al:: 
though as regards time this 
e"Vent is onlythe continuation 
of a preceding series. For thls 
resolution and act of mine do 
not form part of the succession 
of purely natural effects, and 
are not a mere continuation 
of them. In respect of its 
happening, natural causes 
exercise over it no determin
ing influence whatsoever. It 
does indeed follow upon them, 
but without arising out of 
them; and accordingly, in 
respect of causality though 
not of time, must be entitled 
an absolutely first beginning 
of a series of appearances. 

This requirement of reason, 
that we appeal in the series 
of natural causes to a first 
beginning, due to freedom, 
is amply confirmed when 
we observe that all the philo-

be done, that connection of 
appearances determining one 
another with necessity ac
cording to universal laws, 
which we entitle nature, and 
with it the criterion of em
pirical truth, whereby experi
ence is distinguished from 
dreaming, would almost en
tirely disappear. Side by side 
with such a lawless faculty 
of freedom-;-nature [as an 
ord~ed system] is hardly 
thinkable; the influences of 
the former would so un
ceasingly alter the laws of 
the latter that the appear
ances which in their natural 
course are regular and uni
form would be reduced to 
disorder and incoherence. 
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THE ANTINOMY OF PURE REASON 

Section 3 

THE I NTEREST OF REASON IN THESE CONFLICTS 

We have now completely before us the dialectic play of 
cosmological ideas. The ideas are such that an object congruent 
with them can never be given in any possible experience, and 
that even in thought reason is unable to bring them into har
mony with the universal laws of nature. Yet they are not 
arbitrarily conceived. Reason, in the continuous advance of 
empirical synthesis, is necessarily led up to them whenever 
it endeavours to free from all conditions and apprehend in 
its unconditioned totality that which according to the rules 
of experience can never be determined save as conditioned. 
These pseudo-rational assertions are so many attempts to 
solve four natural and unavoidable problems of reason. There 
are just so many, neither more nor fewer, owing to the fact that 
there are just four series of synthetic presuppositions which 
impose a prz"or£ limitations on the empirical synthesis. 

The proud pretensions of reason, when it strives to extend 
its domain beyond all limits of experience, we have represented 
only in dry formulas that contain merely the ground of their 

~ :~n legal claims. As befits a transcendental philosophy, they have 
been divested of all empirical features, although only in con
nection therewith can their full splendour be displayed. But 
in this empirical application, and in the progressive extension 
of the employment of reason, philosophy, beginning with the 
field of our experiences and steadily soaring to these lofty ideas, 
displays a dignity and worth such that, could it but make good 
its pretensions, it would leave all other human science far 
behind. For it promises a secure foundation for our high
est expectations in respect of those ultimate ends towards 
which all the endeavours of reason must ultimately converge. 
Whether the world has a beginning [in time] and any limit to 
its extension in space; whether there is anywhere, and perhaps 
in my thinking self, an indivisible and indestructible unity, 
or nothing but what is divisible and transitory; whether I am 
free in my actions or, like other beings, am led by the hand of 
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conditions determining causal relation can be obtained, reason 
creates for itself the idea of a spontaneity which can begin to 
act of itself, without requiring to be determined to action by 
an antecedent cause in accordance with the law of causality. 

It should especially be noted that the practical concept of 
freedom is based on this transcendental idea, and that in the 
latter lies the real source of the difficulty by which the ques-
tion of the possibility of freedom has always been beset. 
Er~om in.Jhe_practical sense is the will's 1 independence of{~~~! 
coercion through sensuous impulses. For a will is sensuous, in 
5o far as it is pathologically affected, i.e. by sensuous motives;2 

it is animal (arbitrium brutum), if it can be pathologically 
necessitated. The human will is certainly an arbitrium sensi
tivum, not, however, brutum but hberum. For sensibility does 
not necessitate its action. There is in man a power of self- { \t 
determination, independently of any coercion through sensuous 
impulses. 

Obviously, if all causality in the sensible world were mere 
nature, every event would be determined by another in time, 
in accordance with necessary Jaws. Appearances, in determin
ing the will, would have in the actions of the will their natural 
effects, and would render the actions necessary. The denial of 
transcendental freedom must, therefore, involve the elimina
tion of all practical freedom. For practical freedom presup
poses that although something has not happened, it ought to 
have happened, and that its cause, [as found] in the [field of] 
·appearance, is not, therefore, so determining that it excludes a 
causality of our will-a causalitywhich, independentlyofthose 
natural causes, and even contrary to their force and influence, 
can produce something that is determined in the time-order 
in accordance with empirical laws, and which can therefore 
begin a series of events entirely of itself. 

Here then, as always happens when reason, in venturing {~ 5~5 
beyond the limits of possible experience, comes into conflict 5 3 

with itself, the problem is not really physiological but trans
cendental. The question as to the possibility of freedom 
does indeed concern psychology; since it rests on dialectical 
arguments of pure reason, its treatment and solution belong 
exclusively to transcendental philosophy. Before attempting 

1 [Willkiir.J ' [Bewegursachen.] 
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this solution, a task which transcendental philosophy cannot 
decline, I must define somewhat more accurately the procedure 
of transcendental philosophy in dealing with the problem. 

If appearances were things in themselves, and space and 
time forms of the existence of things in themselves, the condi
tions would always be members of the same series as the con
ditioned; and thus, in the present case, as in the other transcen
dental ideas, the antinomy would arise, that the series must be 
too large or too small for the understanding. But the dynami
cal concepts of reason, with which we have to deal in this and 
the following section, possess this peculiarity that they are not 
concerned with an object considered as a magnitude, but only 
with its existence. Accordingly we can abstract from the mag
nitude of the series of conditions, and consider only the dynami-

~ ~~~} cal relation of the condition to the conditioned. The difficulty 
which then meets us, in dealing with the question regarding 
nature and freedom,ls whether freedom is possible at all, and 
if it be possible, whether it can exist along with the universality 
of the natural law of causality. Is it a truly disjunctive propo
sition to say that every effect in the world must arise e£ther 
from nature or from freedom; or must we not rather say that 
in one and the same event, in different relations, both can be 
found? That all events in the sensible world stand in thorough
going connection in accordance with unchangeable laws of 
nature is an established principle of the Transcendental Ana-

/

lytic, and allows of no exception. The question, therefore, can 
only be whether freedom is completely excluded by this inviol
able rule, or whether an effect, notwithstanding its being thus 
determined in accordance with nature, may not at the same 
time be grounded in freedom. The common but fallacious pre
supposition of the absolute real£ty of appearances here mani
fests its injurious influence, to the confounding of reason. For 
if ape_earances are things in themselves, freedom cannot be up
held. Nature will then be the complete and sufficient deter
mining cause of every event. The condition of the event will be 
such as can be found only in the series of appearances; both it 
and its effect will be necessary in accordance with the law of 

~ ~gn nature._!f,_on the other hand, appearances are not taken for 
more than they actually are; if they are viewed not as things in 
Themselves, but.merely as representations, connected accord-- -
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ing to empirical laws,_ they must themselves have grounds 
which are not appearances. The effects of such an intelligibTe 
cause appear, and accoroingly can be dcterm"ined through 
Otl1~ appearances, but its causality is not so determ1Iiea. 
\Vhile the effects are to be found in the series of empirical con
ditions,~ intelligible cause, together with its causality~ 
outside the series. Thus the effect may be regarded as free in 
respect of its intelligiblw use, and at the same time in respect 
of aepearance..2_.as resulting from them according to the neCe"S": 
~ryof nature. This distinction, when stated in this quite general 
and abstract manner, is bound to appear extremely subtle and 
obscure, but will become clear in the course of its application. 
My purpose has only been to point out that since the thorough
going connection of all appearances, in a context of nature, is 
an inexorable law, the inevitable consequence of obstinately 
insisting upon the reality of appearances is to destroy all 
freedom. Those who thus follow the common view have never 
been able to reconcile nature and freedom. 

Possibility of Causality throttgh Freedom, in Harmon)' with the {~ 5~ 
Utliversal Law of Natural Necessity. ...__ 5 

Whatever in an object of the senses is not itself appearance, 
I entitle t"ntdl£g£ble. If, therefore, that which in the sensible 
world must be regarded as appearance has in itself a faculty 
which is not an object of sensible intuition, but through which 
it can be the cause of appearances, the causality of this being 
can be regarded from two points of view. Regarded as the 
causality of a thing in itself, it is t"ntell£g£ble in its act£on; re
garded as the causality of anappearance in the world of sense, 
it is senst"ble in its effects. \iVeshould therefore have to form both 
an empirical and an intellectual concept of the causality of the 
faculty of such a subject, and to regard both as referring to one 
and the same effect. This twofold manner of conceiving the 
faculty possessed by an object of the senses does not contradict 
any of the concepts which we have to form of appearances and 
of a possible experience. For since they are not things in them~ 
selves, they must rest upon a transcendental object which deter-
mines them as mere representations; and consequently there is 
nothing to prevent us from ascribing to this transcendental {~ ~~ 
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object, besides the quality in terms of which1 it appears, a 
causality which is not appearance, although its effect is to be 
met with in appearance. Every efficient cause must have a 
character,2 that is, a law of its causality, without which it 
would not be a cause. On the above supposition, we should, 
therefore, in a subject belonging to the sensible world have, 
first, an empirical character, whereby its actions, as appear
ances, stand in thoroughgoing connection with other appear
ances in accordance with unvarying laws of nature. And since 
these actions can be derived from the other appearances, they 
constitute together with them a single series in the order of 
nature. Secondly, we should also have to allow the subject an 
intelligible character, by "vhich it is indeed the cause of those 
same actions [in their quality] as appearances, but which does 
not itself stand under any conditions of sensibility, and is not 
itself appearance. We can entitle the former the character of 
the thing in the [field of] appearance, and the latter its char
acter as thing in itself. 

Now .Jhis acting subject would not, in its intelligible 
character, stand under any conditions of time; time is only a 
condition of appearances, not of things in themselves. In this 
subject no action would begin or cease, and it would not, there-

~ S~} fore, have to conform to the law of the determination of all that 
5 is alterable in time, namely, that everything which happens 

must have its cause in the appearances which precede it. In 
a word, its causality, so far as it is intelligible,3 would not have 
a place in the series of those empirical conditions through 
which the event is rendered necessary in the world of sense. 
This intelligible character can never, indeed, be immediately 
known, for nothing can be perceived except in so far as it 
appears. I t would have to be thought in accordance with the 
empirical character-just as we are constrained to think a 
transcendental object as underlying appearances, though we 
know nothing of what it is in itself. 

In its empirical character, therefore, this subject, as ap
pearance, would have to conform to all the laws of causal 
determination. To this extent it could be nothing more than 
a part of the world of sense, and its effects, like all other 

1 [dadureh.] : [Charalter.] 
1 [inte/lektue/1. In all other cases Kant employs the less misleading term 

mtelligibel. J 
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the cause, is antecedent in time to the effect which has ensued 
upon it, it cannot itself have always existed, but must have 
happened, and among the appearances must have a cause by 
which it in turn is determined. Consequently, all events are 
empirically determined in an order of nature. Only in virtue 
of this law can appearances constitute a nature and become 
objects of experience. This law is a law of the understanding, 
from which no departurecanbe permitted, and from which 
'fioappearance may be exempted. To allow such exemption 
would be to set an appearance outside all possible experience, 

~ ~n} to distinguish it from all objects of possible experience, and so 
to make of it a mere thought-entity, a phantom of the brain . 

.X This wouldseem to implyt he existence of a chain of~ses 
which in the regress to their conditions allows of no absolute tot
ahty. But that need not trouble us. The point has already been 
dealt with in the general discussion of the antinomy into which 
reason falls when in the series of appearances it proceeds to the 
unconditioned. Were we to yield to the illusion of transcendental 
realism, neither nature nor freedom would remain. The only 
question here is this:-Admitting that in the whole series of 
events there is nothing but natural necessity, is it yet possibl~ 
to regard one and the same event as being in one aspect merely 

f""' an effect of nature and in another a spect an effect due to free
a om; or is there between these two kinds of causality a direct 
contradiction? 

Among the causes in the [field of] appearance there cer
tainly cannot be anything which could begin a series abso
lutely and of itself. Every action, [viewed] as appearance, in so 
far as it gives rise to an event, is itself an event or happening, 
and presupposes another state wherein its cause is to be found. 
Thus everything which happens is merely a continuation of 
the series, and nothing that begins of itself is a possible mem-

~ ~j!} ber of the series. The actions of E~tural causes in the time-
sequence are thus themselves effects; they presuppose causes 
antecedent to them in the temporal series. An or£g£nal act, 
such as can by itself bring about what did not exist before, is 
not to be looked for in the causally connected appearances. 

Now granting that effects are appearances and that their 
cause is likewise appearance, is it necessary that the causality 
of their cause should be exclusively empirical? May it not 
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rather be, that while for every effect in the [field of] appear
ance a connection with its cause in accordance with the 
laws of empirical causality is indeed required, this empirical 
causality, without the least violation of its connection with 
natural causes, is itself an effect of a causality that is not 
empirical but intelligible? This latter causality would be the 
action of a cause which, in respect of appearances, is original, 
and therefore, as pertaining to this faculty, not appearance but 
intelligible; although it must otherwise, in so far as it is a link 
in the chain of nature, be regarded as entirely belonging to 
the world of sense. 

The principle of the causal connection of appearances is 
required in order that we may be able to look for and to 
determine the natural conditions of natural events, that is to 
say, their causes in the [field of] appearance. If this principle 
be admitted, and be not weakened through any exception, 
the requirements of the understanding, which in its empirical 
employment sees in all happenings nothing but nature, and is {~ ~~~ 
justified in so doing, are completely satisfied; and physical ex
planations may proceed on their own lines without interference. 
These requirements are not in any way infringed, if we assume, 
even though the assumption should be a mere fiction, that some 
among the natural causes have a faculty which is intelligible 
only, inasmuch as its determination to action never rests upon 
empirical conditions, but solely on grounds of understanding. 
\Ve must, of course, at the same time be able to assume that 
the action of these causes in the [field of] appearance is in con
formity with all the laws of empirical causality. In this way 
the acting subject, as causa phaenomenon, would be bound up 
with nature through the indissoluble dependence of all its 
actions, and only as we ascend from the empirical object to 
the transcendental should we find that this subject, together 
with all its causality in the [field of] appearance'- has in its 
noumenon1 certain conditions which must be regarded as 
purely intelligible. For if in determining in what ways appear-
ances can serve as causes we follow the rules of nature, we 
need not concern ourselves what kind of ground for these 
appearances and their connection may have to be thought as 
existing in the transcendental subject, which is empirically 

1 [Reading, with Hartenstein, n11umenon for phaenbmenb>~.] 
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unknown to us. This intelligible ground does not have to be 
considered in empirical enquiries; it concerns only thought 

~ ~~~} in the pure understanding; and although the effects of this 
thought and action of the pure understanding are to be met 
with in the appearances, these appearances must none the less 
be capable of complete causal explanation in terms of other 
appearances in accordance with natural laws. We have to take 
their strictly empirical character as the supreme ground of 
explanation, leaving entirely out of account their intelligible 
character (that is, the transcendental cause of their empirical 
character) as being completely unknown, save in so far as the 
empirical serves for its sensible sign. 

Let us apply this to experience. Man is one of the appear
ances of the sensible world, and in- sofar one of the natural 
causes the causality of which must stand under empirical 
laws. Like all other things in nature, he must have an em
pirical character. This character we come to know through 
the powers and fac-;lties which he reveals in his actions.l In 
lifelE-ss, or merely animal, nature we find no ground for 
thinking that any faculty is conditioned otherwise than in a 
merely sensible manner. Man, however, who knows all the 
rest of nature solely through the senses, knows himself also 
thr0ugh pure 2 apperception; and this, indeed, in acts and inner 
determinations which he cannot regard as impressions of the 
senses. He is thus to himself, on the one hand phenomenon, 
and on the other hand, in respect of certain faculties the 

~ ~;n action of which cannot be ascribed to the receptivity of 
sensibility, a purely3 intelligible object. We entitle these 
faculties understanding and reason. The latter, in particular, 
we distinguish in a quite peculiar and especial way from all 
empirically conditioned powers. For it views its objects ex
clusively3 in the light of ideas, and in accordance with them 
determines the understanding, which then proceeds to make 
an empirical use of its own similarly pure concepts. 

That our reason has causality, or that we at least represent 
it to ourselves as having causality, is evident from the £mpera-

( t£ves which in all matters of conduct we impose as rules upon 
our active powers. 'Ought' expresses a kind of necessity and of 

~connection with grounds which is found nowhere else in the 
1 (Wirkungen.J 1 (M>sse.] • (6/oss.] 
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whole of nature. The understanding can know in nature only 
what is, what has been, or what will be. We cannot say that 
anything in nature ought to be other than what in all these 
time-relations it actually is. When we have the course of 
nature alone in view, 'ought' has no meaning whatsoever. It 
is just as absurd to ask what ought to happen in the natural 
world as to ask what properties a circle ought to have. All 
that we are justified in asking is: what happens in nature? 
what are the properties of the circle? 

This 'ought' expresses a possible action the ground of 
which cannot be anything but a mere concept; whereas in the 

case of a merely natural action the ground must always be an { ~ l:: 
appearance. The action to which the 'ought' applies must in-
deed be possible under natural conditions. These conditions, 
however, do not play any part in determiningk he will litsclf, 
but only in determining the effect and its consequences in the 
[field of] appearance. No matter how many natural grounds 
or how many sensuous impulses may impel me to w£11, they 
can never give rise to the 'ought', but only to a willing which, 
while very far from being necessary, is always conditioned; and 
the 'ought' pronounced by reason confronts such willing with a 
limit and an end-nay more, forbids or authorises it. Whether 
what is willed be an object of mere sensibility (the pleasant) or 
of pure reason (the good), reason will not give way to any ground 
which is empirically given. Reason does not here follow the 
order of things as they present themselves in appearance, but 
frames for itself with perfect spontaneity an order of its own 
according to ideas, to which it adapts the empirical conditions, 
and according to which it declares actions to be necessary, ( 
even although they have never taken place, and perhaps never 
will take place. And at the same time reason also presupposes 
that it can have causality in rega rd to all these actions, since 
otherwise no empirical effects could be expected from its ideas. 

Now, in view of these considerations,& us take our 
stand, and regard it as at least possible for reason to have 

causality with respect to appearances. Reason though it be, {~ ~:? 
it must none the less exh ibit an empirical character. For every 
cause presupposes a rule according to which certain appear-
ances follow as effects; and every rule requires uniformity in 
the effects. This uniformity is, indeed, that upon which the 
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concept of cause (as a faculty) is based, and so far as it must 
be exhibited by mere appearances may be named the em
pirical character of the cause. This character is permanent, 
but its effects, according to variation in the concomitant and 
in part limiting conditions, appear in changeable forms. 

Thus the will of every man has an empirical characteG_ 
which is 10thing but a certain causality of his reason, so fa r as 
th~salityexhibits, in its effects in the [field of) appearance, 
a rule from which we may gather what, in their kind and de
grees, are the actions of reason and the grounds thereof, and so 
may form2 n estimate concerning the subjective principles of 
his will. Since this empirical character must itself be dis
covered from the appearances which are its effect and from 
the rule to which experience shows them to conform, it 
follows that all the actions of men in the [field of] appear
ance are determined in conformity with the order of nature1 

by their empirical character and by the other causes whichlco-
~ 528} operatef with that characte(; and if we could exhaustively in-

5' vestigate all the appearances of men's wills, there would not 
be found a single human action which we could not predict 
with certainty, and recognise as proceeding necessarily from 
its antecedent conditions. So far, then, as regards this em
pirical character there is no freedoll}; and- yet it is only in the 
light of this character that man can be studied- if, that is to 
say, we are simply observz"ng, and in the manner of anthro
pology seeking to institute a physiological investigation into 
the motive causes of his actions. 

But when we consider these actions in their relation to 
reason-! do not mean speculative reason, by which we en
deavour to expla£n their coming into being, but reason in so 
far as it is itself the cause produc£ng them-if, that is t;;$ay, 
we compare them with [the standards of] reason in itspra£t£cat 
bearing,_ we find a rule and order altogether different from the. 
order of nature. For it may be that all that has happened in the 
course of nature, and in accordance with its empirical grounds 
must inevitably have happened, ought not to have happened. 
Sometimes, however, we find, or at least believe that we find, 
that thelaeas of reason have in actual fact proved their caus
ality in respect of the actions of men, as appearances; and 
that these actions have taken place, not because they were 
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determined by empirical causes, but because they were deter-
-= 

mined b}' grounds of reason. 
~ - {A551 

Granted, then, that reason may be asserted to have caus- B _s79 
ality in respect of appearance, its action can still be said to 

be free, even although its empirical character (as a mode of 

sense1) is completely and necessarily determined in all its 

detail. This empirical character is itself determined in the in

telligible character (as a mode of thought2
). The latter, how-

ever, we do not know; we can only indicate its nature by 

means of appearances; and these really yield an immediate 

knowledge only of the mode of sense, the empirical char

acter.11 1}.£.._action, in so far as it can be ascribed to a mode 

of thought as its cause, does not follow therefrom in accord-

ance with empirical laws; that is to say, it is not..Preceded 

by the conditions of pure reason, but only by their effects in 

the [ficld of] appearance of inner sense. ·Pure reason, as a 

purely intelligible faculty, is not subject tothe form of time, 

nor consequently to the conditions of succession in time. The 

causality of reason in its intelligible character does not, in pro-

ducing an effect, arise or begin to be at a certain time. For in { ~ ~~ 
that case it would itself be subject to the natural law of appear-

ances, in accordance with which causal series are determined 

in time; and its causality would then be nature, not freedom. 

T hus all that we are justified in saying is that, if reason can 

have causality in respect of appearances, it is a faculty tlzrougll 

which the sensible condition of an empirical series of effects 

- first begins. For the condition which lies in reason is not 

sensible, and therefore does not itself begin to be. And thus 

what we failed to find in any empirical series is disclosed as 

being possib le, namely, that the condition of a successive 

_::ries of events may itself be empirically unconditioned. For 

a The real morality of actions, their merit or guilt, even that of 
our own conduct, thus remains entirely hidden from us. Our lin-

putafions can refer on1y to the empirical character. How much of 
this character is ascribable to the pure effect of freedom, how much 
to mere nature, that is, to faults of temperament for which there is 
no responsibility, or to its happy constitution (merito fortunae), can 
never be determined; and upon it therefore no perfectly just judg
ments can be passed. 

1 (Simresart.J 1 [.Deukungsart.J 
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here the condition is outside the series of appearances (in the 
intelligible), and therefore is not subject to any sensible con
dition, and to no time-determination through an antecedent 
cause. 

The same cause does, indeed, in another relation, belong 
to the series of appearances. Man is himself an appearance. , 
His will has an empirical character, which is the empirical 
cause of all his actions. There is no condition determining 
man in accordance with this character which is not contained 
in the series of natural effects, or which is not subject to their 
Jaw-the law according to which there can be no empirically 
unconditioned causality of that which happens in time. There-

A 553} f . . ( . . b . d I s 5s1 ore no gtven acuon smce 1t can e percetve on y as appear-
ance) can begin absolutely of itself. But of pure reason we 
cannot say that the state wherein the will is determined is 
preceded and itself determined by some other state. For since 
reason is not itself an appearance, and is not subject to any 
conditions of sensibility, it follows that even as regards its 
causality there is in it no time-sequence, and that the dyna
mical law -of nature, which determines succession in time in 
accordance with rules, is not applicable to it. 

Reason is the abiding condition of all those actions of the 
will under [the guise of) which man appears. Before ever they 
have happened, they are one and all predetermined in the 
empirical character. In respect of the intelligible character, of 
which the empirical character is the sensible schema, there can 
be no before and after; every action, irrespective of its relation 
in time to other appearances, is the immediate effect of the 
intelligible character of pure reason. Reason therefore acts 
freely; it is not dynamically determined in the chain of natural 
causes through either outer or inner grounds antecedent in 
time. This freedom ought not, therefore, to be conceived only 
negatively as independence of empirical conditions. The 
faculty of reason, so regarded, would cease to be a cause of 

~ ~~~} appearances. It must also be described in positive terms, as 
the power of originating a series of events. ln reason itsdf 
nothing begins; as unconditioned condition of every voluntary 
act, it admits of no conditions antecedent to itself in time. Its 
effect has, indeed, a beginning in the series of appearances, 
but never in this series an absolutely first beginning. 
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In order to illustrate this regulative principle of reason by 
an example of its empirical employment- not, however, to con-
firm it, for it is useless to endeavour to prove transcendental 
propositions by examples-let us ta~e a voluntary action, for 
example, a malicious lie by which a certain confusion has been 
-::aused in S0ciety. First of all, we endeavour to discover the 
motives to which it has been due, and then, secondly, in the 
light of these, we proceed to determine how far the action and 
its consequences can be imputed to the offender. As regards the 
first question, we trace the empirical character of the action to 
its sources, finding these in defective education, bad company, 
in part also in the viciousness of a natural disposition insensitive 
to shame, in levity and thoughtlessness, not neglecting to take 
into account also the occasional causes that may have inter
vened. We proceed in this enquiry just as we should in ascer
taining for a g iven natural effect the series of its determining 
causes. But although we believe that the action is thus deter- {A 555 
mined, we none the less b lame the agent, not indeed on account B 5li3 

of his unhappy disposition, nor on account of the circum
stances that have influenced him, nor even on account of his 
previous way of life; for we presuppose that we can leave out of 
consideration what this ~ay of life may have been, that we can 
regard the past series of conditions as not having occurred and 
the act as being completely unconditioned by any preceding 
state, just as if the agent in and by himself began in this action 
an entirely new series of consequences. Our blame is based on 
a law of reason whereby we regard reason as a cause that 
irrespective of all the above-mentioned empirical conditions 

could have determined, and ought to have determined, the 
agent to act otherwise. This causality of reason we do notre
gard as only a co-operating agency, but as complete in itself, 
even when the sensuous impulses do not favour but are directly 
opposed to it; the action is ascribed to the agent's intelligible 
character; in the moment when he utters the lie, the guilt is 
entirely his. Reason, irrespective of a ll empirical conditions of 
the act, is completely free, and the lie is entirely due to its 
default. 

Such imputation clearly shows that we consider reason to 
be unaffected by these sensible influences, and not liable to 
alteration. Its appearances-the modes in which it manifests 
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~ ~~:} itself in its effects-do alter; but in itself [so we consider] there 
) is no preceding state determining the state that follows. That 

is to say, it does not belong to the series of sensible conditions 
which render appearances necessary in accordance with laws 
of nature . ._B.eason is present in all the actions of men at all 
times and under all circumstances, and is always the same; 
but it is not itself in time, and does not fall into any new state 
in whiCh it was not before. In respect to new states, it is deter-

\ m£n£ng~ not determ£nable. We may not, therefore, ask why 
reason has not determined £tselj differently, but only why it 
has not through its causality determined the appearances differ
ently. But to this question no answer is possible. For a different 
intelligible character would have given a d ifferent empirical 
character. When we say that in spite of his whole previous 
course of life the agent could have refrained from lying, this 
only means that the act is under the immediate power of reason, 
and that reason in its causality is not subject to any conditions 
of appearance or of time. Although difference of time makes a 
fundamental difference to appearances in their relations to one 
another-for appearances are not things in themselves and 
therefore not causes in themselves-it can make no difference 
to the relation in which the action stands to reason. 

~ Sf} Thus in our judgments in regard to the causality of free 5 5 
actions, we can get as far as the intelligible cause, but not be
yond it. We can know that it is free, that is, that it is deter· 
mined independently of sensibility, and that in this way it may 
be the sensibly unconditioned condition of appearances. But 
to explain why in the given circumstances the intelligible char
acter should give just these appearances and this empirical 
character transcends all the powers of our reason, indeed all 
its rights of questioning, just as if we were to ask why the trans
cendental object of our outer sensible intuition gives intuition 
in space only and not some other mode of intuition. But the 
problem which we have to solve does not require us to raise any 
such questions. Our problem was this only: whether freedom 
and natural necessity can exist without conflict in one and the 
same action; and this we have sufficiently answered. We have 
shown that since freedom may stand in relation to a quite 
different kind of conditions from those of natural necessity, 
the law of the latter does not affect the former, and that both 
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may exist, independently of one another and without inter
fering with each other 

• • • 
The reader should be careful to observe that in what has 

been said our intention has not been to establish the reality 
of freedom as one of the facul ties which contain the cause of{~~~: 
the appearances of our sensible world. For that enquiry, as it 

ooes not deal with concepts alone, would not have been trans
cendental. And further, it could not have been successful, 
since we can never infer from experience anything which can
not be thought in accordance with the laws of experience. It 
has not even been our intention to prove the posst'bt'lt'ty of 
freedom:-For in this also we should not have succeeded, since 
we cannot from mere concepts a prior£ know the possibility 
Ofany real ground and its causality. Freedom is here being 

treated only as a transcendental idea whereby reason is led to 
think that it can begin the series of conditions in the (field of] 
appearance by means of the sensibly unconditioned, and so 
becomes involved in an antinomy with those very laws which 
it itself prescribes to the empirical employment of the under
standing. What we have alone been able to show, and what we 
have alone been concerned to show, is that this antinomy rests 
on a sheer illusion, and that causality through freedom is at 
least not t'ncompalt'ble wt'th nature. 

IV 

Solutt'on of the Cosmolog£cal Idea of the TotaNty of the De- {~ ~~j 
pendence of Appearances as regards the£r E::dstence £n 
general 

In the preceding subsection we have considered the changes 
of the sensible world in so far as they form a dynamical 
series, each member being subordinate to another as effect to 
cause. We shall now employ this series of states merely to 
guide us in our search for an existence that may serve as 
the supreme condition of all that is alterable, that is, in 
our search for necessary be£ng. We are concerned here, not 
with unconditioned causality, but with the unconditioned 
existence of substance itself. The series which we have in 
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being may serve as the ground of appearance differs from that 
which we followed in the preceding subsection, in dealing with 

the empirically unconditioned causality of freedom. For there 

the thing itself was as cause (substantt'a phaenomenon) con

ceived to belong to the series of conditions, and only its 

causality was thought as intelligible. Here, on the other hand, 

the necessary being must be thought as entirely outside the 
series of the sensible world (as ens extramunda1zum), and as 

purely intelligible. In no other way can it be secured against 

the law which renders all appearances contingent and de

pendent. 
The regulative prindple of reason, so far as it bears upon 

our present problem, is therefore this, that everything in the 

sensible world has an empirically conditioned existence, and 

that in no one of its qualities can it be uncondition ally neces

sary; that for every member in the series of conditions we must 
expect, and as far as possible seck, an empirical condition in 

some possible experience; and that nothing justifies us in 

deriving an existence from a condition outside the empirical 

series or even in regarding it in its place within the series as 

absolut<"ly independent and self-sufficient. At the same time 
this principle does not in any way debar us from recognis-

ing that the whole series may rest upon some intelligible being {~ ~6z 

that is free from all empirical conditions and itself contains .>90 

the ground of the possibility of all appearances. 
In these remarks '!!.e have no inten tion of f>roving the un

conditionally necessary existence of such a being, or even of 

establishing the possibility of a purely intelligible condition of 

the existence of appearances in the sensible world. Just as, on 

the one hand, we limit reason, lest in leaving the guiding--thread of the empirical conditions it should go straying into 
the transcendent, adopting grounds of explanation that are 

incapable of any representation in concreto, so, on the other 

hand, we limit the law of the purely empirical employment of 

the understanding, Jest it should presume to decide as to the 

possibility of things in general, and should declare the in
telligible to be impossible, merely on the ground that it is 

not of any use in explaining appearances. Thus all that we 

have shown is that the thoroughgoing contingency of all 

natural things, and of all their empirical conditions, is quite 
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consistent with 
1
the optional assumption of a necessary ' though 

purely intelligible, condition; and that as there is no real con
tradiction between the two assertions, both may be true. Such 
an absolutely necessary being, as conceived by the under
standing, 1 may be in itself impossible, but this can in no wise 

~ ~:n be inferred from the universal contingency and dependence of 
everything belonging to the sensible world, nor from the prin
ciple which interdicts us from stopping at any one of its con
tingent members and from appealing to a cause outside the 
world. Reason proceeds by one path in its empirical use, and 
by yet another path in its transcendental use. 

The sensible world contains nothing but appearances, and 
these are mere representations which are always sensibly con
ditioned; in this fie ld things in themselves are never objects to 
us. It is not therefore surprising that in dealing with a member 
of the empirical series, no matter what member it may be, we 
are never justified in making a leap out beyond the context2 

of sensibility. To do so is to treat the appearances as if they 
were things in themselves which exist apart from their tran
scendental ground, and which can remain standing while we 
seek an outside cause of their existence. This certainly would 
ultimately be the case with contingent tht'ngs, but not with 
mere representatt'ons of things, the coiifingency of which is 
itself merely phenomenon, and can lead to no other regress 
than that which determines the phenomena, that is, solely to 
the empirical regress. On the other hand, to think an t'ntetl£
gible g round of the appearances, that is, of the sensible world, 
and to think it as free from the contingency of appearances, 
does not conflict either with the unlimited empirical regress in 
the series of appearances nor with their thoroughgoing con-

~ ~:n tingency. That, indeed, is all that we had to do in order to 
' remove the apparent antinomy; and it can be done in this way 

only. If for everything conditioned in its existence the con
dition is always sensible, and therefore belongs to the series, 
it must itself in turn be conditioned, as we have shown in the 
antithesis of the fourth antinomy. Either, therefore, reason 

.-"' through its demand for the unconditioned must remain in 
conflict with itself, or this unconditioned must be posited out
side the series, in the intelligible. I ts n ecessity will not then 

1 [ Verslandeswesen.] a [ausser dem Zusammenhange.] 
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individual as being among the things that are possible. But it 

does not give satisfaction concerning the question of its own 

existence-though this is the real purpose of our enquiries

and if anyone admitted the existence of a necessary being but 

wanted to know which among all [existing] things is to be 

identified with that being, we could not answer: "This, not 

that. is the necessary being." 
We may indeed be allowed to postulate the existence of an 

all-sufficient being, as the cause of all possible effects, with a 

view to lightening the task of reason in its search for the unity 

of the grounds of explanation. But in presuming so far as to 

say that such a being necessarily exists, we are no longer 

giving modest expression to an admissible hypothesis, but 

are confidently laying claim to apodeictic certainty. For the 

knowledge of what we profess to know as absolutely necessary 

must itself carry with it absolute necessity. 

The whole problem of the transcendental ideal amounts to 

this: either, given absolute necessity, to find a concept which 

possesses it, or, given the concept of something, to find that 

something to be absolutely necessary. If either task be possible, 

so must the other; for reason recognises that only as absolutely 

necessary which follows of necessity from its concept. But both 

tasks are quite beyond our utmost efforts to satisfy our under- { ~ ~~i 

stari>ping in this matter; and equally unavailing are all attempts 

to induce it to acquie~ce in its incapacity. 

Unconditioned necessity, which we so indispensably re

quire as the last bearer of all things, is for human reason the 

veritable abyss. Eternity itself, in all its terrible sublimity, as 

depicted by a Haller,1 is far from making the same overwhelm

ing impression on the mind; for it only measures the duration 

of things, it does not support them. We cannot put aside, and 

yet also cannot endure the thought, that a being, which we 

represent to ourselves as supreme amongst all possible beings, 

should, as it were, say to itself: 'I am from eternity to eternity, 

and outside me there is nothing save what is through my will1 

but whence then am 1?' All support here fails us; and the 

greatest perfection, no less than the least perfection, is unsub

stantial and baseless for the merely speculative reason, which 

1 [Albrecht von Haller ( 17o8-I 777),a writer on medical and kindred subjects, 

author of Die A/pen and other poems.) 
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l makes not the least effort to retain either the one or the other, 
and feels indeed no loss in allowing them to vanish entirely. 

Many forces in nature, which manifest their existence 
through certain effects, remain for us inscrutable; for we cannot 
track them sufficiently far by observation. Also, the transcend
ental object lying at the basis of appearances (and with it the 
reason why our sensibility is subject to certain supreme con-

~ ~~n d itions rather than to others) is and remains for us inscrutable. 
The thing itselfl is indeed given, but we can have no insight 
into its nature. But it is quite otherwise with 3!1--ideal of pure 
reason; it can never be said to be inscrutable. For since it is 
not requir; d to give any credentials of its reality .:Save only 
the need on the part of reason to complete all synthetic unity 
by means of it; and since, therefore, it is in no wise given as 
thinkable object, it cannot be inscrutable in the manner in 
which an object is. On the contrary if~ must, as a mere idea, 
fi nd its place and its solution in the nature of reason, and 
must therefore allow of investigation. For it is of the very 

~ ~essence of reason that we should be able to give an account 
of all our concepts, opinions, and assertions, either upon 
objective or, in the case of mere illusion, upon subjective 
g rounds. ---

D ISCOVERY AND EXPLANATION 

of the Dialectical Illusion in all Transcendental Proofs of the Existence of 
a Necessary Being 

Both the above proofs were transcendental, that is, were 
at tempted independently of empirical principles. For although 
the cosmological proof presupposes an experience in general, 
it is not based on any particular property of this experience 
but on pure principles of reason, as applied to an existence 

~ ~~n given through empirical consciousness in general. Further, it 
soon abandons this guidance and relies on pure concepts alone. 
\i\lhat, then, in these transcendental proofs is the cause of the ---dialectical but natural illusion which connects the concepts of 
necessity and supreme reality, and which realises and hypos
tatises what can be an idea only? Why are we constrained 
to assume that some one among existing things is in itself 

1 [die Sache selbst.] 1 [Reading, with Hartenstein, es for er.] 

·. 
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necessary, and yet at the same time to shrink back from the 

existence of such a being as from an abyss? And how are 

we to secure that reason may come to an agreement with 

itself in this matter, and that from the wavering condition of 

a diffident approval, ever again withdrawn, it may arrive at 

settled insight? J 
There is something very strange in the fact, that once we // 

assume something to exist we cannot avoid inferring that 

something exists necessarily. The cosmological argument rests 

on this quite natural (although not therefore certain) infer-

ence. On the other hand, if I take the concept of anything, no 

matter what, I find that the existence of this thing can never 

be represented by me as absolutely necessary, and that..._what-

~r it may be that exists, nothing prevents me from think-

il}g its non-existence. Thus while I may indeed be obliged to / 

assume something necessary as a condition of the existent in 

~ral, Lfannot think any particular thing as in itself neces- A 
6 6 

~· In other words, I can never complete the regress to the {B 6~4 
conditions of existence save by assuming a necessary being, 

and yet am never in a position to begin with such a being. 

If I am constrained to think something necessary as a 

condition of existing things, but am unable to think any 

particular thing as in itself necessary, it inevitably follows that 

necessity and contingency do not concern the things them

selves; otherwise there would be a contradiction. Conse

quently, neither of these two principles can be objective. They 

may, however, be regarded as subjective principles of reason. 

The one calls upon us to seek something necessary as a con

dition of all that is given as existent, that is, to stop nowhere 

until we have arrived at an explanation which is complete 

a priori; the other forbids us ever to hope for this completion, 

that is, forbids us to treat anything empirical as uncondi

t ioned and to exempt ourselves thereby from the toil of its 

fu rther derivation. Viewed in this manner, the two principles, 

as merely heuristic and regulative, and as concerning only the 

formal interest of reason, can very well stand side by side. The 

one prescribes that we are to philosophise about nature as if 

there were a necessary first ground for all that belongs to 

existence-solely, however, for the purpose of bringing sys

tematic unity into our knowledge, by always pursuing such 

s 
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an idea, as an imagined ultimate ground. The other warns us 
~ ~~n not to regard any determination whatsoever of existing things 

as such an ultimate ground, that is, as absolutely necessary, 
but to keep the way always open for further derivation, and 
so to treat each and every determination as always condi
tioned by something else. But if everything which is perceived 
in things must necessarily be treated by us as conditioned, 
nothing that allows of being empirically given can be re
garded as absolutely necessary. 

Since, therefore, the absolutely necessary is only intended 
to serve as a principle for obtaining the greatest possible 
unity among appearances, as being their ultimate ground; 
and since-inasmuch as the second rule commands us al
ways to regard all empirical causes of unity as themselves 
derived-we can never reach this unity within the world, it 
follows that we must regard the absolutely necessary as being 
outsz'de the world. 

While the philosophers of antiquity regard all form in 
nature as contingent, they follow the judgment of the common 
man in their view of matter as original and necessary. But if, 
instead of regarding matter relatively, as substratum of ap
pearances, they had considered it z"n z"tselj, and as regards its 
existence, the idea of absolute necessity would at once have 
disappeared. For there is nothing which absolutely binds 
reason to accept such an existence; on the contrary it can al
ways annihilate it in thought, without contradiction; absolute 
necessity is a necessity that is to be found in thought alone. 

~ ~~~} This belief must therefore have been dur to a certain regu
lative principle. In fact extension and impenetrability (which 
between them make up the concept of matter) constitute the 
supreme empirical principle1 of the unity of appearances; 
and this principle, so far as it is empirically unconditioned, 
has the character of a regulative principle. Nevertheless, 
since every determination of the matter which constitutes what 
is real in appearances, including impenetrability, is an effect 
(action) which must have its cause and which is therefore 
always derivative in character, matter is not compatible with 
the idea of a necessary being as a principle of all derived unity. 
(For its real properties, being derivative, are one and all only 

1 [Pn"nzzpium. Kant's more usual term is Pn'nzip.] 
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an Author of the world from the constitution, the order and 
unity, exhibited in the world-a world in which we have to 
recognise two kinds of causality with their rules, namely, 
nature and freedom. From this world natural theology ascends 
to a supreme intelligence, as the principle either of all natural 
or of all moral order and perfection. In the former case it is 
entitled phys£co-theology, in the latter moral theology."' 

Since we are wont to understand by the concept of God not 
merely an eternal nature that works blindly, as the root-source 
of all things, but a supreme being who through understanding 

~ ~M} and freedom is the Author of all things; and since it is in this 
sense only that the concept interests us, we could, strictly 
speaking, deny to the de£st any belief in God, allowing him 
only the assertion of an original being or supreme cause. How
ever, since no one ought to be accused of denying what he only 
does not venture to assert, it is less harsh and more just to 
say that the de£st believes in a God, the the£st in a l£v£ng God 
(summa £ntell£gent£a). We shall now proceed to enquire what 
are the possible sources of all these endeavours of reason. 

For the purposes of this enquiry, theoretical knowledge 
may be defined as knowledge of what £s~ eractical knowledge 
as the representation of what ought to be. On this definition, the 
_theoretical employment of reason is that by which I know a 
prior£ (as necessary) that something is, and the practical that 
by which it is known a pr£or£ what ought to happen. Now if it 
is indubitably certain that something is or that something 
ought to happen, but this certainty is at the same time only 
conditional, then a certain determinate condition of it can be 
absolutely necessary, or can be an optional and contingent 
presupposition. In the former case the condition is postulated 
(per thest·n); in the latter case it is assumed (per hypothes£n). 
Now since there are practical laws which are absolutely nec~s-

~ ~n sary, that is, the moral laws, it_must follow that if these neces
sarily presuppose the existence of any being as the condition of 

4 Not theological ethics: for this contains moral laws, which pre
suppose the existence of a supreme ruler of the world. Moral theology, 
on the other hand, is a conviction of the existence of a supreme being 
-a conviction which bases itself on moral laws.1 

1 [wekhe sich auf sillliehe Cesetu g-riindet substituted in B for wekhe auf 
sittliche Cesetze gegriilldet ist.) 
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the possibility of their oblt"gatory power, this existence must 

~e tostulated; and this for the sufficient reason that the condi
tioned, from which the inference is drawn to this determinate 

condition, is itself known a priori to be absolutely necessary. 

At some future time we shall show that~he morallaws do 

not merely presuppose the existence of a supreme being, but 

-also, as themselves in a different connection absolutely neces-

r-;-ary, justify us in postulating it, though, indeed, only from 

. a pr~tical point of view. For the present, however, we are 

leaving this mode of argument aside. 
Where we are dealing merely with what is (not with what 

ought to be), the conditioned, which is given to us in experi
ence, is always thought as being likewise contingent. That 

which conditions it is not, therefore, known as absolutely 

necessary, but serves only as something relatively necessary 

or rather as needful; in itself and a priori it is an arbitrary 

presupposition, assumed by us in our attempt to know the 
conditioned by means of reason. If, therefore, in the field of 

theoretical knowledge, the absolute necessity of a thing were 

to be known, this could only be from a priori concepts, and 

never by positing it as a cause relative to an existence given 

in experience. 
Theoretical knowledge is speculative if it concerns an ob

ject, or those concepts of an object, which cannot be reached 

in any experience. It is so named to distinguish it from the{~ us 
knowledge of nature, which concerns only those objects or pre-

3 

dicates of objects which can be given in a possible experience. 
The principle by which, from that which happens (the em

pirically contingent) [viewed] as [an] effect, we infer a cause, 

is a principle of the knowledge of nature, but not of specula

tive knowedge. For, if we abstract from what it is as a principle 

that contains the condition of all possible experience, and leav

ing aside all that is empirical attempt to assert it of the con
tingent in general, there remains not the least justification for 

any synthetic proposition such as might show us how to pass 

from that which is before us to something quite different 

(called its cause). In this merely speculative employment any 
meaning whose objective reality admits of being made intelli

gible in concreto, is taken away not only from the concept of 

the contingent but from the concept of a cause. 

II 

II 
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If we infer from the existence of things in the world the 
existence of their cause, we are employing reason, not in the 
knowledge of nature, but in speculat£on. For the former type 
of knowledge treats as empirically contingent, and refers to a 
cause, not the thin gs themselves (substances), but only that 
which happens, that is, their states. That substance (matter) is 
itself contingent in its existence would have to be known in a 

~ U6} purely speculative manner. Again, even if we were speaking 4 
only of the form of the world, the way in which things are con
nected and change, and sought to infer from this a cause 
entirely distinct from the world, this would again be a judg
ment ,9f e_urely speculative reason, since the object which we 
are inferring is not an object of a possible experience. So em
ployed, the principle of causality, which is only valid within 
the field of experience, and outside this field has no applica
tion, nay, is indeed meaningless, would be altogether diverted 
from its proper use 

Now I maintain that all attempts to employ reason in theo
logy in any merely speculative manner are altogether fruit
less and by their very nature null and void, and that the prin
ciples of its employment in the study of nature do not lead to 
any theology whatsoever. Consequently, the only theology of 

)( reason which is possible is that which is based upon morallaws 
or seeks guidance from them. A ll synthetic principles of reason 
allow only of an immanent employment; and in order to have 
knowledge of a supreme being we should have to put them to 
a transcendent use, for which our understanding is in no way 
fitted. If the empirically valid Jaw of causality is to lead to the 
original being, the latter must belong to the chain of objects of 
experience, and in that case it would, like all appearances, be 

~ ~n itself again conditioned. But even if the leap beyond the limits 
of experience, by means of the dynamical law of the relation of 
effects to their causes, be regarded as permissible, what sort of 
a concept could we obtain by this procedure? It is far from pro
viding the concept of a supreme being, since experience never 
gives us the greatest of all possible effects, such as would be re
quired to provide the evidence for a cause of that kind. Should 
we seek to make good this lack of determination in our concept, 
by means of a mere idea of [a being that possesses] the highest 
perfection and original necessity, this may indeed be granted " 
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gence, established its validity beyond all question, it would be 

of the greatest importance accurately to determine this con-

cept on its transcendental side, as the concept of a necessary 

and supremely real being, to free it from whatever, as be

longing to mere appearance (anthropomorphism in its wider 

sense), is out of keeping with the supreme reality, and at 

the same time to dispose of all counter-assertions, whether 

athe£st£c, deistic, or anthropomorphic. Such critical treatment 

is, indeed, far from being difficult, inasmuch as the same 

grounds which have enabled us to demonstrate the inability of 

human reason to maintain the existence of such a being must{~~ 
also suffice to prove the invalidity of all counter-assertions. 

Forfrom what source could we, through a purely speculative 

employment of reason, derive the knowledge that there is no 

supreme being as ultimate ground of all things, or that it has 

none of the attributes which, arguing from their consequences, 

we represent to ourselves as analogical with the dynamical 

realities of a thinking being, or (as the anthropomorphists 

contend) that it must be subject to all the limitations which 

sensibility inevitably imposes on those intelligences which are 

known to us through experience. 
Thus, while for the merely speculative employment of 

reason the supreme being remains a mere ideal, it is ye): a1z 

£deal without a flaw, a concept which completes and crowns 

the whole of human knowledge. Its objective reality cannot 

indeed be proved, but also cannot be disproved, by merely 

speculative reason. If, then, there should be a moral theology 

that can make good this deficiency, transcendental theology, 

which before was problematic only, will prove itself indis

pensable in determining the concept of this supreme being 

and in constantly testing reason, which is so often deceived by 

sensibility, and which is frequently out of harmony with its 

own ideas. Necessity, infinity, unity, existence outside the 

world (and not as world-soul), eternity as free from conditions 

of time, omnipresence as free from conditions of space, omni- {~ ~fo 

potence, etc. are purely transcendental predicates, and for 

this reason the purified concepts of them, which every theology 

finds so indispensable, are only to be obtained from tran

scendental theology. 
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APPENDIX TO THE TRANSCENDENTAL DIALECTIC 

THE REGULATIVE EMPLOYMENT OF THE IDEAS OF PURE 
REASON 

The outcome of all dialectical attempts of pure reason 
does not merely confirm what we have already proved in the 
Transcendental Analytic, namely, that all those conclusions of 
ours which profess to lead us beyond the field of possible ex
perience are deceptive and without foundation; it likewise 
teaches us this further lesson, that human reason has a natural 
tendency to transgress these limits, and that t ranscendental 
~ are just as natural to it as the categories are to under
standing-though with this difference, that while the categories 
lead to truth, that is, to the conformity of our concepts with 
the object, the ideas produce what, though a mere illusion, 
is none the Jess irresistible, and the harmful influence of 
which we can barely succeed in neutralising even by means 
of the severest criticism. 

Everything that has its basis in the nature of our powers 
must be appropriate to, and consistent with, their right em
ployment-if only we can guard against a certain misunder-

~ ~;t} standing and so can discover the proper direction of these 
powers. We are entitled, therefore, to suppose that tran
scendental ideas have their own good, proper, and therefore 
t"mmanent use, , although, when their meaning is misunder
stood, and they are taken for concepts of real things, they 
become transcendent in their application and for that very 
reason can be delusive. For it is not the idea in itself, but its 
use only, that can be either transcendent or immanent (that 
is, either range beyond all possible experience or find em
ployment within its limits), according as it is applied to an 
object which is supposed to correspond to it, or is directed 
solely to the use of understand ing in general, in respect of 
those objects that fall to be dealt with by the understand
ing. All errors of subreption are to be ascribed to a defect 
of judgment,1 never to understanding or to reason. -

Reason is never in immediate relation to ~ object,~t 
1 ( Urteilskrajt.] 
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only to the understanding; and it is only through the under

standing that it has its own [specific] empirical employment. 

I t does not, therefore, create concepts (of objects) but only 

nrders them, and gives them that unity which they "can have 

only if they be employed in their widest possible application, 

that is, with a view to obtaining totality in the various series. 

The understanding does not concern itself with this totality, 

but only with that connection through which, in accordance 

with concepts, such ser£es of conditions come t"nto be£ng. 

Reason has, therefore, as its sole object, the understanding {~ ~4: 

and its effective application. Just as the understanding unifies 
7 

the manifold in the object by means of concepts, so reason 

unifies the manifold of concepts by means of ideas, positing 

a certain collective unity as the goal of the activities of the 

understanding, which otherwise are concerned solely with 

distributive unity. 
I accordingly maintain that transcendental ideas never 

allow of any constitutive employment. When regarded in 

that mistaken manner, and therefore as supplying concepts 

of certain objects, they are but pseudo-rational, merely dia

lectical concepts. On the other hand, they have an excellent, 

and indeed indispensably necessary, regulative employment, 

namely, that of directing the understanding towards a certain 

goal upon which the routes marked out by all its rules con

verge, as upon their point of intersection. This point is indeed 

a mere idea, a focus imaginarius, from which, since it lies 

quite outside the bounds of possible experience, the concepts 

of the understanding do not in reality proceed; none the less 

it serves to g ive to these concepts the greatest [possible] unity 

combined with the greatest [possible) extension. Hence arises 

the illusion that the lines have their source in1 a real object 

lying outside the field of empirically possible knowledge-just 

as objects reflected in a mirror are seen as behind it. Never

theless this illusion (which need not, however, be allowed 

to deceive us) is indispensably necessary if we are to direct {~ ~;3 
the understanding beyond every given experience (as part of 

the sum of possible experience), and thereby to secure its 

greatest possible extension, just as, in the case of mirror

vision, the illusion involved is indispensably necessary if, 

1 (Reading, with Mellin, gejlossett for ausguelt/ossen.] 
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besides the objects which lie before our eyes, we are also to 
see those which lie at a distance behind our back. 

If we consider in its whole range the knowledge obtained 
for us by the understanding, we find that what is peculiarly 
distinctive of reason in its attitude to this body of knowledge, 
is that it prescribes and seeks to achieve its systematisation, 
that is, to exhibit the connection of its parts in conformity 
with a single principle. This unity of reason always presup
poses an idea, namely, that of the form of a whole of know
ledge-a whole which is prior to the determinate knowledge 
of the parts and which contains the conditions that deter
mine a pr£ori for every part its posit ion and relation to 
the other parts. This idea accordingly postulates a complete 
unity in the knowledge obtained by the understanding, by 
which this knowledge is to be not a mere contingent aggregate, 
but a system connected according to necessary laws. We may 
not say that this idea is a concept of the object, but only of the 
thoroughgoing unity of such concepts, in so far as that unity 
serves as a rule for the understanding. These concepts of 
reason are not derived from nature; on the contrary, we in
terrogate nature in accordance with these ideas, and consider 

~ ~j~} our knowledge as defective so long as it is not adequate to 
them. By general admission, pure earth, pure water, pure air, 
etc., are not to be found. We require, however, the concepts of 
them (though, in so far as their complete purity is concerned, 
they have their origin solely in reason) in order properly to 
determine the share which each of these natural causes has in 
producing appearances. Thus in order to explain the chemical 
interactions of bodies in accordance with the idea of a mechan
ISm, every kind of matter is reduced to earths (qua mere 
weight), to salts and inflammable substances (qua force), and 
to water and air as vehicles (machines, as it were, by which 
the first two produce their effects). The modes of expression 
usually employed are, indeed, somewhat different; but the 
influence of reason on the classifications of the natural 
scientist is still easily detected. 

If reason is a faculty of deducing the particular from the 
universal, and if the universal is already certain in #self and 
g iven, only judgmmt 1 is required to execute the process of 

1 ( Urleilskraft.] 
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subsumption, and the particular is thereby determined in a 

necessary manner. This I shall entitle the apodeictic use of 

reason. If, however, the universal is admitted as problem-

at£c only, and is a mere idea, the particular is certain, but 

the universality of the rule of which it is a consequence 

is still a problem. Several particular instances, which are 

one and all certain, are scrutinised in view of the rule, to 

see whether they follow from it. If it then appears that all 

particular instances which can be cited follow from the rule, {~ ~4~ 

we argue to its universality, and from this again to all particu-
7

' 

lar instances, even to those which are not themselves given. 

This I shall entitle the hypothetical employment of reason. 

The hypothetical employment of reason, based upon ideas 

viewed as problematic concepts, is not, properly speaking, 

const£tut£ve, that is, it is not of such a character that, judging 

in all strictness, we can regard it as proving the truth of the 

universal rule which we have adopted as hypothesis. For how 

are we to know all the possible consequences which, as actually 

following from the adopted principle, prove its universality? 

The hypothetical employment of reason is regulative only; its 

sole aim is, so far as may be possible, .to bring unity into the 

body of our detailed knowledge, and thereby to approx£mate 

the rule to universality. 

The hypothetical employment of reason has, therefore, as 

its aim the systematic unity of the knowledge of understand

ing, and this unity is the cr£ter£on of the trutlz of its rules. The 

systematic unity (as a mere idea) is, however, only a projected 

unity, to be regarded not as given in itself, but as a problem 

only. This unity aids us in discovering a principle for the 

understanding in its manifold 1 and special modes of employ

ment, directing its attention to cases which are not given, and 

thus rendering it more coherent.2 

But the only conclusion which we are justified in drawing {~ ~4~ 

from these considerations is that the systematic unity of the 
7 

manifold knowledge of understanding, as prescribed by reason, 

is alog£cal principle. Its function is to assist the understanding 

by means of ideas, in those cases in which the understanding 

cannot by itself establish rules, and at the same time to give 

1 [Reading, with Valentiner, matmig/altigen for Manni!Ifaltige,.) 

t [zusammenlzdngend.) 
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as heuristic principles. A transcendental deduction of them 
~ ~!} cannot, however, be effected; in the case of ideas, as we have 

shown above, such a deduction is never possible. 
In the Transcendental Analytic we have distinguished the 

dynamt"cal principles of the understanding, as merely regula
tive principles of t"ntut"t£on, from the matlzemat£cal, which, as 
regards intuition, are constitutive. None the less these dyna
mical laws are constitutive in respect of exper£ence, since they 
render the concepts, without which there can be no experi
ence, possible a prt"or£. But principles of pure reason can 
never be constitutive in respect of empirical concepts; for since 
no schema of sensibility corresponding to them can ever be 
given, they can never have an object £n concreto. If, then, we 
disallow such empirical employment of them, as constitutive 
principles, how are we to secure for them a regulative em
ployment, and therewith some sort of objective validity, and 
what can we mean by such regulative employment? 

The understanding is an object for reason, just as sensi
bility is fo r the understanding. It is the business of reason to 
render the unity of all possible empirical acts 2_f the under
standing systematic; just as it is of the understanding to con
nect the manifold of the appearances by means of concepts, 
and to bring it under empirical laws. But the acts of the under
standing are, without the schemata of sensibility, undeter-t ~D mined; just as the tmity of reason is in itself undetermined, as 
regards the conditions under which, and the extent to which, 
the understanding ought to combine its concepts in systematic 
fashion. But although we are unable to find in £ntuition a 
schema for the complete systematic unity of all concepts of the 
understanding, an analogon of such a schema must necessarily 
allow of being given. This analogon is the idea of the max£
mum in the division and unification of the knowledge of the 
understanding under one principle. For what is g reatest and 
absolutely complete can be determinately thought, a ll re
stricting conditions, which give rise to an indeterminate 
manifoldness, being left aside. Thus the idea of reason is 
an analogon of a schema of sensibility; but with this differ
ence, that the application of the concepts of the understanding 
to the schema of reason does not yield knowledge of the object 
itself (as is the case in the application of categories to their 

j 

I 
I 
I 
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sensible schemata), but only a rule or principle for the system-

atic unity of all employment of the understanding. Now 

since every principle which prescribes a prz'ori to the under

standing thoroughgoing unity in its employment, also holds, 

although only indirectly, of the object of experience, the 

principles of pure reason must also have objective reality 

in respect of that object, not, however, in order to determine 

anything in it,l but only in order to indicate the procedure 

whereby the empirical and determinate employment of the B 694 

understanding can be brought into complete harmony with A 666 

itself. This is achieved by bringing its employment, so far as 

may be possible, in to connection with the princi pie of thorough

going unity, and by determining its procedure in the light of 

this principle. 
I entitle all subjective principles which are derived, not 

from the constitution of an object but from the interest of 

reason in respect of a certain possible perfection of the 

knowledge of the object, maxims of reason. There are there

fore maxims of speculative reason, which rest entirely on its 

spec~lative interest, although they may seem to be objective 

principles. 
When merely regulative principles are treated as constitu

tive, and are therefore employed as objective principles, they 

may come into conflict with one another. But when they 

are treated merely as maxims, there is no real conflict, but 

merely those differences in the interest of reason that g ive rise 

to differing modes of thought. In actual fact, reason has only 

one single interest, and the conflict of its maxims is only a 

difference in, and a mutual limitation of, the methods where

by this interest endeavours to obtain satisfaction. 
Thus one thinker may be more particularly interested in 

manzfoldness (in accordance with the principle of specifica

tion), another thinker in unity (in accordance with the prin-

ciple of aggregation).2 Each believes that his judgment has {~ ~7 

been arrived at through insight into the object, whereas it really 
5 

rests entirely on the greater or lesser attachment to one of the 

two principles. And since neither of these principles is based 

on objective grounds, but solely on the interest of reason, the 

T 

1 [Reading, with Wille, ihm for ih11en.] 
1 [Agpegation.] 
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title 'principles' is not strictly applicable; they may more fit
tingly be entitled 'maxims'. When we observe intelligent people 
disputing in regard to the characteristic p roperties of men, 
animals, or plants-even of bodies in the mineral realm- some 
assuming, for instance, that there are certain special heredit
ary characteristics in each nation, certain well-defined inherited 
differences in families, races, etc., wherea~ others are bent upon 
maintaining that in all such cases nature has made precisely 
the same provision for all, and that it is solely to external 
accidental conditions that the differences are due, we have 
only to consider what sort of an object it is about which they 
are making these assertions, to realise that it lies too deeply 
hidden to allow of their speaking from insight into its nature. 
I.he dispute is due simply to the twofold interest of reason, 
the one party setting its heart upon, or at least adopting, the 
one interest, and the other party the other. The differences 
between the maxims of manifoldness and of unity in nature 
thus easily allow of reconciliation. So long, however, as the ~ ~} maxims are taken as yielding objective insight, and until a 
way has been discovered of adjusting their conflicting claims, 
and of satisfying reason in that regard, they will not only 
g ive rise to disputes but will be a positive hindrance, and 
cause long delays in the d iscovery of truth. 

Similar observations are relevant in regard to the assertion 
or denial of the widely discussed law of the continuous grada
tion of created beings, which was propounded by Leibniz,1 and 
admirably supported by Bonnet.2 It is simply the following 
out of that principle of affinity which rests on the interest of 
reason. For observation and insight into the constitution of 
nature could never justify us in the objective assertion of the 
law. The steps of this ladder, as they are presented to us in 
experience, stand much too far apart; and what may seem to 
us small differences are usually in nature itself such wide gaps, 
that from any such observations we can come to no decision 
in regard to nature's ultimate design-especially if we bear in 
mind that in so great a multiplicity of things there can never 
be much difficulty in finding similarities and approximations. 
On the other hand, the method of looking for order in nature 

1 [Leibniz: Nouveaux Essais, Liv. iii. ch. 6.] 
t [Charles Bonnet (1726·93): Betradttungen uber die Natur, pp. 29-85.] 
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in accordance with such a principle, and the maxim which 

prescribes that we regard such order-leaving, however, un

determined where and how far-as grounded in nature as 

such, is certainly a legitimate and excellent regulative prin

ciple of reaso~s ~ulative capacity it g_ocs far beyond 

,Fhat_expericnce or observation can verify; and though not 

itself determining anything, yet serves to mark out the path 

towards systematic unity. 

THE FINAL P URPOSE OF THE NATURAL DIALECTIC 

OF H UMAN REASON 

The ideas of pure reason can never be dialectical in them

selves; any deceptive illusion to which they give occasion 

must be due solely to their misemployment. For they arise 

from the very nature of our reason; and it is impossible that 

this .!;ighest trib~al of all the rights and claims of speculation 

should itself be the source of deceptions and illusions. Pre

sumably, therefore, the ideas have their own good and ap

propriate vocation as determined by the natural disposition of 

our reason. The mob of sophists, however, raise against reason 

the usual cry of absurdities and contradictions, and though 

unable to penetrate to its innermost designs, they none the less 

inveigh against its prescriptions. Yet it is to the beneficent in

fluences exercised by reason that they owe the possibility of 

their own self-assertiveness, and indeed that very culture 1 

which enables them to blame and to condemn what reason 

requires of them. 
We cannot employ an a pn·or£ concept with any cert<~.inty 

without having first given a transcendental deduction of it. 

The ideas of pure reason do not, indeed, admit of the kind of 

deduction that is possible in the case of the categories. But if 

they are to have the least objective validity~ no matter how 

indeterminate that validity may be, and are not to be mere 

{
A 669 
D 697 

_empty thought-entities 2 (ent£a ration£s ratioc£nan.t£s), a deduc-

tion of them must be possible, ho,wever greatly (as we admit) {~ ~~~ 
it may differ from that which we have been able to g ive of the 

categories. This will complete the critical work of pure reason, 

and is what we now propose to undertake. 

1 [Kultur.] 
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There is a great difference between something being given 
to my reason as an object absolutely, or merely as an object t'n 
the idea. In the former case our concepts are employed to deter
mine the object; in the latter case there is in fact only a schema 
for which no object, not even a hypothetical one, is directly 
given, and which only enables us to represent to ourselves 
other objects in an indirect manner, namely in their systematic 
unity, by means of their relation to this idea. Thus I say that 
the concept of a highest intelligence is a mere idea, that is 
to say, its objective reality is not to be taken as consisting in 
its referring directly to an object (for in that sense we should 
not be able to justify its objective validity). It is only a schema 
constructed in accordance with the conditions of the greatest 
possible unity of reason- the schema of the concept of a thing 
in general, which serves only to secure the greatest possible sys
tematic unity in the empirical employment of our reason. We 
then, as it were, derive the object of experience from the sup
posed object of this idea, viewed as the ground or cause of the 
object of experience. We declare, for instance, that the things 

~ ~~~} of the world must be viewed as zj they received their existence 
from a highest intelligence. The idea is thus re~-

_y ~ istic, not an ostensive concept. I t doesnot show us how an 
ObJe~onstituted, but how, under its guidance, we should 
seek to determine the constitution and connection of the objects 
of experience. If, then, it can be shown that the three transcen
dental ideas (the psychological, the cosmological, and the theo
logical), although they do not directly relate to, or determine, 
any object corresponding to them, none the less, as 1 rules of the 
empirical employm~t of r~~n, lead us to syste~nity, 
·under the presupposition of such an object t'n the £dea; and 
that they thus contribute to the extension of empirical know
ledge, without ever being in a position to run counter to it, 
we may conclude that it is a necessary maxim of reason to 
proceed always in accordance with such ideas. This, indeed, 
Is the transcendental deduction of all ideas of~eculative 
reason, not as const£tut£ve principles for the extension of our 

-knowleage to more obTects than experience can give, but as 
regulat£ve principles of the systematic unity of the manifold 
'Of empirical knowledge in general, whereby this empirical 

1 [Reading, with Grillo, als for aile.] 
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knowledge is more adequately secured within its own limits 

and more effectively improved than would be possible, in the 

absence of such ideas, through the employment merely of the 
principles of the understanding. 

- 1 shall endeavour to make this clearer. In conformity with {~ 672 

these ideas as principles we shall, first, in psychology, under 
700 

the guidance of inner experience, connect all the appearances, 

all the actio~ receptivity of our mind, as t/ the mind were 
a simple substance which persists with personal identity (in 

this life at least), while its states, to which those of the body 

belong only as outer conditions, ~in continual change. 

Secondly, in cosmology, we must follow up the conditions of 

both inner and outer natural appearances, in an enquiry which 

_k;o be regarded as never allowing of completion, just as t/ 
the series of appearances were in itself endless, without any 

first or supreme member. We need not, in so doing, deny that, 

outside all appearances, there are purely intelligible grounds 

of the appearances; but as "'·e have no knowledge of these 
whatsoever, we must never attempt to make use of them in our 

explanations of nature. Tht"rdly, and finally, in the domain 

of theology, we must view everything that can belong to the 

context of possible experience as_j/ this experience formed 

..an absolute but at the same time completely dependent and 
Sensibly conditioned unity, and yet also at the same time as if 
~he sum of all appearances (the sensible world itself) had a 

single, highest and all-sufficient ground beyond itself, namely, 

a self-subsistent, original, creative reason. For it is in the light 

of this idea of a creative reason that we so guide the empirical {~ ~~~ 
employment of our reason as to secure its greatest possible 

extension-that is, by viewing all objects as t/ they drew their 

origin from such an archetype. In other words, we ought not 
to derive the inner appearances of the soul from a simple 

thinking substance but from one another, in accordance with 

the idea of a simple being; we ought not to derive the order 

and systematic unity of the world from a supreme intelligence, 

but to obtain from the idea of a supremely wise cause the rule 
according to which reason in connecting empirical causes and 

effects in the world may be employed to best advantage, and in 

such manner as to secure satisfaction of its own demands. 
Now there is nothing whatsoever to hinder us from as-
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suming these ideas to be also objective, that is, from hyposta
tising them--except in the case of the cosmological ideas, 
where reason, in so proceeding, falls into antinomy. The 
psychological and theological ideas contain no antin~my, 
and involve no contradiction. How, then, can anyone dispute 

tlleir [pOssible] objective reality? He who denies their possi
bility must do so with just as littleknowledgc [of this possi
bility) as we can have in affirming it. It is not, however, a 
sufficient ground for assuming anything, that there is no 
positive hindrance to our so doing; we are not justified in 
introducing thought-entities 1 which transcend all our con
cepts, though without contradicting them, as being real and 
determinate objects, merely on the authority of a speculative 
reason that is bent upon completing the tasks which it has 

~ 674} set itself. They qught not to be assumed as existing in 
702 

t;[lemselves, but only as having the reality of a schem~-the 
\ schema of the regulative principle of the systematic unity of 

all knowledge of nature. They should be regarded only as 
( analog!!_ of real things, not as in themselves real things. \Ve 

remove from the object of the idea the conditions which limit 
the concept provided by our understanding, but which also 
alone make it possible for us to have a determinate con
cept of anything. What we then think is a something of 
which, as it is in itself, we have no concept whatsoever, but 
which we none the less represent to ourselves as standing to 
the sum of appearances in a relation analogous to that in 
which appearances stand to one another. 

If, in this manner, we assume such ideal beings, we do not 
really extend our knowledge beyond the objects of possible 
experience; we extend only the empirical unity of such experi
ence, by means of the systematic unity for which the sc;1ema 
is provided by the idea-an idea which has therefore no claim 
to be a constitutive, but only a regulative principle. For 
to allow that we posit a thing, a something, a real being, 
corresponding to the idea, is not to say that we profess 
to extend our knowledge of things by means of transcen
dental2 concepts. For this being is posited only in the idea and 
not in itself; and therefore only as expressing the systematic 

1 [Cedankenwesen.] 
1 (Reading, with the 4lh edition, transcendentalen for lran.rcendenliln.] 
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unity which is to serve as a rule for the empirical employ- { ~ ~~s 

ment of reason. It decides nothing in regard to the ground of 
3 

this unity or as to what may be the inner character of the being 

on which as cause the unity depends. 
Thus the transcendental, and the only determinate, con

cept which the purely speculative reason gives us of God is, in 

the strictest sense, de£stz'c; that is, reason does not determine 

the objective validity of such a concept, but yields only the 

idea of something which is the ground of the highest and 

necessary unity of all empirical reality. This something we 

cannot think otherwise than on the analogy of a real sub

stance that, in conformity with laws of reason, is the cause 

of all things. This, indeed, is how we must think it, in 

so far as we venture to think it as a special object, and do 

not rather remain satisfied with the mere idea of the regu

lative principle of reason, leaving aside the completion of 

all conditions of thought as being too surpassingly great 

for the human understanding. The latter procedure is, how

ever, inconsistent with the pursuit of that complete system

atic unity in our knowledge to which reason at least sets 

no limits. 
This, then, is how matters stand: if we assume a divine 

being, we have indeed no concept whatsoever either of the 

inner possibility of its supreme perfection or of the necessity r A 
6 6 
~ 

of its existence; but, on the other hand, we are in a position \.B ~ 

to give a satisfactory answer to all those questions wnich 
7 4 

relate to the contingent, and to afford reason the most com-

p lete satisfaction in respect to that highest unity after which 

it is seeking in its empirical employment. The fact, however, 

that we are unable to satisfy reason in respect to the assump-

tion itself, shows that it is the speculative interest of reason, 

not any insight, which justifies it in thus starting from a point 

- that lies so far above its sphere; and in endeavouring, by this 

device, to survey its objects as constituting a complete whole. 

We here come upon a distinction bearing on the procedure 

of thought in dealing with one and the same assumption, a 

distinction which is somewhat subtle, but of great importance 

in transcendental philosophy. I may have sufficient ground to 

assume something, in a relative sense (suppos£tz'o relatt'va), and 

yet have no right to assume it absolutely (suppos#io absoluta). 
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This distinction has to be reckoned with in the case of a 
merely regulative principle. We recognise the necessity of the 
principle, but have no knowledge of the source of its neces
sity; and in assuming that it has a supreme ground, we do so 
solely in order to think its universality more determinately. 
Thus, for instance, when I think as existing a being that 
corresponds to a mere idea, indeed to a transcendental idea, 
I have no right to assume any such thing as in itself exist
ing, since no concepts through which I am able to think any t ~~n object as determined suffice for such a purpose-the condi
tions which are required for the objective validity of my con
cepts being excluded by the idea itself. The concepts of reality, 
substance, causality, even that of necessity in existence, apart 
from their use in making possible the empirical knowledge of 
an object, have no meaning whatsoever, such as might serve 
to determine any object. They can be employed, therefore, to 
explain the possibility of things in the world of sense, but not 
to explain the possibility of the universe itself. Such a ground 
of explanation would have to be outside the world, and could 
not therefore be an object of a possible experience. None the 
less, though I cannot assume such an inconceivable being [as 
existing) in itself, I may yet assume it as the object of a m~ 
idea, _relatively to the world of sense. For if the greatest 

~ possible empiri;;x-employment of my reason rests upon an 
idea (that of systematically complete unity, which I shall 
presently be defining more precisely), an idea which, al
though it can never itself be adequately exhibited in experi
ence, is yet indispensably necessary in order that we may 
approximate to the highest possible degree of empirical unity, 
I shall not only be entitled, but shall also be constrained, to 
realise this idea, that is, to posit for it a real object. But I may 
posit it only as a something which I do not at all know in 
itself, and to which, as a ground of that systematic unity, I 

A 678} 'b . I . h' . h . B ;o6 ascn e, m re at10n to t 1s untty, sue propert1es as are ana-
logous to the concepts employed "b'y'tni unaerstanding in the 
empincaTSphere. Accordingly, in analogy with realities in 

t he world, that is, with substances, with causality and with 
necessity, I think a being which possesses all this in the 
highest perfection; and since this idea depends merely on 
my reason, I can think this being as self-subsz'stent reason, 
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which through ideas of the greatest harmony and unity is 

the cause of the universe. I thus omit all conditions which 

might limit the idea, solely in order, under countenance of 

such an original ground, to make possible systematic unity 

of the manifold in the universe, and thereby the greatest 

possible empirical employment of reason. This I do by repre

senting all connections as tj they were the ordinances of a 

supreme reason, of which our reason is but a faint copy. I then 

-proceed to think this supreme being exclusively through con

cepts which, properly, are applicable only in the world of 

sense. But since I make none but a relative use of the trans

cendental assumption, namely, as giving the substratum of 

the greatest possible unity of experience, I am quite in order in 

tbinking a being which I distinguish from the world of sense, 

through properties which belong solely to that world. For I ... f/ 
do not seek, nor am I justified in seeking, to know this object I t1 vt 

of my idea according to what it may be in itself. There are no 

concepts available for any such purpose; even the concepts of ( ~ ;~ 
reality, substance, causality, nay, even that of necessity in 

existence, lose all meaning, and are empty titles for [possible] 

concepts, themselves entirely without content, when we thus 

venture with them outside the field of the senses. I think to 

myself merely! he relation jof a being, in itself completely un- t 'h f I' N 

known to me, to the greatest possible systematic unity of the 

universe, solely for the purpose of using it as a schema of the 

regulative principle of the greatest possible empirical employ-

ment of my reason. 
If it be the transcendental object of our idea that we have 

in view, it is obvious that we cannot thus, in terms of the 

concepts of reality, substance, causality, etc., presuppose its 

reality i1z itself, since these concepts have not the least applica

tion to anything that is entirely distinct from the world of sense. 

The supposition which reason makes of a supreme being, as 

the highest cause, is, therefore relative only; it is devised solely 

for the sake of systematic unity in the world of sense, and is a 

mere something in idea, of which, as it may be in itself, we 

have no concept This explains why, in relation to what is 

given to the senses as existing, we require the idea of a prim

ordial being necessary in itself, and yet can never form the 

slightest concept of it or of its absolute necessity. 

T2 
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We are now in a position to have a clear view of the outcome 
~~}of the whole Transcendental Dialectic, and accurately to define 

the final purpose of the ideas of pure reason, which become 
dialectical only through heedlessness and misapprehension. l Pure reason is in fact occupied with nothing but itself.ll..tEan 
have no other vocation. For what is given to it does not consist 
in objects Thathave to be brought to the unity of the empirical 
concept, but in those modes of knowledge supplied by the 
understanding that require to be brought to the unity of the 
concept of reason-that is, to unity of connection in conform
ity with a principle. The unity of reason is the unity of sy;s~m; 
and this systematic ~nity does not serve objectively as a prin
ciple that extends the application of reason to objects, but sub
jectively as a maxim that extends its application to all possible 
empirical knowledge of objects. Nevertheless, since the system
atic connection which reason can give to the empirical em
ployment of the understanding not only furthers its extension, 
but also guarantees its correctness, the principle of such system
atic -unity is so far also objective, but in an indeterminate 
manner (principium vagum). It is not a constitutive principle 
that enables us to determine anything in respect of its direct 
object, but only a merely regulative principle and maxim, to 
further and strengthen in infinitum (indeterminately) the 
empirical employment of reason-never in any way proceed
Ing counter to the laws of its empirical employment, and yet 
at the same time opening out new paths which are not within 
the cognisance of the understanding. 

~ ~~} But reason cannot think this systematic unity otherwise 
than by giving to the idea of this unity an object; and since 
experience can never give an example of complete systematic 
unity, the object which we have to assign to the idea is not 
such as experience can ever supply. This,.£bject, as thus enter
tained by reason (ens rationis ratioct'natae), is a mere idea;~ 
it is not assumed as a something that is real absolutely and 
in itself, but is postulated only problematically (since we 
cannot reach it through any of the concepts of the under
standing) in order that we may view all connection of the 
things of the world of sense as zj they had their ground in such 
a being. In thus proceeding, our sole purpose is to secure 
that systematic unity which is indispensable to reason, and 
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which while furthering in every way the empirical knowledge 

obtainable by the understanding can never interfere to hinder 

or obstruct it. 
We misapprehend the meaning of this idea if we regard 

it as the assertion or even as the assumption of a real thing, 

to which we may proceed to ascribe the ground of the sys

tematic order of the world. On the contrary, what this ground 

which eludes our concepts may be in its own inherent con

stitution is left entirely undetermined; the idea is posited only 

as being the point of view from which alone that unity, which 

is so essential to reason and so beneficial to the understano-

ing, can be further extended. In short, this transcendental {~ ~~ 
thing is only the schema of the regulative principle by which 

reason, so far as lies in its power, extends systematic unity 

over the whole field of experience. / 

The first object of such an idea is the 'I' itself, viewed 

simPJy as thinking nature or soul. If I am to investigate the 

properties with which a thinking being is in itself endowed, I 

must interrogate experience. For I cannot even apply any one 

of the categories to this object, except in so far as the schema 

of the category is given in sensible intuition. But I never there

by attain to a systematic unity of all appearances ofinner sense. 

Instead, then, oftneempirical C<mCept (of that which the- soul 

actually is), which cannot carry us far, reason takes the concept 

__Q,(_.tlle empirical unity of C!!Lthougllt; and by thinking this illilty 

as unconditioned and original, it forms from it a concept of 

reason , that is, the idea of a simple substance, which, unchange

able in itself (personally identical), stands in association with 

other real things outside it; in a word,-the:ieea of asimple sclf

subsistingio.tellig.ence. Yet in so doing it has nothing in view 

save principles of systematic unity in the explanation of the {~ ~~t 
appearances of the soul. It is endeavouring to represent all 

determinations as existing in a single subject, all powers, so 

far as possible, as derived from a single fundamental power, all 

change as belonging to the states of one and the same per

manent being, and all appearances in space as completely dif- X 
ferent from the actions of thought. The simplicity and other 

properties of substance are intended to be only the schema of 

this regulative principle, and are not presupposed as being the 

actual ground of the properties of the soul. For these may rest 
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on altogether different grounds, of which we can know nothing. 
The soul in itself could not be known through these assumed 
predicates, not even if we regarded them as absolutely valid 
in respect of it. For they constitute a mere idea which cannot 
be represented z'n concreto. Nothing but advantage can result 
from the psychological idea thus conceived, if only we take 
heed that it is not viewed as more than a mere idea, and that 
it is therefore taken as valid only relatively to the systematic 
employment of reason in determining the appearances of our 
soul. For no empirical laws of bodily appearances, which are 
of a totally different kind, will then intervene in the explana
tion of what belongs exclusively to z'nner sense. No windy 
hypotheses of generation, extinction, and palingenesis of souls 
will be permitted. The consideration of this object of inner 
sense will thus be kept completely pure and will not be con
fused by the introduction of heterogeneous properties. Also, 
reason's investigations will be directed to reducing the g rounds 
of explanation in this field, so far as may be possible, to a 

~ ~~:} single principle. All this will be best attained through such a 
schema, viewed as zf it were a real being; indeed it is attain
able in no other way. The psychological idea can signify 
nothing but the schema of a regulative concept. For were 
I to enquire whether the soul z'n £tseif is of spiritual nature, 
the question~ have no meaning. In employing such a 
s oncept I no~ly abstract from corporeal nature, but from 
nature in general, that is, from all predicates of any possible 
experience, and therefore from all conditions requisite for 

' thinking an object for such a concept; yet only as related to 
an object can the concept be said to have a meaning. 

The /second J regulative idea of merely speculative reason 
is the concept ofLthe world in generaL/ For nature is properly 
the only given object in regard to which reason requires regu
lative principles. This nature is twofold, either thinking or 
corporeal. To think the latter, so far as regards its inner 
possibility, that is, to determine the application of the cate
gories to it, we need no idea, that is, no representation which 
transcends experience. Nor, indeed, is any idea possible in this 
connection, since in dealing with corporeal nature we are 
guided solely by sensible intuition. The case is different from 
that of the fundamental ~logical concept C..C.), which 
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contains a f:iori a certain form of thol!ght, namely, the unity 

of thought. There therefore remains for pure reason nothing {~ 685 

but nature in general, and the completeness of the conditions 
713 

in nature in accordance with some principle. The absolute 

totality of the series of these conditions, in the derivation of 

their members, is an idea which can never be completely 

realised in the empirical employment of reason, but which 

yet serves as a rule that prescribes how we ought to proceed 

in dealing with such series, namely, that in explaining appear-

ances, whether in their regressive or in their ascending order, 

we ought to treat the series as zf it were in itself infinite, that _ 

is, as tf it proceeded in indefinitum. \Vhen, on the other hand, 

reason is itself regarded as the determining cause, as in [the 

sphere of] freedom, that is to say, in the case of m-actical prin-

ciples, we have to proceed as if we had before us an object, not 

ortile senses, but of the pure understanding. In this practical 

sphere the conditions are no longer in the series of appear-

ances; they can be posited outside the series, and the series of ~ 

States can therefore be regarded as if it had an absolute be- '( 

ginning, through an intelligible cause. A ll this shows that the 

~logiccil ideas are nothing but simply regulative prin-

ciples, and are very fa r from positing, in the manner of con

stitutive principles, an actual totality of such series. The fuller 

treatment of this subject will be found in the chapter on the 

antinomy of pure reason. 
The third idea of pure reason, which contains a merely 

relative suppositr;;'n of a being that is the sol~ and ~ufficient 

cause of all cosmological series, i~e idea of Cod. \Ve have 

not the slightest ground to assume in an absolute manner (to { ~ ~ 
suppose in itself) the object of this idea; for what can enable 

us to believe in or assert a being of the highest perfection and 

one absolutely necessary by its very nature, merely on the basis 

of its concept, or if we did how could we justify our procedure? 

It is only by way of its relation to the world that we can attempt 

toeS'tabllsn"the necessity of this supposition; and it then becomes 

~acnt thatjhe idea of such a being, like all speculative ideas, 

seeks only to fo~ul~h~ command of reason, Jthat all con

nection in the world be viewed in accordance withtneprin-

ciples of a systematic unity-as tf all such connection had its 

source in one single all-embracing being, as the supreme and 
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all-sufficient cause. It is thus evident that reason has here no 
other purpose than to prescribe its own formal rule for the 
extension of its empirical employment, and not any extension 
beyond all Hm£ts of emp£rical employment. Consequently it is 
evident that this idea does not, in any concealed fashion, in
volve any principle that claims, in its application to possible 
experience, to be constitutive in character. 

This highest formal uni , which rests sqlely on concepts 
-- of reason, is he J!..urposive 1 unity_gf things/ The speculative 

interest of reason makes it necessary to regard all order in the 
1

.., {........ ,..\~orld as if it had ~inaj:ed in the .purpGSe : of ~supreme 
reason. Such a pnnciple opens out to our reason, as applied 

~ ~~n in the field of experience, altogether new views as to how the 
things of the world may be connected according to teleological 3 

laws, and so enables it to arrive at their greatest systematic 
unity. The assumption of a supreme intelligence, as the one 
and only cause of the universe, though in the idea alone, can 
therefore always benefit reason and can never injure it. Thus 
if, in studying the shape of the earth (which is round, but some
what flattened), a of the mountains, seas, etc., we assume it to be 
the outcome of wise purposes on the part of an Author of the 
world, we are enabled to make in this way a number of dis
coveries. And provided we restrict ourselves to a merely regu
lative use of this principle, even error cannot do us any serious 
harm. For the worst that can happen would be that where we 
expected a teleolog ical connection (nexus finalt's), we find only 

~ ~n a mechanical or physical connection (nexus effect£vus). In such 
a case, we merely fail to find the additional unity; we do not 
destroy the unity upon which reason insists in its empirical 

0 The advantage arising from the spherical shape of the earth 
is well known. But few are aware that its spheroidal flattening alone 
prevents the continental elevations, or even the smaller hills, thrown 
up perhaps by earthquakes, from continuously, and indeed quite 
appreciably in a comparatively short time, altering the position of 
the axis of the earth. The protuberance of the earth at the equator 
forms so vast a mountain that the impetus of all the other moun
tains can never produce any observable effect in changing the posi
tion of the earth's axis. And yet, wise as this arrangement is, we feel 
no scruples in explaining it from the equilibrium of the formerly 
fl uid mass of the earth. I 

1 [zwe.-kmas.rzge.] 2 [Absidzt.) • [teleologJ's&hm.] 
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employment. But even a disappointment of this sort cannot 

affect the teleological law itself, in its general bearing. For 

although an anatomist can be convicted of error when he 

assigns to some member of an animal body an end 1 which 

it can be clearly shown not to subserve, it is yet quite im

possible to prove in any given case that an arrangement 

of nature, be it what it may, subserves no end whatsoever. 

Accordingly, medical physiology extends its very limited em

pirical knowledge of the ends served by the articulation of an 

organic body, by resorting to a principle for which pure reason 

has alone been responsible; and it carries this principle so far as 

to assume confidently, and with general approval, that every

thing in an animal has its use, and subserves some good pur

pose. If this assumption be treated as constitutive it goes much 

further than observation has thus far been able to justify; and 

we must therefore conclude that it is nothing more than a 

regulative principle of reason, to aid us in securing the highest 

possible systematic unity, by means of the idea of the pur

posive causality of the supreme cause of the world-as tf this 

being, as supreme intelligence, acting in accordance with a 

supremely wise purpose, were the cause of all things. 

If, however, we overlook this restriction of the idea to a {~ 689 

I I . . I d . . k h 717 

mere y rcgu at1ve use, reason 1s e away mto m1sta en pat s. 

For it then leaves the ground of experience, which alone can 

contain the signs that mark out its proper course, and ventures 

out beyond it to the incomprehensible and unsearchable, 

rising to dizzy heights where it finds itself entirely cut off 

from all possible action in conformity with experience. 

The first error which arises from our using the idea of a 

supreme being in a manner contrary to the nature of an idea, 

that is, constitutively, and not regulatively only, is the error of 

£gnava rat£o.4 \Ve may so entitle every principle which makes 

4 This was the title given by the ancient dialecticians to a 

sophistical argument, which ran thus: If it is your fate to recover 

from this illness, you will recover, whether you employ a physician 

or not . ...Qf~ states that this mode of argument has been so named, 

because, if we conformed to it, reason would be left without any use 

in life. On the same ground I apply the name also to the sophistical 

argument of pure reason. 

1 [Zweck.} 

, .;;. .f. -
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us regard our investigation into nature, on any subject, as 
~ ~} absolutely complete, disposing reason to cease from further 

enquiry, as if it had entirely succeeded in the task which it had 
set itself. Thus the psychological idea, when it is employed as 
a constitutive principle to explain the appearances of our soul, 
and thereby to extend our knowledge of the self beyond the 
limits of experience (its state after death), does indeed simplify 
the task of reason; but it interferes with, and entirely ruins, 
our use of reason in dealing with nature under the guidance 
of our experiences. The dogmatic spiritualist explains the 
abiding and unchanging ~ity of a person throughout all 
change of state, by the unity of the thinking substance, of 
which, as he believes, he has immediate perception in the 'I'; 
or he explains the interest which we take in what can happen 
only after our death, by means of our consciousness of the im
material nature of the thinking subject; and so forth. H e thus 
dispenses with all empirical investigation of the cause of these 
inner appearances, so far as that cause is to be found in physi
cal grounds of explanation; and to his own great convenience, 
though at the sacrifice of all real insight, he professes, in re
liance upon the assumed authority of a transcendent reason, to 
have the right to ignore those sources of knowledge which are 
immanent in experience. These detrimental consequences are 
even more obvious in the dogmatic treatment of our idea of a 
supreme intelligence, and in the theological system of nature 

~ 6<t} (physico-theology) which is fa lsely based upon it. For in 
7 9 

this field of enquiry, if instead of looking for causes in the 
universal laws of material mechanism, we appeal directly to 
the unsearchable decree of supreme wisdom, all those ends 
which are exhibited in nature, together with the many ends 
which are only ascribed by us to nature, make our investi
gation of the causes a very easy task, and so enable us to 
regard the labour of reason as completed, when, as a matter 
of fact, we have merely dispensed with its employment-an 
employment which is wholly dependent for guidance upon the 
order of nature and the series of its alterations, in accordance 
with the universal laws which they are found to exhibit.l This 
error can be avoided, if we consider from the teleological point 
of view not merely certain parts of nature, such as the distribu-

1 (11aeh ihrtm inneren und allgemeinen Cestlaen.] 
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tion of land, its structure, the constitution and location of 

the mountains, or only the organisation of the vegetable and 

animal kingdoms, but make this systematic unity of nature 

completely universal, in relation to the idea of a supreme in

telligence. For we then treat nature as resting upon a purpos

iveness, in accordance with universal laws, from which no 

special arrangement is exempt, however difficult it may be to 

establish this in any given case. We then have a regulative 

principle of the systematic unity of teleological connection

a connection which we do not, however, predetermine. What 

we may presume to do is to follow out the physico-mechanical { ~ ~~ 
connection in accordance with universal laws, in the hope of 

discovering what the teleological connection actually is. In this 

way alone can the principle of purposive unity aid always in 

extending the employment of reason in reference to experience, 

without being in any instance prejudicial to it. 

The second error arising from the misapprehension of the 

above principle of systematic unity is that of perversa ratio 

(uuTEeov 7rpjupov). The idea of systematic unity should be 

used only as a regulative principle to guide us in seeking for 

such unity in the connection of things, according to universal 

laws of nature; and we ought, therefore, to believe that we 

have approximated to completeness in the employment of the 

principle only in proportion as we are in a position to verify 

such unity in empirical fashion- a completeness which is 

never, of course, attainable. Instead of this the reverse pro

cedure is adopted. The reality of a principle of purposive 

unity is not only presupposed but hypostatised; and since the 

concept~ supreme intelligence is in itself completely be

yond our powers of comprehension, we proceed to determine 

it in an anthropomorphic manner, and so to impose ends 

_upon nature, forcibly and dictatorially, im;tead of .-E_ursuing 

the more reasonable course of searching for them by the path 

of physical investigation. And thus teleology, which is in

tended to aid us merely in completing the unity of nature in 

accordance with universal laws, not only tends to abrogate 

such unity, but also prevents reason from carrying out its own {~ 693 

professed purpose, that of proving from nature, in conformity 
721 

with these laws, 1 the existence of a supreme intelligent cause. 

1 [Reading, with WiUe, nach diesen for na&h diesem.] 
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idea of a supreme and absolutely necessary perfection of an 

original being, as the source of all causality? The greatest pos

sible systematic unity, and con seq uen tly also purposive unity, is 

the training school for the use of reason, and is indeed the very 

foundation of the possibility of its greatest possible employ-

ment. The idea of such unity is, therefore, inseparably bound {~ ~5 
up with the very nature of our reason. This same idea is on 

3 

that account legislative for us; and it is therefore very natural 

that we should assume a corresponding legislative reason 

(£ntetlectusarchetypus), from which, as the object of our reason, 

all systematic unity of nature is to be derived. 
In discussing the antinomy of pure reason we have stated 

that the questions propounded by pure reason must in every 

case admit of an answer, and that in their regard it is not per

missible to plead the limits of our knowledge (a plea which 

in many questions that concern nature is as unavoidable as 

it is relevant). For we are not here asking questions in regard 

to the nature of thmgs, but only such questions as arise from 

the very ;-ature of reason, and which concern solely its own 

1nner constitution. We arenow-ma position to confirm this 

assertion- which at first sight may have appeared rash-so 

far as regards the two questions in which pure reason is most 

of all interested; and thus finally to complete our discussion of 

the dialectic of pure reason. 
If, in connection with a transcendental theology," we ask, 

first, whether there is anything distinct from the world, which {AB 696 
-:----...-- - 724 

contams the ground of the order of the world and of its con-

nection in accordance with universal laws, the answer is that 

~re ttnd!!_ubtedly is. £or the world is a Sl!!!L9f appearances; X J< 1 

and there must therefore be some transcendental ground of 

the'" appearances, that is, a ground which is thinkable only by 

the pure understanding. If, secondly, the question be, whether 

this being is substance, of the greatest reality, necessary, etc., 

" After what I have already said regarding the psychological 
idea and its proper vocation, as a principle for the merely regulative {~ ~ 
employment of reason, I need not dwell at any length upon the 
transcendental illusion by which the systematic unity of all the mani
foldness of inner sense is hypostatised. The procedure is very similar 
to that which is under discussion in our criticism of the theological 
ideal. 

) 
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we reply that th£s question is entirely witlzout meaning. For 
all categories through which we can attempt to form a concept 
of such an object allow only of empirical employment, and 
have no meaning whatsoever when not applied to objects of 
possible experience, that is, to the world of sense. Outside this 
field they are merely titles of concepts, which we may admit, 
but through which (in and by themselves) we can understand 
nothing. If, thirdly, the question be, whether we may not at 
least think this being, which is distinct from the world, in 
analogy wi'tll't'he objects of experience, the answer is: ct?:- .... 

~ 697} tainly, o ut only as object in idea and not in reality, namely, 725 
only as being a substratum, to us unknown, of the systematic 
unity, order, and purposiveness of the arrangement of the 
world-an idea which reason is constrained to form as the 

) 
regulative principle of its investigation of nature. Nay, more, 
we may freely, without laying ourselves open to censure, admit 
into this idea certain anthropomorphisms which are herpfui 
to the principle m its regulative capacity. For it is always an 
idea only, which docs not relate directly to a being distinct 
from the world, but to the regulative principle of the systematic 
unity of the world, and only by means of a schema of this 
unity, namely, through the schema of a supreme intelligence 
which, in originating the world, acts in accordance with wise 
purposes. What this primordial ground of the unity of the 
world may be in itself, we should not profess to have thereby 
decided, but only how we should use it, or rather its idea, in 
relation to the systematic employment of reason in respect of 
the things of the world. 

But the question may still be pressed: Can we, on such 
grounds, assume a wise and omnipotent Author of the worl.9? 

./ > Undoubkazy we may; and we not only may, but must, do so. 
But do we then extend our knowledge beyond the field of pos
sible experience? By no means. All that we have done is merely 

~ ~n to presuppose a something, a merely transcendental object, of 
which, as it is in itself, we have no concept whatsoever. It is 
only in relation to the systematic and purposive ordering of 
the world, which, if we are to study nature, we are constrained 
to presuppose, that we have thought this unknown being 
by analogy with an intelligence (an empirical concept); that 
is, have endowed it, in respect of the ends and perfection 
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which are to be grounded upon it, with just those properties 

which, in conformity with the conditions of our reason, can 

be regarded as containing the ground of such systematic unity. 

This idea is thus valid only in respect of the employment of our 

reason t'n reference to the world. If we ascribed to it a validity 

that is absolute and objective, we should be forgetting that 

what we are thinking is a being in idea only; and in thus taking 

our start from a ground which is not determinable through 

observation of the world, we should no longer be in a position 

to apply the principle in a manner suited to the empirical 

employment of reason. 
But, it will still be asked, can I make any such use of the 

concept and of the presupposition of a supreme being in the 

rational consideration of the world? Yes, it is precisely for 

thiS purpose that reason has resorted to this idea. But may V' /~.-;<._. 
then proceed to regard seemingly purposive arrangements as 

~rpeses,1 and so derive them from the divine will, though, { ~ ~ 

of course, mediately through certain special natural means, 
7 7 

themselves established in furtherance of that divine will? Yes, 

we can indeed do so; but only on condition that we regard 

it as a matter of indifference whether it be asserted that 

divine wisdom has disposed all things in accordance with its 

supreme ends, or that the idea of supreme wisdom is a regu-

lative principle in the investigation of nature and a principle 

of its systematic and purposive unity, in accordance with 

universal laws, even in those cases in which we are unable 

to detect that unity. In other words, it must be a matter of 

complete indifference to us, when we perceive such unity, 

\vhether we say that God in his wisdom has willed it to be 

sO, or that nature has wisely arranged it thus. For what has 

JUStified us in adopting the idea of a supreme intelligence as 

a schema of the regulative principle is precisely this greatest 

possible systematic and purposive unity- a unity which our 

reason has required as a regulative principle that must under-

lie all investigation of nature. The more, therefore, we dis-

cover purposiveness in the world, the more fully is the legiti-

macy of our idea confirmed. But since the sole aim of that 

principle was to guide us in seeking a necessary unity of nature, 

and that in the greatest possible degree, while we do indeed, 
1 £~we&4lilmlic!te A11ord1~ung-en als Abszc!tten.] 
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in so far as we attain that unity, owe it to the idea of a supreme 
~ ~~} being, we cannot, without contradicting ourselves, ignore the 

universal laws of nature-with a view to discovering which the 
idea was alone adopted-and look upon this purposiveness 
of nature as contingent and hyperphysical in its origin. For we 
were not justified in assuming above nature a being with those 
qualities, bu~nly in adopting thJ idea of such a bei~n order 
to view the appearance$~- as systematically connected with one 
another in acco rdance with the principle of a causal dejer
mination. 

For the same reasons, in thinking the cause of the world, 
we are justified in representing it in our idea not only in 
terms of a certain subtle anthropomorphism (without which 
we could not think anything whatsoever in regard to it), 
namely, as a being that has understanding, feelings of pleasure 
and displeasure, and desires and volitions corresponding to 
these, but also in ascribing to it a perfection which, as infinite, 
far transcends any perfection that our empirical knowledge of 
the order of the world can justify us in attributing to it. For 
the regulative law of systematic unity prescribes that we should 
study nature as :j systematic and purposive unity, combined 
with the greatest possible manifoldness, were everywhere to be 
met with, t'n t'n.fint'tum. For although we may succeed in dis
covering but little of this perfection of the world, it is never
theless required by the legislation of our reason that we must 

~ 7~1 } always search for and surmise it; and it must always be bene-
7 

9 
ficial, and can never be harmful, to direct our investigations 
into nature in accordance with this principle. But it is evident 
that in this way of representing the principle as involving the 
idea of a supreme Author, I do not base the principle upon the 
existence and upon the knowledge of such a being, but upon 
its idea only, and that I do not really derive anything from this 
being, but only from the idea of it- that is, from the nature of 
the things of the world, in accordance with such an idea. A 
certain, unformulated consciousness of the true use of this 
concept of reason seems indeed to have inspired the modest 
and reasonable language of the philosophers of all times, 
since they speak of the wisdom and providence of nature and 
of divine wisdom, just as if nature and divine wisdom were 

1 [Reading, with Hartenstein, die for der.] 
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equivalent expressions-indeed, so long as they are dealing 

solely with speculative reason, giving preference to the former 

mode of expression, on the ground that it enables us to avoid 

making profession of more than we are justified in asserting, 

and that it likewise directs reason to its own proper field, 

namely, nature. 
Thus pure reason, which at first seemed to promise nothing 

less than the extension of knowledge beyond all limits of ex

perience, contains, if properly understood, nothing but regu-

lative principles, which, while indeed prescribing greater unity 

than the empirical employment of understanding can achieve, 

yet still, by the very fact that they place the goal of its 

endeavours at so great a distance, carry its agreement with {~ ~~ 

itself, by means of systematic unity, to the highest possible 

degree. But if, on the other hand, they be misunderstood, 

and be treated as constitutive principles of transcendent 

knowledge, they give rise, by a dazzling and deceptive 

illusion, to persuasion and a merely fictitious knowledge, 

and therewith to contradictions and eternal disputes. . . , . 
Thus all human \!<nowlcdge begins with intuitio_Es, pro

ceeds froiii"'Thence to concepts, and ends with ideas. Although 

In respect of all three elements it possesses a priori sources of 

knowledge, which on first consideration seem to scorn the 

limits of all experience, a thoroughgoing critique convinces us 

that reason, in its speculative employment, can never with 

these elements transcend the field of possible experience, and 

that the proper vocation of this supreme faculty of knowledge 

is to use all methods, and the principles of these methods, 

solely for the purpose of penetrating to the innermost secrets 

of nature, in accordance with every possible principle of unity 

-that of ends being the most important-but never to soar 

beyond its limits, outside which there is for us nothing but 

empty space. The critical examination, as carried out in the 

Transcendental Analytic, of all propositions which may seem {~ 7°3 

to extend our knowledge beyond actual experience, has doubt-
731 

less sufficed to convince us that they can never lead to any-

thing more than a possible experience. Were it not that we are 

suspicious of abstract and general doctrines, however clear, 
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and were it not that specious and alluring prospects tempt us 
to escape from the compulsion which these doctrines impose, 
we might have been able to spare ourselves the laborious in
terrogation of all those dialectical witnesses that a transcen
dent reason brings forward in support of its pretensions. For 
we should from the start have known with complete certainty 
that all such pretensions, while perhaps honestly meant, must 
be absolutely groundless, inasmuch as they relate to a kind 
of knowledge to which man can never attain. But there is no 
end to such discussions, unless we can penetrate to the true 
cause of the illusion by which even the wisest are deceived. 
Moreover, the resolution of all our transcendent knowledge 
into its clements (as a study of our inner nature) is in itself 
of no slight value, and to the philosopher is indeed a matter 

) of duty. Accordingly, fruitless as are all these endeavours of 
speculative reason, we have none tlleless found it necessary 
to follow them up to their primary sources. And since the 
dialectical illusion does not merely deceive us in our judg-

B 732 ments, but also, because of the interest which we take in these 
A 704 judgments, has a certain natural attraction which it will always 

continue to possess, we-have thought It advisable, with a view 
iothe prevention of such errors in the future, to draw up in 
full detail what we may describe as being the records of this 
lawsuit, and to deposit them in the archives of human r;ason. -
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call the first kind acroamat£c (discursive) proofs, since they 
may be conducted by the agency of words alone (the object 
in thought), rather than demonstrat£ons which, as the term 
itself indicates, proceed in and through the intuition of the 
object. 

From all this it follows that it is not in keeping with the......., 
nature of philosophy, especially in the field of pure reason, to 
take pride in a dogmatic procedure, and to deck itself out with 
the title and insignia of mathematics, to whose ranks it does 
not belong, though it has every ground to hope for a sisterly 
union with it. Such pretensions are idle claims which can never 
be satisfied, and indeed must divert philosophy from its true 
purpose, namely, to expose the illusions of a reason that forgets 
its limits, and by sufficiently clarifying our concepts to recall 
it from its presumptuous speculative pursuits to modest but 
thorough self-knowledge. Reason must not, therefore, in its ' 
transcendental endeavours, hasten forward with sanguine 
expectations, as though the path which it has traversed led 
directly to the goal, and as though the accepted premisses 
could be so securely relied upon that there can be no need of 
constantly returning to them and of considering whether we 

may not perhaps, in the course of the inferences, discover de-
fects which have been overlooked in the principles, and which 

render it necessary either to determine these principles more {~ Zg! 
fully or to change them entirely. ' 

I divide all apodeictic propositions, whether demonstrable 
or immediately certain, into dogmata and mathemata. A syn
thetic proposition directly derived from concepts is a dogma; 
a synthetic proposition, when directly obtained through the 
construction of concepts, is a matlzema. Analytic judgments 
really teach us nothing more about the object than what the 
concept which we have of it already contains; they do not 
extend our knowledge beyond the concept of the object, but 
only clarify the concept. They cannot therefore rightly be 
called dogmas (a word which might perhaps be translated 
doctrines). 1 Of the two kinds of synthetic a priori propositions 
only those belonging to philosophical knowledge can, accord
ing to the ordinary usage of words, be entitled dogmas; the 
propositions of arithmetic or geometry would hardly be so 

1 (Ldrsprud#.] 
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named. The customary use of words thus confirms our in
terpretation of the term, namely. that only judgments derived 
from concepts can be called dogmatic, not those based on the 
construction of concepts. 

Now in the whole domain of pure reason, in its merely 
speculative employment, there is not to be found a sing le 
synthetic judgment directly aerived from concepts. For, as we 
have shown, ideas cannot form the basis of any objectively 
valid synthetic judgment. Through concepts of understanding 

~ ;r} pure reason does, indeed, establish secure principles, not how-
5 ever directly from concepts alone, but always only indirectly 

through relation of these concepts to something altogether con
tingent, namely, possible experience. \Vhen such experience 
(that is, something as object of possible experiences) is pre
supposed, these principles are indeed apodeictically certain; 
but in themselves, d irectly, they can never be known a prior£. 
Thus no one can acquire insight into the proposition that 
everything which happens has its cause, merely from the con
cepts involved. It is not, therefore, a dogma, although from 
another point of view, namely, from that of the sole field of 
its possible employment, that is, experience, it can be proved 
with complete apodeictic certainty. But though it needs proof, 
it should be entitled a prindple, not a theorem, because it has 
the peculiar character that it makes possible the very experi
ence which is its own ground of proof, and that in this ex
perience it must always itself be presupposed. 

Now if in the speculative employment of pure reason there 
are no dogmas, to serve as its special subject-matter,1 all 
dogmatic methods, whether borrowed from the mathematician 
or specially invented, are as such inappropriate. For they only 
serve to conceal defects and errors, and to mislead philosophy, 
whose t rue purpose is to present every step of reason in the 
clearest light. Nevertheless its method can always be system-

~~~} atic. Foe. our reason is itself, subjectively, a system, though in 
its pure employment, by means of mere concepts, it is no more 
than a system whereby our investigations can be conducted 
in accordance with principles of unity, the material being pro
vided by experience alone. We cannot here discuss the method 
peculiar to t ranscendental philosophy; we are at present con-

1 [aucn dtm l nltalte naclt.] 
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cerned only with a critical estimate of what may be expected 
from our faculties-whether we are in a position to build at all; 
and to what height, with the material at our disposal (the pure 
a prior£ concepts), we may hope to carry the edifice. 

CHAPTER I 

Section 2 

THE DISCIPLINE OF PURE REASON IN RESPECT OF ITS 
POLEMICAL EMPLOYMENT 

Reason must in all its undertakings subject itself to criti
cis'i=ri;shou!Oit- limit freedom of criticism by any prohibi--tions, it must harm itself, drawing upon itself a damaging 
suspicion . .J'i.othing is so important through its usefulness, 
nothing so sacred, that it may be exempted from this search-

ing exa minatio;, which knows no respect for persons. Reason 
depends on this freedom for its very existence. For reason 
has no dictatorial authority; its verdict is always simply the 
agreemen t of free cit izens, of whom each one must be permitted {~ ~~~ 

-to express, without let or hindrance, his objections or even his 
veto. 

But while reason can never refuse to submit to criticism, 
it does not always have cause to fear it. In its dogmatic (non
mathematical) employment it is not, indeed, so thoroughly 
conscious of such exact observation of its own supreme laws, 
as not to feel constrained to present itself with diffidence, nay, 
with en tire renunciation of all assumed dogmatic authority, 
to the critical scrutiny of a higher judicial reason. 

The situation is, however, quite otherwise, when reason 
has to deal not with the verdict of a judge, but with the claims 
of a fellow-citizen, and against these has only to act in self
defence. For since these are in tended to be just as dogmatic 
in den ial as its own are in affirmation, it is :~. ble to justify itself 
KaT' avt1p<oJ7fov, in a man ner which ensures it against all inter
ference, and provides it with a title to secure possession that 
need fear no outside claims, although KaT' cih.~Betav the title 
cannot itself b£_conclusively proved. 

By the polemical employment of pure reason I mean the 
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defence of its propositions as against the dogmatic counter
propositions through which they are denied. H ere the conten

..!ion is not that its own assertions may not, perhaps, be false, 
~ ~~~) but only that no one can assert the opposite with apodeictic 

certamty, or even, indeed, with a greater degree of likelihood. 
We do not here hold our possessions upon sufferance; for 
although our title to them may not be satisfactory, it is yet 
quite certain that no one can ever be in a position to prove the 
illegality of the title. 

It is grievous, indeed, and disheartening, that there should 
be any such thing as an lantithetic of pure reason1 and that 
reason, which is the highest tribunal for all conflicts, should 
thus be at variance with itself. We had to deal, in a previous 
c hapter, with such an antithetic; but it turned out to be only 
an apparent conflict, resting upon a misunderstanding. In ac
cordance with the common prejudice, it took appearances as 
being things in themselves, and then required an abs.olute 
completeness of their synthesis in the one mode or in the 1 other 
(this being equally impossible in eitherway)-a demand which 
is not at all permissible in respect of appearances. There was, 
therefore, no real seif-contradict£on of reason in the propound
ing of the two propositions, that the series of appearances given 
in themselves has an absolutely first beginning, and that this 
series is absolutely and in itself without any beginning. For 
the two propositions are quite consistent with each other, inas
much as appearances, in respect of their existence (as appear
ances), are in themselves nothing at all, that is, [so regarded] 
are something self-contradictory; for the assumption [that 
they do thus exist in themselves] must naturally lead to self
contradictory inferences. 

~ 7~} But there are other cases in which we cannot allege any 7 
such misunderstanding, and in which we cannot, therefore, 
dispose of the conflict of reason in the above manner-when, 
for instance, it is asserted, on the one hand, theistically, that 
there is a supreme being, and on the other hand, atheistically, 
that there is no supreme being; or as in psychology, that every· 
thing which thinks is endowed with absolute and abiding unity 
and is therefore distinct from all transitory material unity, 
and, in opposition thereto, that the soul is not immaterial unity 

l [Reading, with Vorllloder, die andere for andere.] 
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and cannot be exempt from transitoriness. For since in these 
cases the understanding has to deal only with things £n them

selves and not with appearances, the object of such questions 
is free from any foreign element that is in contradiction with 
its nature. There would indeed be a real conflict, if pure reason 
had anything to say on the negative side which amounted to 
a positive ground for its negative contentions. For so far as 
concerns criticism of the grounds of proof offered by those 
who make dogmatic affirmations, the criticism1 can be freely 
admitted, without our having on that account to give up these 
affirmations, which have at least the interest of reason in 
their favour-an interest to which the opposite party cannot 

appeal. 
I do not at all share the opinion which certain excel-

lent and thoughtful men (such as Sulzer 2), in face of the 
weakness of the arguments hitherto employed, have so often 
been led to express, that we may hope sometime to discover 
conclusive demonstrations qf_the two catdinaLpropositions of ,~ 

our reason-that there is a God, and that there is a future life. 
Onthe cont;ary, I am certain that this will never happen. For {~ ~i~ 
whence will reason obtain ground for such synthetic assertions, 
which do not relate to objects of experience and their inner 
possibility. But_ it is also apodeictically certain that there will 
never be anyone who will be able to assert the opposz"te with 
the least show (of proof], much less, dogmatically. For since he 
could prove this only through pure reason, he must undertake 
to prove that a supreme being, and the thinking subject in 
us (viewed) as pure intelligence, are £mpossible. But whence 
will he obtain the modes of knowledge which could justify 
him in thus judging synthetically in regard to things that lie 
beyond all possible experience. We may therefore be so 3 com
pletely assured that no one will ever prove the opposite, that 
there is no need for us to concern ourselves with formal argu
ments. We are always in a position to accept these propositions 
----propositions which are so very closely bound up with the 
speculative interest of our reason in its empirical employment, 
and which, moreover, are the sole means of reconciling the 

1 [Reading, with Wille, ihr for ihm.] 
• U G.Sul~er(172o-1779).) 
• [Reading, with Erdmann, so rans for rans.] 
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speculative with the practical interest. As againstouropponent, 
who must not be considered here as a critic on ly, we are equipped 
with our non Hquet, which cannot fail to disconcert him. At 
the same time we do not mind his turning this a rgument 

~ 74t} upon ourselves, since we always have in reserve the subjective 77 
maxim of reason, which is necessarily lacking to our opponent, 
and under its protection can look upon all his vain attacks with 
a tranquil indifference. 

There is thus no real antithetic of pure reason. For the 
arena for such an antithetic would have to be located in the 
domain of pure theology and psychology; and in that domain 
no combatant can be adequately equipped, or have weapons 
that we need fear. Ridicule and 1 boasting form his whole 
armoury, and these can be laughed at, as mere child's play. 
This is a comforting consideration, and affords reason fresh 
courage; for upon what could it rely, if, while it alone is called 
upon to remove all errors, it should yet be at variance with 
itself, and without hope of peace and quiet possession. 

E,·erything which nature has itself instituted is good for 
some purpose. Even poisons have their use. They serve to 
counteract other poisons generated in our bodily humours, 
and must have a place in every complete pharmacopoeia. The 
objections against the persuasions and complacency of our 
purely speculative reason arise from the very nature of reason 
itself, and must therefore have their own good use and purpose, 
which ought not to be disdained. \Vhy has Providence placed 
many things which are closely bound up with our highest in-~ ~j:} terests so far beyond our reach that we are only permitted to 
apprehend them in a manner lacking in clearness and subject 
to doubt-in such fashion that our enquiring gaze is more ex
cited than satisfied? We may, indeed, be in doubt whether it 
serves any useful purpose, and whether it is not perhaps even 
harmful, to venture upon bold utterances in regard to such 
uncertain matters. But there can be no manner of doubt that 
it is always best to grant reason complete liberty, both of 
enquiry and of criticism, so that it may not be hindered in 
attending to its own proper interests. These interests are no 
less furthered by the limitation than by the extension of its 
speculations, and will always suffer when outside influences 

1 [Reading, with SUl edition, und for oder.] 
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ranee to the pure and spiritual life. The dependence of the 
animal and sensible upon the bodily constitution would then 
in nowise prove the dependence of our entire life upon the 
state of our organs. We might go yet further, and discover 
quite new objections, which either have never been suggested 
or have never been sufficiently developed. 

Generation, in man as in non-rational creatures, is de
pendent upon opportunity, often indeed upon sufficiency of 
food, upon the moods and caprices of rulers, nay, even upon 
vice. And this makes it very difficult to suppose that a creature 
whose life has its first beginning in circumstances so trivial 
and so entirely dependent upon our own choice, should have 
an existence that extends to all eternity. As regards the con
tinuance (here on earth) of the species as a whole, this diffi
culty is negligible, since accident in the individual case is still 
subject to a general law, but as regards each individual it 
certainly seems highly questionable to expect so potent an 
effect from causes so insignificant. But to meet these objec
tions we can propound a transcendental hypothesis, namely, 
that all life is, strictly speaking, intelligible only, is not sub-
ject to changes of time, and neither begins in birth nor ends {~ ~ 
in death; that 1 this life is an appearance only, that is, a sen-
sJ.We represent~of the purely spiritual lif~, and that the 
whole sensible world is a mere picture 2 which in our present 
mode of knowledge hovers before us, and like a dream has 
in itself no objective reality; that if we could intuit our-
selves and things as they are, we should see ourselves in 
a world of spiritual beings,3 our sole and true community 
with which has not begun through birth and will not cease 
through bodily death~th birth and death being mere 

Jppearans;es. 
Now of all this we...ha.ve.nQt the least knowledge.j¥e plead 

i!_only in hypothetical fashion, to meet the attack; we arc not 
actually asserting it. Foe. itJs not e..ven an idea of reason, but 
is a concept dev£sed merely for the purposes of self-defence. 
None the less we are here proceeding in entire conformity 
with reason. Our opponent fal sely represents the absence of 
empirical conditions as itself amounting to proof of the total 

1 (Reading, with Valentiner, werde; dasr for werde. Dass.] 
• [em blosur Bild.J • [geistiger Naturen.J 

x2 
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impossibility of our belief, and is therefore proceeding on 
the assumption that he has exhausted all the possibilities. 
What we are doing is merely to show that it is just as little 
possible for him to comprehend the whole field of possible 
things through mere laws of experience as it is for us to reach, 
outside experience, any conclusions justifiable for our reason. 
Anyone who employs such hypothetical means of defence 

~ ~81 } against the rash and presumptuous negations of his opponent 09 
must not be considered to intend the adoption of these opinions 
as his own; he abandons them, as soon as he has disposed 
of the dogmatic pretensions of- his opponent. For though 
a merely negative attitude to the assertions of others may 
seem very modest and moderate, to proceed to represent 
the objections to an assertion as proofs of the counter-asser
tion is to make claims no less presumptuous and visionary 
than if the positive position and its affirmations had been 
adopted. 

lt is evident, therefore, that in the speculative employment 
of reason hypotheses, regarded as opinions, have no validity 
in themselves, but only relatively to the transcendent pre
tensions of the opposite party. For to make principles of pos
sible experience conditions of the possibility of things in general 
is just as transcendent a procedure as to assert the objective 
reality of [transcendent] concepts, the objects of which can
not be found anywhere save outside the limits of all possible 
experience. What pure reason judges assertor£cally, must 
(like everything that reason knows) be necessary; otherwise 
nothing at all is asserted Accordingly, pure reason does 
not, in point of fact, contain any opinions whatsoever. The 
hypotheses, above referred to, are merely problematic judg
ments, which at least cannot be refuted, although they do 

~ ~~~} not indeed allow of any proof. ~ey are therefore nothing 
but 1 private opi~s. Nevertheless, we cannot properly dis-

pense with them as weapons against the misgivings which 
are apt to occur; .,!hey are necessary even to secure our inner 
tranquillity. We must preserve to them this character, care
fully guarding against the assumption of their independent 
authority or absolute validity, since otherwise they would 
drown reason in fictions and delusions. 

1 [Reading, with Hartenstein, reine for kein4.] 
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I understand by a canon the sum-total of the a priori prin
ciples of the correct employment of certain faculties of know
ledge. Thus general logic, in its analytic portion, is a canon 
for understanding and reason in general; but only in regard 
to their form; it abstracts from all content. The transcendental 
analytic has similarly been shown to be the canon of the pure 
understanding; for understanding alone is capable of true syn
thetic modes of knowledge a priori. But when no correct em
ployment of a faculty of knowledge is possible there is no 
canon. Now all synthetic knowledge through pure reason in 
its speculative employment is, as has been shown by the proofs 
given, completely impossible. There is therefore no canon of 
its speculative employment; such employment is entirely dia
lectical. All transcendental logic is, in this respect, simply a t ~~D discipline. Consequently, if there be any correct employment 
of pure reason, in which case there must be a canon of its 
employment, the canon will deal not with the speculative but 
with the practical employment of reason. This practical em
ployment of reason we shall now proceed to investigate. 

THE CANON OF PURE REASON 

Section I 

T HE ULTIMATE END OF THE PURF. EMPLOYMENT OF 
OUR REASON 

R eason is impelled by a tendency of its nature to go out 
beyond the field of its empirical employment, and to venture 
in a pure employment, by means of ideas alone, to the utmost 
limits of all knowledge, and not to be satisfied save through 
the completion of its course in [the apprehension of] a self
subsistent systematic whole. Is this endeavour the outcome 
merely of the speculative interests of reason? 1\lust we not 
rather regard it as having its source exclusively in the prac
tical interests of reason? 

I shall, for the moment, leave aside all question as to the 
success which attends pure reason in its speculative exercise, 
and enquire only as to the problems the solution of which 
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constitutes its ultimate aim, whether reached or not, and in 
respect of which all other aims are to be regarded only as 
means. These highest aims must, from the nature of reason, {~ Z~~ 
have a certain unity, in order that they may, as thus unified, 
further that interest of humanity which is subordinate to no 
higher interest. 

The ultima te aim to which the speculation of reason in its 
transcendental employment is directed concerns three objects: 
the freedom of the will, the immortality of the soul, and the 
existence of God. In respect of all three th e merely speculative 
interest of reason is very small; and for its sake alone we should 
11:lrdly have undertaken the labour of transcendental investiga
tion-a labour so fatiguing in its endless wrestling with in
superable difficulties-since whatever discoveries might be 
made in regard to these matters, we should not be able to make 
use of them in any helpful manner in concreto, that is, in the 
study of nature. If the will be free, this can have a bearing only 
on the intelligible cause of our volition. For as regards the phe
nomena of its outward expressions, that is, of our actions, we 
must account for them-in accordance with a maxim which 
is inviolable, and which is so fundamental that without it we 
should not be able to employ reason in any empirical manner 
whatsoever- in the same manner as all other appearances of 
nature, namely, in conformity with unchangeable laws. If, 
again, we should be able to obtain insight into the spiritual 
nature of the soul, and therewith of its immortality, we could 
make no use of such insight in explaining either the appear-

ances of this present life or the specific nature of a future {~ ~~ 
state. For our concept of an incorporeal nature is merely nega-
tive, and docs not in the least extend our knowledge, yielding 
no sufficient material for inferences, save only such as are 
merely fictitious and cannot be sanctioned by philosophy. If, 
thirdly, the existence of a supreme intelligence be proved, by 
its means we might indeed render what is purposive in the 
constitution and ordering of the world comprehensible in a 
general sort of way, but we should not be in the least war-
ranted in deriving from it any particular arrangement or dis
position, or in boldly inferring any such, where it is not per
ceived. For it is a necessary rule of the speculative employment 
of reason, not to pass over natural causes, and, abandoning 
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that in regard to which we can be instructed by experience, to 
deduce something which we know from something which en
tirely transcends all our [possible] knowledge. In short, these 
three propositions are for speculative reason always tran
scendent, and allow of no immanent employment-that is, 
employment in reference to objects of experience, and so in 
some manner really of service to us-but are in themselves, 
notwithstanding the very heavy labours which they impose 
upon our reason, entirely useless. 

If, then, these three cardinal propositions are not in any 
way necessary for knowledge, and are yet strongly recom

~ tg} mended by our reason, their importance, properly regarded, 
must concern only the practt"cal. 

By 'the practical' I mean everything that is possible 
through freedom. When, however, the conditions of the exer
cise of our free will are empirical, reason can have no other 
than a regulative employment in regard to it, and can serve 
only to effect unity in its empirical laws. Thus, for instance, 
in the precepts of prudence, the whole business of reason 
consists in uniting all the ends which are prescribed to us by 
our desires in the one single end, happ£ness, and in co
ordinating the means for attaining it. In this field, therefore, 
reason can supply none but pragmatt"c laws of free action, for 
the attainment of those ends which are commended to us by 
the senses; it cannot yield us laws that are pure and deter
mined completely a pr£or£. Laws of this latter type, pure prac
tical laws, whose end is given through reason completely a 
prt"or£, and which are prescribed to us not in an empirically 
conditioned but in an absolute manner, would be products of 
pure reason. Such are the moral laws; and these alone, there--'C fore, belong to the practical employment of reason, and allow 
of a canon. 

The whole equipment of reason, in the discipline which 
may be entitled pure philosophy, is in fact determined~with 

~ a view to the three above-mentioned. problems. These, how
ever, themselves in turn refer us yet further, namely, to the 
problem what we ought to do, if the will is free, if there is 

~ t~} a God and a future world. As this concerns our attitude to 
the supreme end, it is evident that the ultimate intention 
of nature in her wise provision for us has indeed. in the 
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constitution of our reason, been directed to moral interests 
alone.1. 
- But we must be careful, in turning our attention to an 
object which is foreign a to transcendental philosophy, that we 
do not indulge in digressions to the detriment of the unity of 
the system, nor on the other hand, by saying too little on this 
new topic, fail in producing conviction through lack of clear
ness. I hope to avoid both dangers, by keeping as close as 
possible to the transcendental, and by leaving entirely aside 
any psychological, that is, empirical, factors that may per
chance accompany it. 

I must first remark that for the p resent I shall employ the 
concept of freedom in this practical sense only, leaving aside 
that other transcendental meaning which cannot be empiric-
ally made use of in explanation of appearances, but is itself {~ ~~~ 
a problem for reason, as has been already shown. A will is 
purely an£mal (arbitrium brutum), which cannot be deter-
mined save through sensuous2 impulses, that is, pathologically. 
A will which can be determined independently of sensuous 
impulses, and therefore through motives which are repre-
sented only by reason, is entitled freewill (arbitr£um hberum), 
and everything which is bound up with this will, whether as 
ground or as consequence, is entitled practical. IThe fact of] 
practical freedom can be proved through experience. For the 

-human-;ill is not determined by that alone which stimulates, 
that is, immediately affects the senses; we have the power to 
overcome the impressions on our faculty of sensuous desire, by 
·calling up representations of what, in a more indirect manner, 
is useful or injurious. But these considerations, as to what is 
desirable in respect of our whole state, that is, as to what is 
good and useful, are based on reason. Reason therefore provides 

a All practical concepts relate to objects of satisfaction or dis
satisfaction, that is, of pleasure and pain, and therefore, at least 
indirectly, to the objects of our feeling~. But as feeling is not a facu lty 
whereby we represent things, but lies outside our whole faculty of 
knowledge, the elements of our judgments so far as they relate to 
pleasure or pain, that is, the elements of practical judgments, do not 
belong to transcendental philosophy, which is exclusively concerned 
with pure a priori modes of knowledge. 

1 [nur aujs Jlf oralische.) 1 [sim:li&lun.) 
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laws which are imperatives, that is, objectt"ve laws of freedom, 
- which tell us what ought to happen-although perhaps it never 

does hap..£_en-therein differing from laws of nature, which 
relate only to that wltich happens. These laws are therefore to 
be entitled practical laws. 

~ ~n Whether reason is not, in the actions through which it 
prescribes laws, itself again determined by other influences, 
and whether that which, in relation to sensuous impulses, is 
entitled freedom, may not, in relation to higher and more 
E_emote operating causes, Qe nature again, is a question which 
in the practical field does not concern us, since we are de
manding of reason nothing but the rule of conduct; it is a 
merely speculative question, which we can leave aside so long 
as we are considering what ought or ought not to be done. 
While we thus through experience know practical freedom to 
be one of the causes in nature, namely, to be a causality of 
reason in the determination of the will, transcendental free
dom demands the independence of this reason-in respect of 
its causality, in beginning a series of appearances-from all 
determining- causes of the sensible world. Transcendental 
freedom is thus, as it would seem, contrary-to the law of 
nature, and therefore to all possible experience; and so re:.. 
mains a problem. But this problem does not come within the 
province of reason in its practical employment; and we have 
therefore in a canon of pure reason to deal with only two 
questions, which relate to the practical interest of pure reason, 
and in regard to which a canon of its employment must be 
possible-Is there a God? and, Is there a future life? The 
question of transcendental freedom is a matter for speculative 

~ ~n knowledge only, and when we are dealing with the practical, 
we can leave it aside as being an issue with which we have 
no concern. Moreover, a quite sufficient discussion of it is to 
be found in the antinomy of pure reason. 
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THE CANON OF PURE REASON 

Section 2 

THE IDEAL OF THE HIGHEST GOOD, AS A DETERMINING 

GROUND OF THE ULTIMATE END OF PURE REASON 

Reason, in its speculative employment, conducted us 
through the field of experience, and since it could not find 
complete satisfaction there, from thence to speculative 
ideas, which, however, in the end brought us back to experi
ence. In so doing the ideas fulfi lled their purpose, but in a 
manner which, though useful, is not in accordance with our 
expectation. One other line of enquiry still remains open to 
us: namely, whether pure reason may not also be met with 
in the practical sphere, and whether it may not there conduct 
us to ideas which reach to those highest ends of pure reason 
that we have just stated, and whether, therefore, reason may 
not be able to supply to us from the standpoint of its practical 
interest what it altogether refuses to supply in respect of its 
speculative interest. 

All the interests of my reason, speculative as well as 
p ractical, combine in the three following questions: 

1. What can I know? 
2. What ought I to do? 
3· What may I hope? 

The first question is merely speculative. \Ve have, as I 
flatte r myself, exhausted all the possible answers to it, and at 
last have found the answer with which reason must perforce 
content itself, and with which, so long as it takes no account of 
the practical, it has also good cause to be satisfied. But from 
the two great ends to which the whole endeavour of pure 
reason was really directed, we have remained just as far re
moved as if through love of ease we had declined this labour 
of enquiry at the very outset. So far, then, as knowledge is 
concerned, this much, at least, is certain and definitively 
established, that in respect of these two latter problems, know
ledge is unattainable by us. 

The second question is purely p ractical. As such it can 

{
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indeed come within the scope of pure reason, but even so is not 
transcendental but moral, and cannot, therefore, in and by 
itself, form a proper subject for treatment in this Critique. 

T he third question-If I do what I ought to do, what may 
I then hope?-is at once practical and theoretical, in such 
fashion that the practical serves only as a clue that leads us to 
the answer to the theoretical question, and when this is followed 
out, to the speculative question. For all Jzoping is directed to 
happiness, and stands in the same relat!OrltO'the practical and 
the I~ of morality as kMwing and the law of nature to the 

~ ~} theoretical knowledge of things. The former arrives finally 
4 

at the conclusion that something is (which determines the 
ultimate possible end) because sometMng ought to lzappen; 
the latter, that something is (which operates as the supreme 
cause) because something happens 
~ Happiness is the satisfaction of all our desires, extensively, 

in respect of their manifoldness, intensively, in respect of 
their degree, and protensively, in respect of their duration. 
The practical law, derived from the motive of happiness, I 
term pragmatic (rule of prudence), and that law, if there is 
such a law, which has no other motive than worthiness of 
being lzappy, I term moral (law of morality) . The former 
advises us what we have to do if we wish to achieve happiness; 
the latter dictates to us how we must behave in order to de
serve happiness. The former is based on empirical principles; 
for only by means of experience can I know what desires there 
are which call for satisfaction; or what those natural causes 
are which are capable of satisfying them. The latter takes no 
account of desires, and the natural means of satisfying them, 
and considers only the freedom of a rational being in general, 
and the necessa ry conditions under which alone this freedom 
can harmonise with a distribution of happiness that is made 
in accordance with principles. This latter law can therefore be 
based on mere ideas of pure reason, and known a priori. 

~ tn I assume that there really are pure moral laws which de
termine completely a priori (without regard to empirical 
motives, that is, to happiness) what is and is not to be done, 
that is, which determine the employment of the freedom of a 
rational being in general; and that these laws comm'lnd in an 
absolute manner (not merely hypothetically, on the supposi-
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tion of other empirical ends), and are therefore in every respect 
necessary. I am justified in making this assumption, in that I 
can appeal not only to the proofs employed by the most en
lightened moralists, but to the moral judgment of every man, 
in so far as he makes the effort to think such a law clearly. 

Pure reason, then, contains, not indeed in its speculative 
employment, but in that practical employment which is also 
moral, principles of the posst'b£lity of experience, namely, of 
such actions as, in accordance with moral precepts, might be 
met with in the ht'story of mankind. For since reason com
mands that such actions should take place, it must be possible 
for them to take place. Consequently, a special kind of system
atic unity, namely the moral, must likewise be possible. 
We have indeed found that the systematic unity of nature 
cannot be proved in accordance with speculative prindples 
of reason. For although reason does indeed have causality in 
respect of freedom in general, it does not have causality in 
respect of nature as a whole; and although moral principles 
of reason can indeed give rise to free actions, they cannot g ive 
rise to laws of nature. Accordingly it is in their practical, {~ ~ 
meaning rhereby their moral, employment, that the principles 
of pure reason have objective reality. 

I entitle the world a moral world, in so far as it may be in 
accordance with all moral laws; and this is what by means of 
the freedom of the rational being it ca1t be, and what according 
to the necessary laws of morality it ougltt to be. Owing to our 
here leaving out of account all conditions (ends) and even all 
the special difficulties to which morality is exposed (weakness 
or depravity of human nature), this world is so far thought as 
an intelligible world only. To this extent, therefore, it is a 
mere idea, though at the same time a practical idea, which 
really can have, as it also ought to have, an influence upon the 
,sensible world, to bring that world, so far as may be possible, 
into conformity with the idea. The idea of a moral world has, 
therefore, objective reality, not as referring to an object of an 
intelligible intuition (we are quite unable to think any such 
object), but as referring to the sensible world, viewed, however, 
as being an object of pure reason in its practical employ
ment, that i~s a corpus mysticum of the rational beings in it1 

so far as the free will of eacnbeing is, under moral laws, in 
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complete systematic unity with itself and with the freedom 
of every other. 

This is the answer to the first of the two questions of pure 
reason that concern its practical interest:-Do that through 

~ ~} wh£ch thou becomest worthy to be happy. The second question 
is:-If I so behave as not to be unworthy of happiness, may I 
hope thereby to obtain happiness? In answering this question 
we have to consider whether the principles of pure reason, 
which prescribe the law a priori, likewise connect this hope 
necessarily with it. 

I maintain that just as the moral principles are necessary 
according to reason in its pract£cal employment, it is in the 
view of reason, in the field of its theoretical employment, no 
less necessary to assume that everyone has ground to hope 
for happiness in the measure in which he has rendered himself 
by his conduct worthy of it, and that the system of morality 
is therefore inseparably-though only in the idea of pure 
reason-bound up with that of happiness. 

Now in an intelligible world, that is, in the moral world, in 
the concept of which we leave out of account all the hindrances 
to morality (the desires), such a system, in which happiness is 
bound up with and proportioned to morality, can be con
ceived as necessary, inasmuch as freedom, partly inspired and 
partly restricted by moral laws, would itself be the cause of 
general happiness, since rational beings, under the guidance 
of such principles, would themselves be the authors both of 
their own enduring well-being and of that of others. But such 

~ ~~s} a system of self-rewarding morality is only an idea, the carry
ing out of which rests on the condition that everyone does 
what he ought, that is, that all the actions of rational beings 
take place just as if they had proceeded from..a.-supreme._w.ill 
that comprehends in itself, or under itself, all private~s. 
But since the moral law remains binding for every one in the 
use of his freedom, even although others do not act in con
formity with the law, neither the nature of the things of the 
world nor the causality of the actions themselves and their 
relation to morality determine how the consequences of these 
actions will be related to happiness. The alleged necessary 
connection of the hope of happiness with the necessary en
deavour to render the self worthy of happiness cannot there-
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fore be known through reason. It can be counted upon only if 
a Supreme Reason, that governs according to moral rules, be 
likewise posited as underlying nature as its cause. 

The idea of such an intelligence in which the most perfect 
moral will, united with supreme blessedness, is the cause of all 
happiness in the world-so far as happiness stands in exact re
lation with morality, that is, with worthiness to be happy-! 
entitle the £deal of the supreme good. It is, therefore, only in the 
ideal of ~the supreme original good that pure reason can find 
the ground of this connection, which is necessary from the prac-
tical point of view, between the two elements of the supreme {~ ~n 
derivative good- the ground, namely, of an intelligible, that is, 39 

moral world. Now since we are necessarily constrained by reason 
to represent ourselves as belonging to such a world, while the 
senses present to us nothing but a world of appearances, we 
must assume that moral world to be a consequence of our con-
duct in the world of sense (in which no such connection be-
tween worthiness and happiness is exhibited), and therefore to 
be for us a future world. Thus 9od and a future life are two 
postulates which, according to the principles of pure reason, 
are inseparable from the obligation which that same reason 
imposes upon us. 

Morality, by itself, constitutes a system. H appiness, how
ever, does not do so, save in so far as it is distributed in exact 
proportion to morality. But this is possible only in the intel
ligible world, under a wise Author and Ruler. Such a Ruler, 
together with life in such a world, which we must regard as a 
future world, reason finds itself constrained to assume; other
wise it would have to regard the moral laws as empty figments 
of the brain, since without this postulate the necessary conse
quence which it itself connects with these laws could not 
follow. Hence a lso everyone regards the moral laws as com
mands; and this the moral laws could not be if they did not 
connect a pr£or£ suitable consequences with their rules, and 
thus carry with them prom£ses and threats. But this again they 
could not do, if they did not reside in a necessary being, as the {~ g~~ 
supreme good, which alone can make such a purposive unity 
possible. 

Leibniz entitled the world, in so far as we take account 
only of the rational beings in it, and of their connection ac-
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cording to moral laws under the government of the supreme 
good, ~gdom of grace, distinguishing it from the king
dom of nature, in which these rational beings do indeea stand 

u nder moral laws, but expect no other consequences from 
their actions than such as follow in accordance with the course 
of nature in our world of sense. To view ourselves, therefore, as 
in the world of grace, where all happiness awaits us, except in so 
far as we ourselves limit our share in it through being unworthy 
of happiness, is, from the practical standpoint, a necessary idea 
of reason. 

Practical laws, in so far as they are subjective grounds of 
actions, tha t Is, subjective principles, are entitled max£ms The 
estt'mation of morality, in regard to its purity and consequences, 
is effected in accordance with ideas, the observance of its laws 
in accordance with maxims. 

It is necessary that the whole course of our life be sub
ject to moral maxims; but it is impossible that this should 
happen unless reason connects with the moral law, which is a 
mere idea, an operative cause which determines for such con
duct as is in accordance with the moral law an outcome, either 

~ ~~n in this or in another life, that is in exact conformity with our 
supreme ends. Thus without a God and without a world in
visible to us now but hoped for, the glorious ideas of morality 
are indeed objects of approval and admiration, but not springs 
ofJ:>Urpose and action. For they do not fulfil in its complete
ness that end which is natural to every rational being and 
which is determined a prior£, and rendered necessary, by that 
same pure reason. 

Happiness, taken by itself, is, for our reason, far from 
being the complete good. Reason does not approve happiness 
(however inclination may desire it) except in so far as it is united 

_with worthiness to be happy, that is, with moral conduct. 
Morality, taken by itself, and with it, the mere worthiness to 
be happy, is also far from being the complete good. To make 
the good complete, he who behaves in such a manner as not to 
be unworthy of happiness must be able to hope that he will 
participate in happiness. Even the reason that is free from all 
private purposes, should it put itself in the place of a being that 
had to distribute all happiness to others, cannot judge other
wise; for in the practical idea both elements are essentially 
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connected, though in such a manner that it is the moral dis
position which conditions and makes possible the participation 
in happiness, and not conversely the prospect of happiness 
that makes possible the moral disposition. For in the latter 
case the disposition would not be moral, and therefore would {~ ~~~ 
not be worthy of complete happiness-happiness which in 
the view of reason allows of no limitation save that which 
arises from our own immoral conduct. 
~ss, therefore, in exact proportion with the morality 

of the rational beings who are thereby rendered worthy of it, 
alone constitutes the supreme good of that world wherein, in 
accordance with the commands of a pure but practical reason, 
we are under obligation to place ourselves. This world is in
deed an intelligible world only, since the sensible world holds 
out no promise that any such systematic unity of ends can 
arise from the nature of th ings. Nor is the reality of this unity 
based on anything else than the postulate of a supreme ori
ginal good. In a supreme good, thus conceived, self-subsistent 
reason, equipped with all the sufficiency of a supreme cause, 
establishes, maintains, and completes the universal order of 
things, according to the most perfect design1-an order which 
in the world of sense is in large part concealed from us. 

This moral theology has the peculiar advantage over 
speculative theology that it inevitably leads to the concept of 
a sole, all-perfect, and rational primordial being, to which 
speculative theology does not, on objective g rounds, even so 
much as point the way, and as to the existence of which it is 
still less capable of yielding any conviction. For neither in 
t ranscendental nor in natural theology, however far reason 
may carry us, do we find any considerable ground for assum-
ing only some one single being which we should be justi- {~ ~'5 
fied in placing prior to2 all natural causes, and upon which 

43 

we might make them in all respects dependent. On the 
other hand, if we consider from the point of view of moral 
unity, as a necessary law of the world, what the cause must 
be that can alone give to this law its appropriate effect, and 
so for us obligatory force , we conclude that there must be 
one sole supreme will, which comprehends all these laws in 
itself. For how, under different wills, should we find complete 

1 [Zwukmiitng.WI.J • [Reading, with Wille, vorzuse/lzm for vorselaen.l 
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unity of ends. T his Divine Being must be omnipotent, in 
order that the whole of nature and its relation to morality 
in the world may be subject to his will; omniscient, that 
He may know our innermost sentiments and their moral 
worth; omnipresent, that He may be immediately at hand for 
the satisfying of every need which the highest good demands; 
eternal, that this harmony of nature and freedom may never 
fail, etc. 

But this systematic unity of ends in this world of intelli
gences- a world which is indeed, as mere nature, a sensible 
world only, but which, as a system of freedom, can be entitled 
an intelligible, that is, a moral world (regnumgratiae)-!eads in
evitably also to the purposive unity of all things, which constitute 
this great whole, in accordance with universallawsofnature(just 
as the former unity is in accordance with un iversal and neces
sary laws of morality), and thus unites the practical with the 
speculative reason. The world must be represented as having 

~ ~~} originated from an idea if it is to be in harmony with that em
ployment of reason without which we should indeed hold our
selves to be unworthy of reason, namely, with the moral em
ployment-which is founded entirely on the idea of the supreme 
good. In this way all investigation of nature tends to take the 
form of a system of ends, and in its widest extension becomes a 
physico-theology. But this, as it has its source in the moral order, 
as a unity grounded in freedom's own essential nature, and not 
accidentally instituted through external commands, connects 
the purposiveness of nature with grounds which must be 
inseparably connected a priori with the inner possibility of 
things, and so leads to a transcendental tlzeology-a theology 
which takes the ideal of supreme ontological perfection as a 
principle of systematic unity. And since all things have their 
origin in the absolute necessity of the one primordial being, 
that principle connects them in accordance with universal and 
necessary laws of nature. 

What use can we make of our understanding, even in re
spect of ex perience, if we do not propose ends to ourseLves? 
But the highest ends are those of morality, and these we can 
know only as they are given us by pure reason. But though 
provided with these, and employing them as a clue, we cannot 
make use of the knowledge of nature in any serviceable manner 
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in the building up of knowledge, unless nature has itself 
shown unity of design.1 For without this u{lity we should our-{~~~~ 
selves have no reason, inasmuch as there would be no school 
for reason, and no fertilisation2 through objects such as might 
afford materials for the necessary concepts. But the former 
purposive unity is necessary, and founded on the will's own 
essential nature, and this latter unity [of design in naturel 
which contains the condition of its application £n concreto, 
must be so likewise. And thus the transcendental enlargement 
of our knowledge, as secured through reason, is not to be 
regarded as the cause, but merely as the effect of the practical 
purposiveness which pure reason imposes upon us. 

Accordingly we find, in the history of human reason, that 
until the moral concepts were sufficiently purified and deter
mined, and until the systematic unity of their ends was under
stood in accordance with these concepts and from necessary 
principles, the knowledge of nature, and even a quite con
siderable development of reason in many other sciences, could 
give rise only to crude and incoherent concepts of the Deity, 
or as sometimes happened resulted in an astonishing in
difference in regard to all such matters. A greater preoccupa
tion with moral ideas, which was rendered necessary by the 
extraordinarily pure moral law of our religion, made reason 
more acutely aware of its object, through the interest which it 
was compelled to take in it. And this came about, independ
ently of any influence exercised by more extended views of 
nature or by correct and reliable transcendental insight (for 
that has always been lacking),) twas the moral ideas that gave {~ ~~~ 
rise to that concept of the Divine Being which we now hold 

4 

to be correct-and we so regard it not because speculative 
reason convinces us of its correctness, but because it com
pletely harmonises with the moral principles of reason. Thus it 
is always only to pure reason, though only in its practical 
employment, that we must finally ascribe the merit of having 
connected with our highest interest a knowledge which reason 
can think only, and cannot establish, and of having thereby 
shown it to be, not indeed a demonstrated dogma, but a 
postulate which is absolutely necessary in view of what are 
reason's own most essential ends. 

1 [swukmd:t.rtgl Einlteit.] I [Kultur.] 
y 
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But when practical reason has reached this goal, namely, 
the concept of a sole primordial being as the supreme good, 
it must not presume to think that it has raised itself above all 
empirical conditions of its application, and has attained to an 
immediate knowledge of new objects, and can therefore 1 start 
from this concept, and can deduce from it the moral laws 
themselves. For it is these very laws that have led us, in virtue 
of their £nner practical necessity, to the postulate of a self· 
sufficient cause, or of a wise Ruler of the world, in order that 
through such agency effect may be given to them. We may 
not, therefore, in reversal of such procedure, regard them as 
accidental and as derived from the mere will of the Ruler, 

~ ~19} especially as we have no conception of such a will, except as 
47 formed in accordance with these laws. So far, then, as prac

tical reason has the right to serve as our guide, we shall not 
look upon actions as obligatory because they are the commands 
of God, but shall regard them as divine commands because 
we have an inward obligation to them. We shall study freedom 
according to the purposive unity that is determined in accord
ance with the principles of reason, and shall believe ourselves 
to be acting in conformity with the divine will in so far only 
as we hold sacred the moral law which reason teaches us from 
the nature of the actions themselves; and we shall believe that 
we can serve that will only by furthering what is best in the 
world, alike in ourselves and in others. Moral theology is thus 
of immanent use only. It enables us to fulfil our vocation in 
this present world by showing us how to adapt ourselves to the 
system of all ends, and by warning us against the fanaticism, 
and indeed the impiety, of abandoning the guidance of a 
morally legislative reason in the right conduct of our lives, in 
order to derive guidance directly from the idea of the Supreme 
Being. For we should then be making a transcendent em
ployment of moral theology; and that,2 like a transcendent use 
of pure speculation, must pervert and frustrate the ultimate 
ends of reason. 

1 (Reading, with Hartenstein, nun for um.] 
• [Reading, with Grillo, der aber for aber .] 
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THE CANON OF PURE REASON 

Section 3 

OPINING, KNOWING, AND BELIEVING 

The holding of a thing to be true is an occurrence in our 
understanding which, though it may rest on objective grounds, 
also requires subjective causes in the mind of the individual 
who makes the judgment. If the judgment is valid for everyone, 
provided only he is in possession of reason, its ground is ob
jectively sufficient, and the holding of it to be true is entitled 
conviction. If it has its ground only in the special character of 
the subject, it is entitled persuasion. 

Persuasion is a mere illusion, because the ground of the 
judgment, which lies solely in the subject, is regarded as objec
tive. Such a judgment has only private validity, and the hold
ing of it to be true does not allow of being communicated. 
But truth depends upon agreement with the object, and in re
spect of it the judgments of each and every understanding 
must therefore be in agreement with each other (consentientia 
un£ ter#o, consentiunt £nter se). The touchstone whereby we 
decide whether our holding a thing to be true is conviction 
or mere persuasion is therefore external, namely, the possi
bility of communicating it and of finding it to be valid for all 
human reason. For there is then at least a presumption that 
the ground of the agreement of all judgments with each other, {~ ~21 

notwithstanding the differing characters of individuals, rests 
49 

upon the common ground, namely, upon the object, and that 
it is for this reason that they are all in agreement with the 
object-the truth of the judgment being thereby proved. 

So long, therefore, as the su bjectviews the judgment merely 
as an appearance of his mind, persuasion cannot be subject
ively distinguished from conviction. The experiment, how
ever, whereby we test upon the understanding of others 
whether those grounds of the judgment which are valid for us 
have the same effect on the reason of others as on our own, is 
a means, although only a subjective means, not indeed of pro
ducing conviction, but of detecting any merely private validity 
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every case necessary has all to be arrived at a priori, the prin
ciple of the connection requires universality and necessity, and 
therefore complete certainty; otherwise we should have no 
guidance as to truth. Hence it is absurd to have an opinion 
in pure mathematics; either we must know, or we must 
abstain from all acts of judgment. It is so likewise in the case 
of the principles of morality, since we must not venture upon 
an action on the mere opinion that it is allowed, but must 
know it to be so. 

In the transcendental employment of reason, on the other 
hand, while opining is doubtless too weak a term to be ap
plicable, the term knowing is too strong. In the merely specu
lative sphere we cannot therefore make any judgments what
soever. For the subjective grounds upon which we may hold 
something to be true, such as those which are able to produce 
belief, are not permissible in speculative questions, inasmuch 
as they do not hold independently of all empirical support, 
and do not allow of being communicated in equal measure to 
others. 

But it is only from a practical point of view that the theo
retically insufficient holding of a thing to be true can be 
termed believing. This practical point of view is either in 
reference to skt"ll or in reference to moral£ty, the former being 
concerned with optional and contingent ends, the latter with 
ends that are absolutely necessary. 

Once an end is accepted, the conditions of its attainment 
are hypothetically necessary. This necessity is subjectively, 
but still only comparatively, sufficient, if I know of no other {~ ~~: 
conditions under which the end can be attained. On the other 
hand, it is sufficient, absolutely and for everyone, if I know 
with certainty that no one can have knowledge of any other 
conditions which lead to the proposed end. In the former case 
my assumption and the holding of certain conditions to be 
true is a merely contingent belief; in the latter case it is a 
necessary belief.l The physician must do something for a 
patient in danger, but does not know the nature of his illness. 
He observes the symptoms, and if he can find no more likely 
alternative, judges it to be a case of phthisis. Now even in his 
own estimation his belief is contingent only; another observer 

1 [Claube. This is also Kant's term for 'faith' (cf. above pp. JI, 2g6).1 

Y :.! 
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might perhaps come to a sounder conclusion. Such contingent 
belief, which yet forms the ground for the actual employment 
of means to certain actions, I entitle pragmatic belief. 

The usual touchstone, whether that which someone asserts 
is merely his persuasion-or at least his subjective conviction, 
that is, his firm belief-is betting. It often happens that some
one propounds his views with such positive and uncompromis
ing assurance that he seems to have entirely set aside all 
thought of possible error. A bet disconcerts him. Sometimes 
it turns out that he has a conviction which can be estimated at 
a value of one ducat, but not of ten. For he is very willing to 
venture one ducat, but when it is a question of ten he becomes 

~ ~~n aware, as he had not previously been, that it may very well be 
that he is in error. If, in a given case, we represent ourselves 
as staking the happiness of our whole life, the triumphant 
tone of our judgment is greatly abated; we become extremely 
diffident, and disc0ver for the first time that our belief does not 
reach so far. Thus pragmatic belief always exists in some 
specific degree, which, according to differences in the interests 
at stake, may be large or may be small. 

But in many cases, when we are dealing with an object 
about which nothing can be done by us, and in regard to which 
our judgment is therefore purely theoretical, we can conceive 
and picture to ourselves an attitude 1 for which we regard 
ourselves as having sufficient grounds, while yet there is no 
existing means of arriving at certainty in the matter. Thus 
even in purely theoretical judgments there is an analogon 
of pract£cal judgments, to the mental entertaining of which 
the term 'belief' is appropriate, and which we may entitle 
doctrinal belief. I should be ready to stake my all on the con
tention-were it possible by means of any experience to settle 
the question-that at least one of the planets which we see is 
inhabited. Hence I say that it is not merely opinion, but a 
strong belief, on the correctness of which I should be prepared 
to run great risks, that other worlds are inhabited. 

~ ~~n Now we must admit that the doctrine of the existence of 
God belongs to doctrinal belief. For as regards theoretical 
knowledge of the world, I can dte nothing which necessarily 
presupposes this thought as the condition of my explanations 

1 [eine Unterneltmung.] 
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of the appearances exhibited by the world, but rather am 

bound so to employ my reason as if everything were mere 

nature. Purposive unity is, however, so important a condition 

of the application of reason to nature that I cannot ignore it, 

especially as experience supplies me so richly with examples of 
it. But I know no other condition under which this unity can sup-

ply me with guidance in the investigation of nature, save only 

the postulate that a supreme intelligence has ordered all things 

in accordance with the wisest ends. Consequently, as a condi-

tion of what is indeed a contingent, but still not unimportant 
purpose, namely, to have guidance in the investigation of 

nature, we must postulate a wise Author of the world. More-

over, the outcome of my attempts [in E'Xplanation of nature] 

so frequently confirms the usefulness of this postulate, while 

nothing decisive can be cited against it, that I am saying much 

too little if I proceed to declare that I hold it merely as an 
opinion. Even in this theoretical relation it can be said that I 

firmly believe in God. This belief is not, therefore, strictly 

speaking, practical; it must be entitled a doctrinal belief, to {~ ~~~ 
which the theology of nature (physico-theology) must always 

necessarily give rise,_In view of the magnificent equipment of 

our human nature, and the shortness of life so ill-suited to the 

full exercise of our powers, we can find in this same divine / 1 

wisdom a no less sufficient ground for a doctrinal belief in 

the future life of the human soul. 
In such cases the expression of belief is, from the objective 

point of view, an expression of modesty, and yet at the same 

time, from the subjective point of view, an expression of the 

firmness of our confidence. Were I even to go the length of 

describing the merely theoretical holding of the belief as an 
hypothesis which I am justified in assuming, I should thereby 

be pledging myself to have a more adequate concept of the 

character of a cause of the world and of the character of 

another world than I am really in a position to supply. For 
if I assume anything, even merely as an hypothesis, I must 

at least know so much of its properties that I require to 

assume, not £ts concept, but only z'ts existence. The term 
'belief' refers only to the guidance which an idea gives me, 

and to its subjective influence in that furthering of the activi

ties of my reason which confirms me in the idea, and which 
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The only point that may seem questionable is the basing 
of this rational belief on the assumption of moral sentiments. 
If we leave these aside, and take a man who is completely 
indifferent with regard to moral laws, the question propounded 
by reason then becomes merely a problem for speculation, 
and can, indeed, be supported by strong grounds of analogy, 
but not by such as must compel the most stubborn scepticism 
to give way.4 But i~ these questions no man is free from all {~ ~~~ 
interest. For although, through lack of good sentiments, he 
may be cut off from moral interest, still even in this case 
enough remains to make him fear the existence of a God 
and a future life. Nothing more is requiredfor this than that 
he at least cannot pretend that there is any certat"nty that 
there is no such being and no such life. Since that would have 
to be proved by mere reason, and therefore apodeictically, he 
would have to prove the impossibility of both, which assuredly 
no one can reasonably undertake to do. This may therefore 
serve as negative belief, which may not, indeed, give rise to 
morality and good sentiments, but may still give rise to an 
analogon of these, namely, a powerful check upon the out-
break of evil sentiments. 

But, it will be said, is this all that pure reason achieves 
in opening up prospects beyond the limits of experience? 
Nothing more than two articles of belief? Surely the common 

understanding could have achieved as much, without appeal- {~ g~~ 
ing to philosophers for counsel in the matter 

I shall not here dwell upon the service which philosophy 
has done to human reason through the laborious efforts of its 
criticism, granting even that in the end it should turn out to 
be merely negative; something more will be said on this point 
in the next section. But I may at once reply: Do you really 
require that a mode of knowledge which concerns all men 

a The human mind (as, I likewise believe, must necessarily be the 
case with every rational being) takes a natural interest in morality, {~ ~~~ 
although this interest is not undivided and practically preponderant. 
If we confirm and increase this interest, we shall find reason very 
teachable and in itself more enlightened as regards the uniting of the 
speculative with the practical interest. But if we do not take care that 
we first make men good, at least in some measure good, we shall never 
make honest believers of them. 
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should transcend the common understanding, and should only 
be revealed to you by philosophers? Precisely what you find 
fault with is the best confirmation of the correctness of the 
above assertions. For we have thereby revealed to us, what 
could not at the start have been foreseen, namely, that in 
matters which concern all men without distinction nature is 
not guilty of any partial distribution of her gifts, and that in 
regard" to the essential ends of human nature the highest 
philosophy cannot advance further than is possible under the 
guidance which nature has bestowed even upon the most 
ordinary1 understanding. 

I [gemeinsten.] 



THE TRANSCENDENTAL DOCTRINE OF METHOD {~ ~ 

CHAPTER Ill 

THE ARCHITECTONIC OF PURE REASON 

Bv an architectonic I understand the art of constructing sys
tems. As systematic unity is what first raises ordinary know
ledge to the rank of science, that is, makes a system out of a 
mere aggregate of knowledge, architectonic is the doctrine of 
the scientific in our knowledge, and therefore necessarily 
forms part of the doctrine of method. 

In accordance with reason's legislative prescriptions, our 
diverse modes of knowledge must not be permitted to be a 
mere rhapsody, but must form a system. Only so can they 
further the essential ends of reason. By a system I understand 
the unity of the manifold modes of knowledge under one idea. 
This idea is the concept provided by reason-of the form of a 
whole-in so far as the concept determines a prt'ort' not only 
the scope of its manifold content, but also the positions which 
the parts occupy relatively to one another. The scientific con
cept of reason contains, therefore, the end and the form of that 
whole which is congruent with this requirement. The unity of 
the end to which all the parts relate and in the idea of which 
they all stand in relation to one another, makes it possible for 
us to determine from our knowledge of the other parts whether 
any part be missing, and to prevent any arbitrary addition, or {~ ~M 
in respect of its completeness any indeterminateness that does 
not conform to the limits which are thus determined a prt'ort'. 
The whole is thus an organised unity (artt'culatt'o), and not an 
aggregate (coacervatt'o). It may grow from within (per t'ntus
su.sceptionem), but not by external addition (per appositt'onem). 
It is thus like an animal body, the growth of which is not by 

653 
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consequently they have not been in a position to determine the 
p roper content, the articulation (systematic unity), and limits 
of the science. 

It is unfortunate that only after we have spent much time 
in the collection of materials in somewhat random fashion at 
the suggestion of an idea lying hidden in our minds, and after 
we have, indeed, over a long period assembled the materials in 
a merely technical manner, does it first become possible for {~ ~gs 
us to discern the idea in a clearer light, and to devise a whole 

3 

architectonically in accordance with the ends of reason. 
Systems seem to be formed in the manner of lowly organisms, 1 

through a generat£o aequz'voca from the mere confluence of 
assembled concepts, at first imperfect, and only gradually 
attaining to completeness, although they one and all have had 
their schema, as the original germ, in the sheer2 self-develop-
ment of reason. Hence, not only is each system articulated in 
accordance with an idea, but they are one and all organically 
united in a system of human knowledge, as members of one 
whole, and so as admitting of an architectonic of all human 
knowledge, which, at the present time, in view of the great 
amount of material that has been collected, or which can be 
obtained from the ruins of ancient systems, is not only pos-
sible, but would not indeed be difficult. We shall content our-
selves here with the completion of our task, namely, merely to 
outline the arch£tecton£c of all knowledge arising from pure 
reason; and in doing so we shall begin from the point at which 
the common root of our faculty of knowledge d ivides and 
throws out two stems, one of which is reason. By reason I here 
understand the whole higher faculty of knowledge, and am 
therefore contrasting the rational with the empirical. 

If I abstract from all the content of knowledge, objectively 
regarded, then all knowledge, subjectively regarded, is either {~ ~g~ 
historical or ration~!. Historical knowledge iscogn£t£o ex dat£s; 
rational knowledge is_cogn£t£o ex pr£nc£p££s. However a mode 
of knowledge may originally be given, it is still, in relation to 
the individual who possesses it, simply h istorical, if he knows 
only so much of it as has been given to him from outside (and 
this in the form in which it has been given to him), whether 
through immediate experience or narration, or (as in the case 

1 [wie Cewurme.] 1 [b/oss.] 
Y3 
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of general knowledge) through instruction. Anyone, th<>refore, 
who has Learnt (in the strict sense of that term) a system of 
philosophy, such as that of Wolff, although he may have all 
its principles, explanations, and proofs, together with the 
formal divisions of the whole body of doctrine, in his head, 
and, so to speak, at his fingers' ends, has no more than a 
complete ht"storical knowledge of the Wolffian philosophy. 
He lffiOws and judges only what has been given him. If we 
dispute a definition, he does not know whence to obtain 
another. He has formed his mind on another's, and the imi
tative faculty is not itself productive. In other words, his 
knowledge has not in him arisen out of reason, and although, 
objectively considered, it is indeed knowledge due to reason, 
it is yet, in its subjective character, merely historical. He has 
g rasped and kept; that is, he has learnt well, and is merely 

A ~plasteJ-cast of a living man. Modes of rational knowledge 
which are rational objectively (that is, which can have their 
first origin solely in human reason) can be so entitled sub
jectively also, only when they have been derived from uni-

~ ~n versa! sources of reason, that is, from principles-the sources 
from which there can also arise criticism, nay, even the rejec
tion of what has been learnt. 

All knowledge arising out of reason is derived either from 
concepts or from the construction of concepts. The former is 
called philosophical, the latter mathematical. I have already 
treated of the fundamental difference between these two modes 
of knowledge in the first chapter [of this Transcendental Doc
trine of Method]. Knowledge [as we have just noted) can be 
objectively philosophical, and yet subjectively historical, as is 
the case with most novices, and with all those who have never 
looked beyond their School, and who remain novices all their 
lives. But it is noteworthy that mathematical knowledge, in its 
subjective character, and precisely as it has been learned, can 
also be regarded as knowledge arising out of reason, and that 
there is therefore in regard to mathematical knowledge no such 
distinction as we have drawn in the case of philosophical know
ledge. This is due to the fact that the sources of knowledge, 
from which alone the teacher can derive his knowledge, lie no
where but in the essential and genuine principles of reason, and 
consequently cannot be acquired by the novice from any other 
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source, and cannot be disputed; and this, in turn, is owing to 
the fact that the employment of reason is here £n concreto only, 
although likewise a priori, namely, in intuition which is pure, 
and which precisely on that account is infallible,1 excluding 
all illusion and error. Mathematics, therefore, alone of all the 
sciences (a priori) arising from reason, can be learned; philo
sophy can never be learned, save only in historical fashion; 
as regards what concerns reason, we can at most learn to 
ph£losoph£se. 

Ph£/osophy is the system of all philosophical knowledge. { fi ~~ 
If we arc to understand by it the archetype for the estimation 
of all attempts at philosophising, and if this archetype 2 is to 
serve for the estimation of each subjective philosophy, the struc-
ture of which is often so diverse and liable to alteration, it must 
be taken objectively. Thus regarded, philosophy is a mere idea 
of a possible science which nowhere exists £n concreto, but to 
which, by many different paths, we endeavour to approximate, 
until the one true path, overgrown by the products of sen
sibility, has at last been discovered, and the image, hitherto 
so abortive, has achieved likeness to the archetype, so far as 
this is granted to [mortal) man. Till then we cannot learn 
philosophy; for where is it, who is in possession of it, and how 
shall we recognise it? We can only learn to philosophise, that 
is, to exercise the talent of reason, in accordance with its 
universal principles, on certain actually existing attempts at 
philosophy, always, however, reserving the right of reason to 
investigate, to confirm, or to reject these principles in their 
very sources. 

Hitherto the concept of philosophy has been a merely schol-
astic concept-a concept of a system of knowledge which is 
sought solely in its character as a science, and which has there-
fore in view only the systematic unity appropriate to science, 
and consequently no more than the log£cal perfection of know-
ledge. But there is likewise another concept of philosophy, a 
conceptus cosmicus, which has always formed the real basis of 
the term 'philosophy', especially when it has been as it were 
personified and its archetype represented in the ideal pmlo- {~ ~g? 
sopher. On this view, philosophy is the science of the relation 
of all knowledge to the essential ends of human reason 

1 (fehlerfrelm.] t [RC'nding, with Rosenkranz, wekhes for wekhe.] 
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(teleologia ratiotzis lzumatzae), and the philosopher is not an 
artificer in the field of reason, but himself the lawgiver of 
human reason. In this sense of the term it would be very 
vainglorious to entitle oneself a philosopher, and to pretend 
to have equalled thC' pattern which exists in the idea alone. 

The mathematician, the natural philosopher, and the 
logician, however successful the two former may have been in 
their advances in the field of rational knowledge, and the two 
latter more especially in philosophical knowledge, are yet only 
artificers in the field of reason. There is a teacher, [ conceh·ed] 
in the ideal, who sets them their tasks, and <'mploys them as 
instruments, to further the essential ends of human reason. 
Him alone we must call philosopher; but as he nowhere exists, 
while the idea of his legislation is to be found in that reason 
with which every hu.man being is endowed, we shall keep 
entirely to the latter, determining more precisely what philo
sophy prescribes as regards systematic unity, in accordance 

~ ~s} with this cosmical concept," from the standpoint of its essential 
ends. 

Essential ends are not as such the highest ends; in view 
of the demand of reason for complete systematic unity, only 
one of them can be so described. Essential ends are therefore 
either the ultimate end or subordinate ends which are neces
sarily connected with the former as means. The former is no 
other than\ the whole vocation of man, and the philosophy 
which deals with it is entitled moral philosophy. On account 
of this superiority which moral philosophy has over all other 
occupations of reason, the ancients in their use of the term 
'philosopher' always meant, more especially, the moralist; and 
even at the present day we are led by a certain analogy to 
entitle anyone a philosopher who appears to exhibit self-control 
under the guidance of reason, however limited his knowledge 
may be. 

The legislation of human reason (philosophy) has tw 
objects,, nature and freedom, and therefore contains not only 

4 By 'cosmical concept' [ Weltbegriff] is here meant the concept 
which relates to that in which everyone necessarily has an interest; 
and accordingly if a science is to be regarded merely as one of the 
disciplines designed in view of certain optionally chosen ends, I must 
determine it in conformity with scholastic concepts. 
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the law of naturt>, but also the moral law, presenting them 
at first in two distinct systems, but ultimately in one single 
philosophical system. The philosophy of nature deals with all 
that £s, the philosophy of morals with that which ought to be. 

All philosophy is either knowledge arising out of pure 
reason, or knowledge obtained by reason from empirical 
principles. The former is termed pure, the latter empirical 
philosophy. 

The philosophy of pure reason is either a propaedeut£c {~ ~~ 
(preparation), which investigates the faculty of reason in 
respect of all its pure a pr£or£ knowledge, and is entitled 
cr£t£c£sm,1 or secondly, it is the system of pure reason, that is, 
the science which exhibits in systematic connection the whole 
body (true as well as illusory) of philosophical knowledge 
arising out of pure reason, and which is entitled metaphys£cs. 
The title 'metaphysics' may also, however, be given to the 
whole of pure philosophy, inclusive of criticism, and so as com
prehending the investigation of all that can ever be known 
a pr£or£ as well as the exposition of that which constitutes a 
system of the pure philosophical modes of knowledge of this 
type-in distinction, therefore, from all empirical and from 
all mathematical employment of reason. 

Metaphysics is divided into that of the specula#ve and that 
of the pract£cal employment of pure reason, and is there
fore either metaphys£cs of nature or metaphys£cs of morals. 
The former contains all the principles of pure reason that 
are derived from mere concepts (therefore excluding mathe
matics), and employed in the theoret£cal knowledge of all 
things; the latter, the principles which in a pr£or£ fashion 
determine and make necessary all our act£ons.2 Now morality 
is the only code of laws applying to our actions which can 
be derived completely a pr£or£ from principles. Accordingly, 
the metaphysics of morals is really pure moral philosophy, 
with no underlying basis of anthropology or of other empirical {~ ~~~ 
conditions. The term 'metaphysics', in its str£ct3 sense, is com
monly reserved for the metaphysics of speculative reason. 
But as pure moral philosophy really forms part of this special 

1 [Kritik.] 1 [das Tun und Lassen.] 
3 [Reading, with the 4th edition, in 6igenen Verstande for im mgeren 

Ver.rtande.] 
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branch of human and philosophical knowledge derived from 
pure reason, we shall retain for it the title 'metaphysics'. We 
are not, however, at present concerned with it, and may there· 
fore leave it aside. 

It is of the utmost importance to isolate the various modes 
of knowledge according as they differ in kind and in origin, 
and to secure that they be not confounded owing to the fact 
that usually, in our employment of them, they are combined. 
What the chemist does in the analysis of substances, and 
the mathematician in his special disciplines, is in still greater 
degree incumbent upon the philosopher, that he may be able 
to determine with certainty the part which belongs to each 
special kind of knowledge in the diversified employment of the 
understanding and its special value and influence. Human 
reason, since it first began to think, or rather to reflect, has never 
been able to dispense with a metaphysics; but also has never 
been able to obtain it in a form sufficiently free from a ll foreign 
elements. The idea of such a science is as old as speculative 
human reason; and what rational being does not speculate, 

A 
8 

~ither in scholastic or in popular fashion? It must be- admitted, 
B sit} however, that the two elements of our knowledge-that 

which is in our power 1 completely a priori, and that which is 
obtainable only a posteriori from experience-have never been 
very clearly distinguished, not even by professional thinkers, 
and that they have therefore failed to bring about the delimita
tion of a special kind of knowledge, and thereby the true idea 
of the science which has preoccupied human reason so long and 
so greatly. When metaphysics was declared to be the science 
of the first principles of human knowledge, the intention was 
not to mark out a quite special kind of knowledge, but only 
a certain precedence in respect of generality, which was not 
sufficient to distinguish such knowledge from the empirical. 
For among empirical principles we can distinguish some that 
are more general, and so higher in rank than others; but 
where in such a series of subordinated members-a series in 
which we do not distinguish what is completely a priori from 
what is known only a posteriori-are we to draw the line 
which distinguishes the highest or first members from the 
lower subordinate members? What should we say, if in the 

1 [Gewalt.} 
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reckoning of time we could distinguish the epochs of the 
world only by dividing them into the first centuries and those 
that follow? We should ask: Does the fifth, the tenth century, 
etc., belong with the first centuries? So i'1 like manner I ask: 
Does the concept of the extended belong to metaphysics? 
You answer, Yes. Then, that of body too? Yes. And that of {~ ~;! 
fluid body? You now become perplexed; for at this rate every-
thing will belong to metaphysics. It is evident, therefore, that 
the mere degree of subordination (of the particular 1 under 
the general) cannot determine the limits of a science; in the 
case under consideration, only complete difference of kind and 
of origin will suffice. But the fundamental idea of metaphysics 
was obscured on yet another side, owing to its exhibiting, as 
a pr£or£ knowledge, a certain similarity to mathematics. 
Certainly they arc related, in so far as they both have an 
a prior£ origin; but when we bear in mind the difference 
between philosophical and mathematical knowledge, namely, 
that the one is derived from concepts, whereas in the other 
we arrive at a pr£or£ judgments only through the construction 
of concepts, we have to recognise a decided difference of kind, 
which has indeed always been in a manner felt but could 
never be defined by means of any clear criteria. Thus it 
has come about that since philosophers failed in the task of 
developing even the idea of their science, they could have 
no determinate end or secure guidance in the elaboration 
of it, and, accordingly, in this arbitrarily conceived enter-
prise, ignorant as they were of the path to be taken, they have 
always been at odds with one another as regards the dis
coveries which each claimed to have made on his own separate 
path, with the result that their science has been brought into 
contempt, first among outsiders, and finally even among 
themselves. 

All pure a pr£or£ knowledge, owing to the special faculty {~ ~;s 
of knowledge in which alone it can originate, has in itself a 

3 

peculiar unity; and metaphysics is the philosophy which has 
as its task the statement of that knowledge in this systematic 
unity. Its speculative part, which has especially appropriated 
this name, namely, what we entitle metaphys£cs of nature, and 
which considers everything in so far as £t £s (not that which 

l (Reading, with Erdmann, des BesQndren for das BesQndere.] 
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which has always claimed its place in metaphysics, and from 
which in our times such great things have been expected for 
the advancement of metaphysics, the hope of succeeding by 
a prz"orz" methods having been abandoned. I answer that it be
longs where the p roper (empirical) doctrine of nature belongs, 
namely, by the side of appl£ed philosophy, the a prz"orz" prin
ciples of which are contained in pure philosophy; it is therefore 
so far connected with applied philosophy, though not to be 
confounded with it. Empirical psychology is thus completely 
banished from the domain of metaphysics; it is indeed already 
completely excluded by the very idea of the latter science. In 
conformity, however, with scholastic usage we must allow it 
some sort of a place (although as an episode only) in meta-

~ ~49} physics, and this from economical motives, because it is not yet 
77 so rich as to be able to form a subject of study by itself, and yet 

is too important to be entirely excluded and forced to settle 
elsewhere, in a neighbourhood that might well prove much 
less congenial than that of metaphysics. Though it is but a 
stranger it has long been accepted as a member of the house
hold, and we allow it to stay for some time longer, un til it is in 
a position to set up an establishment of its own in a complete 
anthropology, the pendant to the empirical doctrine of nature. 

Such, then, in general, is the idea of metaphysics. At first 
more was expected from metaphysic'> than could reasonably be 
demanded, and for some time it diverted itself with pleasant 
anticipations. But these hopes having proved deceptive, it 
has now fallen into general d isrepute. The argument of our 
Critique, taken as a whole, must have sufficiently convinced 
the reader that although metaphysics cannot be the foundation 
of religion, it must always continue to be a bulwark of it, and 
that human reason, being by its very nature dialectical, can 
never dispense with such a science, which curbs it, and by a 
scientific and completely convincing self-knowledge, prevents 

X the devastations of which a lawless speculative reason would 
?- otherwise quite inevitablY be g u1lty m the field of~~rals as 

well as in that of religion. We can therefore be sure that how
B 878 ever cold or contemptuously critical may be the attitude of 
A 8so those who judge a science not by its nature but by its acci

dental effects, we shall always return to metaphysics as to a be
loved one with whom we have had a quarrel. For here we are 
'-
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concerned with~al en_d~-ends with which metaphysics 
must ceaselessly occu_ey itself, either in striving for genuine 
insight into them, or in refuting those who profess already to 
have attained it. 

Metaphysics, alike of nature and of morals, and especially 
that criticism of our adventurous and self-reliant reason which 
serves as an introduction or propaedeutic to metaphysics, 
alone properly constitutes what may be entitled philosophy, 
in the strict sense of the term. Its sole preoccupation is wisdom; 
and it seeks it by the path of science, which, once it has been 
trodden, can never be overgrown, and permits of no wander
ing. Mathematics, natural science, even our empirical know
ledge, have a high value as means, for the most part, to con
tingent ends, but also, in the ultimate outcome, to ends that 
are necessary and essential to humanity. This latter service, 
however, they can discharge only as they are aided by a know
ledge through reason from pure concepts, which, however we 
may choose to entitle it, is really nothing but metaphysics. 

For the same reason metaphysics is also the full and com-
plete development 1 of liUman reason. Quite apart from its 
influence, as science, in connection with certain specific ends, {~~5 1 

it is an indispensable discipline. For in dealing with reason it 79 

treats of those elements and highest maxims which must form 
the basis of the very posst'bz'Nty of some sciences, and of the 
use of all. That, as mere speculation, it serves rather to prevent 
errors than to extend knowledge, does not detract from its 
value. On the contrary this gives it dignity and authority, 
through that censorship which secures general order and har-
mony, and indeed the well-being of the scientific common
wealth, preventing those who labour courageously and fruit-
fully on its behalf from losing sight of the supreme end, the 
happiness of all mankind. 

1 [die Vo/lendtmg allcr Kr.ltur.] 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE HISTORY OF PURE REASON 

THIS title stands here only in order to indicate one remaining 
division of the system, which future workers must complete. 
I content myself with casting a cursory glance, from a purely 
transcendental point of view, namely, that of the nature of 
pure reason, on the works of those who have laboured in this 
field-a glance which reveals [many stately] structures, but in 
ruins only. 

It is a very notable fact, although it could not have been 
otherwise, that in the infancy of philosophy men began where 
we should incline to end, namely, with the knowledge of God, 
occupying themselves with the hope, or rather indeed with 
the specific nature, of another world. However gross the 
religious concepts generated by the ancient practices which 
still persisted in each community from an earlier more 
barbarous state, this did not prevent the more enlightened 
members from devoting themselves to free investigation of 
these matters; and they easily discerned that there could be 
no better ground 1 or more dependable way of pleasing the in
visible power that governs the world, and so of being happy 

~ ~~3} in another world at least, than by living the good life. Ac-
1 cordingly theology and morals were the two motives, or rather 

the two points of reference, in all those abstract enquiries of 
reason to which men came to devote themselves. I t was chiefly, 
however, the former that step by step committed the purely 
speculative reason to those labours which afterwards became 
so renowned under the name of metaphysics. 

1 [Readiog, with Rosenkranz,grundlt&here for grundlid~t.) 
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I ::.hall not here attempt to distinguish the periods of his
tory in which this or that change in metaphysics came about, 
but shall only give a cursory sketch of the various ideas which 
gave rise to the chief revolutions [in metaphysical theory]. 
And here I find that there are three issues in regard to 
which the most noteworthy changes have taken place in the 
course of the resulting controversies. 

I In respect of the object of all our 'knowledge through 
reason', some have been mere sensual£sts, others mere :·ntel
lectual£sts. Epicurus may be regarded as the outstanding 
philosopher among the former, and Plato among the latter. 
The distinction between the two schools, subtle as it is, 
dates from the earliest times; and the two positions have 
ever since been maintained in unbroken continuity. Those 
of the former school maintained that reality is to be found 
solely in the objects of the senses, and that all else is fiction; 
those of the latter school, on the other hand, declared that 
in the senses there is nothing but illusion, and that only {~ ~~ 
the understanding knows what is true. The former did not 
indeed deny reality to the concepts of the understanding; but 
this reality was for them merely logical, whereas for the others 
it was myst£cal. The former conceded intellectual concepts, but 
admitted sensible objects only. The latter required that true 
objects should be purely £ntelt£g£ble, and maintained that by 
means of the pure understanding we have an £ntu£t£on that 
is unaccompanied by the senses-the senses, in their view, 
serving only to confuse the understanding. 

2. I n respect of the or£gin of the modes of 'knowledge 
through pure reason', the question is as to whether they are 
derived from experience, or whether in independence of ex
perience they have their origin in reason. Aristotle may be 
regarded as the chief of the empiricists, and Plato as the 
chief of the noologists. Locke, who in modern times followed 
A ristotle, and Le£bn£z, who followed Plato (although in con
siderable disagreement with his mystical system), have not 
been able to bring this conflict to any definitive conclusion . 
However we may regard Epicurus, he was at least much more 
consistent in this sensual system than Aristotle and Locke, 
inasmuch as he never sought to pass by inference heyond the 
limits of experience. This is especially true as regards Locke, 
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who, after having derived all concepts and principles from 
experience, goes so far in the use of them as to assert that we 

~ ~~n can prove the existence of God and the immortality of the 
soul with the same conclusiveness as any mathematical pro
position- though both lie entirely outside the limits of 
possible experience. 

3· In respect of method.-If anything is to receive the 
title of method, it must be a procedure in accordance with 
principles. We may divide the methods now prevailing in this 
field of enquiry into the natural£st£c and the sc£entzfic. The 
naturaNst of pure reason adopts as his principle that through 
common reason, without science, that is, through what he 
calls sound reason, he is able, in regard to those most sublime 
questions which form the problem of metaphysics, to achieve 
more than is possible through speculation. Thus he is virtu
ally asserting that we can determine the size and distance of 
the moon with greater certainty by the naked eye than by 
mathematical devices. This is mere misology, reduced to 
principles; and what is most absurd of all, the neglect of all 
artificial means is eulogised as a special method of extending 
our knowledge. For as regards those who are naturalists from 
lack of more insight, they cannot rightly be blamed. They 
follow common reason, without boasting of their ignorance 
as a method which contains the secret how we are to fetch 
truth from the deep well of Democritus. Quod sap£o, sat£s 

A 
8 6

} est m£h£; non ego curo, esse quod Arcesdas aerumnos£que 
B 8~4 Solonesa is the motto with which they may lead a cheerful 

and praiseworthy life, not troubling themselves about science, 
nor by their interference bringing it into confusion. 

As regards those who adopt a sdentzfic method, they have 
the choice of proceeding either dogmat£cally or scept£cally; 
but in any case they are under obligation to proceed system
atz"cally. I may cite the celebrated Wolff as a representative 
of the former mode of procedure, and David H ume as a repre
sentative of the latter, and may then, conformably with my 
present purpose, leave all others unnamed. The cr£t£cal path 
al~s still ~en. If the reader has had the courtesy and 
patience to accompany me along this path, he may now judge 
for himself whether, if he cares to lend his aid in making this 

a Persius [Sat. iii 78-79]. 
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path into a high-road, it may not be possible to achieve be
fore the end of the present century what many centuries have 
not been able to accomplish; namely, to secure for human 
reason complete satisfaction in regard to that with which it 
has all along so eagerly occupied itself, though hitherto 
in vain. 
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Lim itation, as category, 113, 1 t6; all 
negations are only, 490, 492 

Limitative judgments, 108 
Limiting concepts, ideas as, 272 

Location, logical and transcendental, 
2S1; in space, 283-4 

Locke, principles of his investigation 
of knowledge, 8, 122; not consistent 
empiricist, 127, 667-8; sensualised 
concepts of understanding, 283 

Logic, sphere of, 18, 190; traditional, 
10, 17-19, 107; pure as opposed to 
applied, 94, 9S; general as distin
guished both from special and from 
transcendental, 93·4, 9S-9, to8, 111, 
112-13, 176 ff,19 1·2; transcendental, 
67,97. 102, 1oS, 111, 112·13, 178-9, 
192, 630; logical, as opposed to tran
scendental, employment of facu lties, 
216, 278, 2S1·2, 325·6, 53S ff. 

Magni tude, 1S4, 185. 19S ff., 242, 26o, 
261 , 263·4, 397-S, 454 ff., 579; in· 
tensive, 201 -8, 210 

Mairan, J. J. Dortous de, 419 
Manifold, as material for synthesis, 

lit, 131-2, 144, 155, 161, 166, 169, 
198, 213; of pure intuition, 69, III , 
112, 132, 133, 170 n., rSr; in the 
subject, 8S 

Materialism, 3S2, 354, 375 n., 376 
Mathematical, as opposed to rlynami· 

cal, 11 6, 195 ff., 210, 25S, 392, 393, 
462 ff.' 480, S46 

Mathematics. success in establishing a 
priori science of, 9 n., 19, 46·7, s6, 
396, 4o6, 423, 433; synthetic char
acter of, s2·4, So, 199·201; and in
tuition, 69, 81 , 162, 189, 195, 259, 
261 n., 311 n., 396, S77 ff., S90; syn· 
thesis in, 196,197 n.,451; methodsof 
mathematics and philosophy com
pared, 577-91,627, 6s6·7, 661 

Matter (Materie), and form. 47, 65·6, 
Ill, 121, 201,215, 241,252, 280-St, 
494· 516·17, 522, 528, sSt, 583; in 
logic, 94 ff., 9S, 100, 118; physical, 
279· 286, 291, 339•40, 346 ff., 355·6, 
358 ff., 389, 452, 46o-61, SI6. See 
Body a>td Object, empirical 

Maxims, S47 ff., 640 
Mechanics, general, 284 
Mendelssohn, Moses, his argument fat 

immortality, 372 ff. 
Metaphysical, meaning of term, 68; 

meta physical dcdu< tion of cate· 
gories, 100· 19; metaphysical connec· 
tion in a pr1or1 fa.:ulty of knowledge, 
19!j n. 

Metaphysics of Morals, 37 
Metaphysics of Nature, 14, 37 
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Succession, 74, 87, 167, 209, 213, 214; 
our apprehension always successive, 
213, 219, 224; objective as opposed 
to subjective succession, 219 ff., 236; 
of cause and effect, 227-8 

Sufficient Reason, principle of, 226, 
621·2 

Sulzer, 595 
Syllogism, 301 ff., 305-7, 315 ff., 510; 

singular judgments in, 107; hypo
thetical syllogisms, 110 

Synopsis, 127, 130 
Synthesis, meaning of term, 111, 151; 

and analysis of concepts, 14, 47, 
6o-61, 111-12; as necessary for ex
perience and knowledge, 112, 127, 
130-58, I6o·61, 166, 170·71, 183, 
192 IT., 198 IT.; different kinds of, 127, 
IJ1·4, 142-3, 164·5, 170, 171 n., 
197 n., 463; of magnitud~s, 202-3, 
2o8, 261, 397-8, 397 n., 401 -2; as 
leading to antinomies, 385 ff., 390 IT., 
397-8, 398 n., 401-2, 434, 444 ff., 
451, 463; synthrtic process in chem
istry, 24 n.; synthetic a priori judg
ments, so IT., 70, 76, So, 85 ff., 91, 
237·8, 243. 251, 253. 265. 273 ff., 
353. 363, 370, 402, SII, 527, 528, 
545 IT., 58o ff., 589, 6o8, 6og-10, 621. 
See Analytic and synthetic judg
ments, and methods 

Taste, not property of objects, 73-4; 
aesthetic taste, 66 n. 

Terrasson, Jean, 13 
Thales, 19 
Theists, 525, 526 
Theology, natural, 89-90, soB, 525 ff.; 

rational, 323 ff., 525, 528; trans
cendental, 493, 525 If., 530·31, 
55' ff., 565 IT., 642; moral theology, 
526 and n., 531, 641 ff.; physico
theology, 526. See Physico theo
logical proof 

T hings- in- themselves, unknowable, 
74, 87, 149; but thinkable, 27; space 
and time not properties of, 71 ff., 
85 IT., 89, 440, 449; as opposed to 
appearances, 24, 172-3, 230, 265 If., 
278 IT., 282 IT., 346 IT, 351 ff., 350 IT., 
381 IT., 441, 443, 444 ff., 447 ff., 
453 IT., 457, 46o, 466 fT., 482 fT.; 
concept of e11s rea!issimum just that 
of thing-in-itscl£ as completely de
termined, 490 

Thought, 65. 93, 95fT., 124, 155, 
371 n., 381; meaning of term, 1o6; 

as opposed to knowledge, 27-8, 161· 
162, 169, 173, 174 n., 193, 270-71, 
368, 426, 468; the 'I think', 152-3 
329 ff., 336 ff., 353. 362 ff., 368 If., 
375fT., 378 n., 381 ff., 4o8. See Ap
perception, transcendental unity of 

Time, in general, 68, 74-91, 236-7, 
261 ff., 441; aprion'form of intuition, 
not self-subsistentJ6ff., So-91, 163, 
400, 440, 449. 460, 468, 475, 476, 
478; as condition to which all ap
pearances must conform,.17 If., 123, 
131, 194, 197 ff., 232; determination 
of, depends on permanent, 36 n., 
2IJ·14, 245 ff.; time and principle of 
contradiction, 76, 190·91, 420-21; 
always represented by means of 
space, 77, 167, 168; unity of, 136, 
138, 155 n., 170 n., 172, 209, 217; 
not merely form of intuition but it
self intuition, 170 and n.; necessary 
for application and proof of cate
gories, 181 If., 209-10,213-14,218 ff., 
225, 226; meaningless apart from 
application to objects, 193; con
tinuity of, 204, 225, 231; empty 
time, 205 If., 217, 221, 397, 399fT., 
457; Leibniz's view of, 28o, 285-6; 
as affected by antinomies, 387, 388, 
396 ff., 399 ff., 437, 438, 445. 457·8; 
time and change, 415 

Torricelli, 20 
Totality, idea or concept of, 102, 313, 

316, 318, 390, 488 n., 491-2, 523, 
6o6; of conditions in antinomies, 
321-2, 324-5, 386 ff., 391, 392 n., 
393, 398 n., 418, 432, 434, 437-8, 
443fT., 448, 449 ff., 454 If., 559. 615; 
in disjunctive judgments, 109; as 
category, 113, 116, 119 

Transcendent, meaning of term, 299: 
transcendent principles, 307, 31S, 
380,393.418,483,532,662 

Transcendental, meaning of term, 59, 
299, 581; philosophy, 6o, 61, 102-3, 
104, 179. 396, 431, 46s-6, 662; ex
position, 70. 76; ideality and ideal
ism, 72, 78, 89, 345 ff., 359, 449; 
logic, 97 ff., 176, 178-9; content, 
112, 490 If.; deduction, meaning of 
expression, 121 -2; employment of 
faculties, 127, 211-12, 259, 264, ::.65. 
273-5, 294, 454, 528, 537 If.; faculty 
of imagination, 133, 146; unity of 
apperception, 135·61, 166, 168 IT., 
209 ff., 237, 335 ff., 362 IT., 369 fT., 
376,377 If., see' I think'; proof, 621 If., 
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